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 This dissertation examines the relationship between performance, cultural policy, and 
citizenship in Chile (1979-present). Through emblematic case studies of key performance 
interventions (including the work of CADA, Andrés Pérez, Manuela Infante, and Guillermo 
Calderón), intertwined with analyses of cultural policy and political discourse, I ask how Chilean 
performance dramaturgically enacts forms of democratic citizenship—first during Pinochet’s 
dictatorship as a hoped-for future and later, following the democratic transition, as a present, if 
incomplete, reality. Responding to the vexed transitions to democracy, scholarship on Latin 
American theatre and performance has emphasized its resistance to the state. I complicate this 
formulation by examining how these performances have been shaped by the political and 
institutional structures contingent to their production and by considering how critical political 
performance is a category produced, in part, by the state. I therefore develop a model that allows 
for a more nuanced understanding of the performing arts to politics—one that accounts for an 
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 Near the end of Neva, Guillermo Calderón’s 2006 play set during the Russian 
Revolution, a character asks: “Who cares? Outside it’s a bloody Sunday, people are dying of 
hunger in the street and you want to put on a play. History passes by like a ghost—there is going 
to be a revolution. And who is dumb enough to lock themselves in a theatre to suffer for love and 
death?”1 The Chilean playwright thus meta-theatrically questions what role artistic creation can 
play in addressing the life-or-death political reality taking place outside the theatre—a question 
aimed at the heart of theatre’s role in society. Embedded within it, however, is a fundamental 
assumption: that art and its social and political context occupy separate spheres. Calderón’s 
question asserts that theatre has value to the extent to which it can tangibly intervene in the 
social; its inability to do so concretely threatens it with irrelevance. This dissertation departs by 
challenging this assumption and asks: if we consider art and politics not as separate spheres, but 
rather as mutually constitutive of each other, how might this transform our understanding of the 
relationship between artistic performance and its social and political context? 
I engage this provocation by turning to the cultural landscape of Chile’s transition to 
democracy. Following the 1988 Plebiscite that ended Augusto Pinochet’s seventeen-year 
dictatorship, Chileans embarked upon a process through which democracy and citizenship were 
discursively and institutionally questioned and redefined. As the process of “re-democratization” 
unfolded, successive presidential administrations began to rearticulate and institutionalize 
                                               
1 Guillermo Calderón, Neva, trans. Andrea Thome (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 2016), 
66. The original Spanish is: “¿A quién le importa? Afuera hay un domingo sangriento, la gente se está 
muriendo de hambre en la calle y tú quieres hacer una obra de teatro. La historia pasa como una fantasma, 
va a haber una revolución. ¿Y quién es tan imbécil para encerrarse en una sala de teatro para sufrir por 
amor y por la muerte?” Guillermo Calderón, “Neva,” in Teatro I (Santiago: LOM ediciones, 2012), 50. 
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cultural policy, a process that in many cases included placing artists previously marginalized for 
their anti-dictatorship work into major institutional positions. These artists then went on to 
establish cultural institutions and educational programs, develop funding structures, run major 
international festivals, and award prizes. Meanwhile, artists who had previously situated 
themselves in opposition to the dictatorship had to reposition their work and navigate this 
developing cultural policy apparatus, leading them to think of their relationship to the Chilean 
state in fundamentally new ways.2 The director and playwright Ramón Griffero describes a kind 
of artistic identity crisis that ensued after the 1988 Plebiscite:  
Entering the democratic transition was an artistic shock to everyone. In Chile art 
had always been linked to cultural life with political commitment. When the 
political commitment disappeared, many artists, including me, didn’t know what 
to do… Before, I wrote from my opposition to Pinochet, from my ideological 
position. It was firm territory that others shared, so not only did I know where I 
was writing from, but I also knew for whom I was writing… Our creative 
challenge is to reposition ourselves. Where I was no longer exists, where I talked 
from no longer exists. 3 
 
The confluence of negotiations and redefinitions provided by the Chilean case thus offers a 
unique opportunity to analyze the connection between performance, political ideas, and 
sociocultural institutions as they developed alongside each other. It also leads me to ask: how are 
the production and aesthetics of theatre intertwined in processes of democratization, notions of 
citizenship, and the development of cultural policy in Chile? Though this question is necessarily 
grounded in the historical context of late-twentieth- and early-twenty-first-century Chile, it 
emerges from larger theoretical questions concerning the relationship of theatre and the social, 
                                               
2 See Catherine Boyle, “Violence in Memory: Translation, Dramatization, and Performance of the Past in 
Chile” in Cultural Politics in Latin America, ed. Anny Brooksbank Jones and Ronaldo Munck (New 
York: St. Martin’s Press, 2000), 93-112; and Idelber Avelar, The Untimely Present: Postdictatorial Latin 
American Fiction and the Task of Mourning (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012). 
3 Quoted in Joanne Pottlitzer, “The Game of Expression under Pinochet: Four Theater Stories,” Theater 
31, no. 2 (January 1, 2001): 13–14. 
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specifically: how to non-reductively conceptualize the dynamic linking political discourse, 
institutions, art making, and artistic agency; and, relatedly, whether and how political resistance, 
engagement, and processes can be meaningfully and substantially enacted in the theatre.  
In this dissertation, therefore, I examine the relationship between performance, cultural 
policy, and citizenship in Chile from 1979 to the present. Through a series of emblematic case 
studies of key performances, intertwined with analyses of cultural policy and political discourse, 
I ask how Chilean theatre and performance dramaturgically engage with and enact forms of 
democratic citizenship—first, during Pinochet’s dictatorship as a hoped-for future, and later, 
following the democratic transition as a present, if still incomplete, reality. Responding to the 
legacies of dictatorships and vexed transitions to democracy, much scholarship on performance 
in Latin America has emphasized its resistance to the state. I seek to complicate this formulation 
by examining how these performances have also been shaped by the political, economic, and 
institutional structures that are contingent to their production and by considering how political 
performance is a category produced and facilitated, in part, by the state. I therefore develop a 
model that allows for a more nuanced understanding of the performing arts to politics—one that 
accounts for a complex, interdependent, sometimes paradoxical, and often mutually constitutive 
dynamic.  
 I construct an alternate periodization to previous studies—which tend to focus selectively 
on either the dictatorship or post-dictatorship periods—to elucidate the continuities and ruptures 
that emerge as performance aesthetics respond to changing state structures. This long view of the 
Chilean transition to democracy begins with the art actions of the Colectivo Acciones de Arte 
(Art Actions Collective, henceforward CADA) between 1979 and 1985 and continues to the 
present. Throughout, I weave a discussion of case studies into a broader historical examination of 
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cultural policy, tracing the cultural climate and policies of the dictatorship through those of the 
democratic governments. In addition to situating my case studies within this history, I link them 
to flashpoints in the development of democratic citizenship, including the 1988 Plebiscite; 
attempts at truth, reconciliation, and memorialization, such as the Rettig and Valech 
commissions; and the 2006 and 2011 student protests. I have selected case studies that are 
artistically innovative, connected to cultural institutions and funds, and tied to key debates or 
moments in the (re)formation of contemporary Chilean democratic citizenship. 
I begin by exploring how CADA, an interdisciplinary collective of artists, staged a series 
of art actions in the urban space of Santiago that reframed citizen subjectivity in order to 
facilitate resistance to Pinochet’s dictatorship and suggest new models of political organization. I 
consider how CADA’s work reverberated in later protests against the regime and explore how 
their dramaturgical strategies were marshaled in the 1988 Plebiscite campaign that ousted 
Pinochet from office. Then, I consider how in the midst of the Plebiscite campaigns, Andrés 
Pérez created La Negra Ester (1988), arguably the most popular play ever produced in Chile. 
With a lyrical text written in décimas by Roberto Parra—a well-known Chilean poet who 
employed folkloric verse forms—and a street-theatre aesthetic, the show’s inclusive dramaturgy 
intersected with the desire for a more inclusive body-politic, evidenced in the Plebiscite and the 
rhetoric of the new democratic president, Patricio Aylwin. However, Pérez confronted the limits 
of this inclusivity when his later work (and career) was marginalized for its queer themes and 
content and he was refused the artistic directorship of the Matucana 100 cultural center. I then 
explore how the next generation of artists, who came of age during the transition period, 
reckoned with a new set of concerns surrounding the legacies of dictatorship and the democracy 
taking shape. Manuela Infante’s Prat (2001) sparked a heated debate over public arts funding 
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because of its unflattering depiction of a Chilean military hero, bringing center stage the rights to 
frame memory discourse and construct alternative, subjective histories. I examine how the play 
was enmeshed and instrumentalized within broader cultural debates over free speech, censorship, 
cultural pluralism, memorialization, and truth and reconciliation. Finally, I consider how, in the 
course of his career, Guillermo Calderón has wrestled with the notion of political theatre and 
sought to radicalize his work in an environment he views as largely devoid of real political 
possibilities. I examine how his works intersect with a new generation’s political demands: 
specifically, the student protests of 2006 and 2011. Additionally, I consider how the political 
capacity of his work is embedded in and shaped by the structures Calderón seeks to resist, 
specifically through his alliance with the Fundación Santiago a Mil, an organization that hosts 
Chile’s—and one of Latin America’s—most significant theatre festivals. All of these works’ 
intersections with broader questions of citizenship make them rich sites for interrogating the 
relationship of theatre to citizenship. Furthermore, their imbrication within both a developing 
democracy and shifting cultural policy apparatus makes them ideal cases in which to trace the 
connections among performance, policy, and citizenship. 
In posing questions that traverse the realms of governance, politics, and art-making, I 
heed Nikos Papastergiadis’ call for “an expanded field that requires a new cross-disciplinary 
analysis” in which the scholar’s task “is not only to reflect on art but also to see how a 
representation is both transformative and constitutive of subjectivity.”4 I believe that this task is 
best accomplished by employing the framework of “new dramaturgy.”5 A new dramaturgical 
                                               
4 Nikos Papastergiadis, “Spatial Aesthetics: Rethinking the Contemporary” in Antinomies of Art and 
Culture: Modernity, Postmodernity, Contemporaneity, ed. Terry Smith, Okwui Enwezor, and Nancy 
Condee (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008), 375.  
5 Katalin Trencsényi and Bernadette Cochrane, eds., New Dramaturgy: International Perspectives on 
Theory and Practice (London: Bloomsbury, 2014).  
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framework configures dramaturgy as the process by which the aesthetics, structure, and text of a 
performance intersect with its environment and spectators to produce meaning(s). Rather than 
emphasize the text (as traditional dramaturgy has done) or solely the moment of performance (as 
much theatre and performance scholarship does), this approach will allow me to consider the 
aesthetics of the productions, as well as the material structures conditioning their 
conceptualization, rehearsal, and performance. New dramaturgy is processual: I follow Marianne 
Van Kerkhoven’s assertion that “the meaning, the intentions, the form and the substance of a 
play arise during the working process.”6 It is also expansive: like Cathy Turner and Synne 
Behrndt, I favor dramaturgical analysis because it “regards the performance as a complex web of 
elements, and aims to identify the ways these connect (or fail to connect).” 7 Furthermore, I am 
interested in the way “[the] patterns that are found reveal the implicit ideological, compositional, 
philosophical, and socio-political ideas that drive this performance.”8 I understand this 
framework to be compatible with a Bourdieusian conception of the artistic “field,” which 
configures a work’s position (in this case, as “political” theatre) as:  
subjectively defined by the system of distinctive properties by which it can be 
situated relative to other positions; that every position, even the dominant one, 
depends for its very existence, and for the determinations it imposes on its 
occupants, on the other positions constituting the field; and that the structure of 
the field, i.e. the space of positions, is nothing other than the structure of the 
distribution of capital of specific properties which governs success in the field and 
the winning of external or specific profits (such as literary prestige) which are at 
stake in the field.9 
 
                                               
6 Marianne Van Kerkhoven, “On Dramaturgy,” Theaterschrift, 5-6 (1994): 15.  
7 Cathy Turner and Synne Behrndt, Dramaturgy and Performance (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 
35. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, ed. Randal Johnson 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 30. 
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Following Bourdieu’s notion of the cultural field, I attend to the ways a given work’s dramaturgy 
is tied to its contingency, which I understand as its relative position, dependency on, and 
relationship to other artworks, state structures and discourse, material circumstances, and notions 
of capital and prestige. A focus on dramaturgy as a Bourdieusian “practice” that emerges from 
within material and discursive structures, but that also has the capacity to shape, challenge, or 
reify those structures, will help to facilitate my analysis of the chosen case studies and to draw 
connections among them and the broader landscapes of cultural policy and citizenship. For 
Bourdieu, the concept of practice posits a kind of dialectic between structural determination and 
human agency. On the one hand, practices emerge from a set of structures that condition and 
define social existence and behaviors (i.e., that which forms the habitus).10 However, within that 
set of externally imposed and internalized constraints, individuals might improvise and find ways 
to act upon or challenge those structures, thus exercising a degree of agency. The notion of 
practice thus challenges an either/or distinction between individual agency and social 
determinism, positing a more complex and reciprocal relationship.11 By considering dramaturgy 
as a Bourdieusian practice, I attempt to attend to the simultaneous autonomy and heteronomy of 
performance. Further, the fact that dramaturgy as a concept and practice has gained currency in 
disciplines outside of theatre and performance studies, including anthropological and 
sociological studies of social/cultural dramas and performances, attests to its conceptual 
flexibility in traversing and drawing connections between the artistic, social, and political 
spheres. At times throughout this dissertation, I conduct a social dramaturgical analysis of 
political performances and events, in order to put those performances into conversation with 
                                               
10 See Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, trans. Richard Nice 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984). 




theatrical dramaturgies and thus elucidate the aesthetic and dramaturgical connections between 
the artistic and political fields.12  
 
Intervention in Literature  
 My project builds upon and contributes to the fields of Latin American performance, 
cultural policy, and citizenship studies. In addition, I draw from broader theoretical 
considerations of politics and aesthetics in an effort to link the philosophical-aesthetic to 
sociological analyses of political institutions, discourses, and categories. Structured around 
emblematic case studies and employing dramaturgy as its grounding analytic, my work’s 
significance lies in its challenge to current scholarship on political performance in Latin America 
(and elsewhere) and its development of a model operating at the intersection of these fields. It 
employs cases underrepresented in English-language scholarship, along with research on cultural 
policy and citizenship, to examine the democratic capabilities of performance and how it is 
embedded in the apparatus of the state. 
 First, my dissertation engages with and builds upon scholarship on Chilean and Southern 
Cone theatre and performance during and after dictatorship. Throughout both of these periods—
in large part a response to the social/political focus of the theatre itself—scholarship on theatre 
and performance in the region has been overwhelmingly concerned with theatre’s relationship to 
the state and the mechanisms by which it enacts and navigates political critique. Much of this 
                                               
12 Jeffrey Alexander and Jason Mast chart a long trajectory of anthropological and sociological uses of 
dramaturgy beginning with Victor Turner and Clifford Geertz and continuing through the founding and 
evolution of performance studies as a discipline in: Jeffrey Alexander and Jason Mast, “Introduction: 
symbolic action in theory and practice” in Social Performance: Symbolic Action, Cultural Pragmatics, 
and Ritual, ed. Jeffrey Alexander, Bernhard Giesen, and Jason Mast (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2006), 1-29. 
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scholarship, therefore, has laid important groundwork for my study and provides a rich point of 
departure.  
 There have been a number of excellent English and Spanish-language studies that have 
offered historically grounded accounts of theatrical and artistic activity during and, in some 
cases, immediately following dictatorships in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil. This work 
includes scholars such as Catherine M. Boyle, Jean Graham-Jones, Soledad Lagos, Juan Andrés 
Piña, Ana Elena Puga, and Diana Taylor.13 These authors variously chart specific aesthetic 
responses to the socio-economic pressures of dictatorships and situate these responses within a 
broader trajectory of each country’s theatrical history. Because many of these projects are 
concerned with the theatre’s capacity to resist dictatorship, they can tend to emphasize artists’ 
dissidence, which in some cases risks perpetuating an art-versus-power binary. Puga, for 
example, engages in an expressly activist agenda to reclaim universals for the left and chart the 
oppositional strategies that artists have engaged to challenge dictatorships. Other works, 
however, complicate such binary formulations through a consideration of structural constraints 
or the transmission of ideological tropes.  
 For example, Boyle argues that in the Chilean case, theatre was allowed a surprisingly 
political role that was, in part, a product of its historical development and position within Chilean 
culture more generally. This was also due, she argues, to the combination of Chilean theatre’s 
                                               
13 Catherine M. Boyle, Chilean Theatre, 1973–1985: Marginality, Power, Selfhood (Rutherford: Farleigh 
Dickinson University Press [Associated University Presses], 1992); Jean Graham-Jones, Exorcizing 
History: Argentine Theater Under Dictatorship (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press [Associated 
University Presses], 2000); María Soledad Lagos, Creación colectiva: teatro chileno a fines de la década 
de los 80 (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1994); Juan Andrés Piña, Historia del teatro en Chile: 1941-1990 
(Santiago: Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial Chile, 2014); Ana Elena Puga, Memory, Allegory, 
and Testimony in South American Theatre: Upstaging Dictatorship (New York: Routledge, 2008); Diana 
Taylor, Disappearing Acts: Spectacles of Gender and Nationalism in Argentina’s “Dirty War” (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1997). 
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limited influence—less than one percent of the population attended the theatre—and the need for 
Pinochet’s regime to point to some signs of free expression.14 Though Boyle does not 
theoretically link her structural and aesthetic analyses, she does note that her aesthetic analysis 
and the theatrical forms of political critique she observed are fundamentally conditioned by this 
structural observation.  
 Diana Taylor’s work complicates clear delineations between artistic production and the 
ideological apparatus of the state. In Disappearing Acts: Spectacles of Gender and Nationalism 
in Argentina’s “Dirty War,” Taylor examines both performances of state power and theatrical 
performances through an analysis of the representation of gender and spectatorship in discourses 
of Argentine nationhood. In her observations of oppositional theatre, she notes a disturbing 
trend: though this theatre positions itself as resistant to the repressive state, it often employs the 
same misogynist aesthetic tropes as the state in its representation of gender and femininity. This 
leads her to posit the “troubling contradiction” that “acts of resistance tend to reproduce the 
language and logic of oppression in their attempt to challenge them.”15 The manner by which she 
arrives at this conclusion—through the observation of the repetition of certain performances of 
gender dynamics—anticipates her development in The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing 
Cultural Memory in the Americas of the concept of the “scenario.” Scenarios are performed 
situations that repeat and recur in a variety of contexts (such as the “discovery” of America). 
Though they can be altered, reconfigured, or used toward a variety of ends, they carry with them 
the memory and ideological residue of their previous performances, thus constituting a way 
historical memory is transmitted and transmuted via embodied means.16 Taylor’s work has been 
                                               
14 Boyle, Chilean Theatre, 15-17.  
15 Ibid., 238. 
16 Diana Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2003), 28-33.  
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tremendously influential in the field and is useful in conceptualizing the complexity of the 
relationship between oppositional discourse and the state through performance. However, its 
focus on the performance of scenarios somewhat limits the methods by which an analysis of this 
interrelationship might proceed. It neglects both material considerations and an evaluation of 
how the development of new aesthetic paradigms might also be imbricated within a similarly 
complicated dynamic. Thus, the identification and tracing of scenarios alone might foreclose the 
exploration of other less obvious instances of ideological transmission or influence and is 
therefore why I adopt a dramaturgical model for this project.  
 Scholarship on post-dictatorship theatre and performance in Latin America has been 
largely dominated by considerations of memory and neoliberalism. Responding to the legacies of 
dictatorships and the dissatisfaction many in the region have felt with the democratic transitions 
(especially in Chile and Argentina), these works provide valuable insight into the aesthetic trends 
and political strategies theatre artists employ as they negotiate these experiences.  
 Considerations of memory in post-dictatorship periods have been central to the work of 
scholars of theatre and performance such as Francine Mary A’Ness, Boyle, Ileana Diéguez 
Caballero, Paola Hernández, Anne Lambright, Joanne Pottlitzer, Taylor, and Brenda Werth.17 
Lambright and A’Ness have taken up explorations of how performance can marshal memory in 
social recuperation and repair. Other scholars, such as Boyle, Taylor, and Diéguez Caballero, 
                                               
17 Francine Mary A’Ness, “Resisting Amnesia: Yuyachkani, Performance, and the Postwar 
Reconstruction of Peru,” Theatre Journal 56 no. 3 (October 2004): 395-414; Boyle, “Violence in 
Memory”; Ileana Diéguez Caballero, Escenarios liminales: teatralidades, performances y política 
(Buenos Aires: Actuel, 2007); Paola S. Hernández, “Remapping Memory Discourses: Villa + Discurso 
by Guillermo Calderón,” South Central Review 30, no. 3 (Fall 2013): 61-82; Anne Lambright, “Dead 
Body Politics: Grupo Cultural Yuyachkani at Peru’s Truth Commission” in Imagining Human Rights in 
Twenty-First Century Theatre: Global Perspectives, ed. Brenda Werth, Florian Nikolas Becker, and Paola 
Hernández (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 27-44; Joanne Pottlitzer, “Forgetting Filled With 
Memory,” Theater 43, no. 2 (2013): 57-63; Taylor, The Archive and the Repertoire; Brenda Werth, 
Theatre, Performance and Memory Politics in Argentina (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010).  
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have considered how “official” discourses of memory might be challenged by performative 
ruptures or polyvocality. Taylor in particular has emphasized how the construction of memory 
involves the complex interplay of processes of formal or official documentation as well as 
processes of embodiment and repetition. A number of these works—including those of Werth, 
Hernández, and Pottlitzer—are concerned with the politics surrounding memorialization of past 
atrocities. A consideration of memory, however, is not the sole purview of theatre and 
performance scholars. Idelber Avelar has examined the interplay of memory, forgetting, and 
neoliberalism in Latin American literature—providing an aesthetic analysis of allegory that is 
useful for considerations of theatre as well.18 Michael Lazzara has also sought to identify the 
poetics of memory across a range of literary genres throughout the transition.19 Finally, in the 
most comprehensive English-language history of the Chilean dictatorship and post-dictatorship 
periods—which provides very useful contextualization for my study—Steven Stern has framed 
each of its three volumes around questions of memory and their urgency in the political struggles 
of the period.20  
 Questions of memory dominate the field of post-dictatorship cultural production in Latin 
America to such a degree that they can sometimes seem to constitute a kind of thematic monolith 
and run the risk of obscuring other equally vital considerations. With that said, however, it is 
important to note the urgent political stakes that are tied to questions of memory and that account 
for the need for its continued examination. Debates around memory persist, with serious political 
                                               
18 Avelar, The Untimely Present.  
19 Michael J. Lazzara, Chile in Transition: The Poetics and Politics of Memory (Gainesville: University 
Press of Florida, 2006).  
20 Steve Stern, Remembering Pinochet’s Chile: On the Eve of London 1998 (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2004); Steve Stern, Battling for Hearts and Minds: Memory Struggles in Pinochet’s Chile, 1973–
1988 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006); and Steve Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet: The Memory 
Question in Democratic Chile, 1989–2006 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010).   
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ramifications. Thus, it is not a theme that can be dismissed simply because it has received 
voluminous consideration by previous scholars. Nelly Richard—one of the foremost aesthetic 
theorists of the Chilean dictatorship and post-dictatorship periods—persuasively argues for the 
urgent stakes and continued need to engage with questions of memory in the Chilean case. In 
Cultural Residues: Chile in Transition, Richard posits:  
Memory is an open process of reinterpretation that unties its knots so that events 
and understandings can again be undertaken. Memory stirs up the static fact of the 
past with new unclosed meanings that put recollections to work, causing both 
beginnings and endings to rewrite new hypotheses and conjectures and thereby 
dismantle the explanatory closures of totalities that are too sure of themselves.21 
 
As memory knots are tied, untied, and retied, a society repositions itself with regard to the 
present and the past. In Crítica de la memoria: 1990–2010, Richard cites the example of Chile’s 
right-wing president Sebastián Piñera’s recasting of the term “disappeared” to refer—not to the 
victims of political torture and murder during the dictatorship, as in previous usage—but to the 
victims of the 2010 earthquake and mining disaster.22 Not only does Piñera’s move attempt to 
“erase” or “move beyond” a traumatic past, but it also inscribes a narrative in which the 
“disappeared” victims are de-ideologized. Equating victims with the absence of ideology 
chillingly creates the conditions in which a state of exception could again be conceivably 
invoked for an ideological purge (the implication being that those targeted for their ideology are 
not victims but, essentially, combatants). This example illustrates that a continued engagement 
with memory, particularly as it relates to political participation and citizenship, remains 
necessary.  
                                               
21 Nelly Richard, Cultural Residues: Chile in Transition, trans. Alan West-Durán and Theodore Quester 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 17.  
22 Nelly Richard, Crítica de la memoria: 1990–2010 (Santiago: Universidad Diego Portales, 2010), 9-21.  
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 Another vital, and often related, area of scholarship on Latin American theatre and 
cultural production has sought to explore theatrical responses to neoliberalism and globalization. 
Both Hernández and Avelar note that a large part of the trauma of Southern Cone dictatorships 
has been their wholesale imposition of neoliberal economic models and promotion of 
participation in an unequal global economy dominated by the United States.23 Avelar observes 
that this has, in many instances, involved a process of willful forgetting—an erasure of 
memory—that is central to neoliberalism’s presentist consumptive project. Hernández and 
Avelar, as well as scholars such as Gail Bulman, Alicia del Campo, and Stuart A. Day, have 
examined textual engagements with neoliberalism and globalization, tracing expressions of 
disillusionment and disenchantment alongside aesthetic strategies resistant to these 
developments.24 A major theme throughout this scholarship, and the works it considers, has been 
a critique of state-promoted consensus, which Nelly Richard views as a de-politicizing force in 
Chile. In critiquing President Aylwin’s policy of convivencia, Richard writes, “The ‘democracy 
of agreements’ made consensus its normative guarantee, its operational key, its de-ideologizing 
ideology, its institutional right, and its discursive trophy.”25 However, other scholars, such as 
Jorge Dubatti, have considered convivio as a mechanism for the restorative function of theatre 
and as a way to combat neoliberal atomization.26 As Richard and Dubatti’s work reveals, the 
                                               
23 Paola S. Hernández, El teatro de Argentina y Chile. Globalización, resistencia y desencanto (Buenos 
Aires: Corregidor, 2009); Avelar, The Untimely Present.  
24 Gail Bulman, Staging Words, Performing Worlds: Intertextuality and Nation in Contemporary Latin 
American Theatre (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2007); Alicia del Campo, “Nuevos realismos 
para viejos discursos: las guerras prometidas y el fin de Chile neoliberal en Diciembre de Guillermo 
Calderón,” FIT 2008: El teatro iberoamericano en el siglo XXI (2009): 121-131; Stuart A. Day, Staging 
Politics in Mexico: The Road to Neoliberalism (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2004). 
25 Richard, Cultural Residues, 15.  
26 Jorge Dubatti, Filosofía del teatro I: convivio, experiencia, subjetividad (Buenos Aires: Actuel, 2007). 




question of how people are together—how they implicitly and explicitly forge agreements and 
disagreements—is intimately tied to political structures, discourse, and the dramaturgy of 
performance, and thus will constitute a fundamental inquiry of my dissertation.  
 One of the challenges confronting scholars seeking to understand the impact of 
neoliberalism has been to theorize how power is exercised in this model (and therefore, how 
performance might resist those impositions of power). While Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto 
Laclau, following Antonio Gramsci, have posited that hegemony is ever present, Jon Beasley- 
Murray has argued for a post-hegemonic understanding of politics in Latin America (and 
elsewhere).27 Beasley-Murray contends that hegemony theory, cultural studies, and civil society 
theory are not sufficient explanations for how Latin American politics operates. “Something 
always escapes,” he proclaims and instead argues for a theory that links affect, habit, and 
multitude as a way to understand political workings in what he views as a post-ideological 
moment.28 He critiques arguments that maintain that ideology is imposed by force or 
consensus—instead arguing for a more situated, less rational-cognitive mode of understanding 
the political. This version of the political functions more rhizomatically than vertically and 
therefore renders inadequate paradigms that view resistance as operating in a kind of binary. 
 In an effort to account for the pervasiveness of neoliberalism, its facility in coopting 
dissent, and its rhizomatic operations, some scholars have taken on the task of conceptualizing 
how theatrical critique negotiates and navigates a complex systemic apparatus that it both 
participates in and seeks to disrupt. Some recent scholarship has thus moved away from binary or 
                                               
27 See Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical 
Democratic Politics (London: Verso, 1985); Chantal Mouffe, Agonistics: Thinking the World Politically 
(London: Verso, 2013) (discussed further below); and Jon Beasley-Murray, Posthegemony: Political 
Theory and Latin America (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2010).  
28 Ibid., xxi.  
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antagonistic paradigms of political theatre to explore how theatrical practices are engaging with 
and embedded within the economic structures that condition them. Jean Graham-Jones suggests 
a shift from a “resistance” paradigm to an exploration of “resilience” in her examination of 
theatrical responses to the 2001 Argentinean socioeconomic crisis.29 Meanwhile, Patricia Ybarra 
explores how a transnational theatre collaboration is conditioned and facilitated by the same 
neoliberal structures it seeks to critique.30  
Similar considerations have led scholars of Chilean theatre to engage with dominant 
ideologies and the material conditions of theatrical production, in particular questions of cultural 
policy and funding. In her extensive work, María de la Luz Hurtado has demonstrated Chilean 
theatre’s longstanding and deep relationship to politics.31 Cristián Opazo has explored the way 
Chilean theatre has challenged dominant ideological and canonical paradigms, attending in 
particular to youth, non-academic, and counter cultures.32 In Fernanda Carvajal and Camila van 
Diest’s Nomadismos y ensamblajes: Compañías teatrales en Chile 1990-2008, the authors 
provide a sociological examination of contemporary Chilean theatre companies, charting how 
they emerged out of a specific set of policies and material structures, in particular the 
development of FONDART and the CNCA. They are careful to note the complexity of theatre’s 
relationship to institutional structures after the dictatorship, cautioning:  
                                               
29 Jean Graham-Jones, “Rethinking Buenos Aires Theatre in the Wake of 2001 and Emerging Structures 
of Resistance and Resilience,” Theatre Journal 66, no. 1 (March 2014): 37-54. 
30 Patricia Ybarra, “Fighting for a future in a free trade world,” in Neoliberalism and Global Theatres: 
Performance Permutations, ed. Lara D. Nielsen and Patricia Ybarra (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2012), 113-128.  
31 María de la Luz Hurtado, Teatro chileno y modernidad: identidad y crisis social (Irvine: Ediciones 
Gestos, 1997).  
32 See Cristián Opazo, Pedagogías letales: ensayos sobre dramaturgies chilenas del nuevo milenio 
(Santiago: CELICH, 2011); “Agorafobia: Crítica: Universidad: claves para otra historia y crítica de la 
dramaturgia chilena,” Aletria 26, no. 1 (2016): 29-47; and “Pánica a la discoteca: Teatro, transición, y 
underground (Chile, época 1990),” Cuadernos de Literatura 21, no. 42 (July-December 2017): 49-66.  
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With this, nevertheless, we do not wish to say that this process implies an 
automatic and definitive absorption of artistic practice into state institutionality. 
The distinct cases this book examines demonstrate the diverse manner in which 
theatre might recuperate its critical sense, micro-political strategies for the 
subversion of signs, as well as relational, collaborative, and participatory practices 
that restore a political sense to the practice of theatre in interaction with its 
community. And more than that, the phenomenon is, in its complexity, impossible 
to reduce to a generalization such as this.33 
 
Though these material considerations do not wholly predetermine the type of work that is 
produced, they do have a profound impact on the participants and aesthetics in the cultural 
field.34 Pía Gutiérrez Díaz explores precisely this gap between the values and theatrical archive 
proposed by official cultural policy and institutions, and the way theatre artists posit a divergent 
set of values and practices in an project to build an alternative archive of theatrical practice.35 
Like Carvajal, Van Diest, and Gutiérrez Díaz, I seek to explore the way the official cultural 
institutionality has shaped theatrical aesthetics, and the way these aesthetics have come into 
tension or themselves shaped notions of “official” culture.36  
                                               
33 “Con esto, sin embargo, no queremos decir que este proceso haya implicado una automática y 
definitiva absorción de la práctica artística en la institucionalidad estatal. Los distintos casos en este libro 
muestran diversas formas de recuperación de un sentido crítico para el teatro, tanto a partir de estrategias 
micropolíticas de subversión de signos, como a través de prácticas relaciones, colaborativas, 
participativas, que restauran un sentido político de la práctica teatral en interacción con la comunidad. Y 
más allá de esto, el fenómeno es en su complejidad, imposible de reducir a una generalización como esa.” 
Fernanda Carvajal and Camila van Diest, Nomadismos y Ensamblajes: Compañías teatrales en Chile 
1990–2009 (Santiago: Editorial Cuatro Propio, 2009), 73-74. This translation, and all that are not 
otherwise noted, are my own. 
34 Pamela López, Isabel Sierralta, and Pablo Cisternas have also addressed the precarity faced by theatre 
companies and their dependence on competitive funds and posit this precarity as a major conditioning 
factor for theatrical production. Pamela R. López, Isabel Sierralta R., Pablo Cisternas A., “Públicos y 
consumidores: desafíos para las compañías de teatro en Chile,” Apuntes de Teatro 137 (2013): 19-32.  
35 Pía Gutiérrez Díaz, “Trama y archivo: Condiciones de producción en la escena teatral chilena del 
período 2000-2010” (PhD diss., Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, 2016).  
36 For other sources on the history of Chilean theatre (beyond what has been mentioned above) see Luis 
Pradenas, Teatro en Chile: Huellas y trayectorias, siglos XVII-XX (Santiago: LOM, 2006); Juan Villegas, 
“Discursos teatrales en Chile en la segunda mitad del siglo XX, in Resistencia y Poder: Teatro en Chile, 
ed. Heidrun Adler and George Woodyard (Frankfurt am Main and Madrid: Verveurt Verlag and 
Iberoamericana, 2000; Ana Harcha Cortés, Prácticas de teatralidad en Chile: a partir del trabajo de 
Andrés Pérez Araya (Santiago: Editorial Universitaria, 2017); Andrés Kalawski Isla, “Falso mutis: oficio 
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 I seek to build on these works as well as more theoretical considerations of Latin 
American and Chilean cultural policy. I understand cultural policy, as articulated by Toby Miller 
and George Yúdice, to be the “institutional supports that channel both aesthetic creativity and 
collective ways of life.”37 These supports can be discursive, performative, and material, are 
exercised explicitly and implicitly, and may or may not achieve expressed goals. Sociologist 
Néstor García Canclini’s scholarship also provides a model and develops key historical 
contextualizations for my study, extending an understanding of cultural policy to include an 
artwork’s embeddedness within a wider cultural field shaped by particular governmental 
policies. Canclini employs a Bourdieusian theoretical approach to address shifting concerns of 
Latin American cultural policy, including its relation to elite forms and institutions, popular and 
folkloric culture, urban environments, and the impact of consumption and globalization on 
culture.38 Additionally, Juan Villegas’ expansive Historia del teatro y las teatralidades en 
America Latina, alongside much of his other work, helps to elucidate the relationship between 
theatrical aesthetics and structures of power.39 To conceptualize the relationship between Chilean 
cultural policy and the broader processes of democratization, I build upon frameworks that have 
situated cultural policy as part and product of economic ideologies, notions of citizenship and 
belonging, and conceptualizations of the artist’s role in society.40 I also engage with scholars, 
                                               
de actores en la ‘época de oro’ del teatro chileno 1910-1947” (PhD diss, Pontificia Universidad Católica 
de Chile, 2015).  
37 Toby Miller and George Yúdice, Cultural Policy (London: Sage Publications, 2002).  
38 See Néstor García Canclini, Arte popular y sociedad en América Latina (Mexico City: Editorial 
Grijalbo, 1977); Hybrid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving Modernity, trans. Christopher 
Chiappari and Sylvia Lopez (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1995); and Imaginarios 
urbanos, 4th ed. (Buenos Aires: Eudeba, 2010).  
39 Juan Villegas, Historia del teatro y las teatralidades en América Latina (Irvine: Ediciones Gestos, 
2011). 
40 For cultural policy and economics, see David Throsby, Economics and Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001); for its relation to citizenship and belonging: Nick Stevenson “Culture and 
Citizenship: An Introduction” in Culture and Citizenship ed. Nick Stevenson (London: Sage Publications, 
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such as Jen Harvie and Shannon Jackson, who seek to explore the way material, political, and 
institutional contexts shape the aesthetics and meanings of cultural production. I take particular 
inspiration from Harvie’s attention to the ways a work’s democratic potential is advanced or 
constrained by such contexts and from the way she links artworks to concurrent neoliberal 
governmental policies.41 Villegas has also provided a framework in which to understand post-
dictatorship Chilean theatre and the internationalization of Latin American theatre within the 
context of globalization, neoliberalism, and post-modern aesthetics.42  
 A number of Chilean scholars, working from within the Chilean cultural policy 
apparatus, have provided important foundational analyses of Chilean cultural policy and 
institutionality which undergird my analysis. Arturo Navarro, the director of Chile’s first 
government-funded cultural center following the democratic transition, has situated the logic of 
Chile’s post-dictatorship cultural policy within four primary models—the facilitator, the patron, 
the architect, and the engineer.43 Navarro argues that prior to the dictatorship, the socialist 
government of Salvador Allende primarily employed the model of the architect, creating a 
                                               
2001); for conceptualizations of the artist’s role: Hans Abbing, Why Are Artists Poor? The Exceptional 
Economy of the Arts (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2008).  
41 Jen Harvie, Fair Play: Art, Performance and Neoliberalism (London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013); 
Shannon Jackson, Social Works: Performing Arts, Supporting Publics (New York: Routledge, 2011). I 
will outline my engagement with Jackson in further detail later in this Introduction. 
42 Juan Villegas, “La internacionalización del teatro latinoamericano en tiempos de globalización, 
neoliberalismo y posmodernidad,” in Aspectos actuales del hispanismo mundial: Literatura – Cultura – 
Lengua, ed. Christoph Strosetzki (Berlin, Boston: De Gruyter, 2018), 105-128; Juan Villegas, “El teatro 
chileno de la postdictadura,” Inti: Revista de literatura hispánica 1, no. 69 (Spring-Fall 2009): 189-205. 
43 Navarro’s framework draws from Canadian scholars Harry Hillman-Chartand and Claire McCaughey’s 
work: Hillman-Chantard, Harry and Claire McCaughey, “The Arm’s Length Principle and the Arts: An 
International Perspective – Past, Present, and Future,” in Who’s to Pay for the Arts: The International 
Search for Models of Arts Support, ed. Milton C. Cummings Jr. and Mark Davidson Shuster (New York: 
American Council for the Arts, 1989). Néstor Garcia Canclini, meanwhile, identifies six models, which 
he ties to particular political and economic positions (liberal patronage, patrimonialist traditionalism, 
populist statism, neoconservative privatization, cultural democratization, and participatory democracy). 
Néstor García Canclini, ed. Políticas culturales en América Latina (Mexico City: Editorial Grijalbo, 
1987), 28-52.  
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number of institutions and structures to facilitate the production of state-sponsored art.44 During 
the dictatorship, the government took on the role of engineer, funding only art works it found 
politically acceptable. Navarro maintains that throughout the transition, the government has, 
through a process of trial and error, experimented with a mixed model that affirms culture as a 
right and supports a pluralist and democratic cultural institutionality. It has acted as a facilitator.                        
by encouraging private donations to cultural organizations through tax exemptions (such as the 
Ley Valdés); it has acted as a patron by providing access to competitive funds, such as the Fondo 
de Desarrollo de las Artes (Fund for the Development of the Arts, henceforward, FONDART); 
and it has acted as an architect by helping to create cultural institutions, festivals, and showcases 
for the arts (cultural centers such as Estación Mapocho, Matucana 100, Centro Cultural La 
Moneda, Centro Cultural Gabriela Mistral, or the playwrighting showcase, la Muestra 
Dramaturgia). Navarro maintains that one of the primary concerns of the government has been to 
avoid the authoritarian, directed culture of the engineer and thus escape the specter of 
dictatorship.45 This has contributed at times to the diffuse and uncoordinated aspects of Chilean 
cultural policy and helps to explain why an overarching Ministry of Culture was created only as 
recently as 2017. Sociologists José Joaquín Brunner and Manuel Antonio Garretón, and law 
professor Agustín Squella have deepened and specified Navarro’s overview, with studies that 
address specific policies and deficiencies, and that employ quantitative analysis of participation 
and access to culture. Their analysis has emerged largely from their own participation in 
government-commissioned research projects and reports. I therefore draw from their work as 
                                               
44 Such as the publishing house Quimantú, record label IRT, and film studio ChileFilms. Luis Hernán 
Errázuriz, “Política cultural del régimen militar chileno (1973-1976),” Aisthesis 40 (2006): 66. 
45 Arturo Navarro, Cultura:¿Quién paga? Gestión, infraestructura y audiencias en el modelo chileno de 
desarrollo cultural (Santiago: RIL editores, 2006). 
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well as numerous studies and reports commissioned by the government and the Consejo 
Nacional de Cultura y las Artes (National Art and Culture Council, henceforward CNCA).46  
 
Towards a Theoretical Model: Aesthetics, Politics, and Citizenship 
 My work is also situated within a broader theoretical trajectory that examines the 
relationship between aesthetics and politics. Many of the debates around the political capacity of 
art have centered on a fundamental problematic: how to account for what art historian Claire 
Bishop terms art’s “double ontological status.”47 On the one hand, art—particularly the theatre 
and other performance based participatory forms—is “real” in the sense that it is made of real 
objects, bodies, and time. On the other, it exists conceptually in a quasi-autonomous realm. This 
seeming contradiction produces what Patrick Duggan has termed “mimetic shimmering”: an 
experience in which the spectator is simultaneously aware of theatre’s reality and unreality.48 
Following Marvin Carlson, José Antonio Sánchez, and Liz Tomlin, I understand theatre’s unique 
phenomenological relationship to reality as a central element of its political capacity as well as a 
limitation to its efficacy.49 Here, I engage with work of Jacques Rancière, who understands the 
                                               
46 My dissertation does not purport to provide an overarching panorama of Chilean cultural policy, but 
rather explores the ways many of those policies and institutions have conditioned the environment of 
theatrical production. This discussion has largely been dictated by my choice of case studies, and 
therefore some important aspects of Chilean cultural policy, in particular the Muestra Dramaturgia, a 
biannual playwriting showcase, has not featured as prominently as has FONDART or Santiago a Mil. 
Though they are mentioned, I do not engage an extensive analysis of the development of the CNCA and 
eventually the Ministry of Culture. I would therefore encourage readers seeking a more thorough 
overview of Chilean cultural policy to turn to the authors mentioned in the review of literature above, in 
particular Garretón, Carvajal and Van Diest, and Gutiérrez Díaz. 
47 Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship (London: Verso, 
2012), 284.  
48 Patrick Duggan, Trauma-Tragedy: Symptoms of contemporary performance (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2015).  
49 See Marvin Carlson, Shattering Hamlet’s Mirror (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2016); 
José Antonio Sánchez, Practicing the Real on the Contemporary Stage, trans. Charlie Allwood (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2014); and Liz Tomlin, Acts and Apparitions: Discourses on the real in 
performance practice and theory, 1990-2010 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013).  
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operations of state power as fundamentally aesthetic. Power, in the form of the police, is 
exercised by the ability to configure and maintain what he terms the “distribution of the 
sensible,” or the structuring of society, the roles people play, and how their behavior is 
regulated.50 Politics disturbs this partitioning and operates by dissensus—which is the 
“demonstration of a gap in the sensible itself.”51 It makes things that have no reason to be visible, 
visible. Police orders, meanwhile, operate by consensus, which Rancière claims is the “end of 
politics.”52 The eruption of politics is in fact very rare, and when it does occur is always “on the 
verge of its radical demise.”53 For if successful, politics will in turn reshape the sensible and 
become part of the police order itself. Thus, if we follow Rancière and consider the expression of 
power to be tied to the aesthetic task of ordering reality, then theatre’s ability to produce its own 
configurations of the sensible, as well as its ability to highlight their simultaneous 
aestheticization, provides it with its power, its threat to power, as well as the fundamental limits 
to its efficacy.  
 On the one hand, an understanding of politics, and therefore political theatre, as 
dissensual is valuable in its inherent refusal to be coopted into a distribution of the sensible or 
totality.54 Furthermore, Rancière’s understanding of power as aesthetic, and disarticulation as a 
political act, is quite a useful framework for conceptualizing the political capacity of art—
particularly in the Chilean case. Richard also elucidates deep, substantive connections between 
                                               
50 Jacques Rancière, Dissensus, ed. and trans. Steve Corcoran (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2010), 
36.  
51 Ibid., 38. 
52 Ibid., 42.  
53 Jacques Rancière, Disagreement, trans. Julie Rose (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999), 
91.  
54 This is a stance similar to that of Theodor W. Adorno in his critiques of Bertolt Brecht’s political 
theatre—a debate that very much presages the concerns raised here. Theodor W. Adorno, “Commitment,” 
trans. Francis McDonagh, New Left Review I., no. 87-88 (September-December 1974): 1-10.  
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aesthetics and expressions of power in politics and culture—connections that are characterized 
by conflictuality. She writes, “In saying ‘aesthetics,’ ‘culture,’ and ‘politics,’ I am speaking not 
of isolated series, or separate regions that the ebb and flow of an inclusive reflection could 
eventually bring together to broaden the frameworks of readings, but instead of an incessant—
and conflictive—play of mutual attractions and retractions between these discursive planes.”55 
She champions the political capacity of art to “insubordinate” signs and challenge the present 
and historical narratives promulgated by the dictatorship and transitional governments.56 
Additionally, as I will demonstrate in Chapter Three, the extension of Rancière’s thinking to 
history and his understanding of anachronism—which Rancière views as the dissensual irruption 
of the historically impossible into the realm of the possible as it has been constructed by the 
historian’s poetic logic—is useful in conceptualizing the political valence of the debates 
surrounding memory politics and official histories.57  
 On the other hand, however, Rancière’s recognition that the moment of dissensus is 
fleeting results in political projects that are neither sustainable nor generative. In succumbing to 
what Janelle Reinelt and Shirin M. Rai term “the romance of dissensus,” performance scholars 
risk losing sight of how performance might build and sustain movements aimed at producing 
better government and societies.58 I would suggest that Rancière’s work even more 
problematically succumbs to its own paradox: in positing an aesthetic of political engagement, 
his theory negates itself at the moment of its discursive production.  
                                               
55 Richard, Cultural Residues, 4.  
56 Nelly Richard, The Insubordination of Signs: Political Change, Cultural Transformation, and Poetics 
of the Crisis, trans. Alice A. Nelson and Silvia R. Tandeciarz (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 1-
23. 
57 Jacques Rancière, “The Concept of Anachronism and the Historian’s Truth,” trans. Noel Fitzpatrick and 
Tim Stott, InPrint 3, no. 1 (2015): 21-52. 
58 Janelle Reinelt and Shirin M. Rai, introduction to The Grammar of Politics and Performance (London: 
Routledge, 2015), 1-19. 
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  I therefore also call upon the work of Chantal Mouffe, who seeks to couple this aesthetic 
understanding of politics, and the political power of disarticulating the sensible, with a more 
pragmatic approach to governance and political engagement. In Agonistics: Thinking the World 
Politically, Mouffe posits a theory of politics, developed with Ernesto Laclau, that asserts that all 
orders are hegemonic by nature. In her formulation there is no escaping hegemony—to deny this 
fact is to relinquish any organization of the social. Additionally, she argues that thinking 
politically “requires recognizing the ontological dimension of radical negativity,” meaning that 
all assertions can be negated, and that “full objectivity can never be reached and that antagonism 
is an ever present possibility.” 59 All hegemonic social orders are thus also always contingent and 
contestable. She therefore posits the political as processual, as “the ontological dimension of 
antagonism.”60 Rather than seek an “exit” from this situation, as she claims theorists such as 
Giorgio Agamben, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri have done, 61 Mouffe argues for a kind of 
democratic order that does not deny radical negativity but rather navigates the “terrain of 
conflictuality” via agonism. Agonism differs from antagonism in that it recognizes the 
contingency of all orders and all forms of identity and is therefore “compatible with the 
recognition of pluralism.”62 In an agonistic model “others are not seen as enemies to be 
                                               
59 Chantal Mouffe, Agonistics: Thinking the World Politically (New York: Verso, 2013), x.  
60 Ibid. 
61 See Giorgio Agamben, The Coming Community, trans. Michael Hardt (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1993); and Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Commonwealth (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2011).  
62 Mouffe, Agonistics, 7. The term agonism derives from the Greek agon, which refers to an athletic 
contest in which the struggle itself is valued more highly than victory or defeat. The struggle is 
characterized by mutual respect, as victory over an unworthy opponent would mean much less than defeat 
by a worthy opponent. In addition to athletics, the notion of agon infused political, legal and theatrical 
modes of display. In Ancient Greek drama the term was used to denote a scene in which the protagonists 
of the play confront each other center stage. See Paul Berry Clark, Deep Citizenship (London: Pluto 
Press, 1996); Murat Ince, “A Critique of Agonistic Politics,” International Journal of Zizek Studies 10, 
no. 1 (2016), 13; Tony Fisher, “Introduction: Performance and the Politics of the Agōn” in Performing 
Antagonism: Theatre, Performance, and Radical Democracy, ed. Tony Fisher and Eve Katsouraki 
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 1-23.  
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destroyed, but as adversaries whose ideas might be fought, even fiercely, but whose right to 
defend those ideas is not to be questioned.”63 Whereas antagonism is the struggle between 
enemies, agonism is a struggle between adversaries. An agonistic order would consist of the 
continued process of the assertion, contestation, and rearticulation of hegemonic orders, and 
would be predicated on an awareness of contingency and an embrace of agonistic pluralism.  
 Mouffe’s theory of agonism and the paradoxes in Rancière’s theorizations described 
above point to the essential role that an evaluation of contingency must play in an assessment of 
political aesthetics. Here I also take inspiration from Shannon Jackson’s Social Works: 
Performing Arts, Supporting Publics, which explores how performance structures highlight 
interdependence and contingency, provoking reflection on or modelling how such relations 
might be transgressed reformulated. 64 Contingency also raises important questions about how to 
conceptualize artistic agency. I seek to couple analyses that link art and politics via their 
aesthetic elements—such as those of Rancière and Mouffe—with the works of sociologists of 
culture—such as Raymond Williams and Pierre Bourdieu—who have explored the role of 
institutions and economic structures in shaping cultural production.65  
 An exploration of contingency also raises questions about how individuals come together 
as communities. Following Sara Ahmed, Benedict Anderson, Lauren Berlant, and Jill Dolan, I 
am interested in the ways communities are imagined, discursively produced, and felt.66 
                                               
63 Ibid. 
64 Shannon Jackson, Social Works: Performing Arts, Supporting Publics (New York: Routledge, 2011), 6.  
65 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction; Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production; Raymond Williams, 
Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977).  
66Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion (London: Routledge, 2004); Benedict Anderson, 
Imagined Communities: Reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism (London: Verso, 2006); 
Lauren Berlant, “The Epistemology of State Emotion” in Dissent in Dangerous Times, ed. Austin Sarat 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005), 46-81; Jill Dolan, Utopia in Performance: Finding 
Hope at the Theater (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005). 
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Configurations of communities rely on a kind of distribution of the sensible; they are aesthetic in 
that they are the products of representational identity. Agamben, Judith Butler, and Athena 
Athanasiou see this as a kind of foundational violence, which they attempt to reconcile via a non-
representational and immanent coming together of singularities (Agamben) or an ethics of 
dispossession (Butler and Athanasiou, in what is also a move towards the non-
representational).67 Following Henry Staten, Mouffe views communities as predicated on a 
“constitutive outside,” which if conceived agonistically can function as part of a pluralistic 
process that does not negate the foundational violence necessarily but renders it part of a process 
that allows for constant contestation.  
 The questions raised by a consideration of community, as well as the questions of agency, 
contingency, and political efficacy that arise in the above discussion, all coalesce in a 
consideration of citizenship. I understand citizenship within the lineage of T.H. Marshall’s 
classic model that posits it as a constellation of rights and duties conditioning an individual’s 
belonging to a nation.68 Many scholars of citizenship in post-dictatorship Chile note a kind of 
paradox: despite macroeconomic success and increasing civil liberties, Chileans express a 
dissatisfaction with their government and democracy that stems from the perception of an 
incomplete rupture with the Pinochet regime and has resulted in a decline in political 
participation via formal channels, such as elections.69 Nevertheless, a drive towards equality has 
led to a surge of recent social movements, such as the 2006 and 2011 student protests, 
                                               
67 Agamben, The Coming Community; Judith Butler and Athena Athanasiou, Dispossession: The 
Performative in the Political (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2013).  
68 T.H. Marshall, “Citizenship and Social Class” in Inequality and Society, ed. Jeff Manza and Michael 
Sauder (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 2009), 149-154. 
69 Tomás Moulian, Chile actual: Anatomía de un mito (Santiago: LOM ediciones, 2002); Mario Sznajder, 
“Citizenship and the Contradictions of Free Market Policies in Chile and Latin America” in Shifting 
Frontiers of Citizenship: The Latin American Experience, ed. Luis Roninger, Mario Sznajder, and Carlos 
A Forment (Boston: Brill Academic Publishers, 2013), 411-431.  
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indigenous resistance movements, and the 2018-2019 feminist movement, all of which have 
agitated for a broader inclusion of rights, protections, and identities in the constellation of 
Chilean citizenship.70 In addition to drawing from sociological models that follow Marshall’s 
conceptualization, I employ studies that ask how social citizenship is shaped by a felt sense of 
belonging and produced by discursive formations and social performances.71 Inspired by Camila 
González Ortiz’s assertion that contemporary Chilean theatre has undergone a “citizen turn,” I 
argue that this turn is inspired by a practice of artistic citizenship, which is situated at the 
intersection of rights (free expression), duties (ethical imperatives), and a felt, as well as 
performed, sense of identity.72 Accordingly, citizenship is not a stable nor fixed category, but is a 
process by which a relationship to the nation is imagined, forged, and negotiated. Though the 
artists in my case studies may not themselves use the term “citizenship” to describe their work or 
their practices, I use it as a category through which to understand how their works engage and 
reflect a relationship to the state.  
In each of my case studies, I seek to elucidate the particular dramaturgy of citizenship 
that each work produces—both in process and in representation. Performance is a rich and 
unique site to explore questions of citizenship through dramaturgy. The question of citizenship’s 
relative democratic inclusivity can be explored through performed modes of representation 
(asking who is represented and how?) as well as audience composition and access. Additionally, 
                                               
70 Carlos Ruiz, “New Social Conflicts under Bachelet,” trans. Mariana Ortega Breña in Latin American 
Perspectives 39, no. 4 (July 2012): 71-84; Faride Zerán, ed., Mayo feminista. La rebelión contra el 
patriarcado (Santiago: LOM ediciones, 2018).  
71 Anderson, Imagined Communities; Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion; Berlant, “The 
Epistemology of State Emotion”; Judith Butler and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Who Sings the Nation 
State? Language, Politics, Belonging (Oxford: Seagull Books, 2011).  
72 Camila González Ortiz, “Theatre and Politics in Contemporary Chile: The Citizen’s Turn” (PhD diss., 
King’s College London, 2017). For artistic citizenship see; Mary Schmidt Campbell and Randy Martin, 
ed. Artistic Citizenship: A Public Voice for the Arts (New York: Routledge, 2006).  
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the relationships represented between performers, as well as between actors and spectators, 
provide an arena within which to consider the relationships among citizens—the degree of 
egalitarianism in the constellation of rights and duties that condition participation and 
spectatorship. I then seek to trace how these dramaturgies of citizenship are conditioned by the 
material structures and cultural policy apparata within which they are embedded and link them to 
dramaturgies of citizenship performed in the political sphere. As Chile’s entrenchment in the 
neoliberal, global market has deepened—and Chilean theatre has increasingly 
internationalized—the viability of citizenship as a category becomes more problematic, as will 
become apparent in Chapter Four. Nevertheless, citizenship remains useful as a category, 
precisely because it foregrounds the shifting, and increasingly vexed, notion of Chilean 
democratic citizenship. 
Because my analysis of my cases proceeds chronologically and is tied to key moments in 
the development of Chilean citizenship, my dissertation will also develop a historical trajectory 
of performance and citizenship throughout the democratic transition. This trajectory includes: the 
initial resistance to dictatorship leading to the 1988 Plebiscite, the development of a new ideal of 
the Chilean body politic, debates over historical memory in relation to national identity, and the 
emergence of new political movements alongside disillusionment with the failures of the 
transition and the absence of a truly democratic politics. Though my work is inflected by the 
broader theoretical framework I have described in the preceding pages, my theorization of each 
case will be guided by the questions raised in each particular instance. Following Irit Rogoff, I 
consider my cases almost as interlocutors who introduce questions and posit democratic practices 
contingent to particular moments.73  
                                               
73 Irit Rogoff, Terra Infirma: Geography’s Visual Culture (New York: Routledge, 2000), 10. 
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 In Chapter One, “The Dramaturgies of Democratic Struggle: CADA and Agonism,” I 
consider performances that sought to resist dictatorship and advocate for the restoration of 
democracy to Chile. To do so, I first examine the complex discursive rationalities and practices 
of the Pinochet regime around citizenship, democracy, and culture. I explore how these 
rationalities contributed to both explicit and implicit official cultural policies, in which networks 
of counter-cultures emerged with their own articulations of an alternative vision for Chilean 
culture. Then, through a case study of selected works of CADA (1979-1985), I explore how the 
group’s dramaturgy emerged out of the intersection of official and alternative cultural fields. I 
argue that CADA’s actions, imbricated as they were in this complex field, simultaneously 
contested the regime and enacted, through their dramaturgy, a form of democratic politics. 
Drawing from Chantal Mouffe’s political theory of agonism—a radically democratic process—I 
contend that CADA’s democratic dramaturgy was not characterized by the pursuit of a particular 
end, but by pluralism and a continuous process of re-making Chilean society. Finally, I argue 
that this agonistic model was taken up by later protests and the opposition campaign in the 1988 
Plebiscite, contributing, in part, to the successful overthrow of Pinochet.  
 In Chapter Two, “The Dramaturgies of Reencounter: Andrés Pérez and Convivencia,” I 
explore the ways the transitional government’s vision of democratic citizenship intersected with 
theatrical enactments of citizenship. First, I outline how the new democratic government, led by 
President Patricio Aylwin, envisioned citizenship as “convivencia” (living together in peace), a 
consensus-based policy that coalesced in a kind of official dramaturgy in a series of state 
performances. I then examine how Andrés Pérez’s company Gran Circo Teatro enacted this 
“dramaturgy of convivencia” in their play, La Negra Ester. I argue that this dramaturgy departed 
from previous iterations of political performance and was interwoven with the Concertación’s 
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efforts to reconceive Chilean citizenship and facilitate national reconciliation. Like CADA’s 
agonism, I contend that the dramaturgy of convivencia enacted a pluralist and inclusive vision of 
democratic citizenship, with an increased emphasis on affect and a felt sense of belonging. 
However, I also explore how the dramaturgy of convivencia—in both Pérez’s play and 
transitional politics—veered towards apoliticism and upheld a patriarchal, heteronormative status 
quo, limitations that would lead to later disillusionment with the democratic transition. I then 
turn to Pérez’s later work, clandestine parties and countercultural performances which 
challenged the apoliciticsm and heteronormativity of convivencia and consequently did not 
receive nearly the same level of official support as La Negra Ester. Finally, I consider Pérez’s 
failed bid for the development and artistic directorship of a cultural center at Matucana 100 as 
emblematic of the limits of convivencia’s inclusive vision. 
 My third chapter, “The Dramaturgies of History and Memory: Teatro de Chile and 
Anachronism,” turns to the ways the next generation of artists, who came of age during the 
transition, reckoned with the legacies of the dictatorship and the new democracy, particularly as 
memory came to be envisioned as increasingly subjective. This chapter focuses on Manuela 
Infante’s Prat (2001), developed as a student production with her nascent company the Teatro de 
Chile at the University of Chile, and the scandal that accompanied the announcement that the 
play would receive government funding. Drawing from Rancière’s concept of anachronism as a 
political force, I consider how this production, a revisionist history of a Chilean military hero, 
produced a dramaturgy of anachronism, in which the right to frame memory discourse and claim 
national identity through the construction of alternative, anachronistic histories became central to 
practices of citizenship. However, I argue that while the play did itself produce a dramaturgy of 
anachronism, this dramaturgy was amplified and distorted by the scandal that accompanied the 
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play’s premiere, in which the students became pawns in the public re-litigation of battles over 
free speech, cultural pluralism, and the dictatorship. Because the scandal preceded the play’s 
premiere, it became a fundamental part of Prat’s dramaturgy, transforming the play’s enactment 
of Chilean citizenship and politicizing the work in ways unintended by its creators. Thus, this 
chapter reveals not only the political implications of anachronistic dramaturgies, but also the way 
political theatre is produced by its social and political environment.  
Finally, in Chapter Four, “The Dramaturgies of a New Resistance: Guillermo Calderón 
and the (Post)-Political,” I consider how artists reckoned with the democratic failures and 
disillusionment of post-dictatorship Chile. I do so by examining the problematic of creating 
political theatre in a society that is characterized by a condition of “post-politics”—a situation in 
which the global market, consensus governance, and technocratic policy making subsume the 
enactment of real, ideology-driven or agonistic politics, as became the case in twenty-first- 
century Chile. I examine the career of Guillermo Calderón and his efforts to radicalize his 
political theatre while navigating the success of his career—in particular his alliance with the 
Santiago a Mil theatre festival—and his work’s cooption as an art object. I situate Calderón’s 
work within a series of paradoxes that have come to define twenty-first-century Chilean “post-
politics,” as well as alongside the resistance movements, such as the 2006 and 2011 student 
protests, that have sought to posit a new set of demands in the midst of such paradoxes. I argue 
that in this environment Calderón creates a dramaturgy of the (post)-political, which contains a 
Rancierian political capacity, but is also—like Ranciére’s vision of the political—always on the 
verge of its own cooption or negation. I argue that Calderón’s work posits citizenship through its 
very redefinition, as audiences are invited to engage in a continuous process of reimagining their 
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political positioning, affects, and experiences in relation to Chilean “democracy.” In Calderón’s 
work, citizenship thus becomes the challenge of redefining politics and political engagement.  
 In the course of these four chapters, I strive to develop a historical trajectory that charts 
the intersection of notions of citizenship and theatrical aesthetics via the analytic of dramaturgy, 
as the early euphoria of Chile’s democratic transition gave way to disillusionment, and 
eventually new sets of demands and citizen-actors emerged that were no longer defined primarily 
by their relationship to the dictatorship. Each of these chapters is also grounded in a fundamental 
argument about performance’s contingency. Specifically, I argue that each of these cases 
demonstrates the way that the political capacity of theatre and performance is shaped by and 
embedded in state institutions, discourses, and policies. I do not posit this as a kind of 
unidirectional determinism however, but instead argue that this kind of dramaturgical analysis 
allows us to see the way theatre and performance is bound up in a dynamic and mutually 
constitutive relationship with the state. I hope that my case studies might help to walk the 
tightrope straddling debates surrounding artistic heteronomy and autonomy, agency and 
contingency, efficacy and dissensus, and resistance and complicity, thus illuminating how artistic 
performances are urgently, vulnerably, and irrevocably enmeshed in the political, structural, and 






The Dramaturgies of Democratic Struggle: CADA and Agonism 
 
 
In his adolescence, Miguel Angel, now a filmmaker and teacher, had been one of the first 
to participate in Santiago’s underground punk scene. He came of age during Pinochet’s 
dictatorship, frequenting clandestine parties and music venues, cultural centers, and performance 
events. I met Miguel Angel on one of my final days in the archive at the Museum of Memory 
and Human Rights during a 2017 research trip. Shortly after our meeting, it became apparent that 
his memories of this time were vivid and overflowing (indeed, he referred to himself as una 
fuente viva, a living fountain/source), and one line of thinking spun off into another as he tried to 
explain and reconstruct the complex and diverse network of cultural resistance to the 
dictatorship. As he whispered animatedly to me in a half-hearted attempt not to disturb the other 
researchers, he kept repeating, meaningfully, “Estuve allá,” (“I was there”). For him, this was a 
story not of suffering and trauma, though his reminiscences were not without these darker 
elements, but instead of enthusiasm and pride at having been present and part of such a vibrant, 
diverse, and innovative cultural scene.  
 Our conversation continued after the archive’s closing, as we walked through Barrio 
Yungay in the cold evening air. Miguel Angel led me to Avenida Portales 2615, the current 
home of Centro Cultural Taller Sol, a cultural center that opened in August of 1977 and remains 
active to this day. We were invited in by one of the center’s members, who described their 
current activities (performances, writer’s groups, an anarchist school), emphasizing its autonomy 
and self-management. They had survived without any financial support from the government—
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“not a single FONDART”—a political stance and a source of pride.1 Instead, the center’s 
member described a budget cobbled together through performances and parties, book sales of 
tiny, banned communist texts, passing the hat, and barter—in other words: an “economy of 
solidarity.” 
 We were interrupted by the center’s director, the visual artist Antonio Kadima, and his 
toweringly tall and gregarious friend, who, when introduced to me, immediately proclaimed that 
he had been a member of the MIR and a tortured political prisoner, and that Kadima had saved 
his life years ago by giving him a place to hide from the military police.2 When it became 
apparent that we had not brought anything to eat, we were chastened and sent back out to the 
bakery for bread. Not long after, we were drinking tea and eating marraqueta and cheese, 
discussing underground, popular, and elite performance circuits, political torture, and Chile’s 
current cultural policy. The apagón (a journalistic term coined during the dictatorship to describe 
an ongoing “cultural blackout”), Kadima asserted emphatically, was a lie, and the artists I 
mentioned being interested in were only the “tip of the iceberg.”3 He then proceeded to describe 
the center’s archive upstairs. It was an archive of resistance, in contrast to the archive of memory 
                                               
1 FONDART, instituted in 1992, is a government fund, under the administration of the Consejo Nacional 
de la Cultura y las Artes (CNCA) that provides grants for artists and organizations through an annual 
application process and is one of the only public resources for arts funding in Chile today. For a history of 
arts funding and policy (including FONDART) in Chile see Arturo Navarro, Cultura: ¿Quién paga? 
Gestión, infraestructura y audiencias en el modelo chileno de desarrollo cultural (Santiago: RIL editores, 
2006). I will engage a more thorough discussion of the fund in Chapter Three.  
2 The MIR is the Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria (Revolutionary Left Movement), a far-left 
group that had mounted direct action, militant resistance to the 1973 coup, and whose members the 
regime targeted in their political imprisonment, tortures, and disappearances. See Osvaldo Torres, 
Democracia y Lucha armada. MIR y MLN - Tupamaros (Santiago: Pehuén Editores, 2012); Hernán 
Vidal, Presencia del MIR. 14 claves existenciales (Santiago: Mosquito Editores, 1999); Carlos Sandoval, 
MIR (una historia) (Santiago: Sociedad Editorial Trabajadores, 1990). 
3 Catherine Boyle writes that “the journalistic term ‘apagón cultural’ was coined and soon became the 
most common way of explaining the immediate effects of the coup on the arts.” Catherine M. Boyle, 
Chilean Theatre, 1973-1985: Marginality, Power, Selfhood (Rutherford: Farleigh Dickinson University 
Press [Associated University Presses], 1992), 51. 
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I had been visiting a few blocks away.4 The difference, he said, is that “theirs is an archive of 
death and ours—well, there is death and suffering too—but ours is of perseverance, of 
resistance.”5 
Resistance, perseverance, independence, vitality, pride, solidarity, and refuge: for my 
companions that evening, these were the dominant qualities their recollections of dictatorship 
culture evoked. How did this culture emerge in the midst of dictatorship, and what was its 
capacity for political engagement? In this chapter, I address these questions by exploring the 
dramaturgy of the art actions of the Colectivo Acciones de Arte (henceforward CADA). As I 
outline in this dissertation’s Introduction, I understand dramaturgy as the process by which the 
aesthetics, structure, and text of a performance intersect with its environment and spectators to 
produce meaning.6 I therefore consider how the dramaturgy of CADA’s actions arose out of and 
was shaped by a convergence of factors, including the dictatorship’s reformulations of 
citizenship and cultural policy and the alternative network of cultural production that emerged in 
resistance to the regime. I argue that CADA’s dramaturgy constituted a practice of democratic 
citizenship that worked to both model and transform citizen subjectivities. Furthermore, I 
contend that a consideration of the complexity of CADA’s dramaturgy elucidates the 
                                               
4 The Museo de la Memoria (Museum of Memory) houses an exhibit documenting and preserving the 
memory of the coup and military regime, as well as two archives, the Centro de Documentación 
(CEDOC) and the Centro de Documentación Audiovisual (CEDAV), which contain a wealth of material 
relating to this period. See the website for the Museo de la Memoria, Museo de la Memoria, accessed 12 
October 2017, http://ww3.museodelamemoria.cl/.  
5 Antonio Kadima, interview with the author, July 5, 2017. This and all translations, unless otherwise 
noted, are my own.  
6 For considerations of dramaturgy as a process embedded in larger social and political fields see Katalin 
Trencsényi and Bernadette Cochrane, eds., New Dramaturgy: International Perspectives on Theory and 
Practice (London: Bloomsbury, 2014); Cathy Turner and Synne Behrndt, Dramaturgy and Performance 
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007); and Marianne Van Kerkhoven, “On Dramaturgy,” Theaterschrift, 
nos. 5 & 6 (Feb. 1994): 8-34. 
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connections and affinities among aesthetics, state power, and the potential for a radical 
democratic politics. 
Though the military dictatorship did not fully succeed in constructing a coherent cultural 
policy, it nevertheless did strive to articulate one in support of its vision of an authoritarian 
democracy populated by an apolitical, atomized, yet also united citizenry. This explicit cultural 
policy, in combination with more implicit or indirect forms of cultural policy (such as the 
aggressive implementation of a neoliberal economic model) and the repressive activities of the 
regime, created an environment in which microcircuits of counter-cultures developed—some 
ephemeral and short-lived, some more enduring—and networked in an economy of solidarity, an 
ethos of mutual support, and a shared commitment to political struggle. These groups collapsed 
the boundaries between art and politics, as well as between the artistic disciplines, as the space of 
art-making became also a space of free expression in which alternatives to the present situation 
could be imagined. The realities of the repressive and economic environment meant that many of 
these groups were short-lived; nevertheless, they succeeded in opening a space to imagine 
alternative realities, and, as a community bound by shared political struggle and identity began to 
experiment in the articulation of resistant demands.  
In this chapter, I examine the complex discursive rationalities and practices of the 
Pinochet regime around citizenship, democracy and culture. I explore how these rationalities 
contributed to both explicit and implicit official cultural policies, in which smaller networks of 
counter-cultures emerged with their own logics and articulations of an alternative vision for 
Chilean culture. Then, through a case study of selected works of CADA, I explore how the 
group’s dramaturgy emerged out of this intersection of official and alternative cultural fields. In 
doing so, I hope to account for the relationship between CADA’s actions and the cultural and 
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political field they were embedded within. I argue that CADA’s actions, embedded as they were 
in this complex field—and in large part because of this imbrication— simultaneously contested 
the regime and enacted, through their dramaturgy, a form of democratic politics, one not 
characterized by the pursuit of a particular end, but by a process of making and re-making 
Chilean society. However, this model was not without its limitations, nor did it represent, as 
Kadima cautioned, the entirety of the “iceberg.” I will therefore locate this dramaturgical 
enactment of citizenship within the contingencies of CADA’s situation in a larger framework of 
official, unofficial, and resistant cultural networks.  
Authoritarian Democracy, Citizenship, and Official and Unofficial Cultural Fields  
 
Decimos por lo tanto que el trabajo de ampliación de los niveles habituales de la vida es 
el único montaje de arte valido/ la única exposición/ la única obra de arte que vive.  
Nosotros somos artistas y nos sentimos participando de las grandes aspiraciones de todos, 
presumiendo hoy con amor sudamericano el deslizarse de sus ojos sobre estas líneas.  
Ay Sudamérica.  
Así conjuntamente construimos el inicio de la obra: un reconocimiento en nuestras 
mientes: borrando los oficios: la vida como un acto creativo… 
Ese es el arte/ la obra/ este es el trabajo de arte que nos proponemos. 
 
[We are therefore saying that the work of expanding the habitual levels of life is the only 
valid art installation/ the only exhibition/ the only work of art that lives.  
We are artists and we feel ourselves participating in the grand aspirations of all, 
presuming today, with South American love, eyes gliding over these lines.  
Oh, South America.  
This way, together, we construct the beginning of the work: a recognition in our minds; 
erasing the trades: life as a creative act… 
This is the art/ the work/ this is the work of art that we propose.]7 
 
 At eleven a.m. on September 11, 1973, the Chilean air force bombed the presidential 
palace, La Moneda, as part of an attack that effectively ended the presidency of Salvador 
Allende, suspended democracy, and initiated the repressive military dictatorship of Augusto 
Pinochet. Eight years later, on July 12, 1981, at almost the midpoint of the dictatorship, six 
                                               
7 Colectivo Acciones de Arte, “AY SUDAMERICA,” July 12, 1981, box 3, folder “Documentos ¡Ay 
Sudamérica!,” Collection Colectivo Acciones de Arte, CEDOC, Museo de la Memoria.  
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airplanes again flew over Santiago in military formation. This time, however, the planes did not 
drop bombs. Instead, they scattered 400,000 pamphlets with a text that read, “Every person who 
works for the expansion, even mental [expansion], of their spaces of life is an artist”8 and urged 
Chileans to claim their space, thoughts, and lives by asserting the potential for artistry within all 
people. This art action, titled ¡Ay Sudamérica! (Oh, South America!), subversively recreated a 
central moment from the violent history of the military coup in order to disturb and articulate an 
alternative course for that history. In doing so, CADA challenged the regime’s conception of 
Chilean citizenship by calling for an expanded space of existence and invoking the possibility of 
an artistic and contestatory subjectivity within everyone. 
¡Ay Sudamérica! was part of a larger series of performed actions between 1979 and 1985 
that, through heterogeneous interventions in the urban space and imaginary of Santiago, sought 
to redirect history, reframe citizen subjectivities, and provide avenues for resistance to Pinochet’s 
regime. Though the collective was active for just six years, the afterlives of CADA’s work 
reverberated in a surge of mid-80s protest and ultimately in the 1988 Plebiscite that ousted 
Pinochet from office. These reverberations give credence to poet and member Raúl Zurita’s 
assessment of their efficacy: “We showed what could be done.”9 Yet Zurita’s assertion provokes 
several questions, among them: what, exactly, is artistically and politically possible within the 
context of authoritarianism? Relatedly, how might the constrained conditions of possibility 
brought about by a military dictatorship be marshaled to create an expanded sense of that 
possibility? And, furthermore, might considering such questions in the context of CADA’s work 
during the military regime, and in the midst of the counter-cultural networks and artistic circuits 
                                               
8 “cada hombre que trabaja por la ampliación, aunque sea mental, de sus espacios de vida es un artista.” 
Ibid. 
9 Quoted in Paula Thorrington, “An Ode to Joy: Chilean Culture in the Eighties Against Pinochet” (PhD 
dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 2011), 97.  
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that emerged, illuminate how, specifically, performance can generate avenues of democratic 
political engagement?  
 CADA’s work emerged out of a complex and fraught cultural field. This field was in part 
characterized by the regime’s repressive apparatus and its implicit and explicit cultural policies. 
In the days and months following the September 11th coup, the military regime worked to 
reframe Chilean citizenship as docile, apolitical, and atomized. It did so through a multi-faceted 
repressive apparatus that aimed to police space, time, expression, behavior and association, thus 
constraining any forum in which democratic engagement could conceivably take place. At the 
same time, it also worked to discursively reframe notions of democracy and culture and 
advanced a nationalistic, anti-pluralist, and apolitical conception of citizenship.  
 Immediately after the coup, the regime declared a “state of siege.” 10 The military 
disbanded congress and banned all independent political organizations, including the country’s 
main parties.11 During this time, repression (which included arrest, torture, and executions) was 
overt and indiscriminate, justified as necessary during a state of war.12 Accordingly, the activity 
                                               
10 Decree Law Number 3 declared the state of siege and that the military junta was “the general in chief of 
the forces that will be operating during the emergency.” On September 22, 1973 Decree Law Number 5 
defined the state of siege as a “state or time of war.” This state of siege was renewed every six months 
until it was replaced by a “state of emergency” in March 1978. Comisión Nacional de Verdad y 
Reconciliación, “Rettig Report,” trans. Phillip E. Berryman (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1993), 97. 
11 Decree Law Number 27, issued on September 24, 1973 disbanded congress. Decree Law Number 77 
formally disbanded political parties that had supported Allende on October 13, 1973. Four days later, on 
October 17, Decree Law number 78 declared all other parties “in recess.” In 1977, Decree Law 1697 
banned all political organizations. See Chile, Report, 95.  
12 Cathy Schneider writes, “In Santiago, they executed over five hundred prisoners in the last three 
months of 1973. In Valparaíso, political executions topped two hundred. Between one hundred and five 
hundred were murdered in Concepción and Antofagasta. Altogether 1,261 civilians were executed 
between September and December 1973.” See Cathy Lisa Schneider, Shantytown Protest in Pinochet’s 
Chile (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1995), 78-79. The state of exception was bolstered and 
justified by a spectacular and prolonged misinformation campaign surrounding the sensationalized “Plan 
Z.” Just three days after the coup, General Oscar Bonilla announced the (fabricated) discovery that 
Allende’s party, the Unidad Popular, had planned a massacre of military officers in a series of 
coordinated attacks aimed at transforming Allende’s presidency into a dictatorship. The revelations 
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of political parties was suspended, labor unions were restricted, and neighborhood councils and 
professional associations were tightly controlled by the government.13 Initially there was a 
curtailment of all forms of political participation and association. The intended effect was to 
render the population apolitical and atomized.  
 Among the regime’s urgent aims was the elimination of potential political adversaries, 
particularly those who had supported Allende’s efforts to create a democratic path to socialism. 
Allende and the Unidad Popular—the coalition of left parties in support of his presidency—had 
sought to democratize and popularize the cultural sphere and to encourage art works that 
advanced a leftist political consciousness. Hernán Errazuriz writes that during the UP period,  
[…] expressions like mural painting, folklore, theatre, protest song, among others, and 
organizations dependent on the state such as Chile Films, Quimantú, and the record label 
IRT were constituted as key methods of the dissemination of the ideological plan, not 
only with the object of claiming national artistic creations and democratizing access to 
culture, but fundamentally with the aim of creating a larger consciousness and attachment 
in favor of the social changes that would promote socialism through democratic means. 14 
 
The UP government’s interest in engaging culture’s ideological potential made it an immediate 
site of concern for the military regime. It therefore intervened rapidly and aggressively in the 
cultural sphere, targeting artists and organizations sympathetic or otherwise linked to Allende. 
The result was a total disarticulation of a number of key organs of the cultural apparatus and the 
                                               
justified a policy of annihilation: “either they’d destroy us or we’d destroy them,” Bonilla proclaimed in a 
prominent La Tercera headline on September 15, 1973. 
13 Philip D. Oxhorn, Organizing Civil Society: The Popular Sectors and the Struggle for Democracy in 
Chile (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995), 66. 
14[…] expresiones como la pintura mural, el folclore, el teatro y la canción de protesta, entre otras, y 
organismos dependientes del Estado tales como Chile Films, Editorial Quimantú y el sello discográfico 
IRT, se constituyeron en medios claves de difusión en el plano ideológico, no sólo con el objeto de 
reivindicar las creaciones artísticas nacionales y democratizar el acceso a la cultura, sino 
fundamentalmente con el propósito de crear una mayor conciencia y adhesión en pro de los cambios 
sociales que buscaba promover la vía democrática hacia el socialismo. Luis Hernán Errázuriz, “Política 
cultural del regimen military chileno (1973-1976),” Aisthesis 40 (2006): 66.  
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creation of a culture of fear emerging from the arrest, torture, murder, and exile of artists.15 Just 
as the regime sought to disentangle the notion of citizenship from its political or collective 
dimensions, so too did it work to depoliticize and atomize the cultural sphere.  
 Shortly after the coup, the regime began to articulate a new vision for Chilean culture and 
to link this to an explicit cultural policy. On December 10, 1974, Decree Law 804 created the 
office of Asesor Cultural de la Junta del Gobierno (Cultural Adviser to the Government Junta), 
headed by Enrique Campos Menéndez. This office was tasked with “the methods, policies and 
programs that should be adopted to spread, harmonize, perfect, and generally incentivize the 
cultural development of the country and to dignify their means of circulation.” 16 In 1975, 
Menéndez issued the first concrete expression of the regime’s cultural policy, in the form of a 
volume entitled Política cultural del gobierno de Chile (Cultural policy of the government of 
                                               
15 On the day of the coup, military officers arrived at UP supported institutions, such as the film studio 
Chile Films and the publishing house Editorial Quimantú, and instituted an immediate shut down and 
burned hundred of meters of films or books. The military also entered the universities—which had been 
key to the development of the country’s cultural life—and either closed or restructured their artistic 
programs, fired professors and artists, and expelled large number of students. Anny Rivera estimates that 
twenty-five percent of theatre artists left the country after the coup. See Anny Rivera, Transformaciones 
Culturales y Movimiento Artístico en el Orden Autoritario. Chile: 1973-1982 (Santiago: CENECA, 
1983), 54. Others were not as fortunate. One particularly iconic case was that of Víctor Jara, a beloved 
theatre director and singer-songwriter known for his political activism and ties to the UP. He was arrested 
on the day of the coup, detained at the Stadium of Chile, and brutally murdered. His corpse was first 
placed at the entrance to the stadium for other prisoners to see and later was dumped in a población with 
leftist ties. The intentionally spectacular murder of a beloved artist and the horrendous treatment of his 
body created a kind of double legacy. It was part and parcel of the culture of fear that silenced artists and 
led them to flee; at the same time, such traumas formed the basis of a counter-culture bound together by 
shared tragedy and united in a common purpose and desire to reclaim the legacy of UP artists. For the 
shutdown of Chile Films, see Marcel Llona, interview by Sergio Villegas, in El Estadio: Once de 
septiembre en el país de edén (Santiago, LOM ediciones, 2013), 150-153. For the closure of university 
programs, see Boyle, Chilean Theatre, 51. For information on the detention and murder of Víctor Jara see 
See Chile, Report, 167, 203-205; Jara, Turner, and Bunster v. Barrientos Núñez, Complaint, 393-CV-
1075-J-94MMH-JBT (Florida Middle District Court, Jacksonville, 2013), 
http://cja.org/downloads/COMPLAINT.9.4.pdf. 
16 “las medidas, políticas y programas que deban adoptarse para difundir, armonizar, perfeccionar y en 
general incentivar el desarrollo cultural del país y dignificar sus medios de difusión.” El Mercurio, 
December 30, 1974. 
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Chile). This document advanced a vision of culture that was at once the moral expression of a 
national will (as defined, of course, by Pinochet), elite rather than popular, and apolitical.17 The 
government ideologically policed and censored the cultural sphere indirectly through the 
imposition of taxes and more directly through censorship as well as more violent forms of 
repression such as the arrest, exile, or murder of artists and the spectacular destruction of artistic 
spaces.18 At the same time, the regime’s broader efforts to reconfigure the Chilean economy 
according to neoliberal principals led it to vacate its role in financially supporting the arts and to 
cede such support to private industry, which favored elite forms, considered artistic expression a 
commodity on the market, and could be mercurial in its support.19 These direct and indirect 
cultural policies were linked to an overall reimagining of democracy—what Pinochet referred to 
as a “nueva democracia” (new democracy).  
 On July 9, 1977 at Chacarillas Hill in Santiago, Pinochet put forward the most thorough 
articulation of his vision for the future of Chilean democracy. The speech outlined that this “new 
democracy” would be “authoritarian, protected, integrated, technocratic, and with authentic 
social participation.”20 Unlike the “classical, naïve, and defenseless liberal state”21—the Chile of 
1925-1970— it would be guided by a vigorous central authority and juridical order. The speech 
                                               
17 Junta Militar de Gobierno, Política cultural del gobierno de Chile (Santiago: Asesoría Cultural de la 
Junta de Gobierno y Departamento Cultural de la Secretaría General de Gobierno, 1975). 
18 A more detailed description of the regime’s methods of censorship is below.  
19 The government encouraged the creation of private cooperatives to fund and promote the arts, such as 
the Fundación Pacífico, Fundación BHC, and the Sociedad de Amigos de Arte (The Society of Friends of 
Art). These groups, which Anny Rivera and Nelly Richard refer to as the “arte empresa” (art-company) 
system, would organize exhibitions and funding contests. Though this system had some benefits to the 
artist involved, it funded a rather narrow vision of culture, a kind of “private vanguard” favoring the 
experimental fine arts as a commodity. See Rivera, 42-53; Nelly Richard, Márgenes e Instituciones: Arte 
en Chile desde 1973 (Santiago: Metales Pesados, 2014), 125-126. For an example of these funding 
bodies’ mercurial nature, see “Al que da y quita,” La Bicicleta 7, (July-August 1980): 19, which provides 
an account of funding granted and taken away from the musical group, the Blops.  
20 “…nuestro deber es dar forma a una nueva democracia que sea autoritaria, protegida, integradora, 
tecnificada y de auténtica participación social….”  
21 “el Estado liberal clásico, ingenuo y inerme” 
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asserted that freedom and democracy were vulnerable, and that they could not survive if they 
were not defended from those who would wish to destroy them, thus justifying the state’s 
vigorous constraint of dissidence. The emphasis on the democracy’s “integration” conveyed a 
kind of unifying anti-pluralism; citizens ought to be united in serving the National Objectives 
defined by the military junta. Meanwhile, its reliance on technocrats conveyed an ethos of 
modernization (as opposed to a valorization of the traditional or popular) and social engineering 
and required citizens to submit to scientific “experts” in the determination of state policy. 
Finally, by asserting that social participation must be “authentic,” Pinochet allowed for the 
invalidation of any form of participation that did not serve this vision of democracy, which he 
asserted was characterized by an apolitical civil society. Furthermore, this participation was tied 
to creative freedom (from political commitment) and economic freedom. Thus, the citizen was 
cast as apolitically engaged but an active participant in the neoliberal economic model. In the 
Chacarillas speech, Pinochet reframed democracy at its most fundamental, definitional level. It 
was an attempt to recast authoritarian governance as democratic, thus undoing a long intellectual 
tradition and history of democratic theory in Chile.22 
The regime’s vision of both democracy and culture was thus guided by a 
conceptualization of citizenship as apolitical, consumerist, and part of a unified, anti-pluralist 
national body helmed by technocratic authoritarian leadership. However, in privatizing culture 
and moving it out of public space (in efforts to privatize and de-politicize), the regime also made 
culture more difficult to police. This created an environment in which an alternative cultural field 
could arise and begin to articulate different conceptions of Chilean society. In the second half of 
the 1970s a large number of groups and cultural organizations emerged, many of which sought to 
                                               
22 The full Chacarillas speech was printed in El Mercurio on July 10, 1977. 
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move art out of the subsidized elite circuits and create communities bound together by a shared 
political struggle.23 Many of these groups, small-scale and short-lived as some of them may have 
been, were characterized by a desire to create a space for a broadly inclusive community and a 
shared sense of political purpose and built solidarity networks economically and internationally. 
In some instances, they worked to directly articulate resistance to the regime and its cultural 
policies and to formulate alternative visions for both cultural policy and society.  
 A number of these groups worked to reconstitute a kind of artistic, politically conscious 
civil society and sought to provide a venue for multiple modes of cultural production. One such 
organization was Grupo Cámara Chile (Chamber Group of Chile), which began in 1974 when 
Mario Baeza—an established university choir director who yearned for autonomy from the 
university in both repertoire and manner of presentation—formed an independent choir. The 
group debuted by staging a cycle of concerts in Cerro San Cristóbal, a public park that gave their 
performances greater popular reach. In 1975 they began to expand the scope and reach of their 
work to various poblaciones around Santiago. These activities constituted an effort to foment 
cultural activity in those neighborhoods and to make culture more accessible and less elite. The 
group continued working in this way—reaching out to more poblaciones and incorporating more 
artistic disciplines in their activities throughout the 70s. An account of their artistic activities in 
1978 describes choral and instrumental performances, various theatrical group meetings and 
performances, classes in music, and a workshop fostering the investigation of the cultural life of 
Chile. The descriptions of these activities reflect a desire to foster cultural life outside of elite or 
                                               
23 Rivera estimates that between 1975 and 1980 more than seventy cultural organizations were formed, 
over half of them in poblaciones (extremely poor neighborhoods). Additionally, José Joaquín Brunner 
estimates that in 1979 there were at least 500 groups of amateur musicians and eighty theatrical groups. 
Rivera, 124; José Joaquín Brunner, “Políticas culturales de oposición en Chile,” Material de Discusión, 
Programa FLASCO-Santiago de Chile 78 (Santiago: December 1985), 11.  
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traditional circuits, in rural areas and workers unions, and among students. At their home at 
Miraflores 544, they provided space for a number of other artistic and political groups to meet, 
calling themselves a “Casa de Todos” (House for Everyone), and no doubt fostering a sense of 
artistic community and camaraderie.24  
 Grupo Cámara de Chile was perhaps notable in the scope and volume of their work; 
however, a number of cultural organizations also functioned in a similarly socially-oriented, 
interdisciplinary, and communal fashion. The second half of the 1970s saw the rise in a large 
number of different groups, many of which worked together to organize events and pool 
resources. These groups together created a kind of growing counter-culture of alternative cultural 
production.25 In recognition of this trend, the magazine La Bicicleta was formed in 1978, with 
the aims of disseminating information on artistic and cultural activity in Santiago and of 
participating in a wider process of transformation of the arts and culture from the perspective of 
their social function.26 Soledad Bianchi argues that these organizations brought artists together 
that wanted to speak a language other than that which was imposed by the dictatorship.27 They 
included the Unión de Escritores Jóvenes (Union of Young Writers), Taller 666 (Workshop 666), 
Agrupación Cultural Universitaria (University Cultural Group, henceforward ACU), the Unión 
                                               
24 Grupo Cámara Chile, “Grupo Cámara Chile: Balance de su trabajo correspondiente al año 1978,” 
January 8, 1979, box 2943, folder 4, Fundación Documentación y Archivo de la Vicaria de la Solidaridad 
(FDAVS). 
25 Rivera, 115.  
26 Untitled Editorial, La Bicicleta 1 (Sept-Oct 1978): 0. La Bicicleta was formed by editor and art critic, 
Eduardo Yentzen, alongside editors Anny Rivera and Alvaro Godoy. The aim of the magazine was to 
combat the perception that Chile was in a cultural blackout and to help promote the work of critical 
artists. In the course of its seventy-five issues the magazine covered and promoted a range of cultural 
events and organizations, many of which resisted the dictatorship and operated clandestinely. The 
magazine was published regularly throughout 1978-1987, with a hiatus in 1984 due to government 
censorship. For information on the publication and an archive of issues see “La Bicicleta,” Memoria 
Chilena, accessed December 4, 2017, http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/w3-article-
100795.html#presentacion.  
27 Soledad Bianchi, “La política cultural oficialista y el movimiento artístico,” araucaria de Chile 17 
(primer trimestere 1982): 138. 
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Nacional por la Cultura (National Union for Culture, henceforeward UNAC), Nuestro Canto 
(Our Song), Centro Cultural Mapocho, magazines like La Bicicleta, Apsi, and Analysis, and 
research groups such as Sur, CENECA, and Galería Imagen. Many of these groups, like Grupo 
Cámara Chile, were interdisciplinary in scope and focused on building a larger artistic and social 
community and forging alliance between artistic creation and political struggles. Anny Rivera 
summarizes the motivating forces driving these groups as including: a desire to maintain a self-
aware cultural identity in the midst of defeat, in which “continuing an old and vibrant artistic 
tradition where the popular, the Latin American, and a critical position regarding the truth of 
society are central elements.”28  
Cultural organizations thus sought to offer an alternative community and sense of identity 
through art-making and solidarity. In a Declaration issued by Taller Contemporáneo on April 27, 
1979, the group critiqued the insufficiencies of the Chilean cultural movement and expressed a 
desire to create a robust cultural environment and search for new forms. They wished to be a 
home to many manifestations of culture, and to incorporate professionals as well as the 
university system (professors, students) into the group. Throughout the document, there is an 
awareness of both the seriousness and the scale of the work they are undertaking. The Centro 
Cultural Mapocho (1980-1989) sought to have a similarly expansive reach. They hosted a variety 
of artistic events, including exhibitions and performances as well as a large variety of workshops. 
Like Grupo Cámara de Chile, they had their own space and provided a meeting place for many 
different groups, including political activists such as the Mujeres por la Vida (Women for Life).29 
The center’s director, Mónica Echeverría Yáñez (also a founding member of ICTUS) recalls, 
                                               
28 “continuadores de una tradición artística antigua y fuerte donde lo popular, lo latinoamericano, y la 
posición crítica frente a la realidad, son elementos centrales.” Rivera, 114.  
29 Margarita Iglesias Saldaña, Lieta Vivaldi Macho, Valentina Álvarez López, and Carla Núñez Matus, 
Centro Cultural Mapocho: Una historia por contar (Santiago: Ciebo Ediciones, 2014). 
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“The Mapocho Cultural Center was witness to so many political conversations, to so many 
meetings and ardent and passionate discussions, as well as to two suicide attempts of artists, 
luckily without fatal consequences. However, our labor did not stop.”30 The artistic life and 
community of the center provided the impetus to persevere in what were often dire 
circumstances. It also provided a sense of community and common purpose in the midst of a 
regime that sought to isolate individuals from each other. Rodrigo Vidal recalls, 
 … [U]nderstand that everything was done as a team. I think Pinochet isolated everyone, 
more or less. He individualized us. Everyone was worried about his own square meter, he 
did not give a damn about what was happening right next to him. In the Mapocho Center 
things were done as a team, they were done in consultation, in conversation, in 
consensus, but this did not represent any kind of saying, “you can do this” or “you can’t 
do this.” No, it was simply to say, “This is going to be done […]”31 
 
In some instances, groups provided the opportunity for participants to forge a subjective 
identification with the collective and offered, in their private spaces, models of participation that 
were expressly curtailed by the regime’s articulation of Chilean New Democracy. The ACU, for 
example, sought to provide a forum for students to artistically express themselves, but also to 
come together to express their broader common concerns through a dialogic, pluralist 
organizational model. In a description of their activities, representatives of the ACU describe 
their Saturday meetings as a place where art and political aspirations converge. Students come 
together to talk about their lives, their lack of money, and their hopes for a more perfect world. 
                                               
30 “El Cultural Mapocho fue testigo de tantas conversaciones políticas, de tantos encuentros y discusiones 
ardientes y apasionadas, y también de dos intentos de suicidio de artistas, felizmente sin consecuencias 
fatales. No obstante, nuestra labor no se detenía.” Mónica Echeverría Yáñez, prologue to Saldaña et. Al., 
Centro Cultural Mapocho, 15.  
31 “…[E]ntender que las cosas se hacen en un equipo. Creo que Pinochet aisló a todos, más o menos. Nos 
individualizó. Uno se preocupaba de su propio metro cuadrado, le importaba un comino lo que estaba 
pasando al lado. En el Centro Cultural Mapocho las cosas se hacían en equipo, se hacían consultadas, 
conversadas, consensuadas, sin que esto significase ningún tipo de decir ‘esto se puede’ o ‘no se puede 
hacer.’ No, no, simplemente se decía: ‘Se va a hacer esto […]” Interview with Rodrigo Vidal, 2010, 
quoted in in Saldaña et al., 44.  
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The group’s representatives that “the conversations are long, sometimes too much so. Perhaps 
because this is the only way to hear all the voices. Even the shyest and newest to the group 
speak. The dialogue is an absolute necessity…everyone is aware that they are necessary as a 
person, with their ideas.”32 They thus describe a space in which dignity is given to each 
individual, and pluralist dialogue is paramount to that dignity and the functioning of their group. 
 Other groups, such as UNAC, sought to foster solidarity among artistic groups and build 
a cultural network through collective organization that was tied to the larger international 
community and the discourse of human rights. UNAC also sought to articulate a kind of 
alternative cultural policy that was in direct response to the actions of the regime. They outlined 
their objectives as: uniting and coordinating groups and people in distinct artistic areas, offering 
a unified expression of the interests and concerns of the cultural movement, explaining and 
advocating artistic creation’s service to man, promoting and protecting the rights of artists, 
incentivizing the development of professional and amateur audience, and creating opportunities 
for reflection and analysis over cultural problems.33 They positioned themselves in opposition to 
the privatization of culture and boycotted an arts festival supported by the Sociedad Amigos de 
Arte and the wealthy municipality of Los Condes.34 They also contested the privatization of 
education and its lack of democratic participation, censorship and taxes on books and 
performances, the unemployment of artists (due to blacklists, lack of resources, and fear), the 
                                               
32 “Los diálogos son largos, a veces demasiado. Tal vez porque sea el único modo de escuchar todas las 
voces. Hasta el más tímido y el recién llegado hablan. El diálogo es una necesidad absoluta…cada uno, 
consciente que es necesario como persona, con sus ideas.” La Bicicleta 1 (Sept-Oct 1978), 53.  
33 UNAC, “Informativo para las agrupaciones culturales,” no date, box 2943, folder 4, Collection Cultura, 
FDAVS.  
34 UNAC, “Llamado a la comunidad”, no date, box 2943, folder 4, Collection Cultura, FDAVS. 
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limitations placed on unions, the exile of artists, and the detention and disappearances of cultural 
workers.35  
 In the face of culture’s privatization and the repressive activities of the regime, these 
groups were sustained largely by an economy of solidarity. They supported themselves with 
exhibitions and classes, and with artists volunteering their time, personal finances, and skills to 
help the organizations stay afloat. In the case of Centro Cultural Mapocho, the center’s leaders 
and employees often worked without pay, and artists volunteered their artistic labor for the 
center’s activities.36 When cultural groups came into crisis, the larger cultural community came 
to their support. In 1978, for example, Grupo Cámara Chile faced a number of obstacles. The 
group’s work with the working class and rural populations, as well as its advocacy for human 
rights, started to draw suspicion. The Institute of Rural Education withdrew support for their 
project “El arte en el campesinado chileno” (“art in the Chilean countryside), because, according 
to the institute, the project conspired against the government. After two newspapers deemed 
Grupo Cámara Chile’s work “subversive,” owing to their participation in events aimed at 
supporting human rights, they were unable to obtain financial patronage from private companies, 
and they started to encounter a large number of obstacles in publicizing their activities in the 
press.37 It started to seem as if the group might lose its space and have to dissolve. La Bicicleta 
issued a call to the community to support the organization—outlining the source of their 
financial crisis and urging the community to come together and offer financial assistance. The 
                                               
35 UNAC, Llamado II, May 1979, CEDOC Artes Visuales, Centro Cultural la Moneda Digital Archive. 
http://centrodedocumentaciondelasartes.cl/g2/collect/cedoc/images/pdfs/5554.pdf.  
36 Saldaña et al., 45.  
37 Grupo Cámara Chile, “Balance de su Trabajo Correspondiente al Ano 1978.” This source does not 
name the two Santiago newspapers.  
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call was successful, and the group raised enough money to continue functioning and maintain its 
space.38  
 A number of groups also fostered and benefited from international solidarity. 
International artists and organizations contributed financially and artistically to the activities of 
the Chilean groups, holding exhibitions in support of Chilean artists and their struggle, while a 
number of groups in Chile advocated for and contested the exile of artists overseas. UNAC 
situated its work in an international context, invoking UNESCO and the Catholic Church’s 
positioning of the free expression of culture as a human right.39 Internationally, groups such as 
the Centro por la Defensa de la Cultura Chilena (led by the writers Ariel Dorfman, Antonio 
Skármeta, and Heinrich Böll) were able to more boldly denounce the dictatorship, and offered 
material and moral support for groups operating within Chile. In a document outlining their 
goals, they assert:  
In this battle for a new democracy, culture has a foundational place. In Chile, it assumes 
innumerable clandestine and semi-legal forms. Outside, the cultural workers that have 
been exiled or expelled have continued their search for words, for music, for color….the 
Center for the Defense of Chilean Culture was born to affirm that Chilean culture lives 
and in order to resist their attempts to shut our voices and so that we continue caring, 
creating, promoting. The center meets in and outside of Chile…Its specific goals are to 
stimulate and materially support from abroad a varied range of cultural expressions that 
develop with difficulty in the interior of the country.40 
 
                                               
38 For an account of Grupo Cámara Chile’s activities and financial struggles see “S.O.S.,” La Bicicleta 2 
(December 1978): 24-26; and Grupo Cámara Chile, “Balance de su Trabajo Correspondiente al Ano 
1978.” 
39 UNAC, “Llamado I.”  
40 “En esta batalla por una nueva democracia, la cultura tiene un lugar primordial. Adentro del país asume 
innumerables formas clandestinas y semi-legales. Afuera, los trabajadores culturales expulsados o 
emigrados han continuado su búsqueda de la palabra; de la música; del color….El Centro por la Defensa 
de la Cultura Chilena ha nacido para afirmar que la cultura chilena vive, y que no permitirá que se 
apaguen aquellas voces que la siguen cuidado, creando, propagando. El centro agrupa, adentro y fuera de 
Chile…Sus fines específicos son el estímulo y apoyo material desde el extranjero a una abigarrada gama 
de expresiones culturales que se desarrollan con dificultad en el interior del país.” Centro por la Defensa 




Thus, in addition to the networks that were developing within Chile, cultural organizations also 
operated in solidarity with a vast international network seeking to support Chilean culture against 
the dictatorship. CADA’s work emerged out of this complex and wide reaching counter-official 
cultural field.  
 
Agonism and the Colectivo Acciones de Arte 
 CADA began developing their actions during what has often been termed an “aperture,” 
or slight opening of the repressive apparatus. After 1977, and throughout the ‘80s, during which 
time CADA’s activities occurred, the government made attempts to institutionalize and legally 
justify itself within an image of the rule of law. This, combined with a citizenry, church, and 
press increasingly willing to contest the regime’s human rights abuses, led to a loosening of the 
harshest forms of repression and created the opportunity for resistance and protest.41 Although 
the regime had sought to build the semblance of a striated, orderly system, and to advance 
notions of a new Chilean democracy, it had not done so in a linear or consistent way, policing 
public and private space, time, bodies, associations, and interactions. The structure of the 
repressive apparatus, in combination with some of the cracks it began to show at the end of the 
seventies, led CADA to meet its repression with a dramaturgical strategy of resistance that was 
similarly plural, rhizomatic, and temporally engaged.  
 CADA’s work, which was imbricated in this complex environment, enacted a form of 
democratic politics characterized by a process of making and re-making Chilean society. 
Collectively, CADA executed eight art actions between 1979 and 1985, and individual members 
                                               
41 See Steve J. Stern, Battling for Hearts and Minds: Memory Struggles in Pinochet’s Chile: 1973-1988 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2006),198-230.  
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pursued a number of complementary projects of their own. 42 Because my analysis is focused on 
the dramaturgy of the actions and their enactment of citizenship, I have chosen to focus on the 
four of these actions that unfolded in time in the public space of the city: Para no morir de 
hambre en el arte (To not die of hunger in art), Inversión de escena (Inversion of scene), ¡Ay 
Sudamérica! (Oh, South America!), and No + (No more).43 
 A number of scholars writing contemporaneously to CADA, including Nelly Richard, 
Milan Ivelic and Gaspar Galaz, Justo Pastor Mellado, and José Joaquín Brunner, have provided 
excellent art-historical readings of CADA’s work and their resistance to the dictatorship and 
relationship to urban space.44 Designating CADA as one of the primary exemplars of the “escena 
de avanzada” (advanced scene, or vanguard—an appellation that contributed greatly to CADA’s 
subsequent canonization), Nelly Richard has set many of the terms of these analyses.45 Richard 
argues that the dictatorship sought to disarticulate entire systems of signs present in Chilean 
society and to rearticulate those signs in the process of re-making society in authoritarian terms. 
She situates CADA’s work as intervening in those official sign systems to produce ruptures and 
open spaces for creativity and imagination in the midst of a heavily regulated, striated system.46 
                                               
42 Such as Lotty Rosenfeld’s Una milla de cruces sobre el pavimiento (A mile of crosses on the pavement) 
or Diamela Eltit’s Zona de dolor (Zone of pain).  
43 Others of their actions, such as A la hora señalada (High noon), Residuos americanos (American 
Residues), and El fulgor de la huelga (The glow of the strike) were more akin to installations in galleries 
than performances; and Viuda (Widow)’s medium was print media rather than the public space of the city. 
44 See Richard, Márgenes e instituciones; Richard, “City, Art, Politics” in City/Art: Setting the Scene, ed. 
Rebecca E. Biron (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009); Nelly Richard, The Insubordination of Signs: 
Political Change, Cultural Transformation, and Poetics of the Crisis, trans. Alice A. Nelson and Silvia R. 
Tandeciarz (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004); Milan Ivelic and Gaspar Galaz, Chile: arte actual 
(Valparaíso: Ediciones Universitarias de Valparaíso, 1988); Justo Mellado and Nelly Richard, eds., 
Cuadernos De/Para El Analisis 1 (December 1983); José Joaquín Brunner, “Lucha cultural y política,” 
Ruptura: document de arte (Santiago: Ediciones CADA, 1982). Ruptura: document de arte was a book 
published by CADA with articles by members of the group (Diamela Eltit, Raúl Zurita, Lotty Rosenfeld, 
and Juan Castillo), as well as by scholars (Brunner, Soledad Fariña, and Marcela Serrano). 
45 Richard, Márgenes e instituciones.  
46 Richard, The Insubordination of Signs.  
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Richard’s scholarship is heavily inflected by poststructuralism and frames CADA’s intervention 
in terms of discourse, focusing on the processes of rupture and disarticulation and CADA’s 
engagement with citizenship and urban space. Though Richard’s work has been focused on 
“reading” CADA’s actions, it has also attended to process, emphasizing CADA’s collective way 
of working as an effort to reconfigure process of artistic production and move outside traditional 
artistic disciplines and circuits.  
The occasion of the thirty-year commemoration of the military coup in 2003 renewed a 
consideration of CADA and its relationship to the dictatorship, sparking a heated debate between 
Richard and the philosopher Willy Thayer. In a provocative essay titled, “El golpe como 
consumación de la vanguardia” (“The coup as the consummation of the vanguard”), Thayer 
situates the aesthetic gesture of the coup’s rupture as both the culmination and “point of no 
return” of Chilean vanguard and neo-vanguard art’s commitment to non-representation. He 
suggests that Richard’s romanticization and canonization of CADA and the escena de avanzada 
is also, ultimately, a gesture that is complicit with the dictatorship project of disarticulation and 
its continued legacy in Chilean society.47 Thayer thus issues a strong challenge to the notion that 
non-teleological or dissensual artwork is a viable form of (artistic) political resistance. Richard 
responds to Thayer’s critique by contending that his is a nihilist and totalizing perspective that 
neglects to account for artistic agency and “dilutes the tension between the context (the social 
historical: the dictatorship) and text (the cultural-aesthetic: the neo-vanguard experiment).”48 
Richard thus situates the debate with Thayer as embedded within the larger theoretical 
                                               
47 Willy Thayer, “El golpe como consumación de la vanguardia. Fragmentos,” in El Fragmento repetido: 
escritos en estado de excepción (Santiago: Metales Pesados, 2006), 47-94.   
48 Nelly Richard, “Lo político y lo crítico en el arte: ‘¿Quién teme a la neovanguardia?’” in Arte y 
política, ed. Pablo Oyarzún, Nelly Richard, and Claudia Zaldivar (Santiago: Consejo Nacional de la 
Cultura y las Artes, 2005), 26. 
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conundrum of art’s relative autonomy and heteronomy. Thayer proposes that the totalizing 
effects of the dictatorship predicated CADA’s efforts and made them complicit with the 
dictatorship. Richard, on the other hand, contends that the works sought to foreground a tension 
between autonomy and heteronomy. However, Richard’s analysis is focused on emphasizing the 
ways the artists highlighted these tensions and is thus implicitly underlain by an assumption of 
artistic autonomy. Therefore, her analysis constructs a kind of heroic narrative of artistic struggle 
against oppression. To fully account for this tension, however, a consideration of CADA must 
also heed Thayer’s provocation and ask questions surrounding not only the ways artists 
negotiated these tensions but must also interrogate the ways these tensions—and the dictatorship 
more generally—prefigured and shaped the aesthetics of the art work. 
As Miguel Valderrama has observed, the debate between Richard and Thayer operates 
primarily on an abstract, philosophical-theoretical plane.49 I therefore propose to reengage a 
close historical reading of CADA’s work through the lens of performance and its dramaturgy to 
explore how such a reading might traverse or reconfigure this debate. While Taylor, Francisco 
González Castro, Leonora López, and Brian Smith have cautioned that notions of performance 
and performance art as genres carry connotations of Western hegemony—the resistance of which 
was very much a part of CADA’s project—an analysis of CADA’s work through the lens of 
performance, attending in particular to its dramaturgy, helps to foreground the materiality, 
specificity, and ephemerality of the creation and execution of CADA’s actions.50  
                                               
49 Miguel Valderrama, Modernismos historiográficos: artes visuales, postdictadura, vanguardias 
(Santiago: Palodino, 2008), 14. 
50 Castro, López, and Smith, 27; Diana Taylor, “Introducción: performance, teoría y práctica,” in Estudios 
Avanzados de Performance, ed. Diana Taylor and Marcela Fuentes (Mexico DF: Fondo de Cultura 
Económica, 2011), 7-31. CADA’s work Residuos americanos (American Waste) (1983) in particular 
foregrounds the problematic of Western hegemony in Chilean history. The work consists of a pile of 
clothing sent from the U.S. to Chile for resale lying on the floor as an audiotape transmits the sound of 
brain tumor removal surgery. Chile has received the leftovers of American consumption, which is linked 
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 In my introduction I outlined the general contours of Chantal Mouffe’s theory of politics, 
in which all organization of the social is predicated on hegemony and must be navigated via 
agonism.51 In Mouffe’s formulation, an agonistic order consists of the constant assertion, 
contestation, and re-articulation of hegemonic structures through an egalitarian and pluralist 
process of contention. Bonnie Honig points out that this has a constantly evolving, performative 
dimension, as it is a “practice of (re-)founding, augmentation, and amendment.”52 This is in stark 
contrast to Pinochet’s view of democracy and citizenship, in which strong authoritarian 
leadership was not to be contested and the orderly structures of society were thought to be fixed. 
Though CADA’s work was decidedly antagonistic to Pinochet, a reading of its dramaturgy as 
agonistic helps to elucidate how the group’s collaborative, plural, and polyvalent 
acknowledgement of contingency advanced a model of an alternative, radically democratic, 
political process.53 With an aesthetic and working process inflected by the alternative cultural 
sphere from which it emerged, CADA formulated resistance as a process in which the world is 
continuously contested and re-made.  
                                               
to a disease to be removed from the brain. See Nelly Richard, Residuos y metáforas: ensayos de crítica 
cultural sobre el Chile de transición (Santiago: Editorial Cuarto Propio, 1998).  
51 See Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical 
Democratic Politics, 2nd ed., (London: Verso 2014); Chantal Mouffe, The Democratic Paradox (London: 
Verso, 2000); Chantal Mouffe, On the Political (London: Routledge, 2005); Chantal Mouffe, Agonistics: 
Thinking the World Politically (London: Verso, 2013). 
52 Bonnie Honig, “Toward an Agonistic Feminism: Hannah Arendt and the Politics of Identity,” in 
Feminist Interpretations of Hannah Arendt, ed. Bonnie Honig (University Park: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 1995), 160. See also: Judith Butler, Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2015).  
53 This tension between antagonism and agonism (particularly the way CADA can be antagonistic to 
Pinochet while practicing agonism in their dramaturgy) highlights a fundamental problematic of theories 
of agonism. While agonism represents, on one level, a critique of consensus politics, it requires a 
fundamental consensus in order to operate. Participants have to consent to functioning agonistically; those 
who do not grant such consent (such as Pinochet) are antagonists. This therefore excludes certain types of 
political conflict in which there are fundamental, Rancierian disagreements. See Jacques Rancière, 
Disagreement, trans. Julie Rose (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999); William 
Scheuerman, “The Realist Revival in Political Philosophy, or Why New is Not Improved,” International 




Collaboration, Care, and Pluralism’s Double Move: Para no morir de hambre en el arte 
 
Imaginar esta página completamente blanca.  
 
Imaginar esta página blanca 
accediendo a todos los rincones de Chile 
como la leche diaria a consumir. 
 
Imaginar cada rincón de Chile 
privado del consumo diario de leche 
como páginas blancas por llenar. 
 
 
[To imagine this page completely blank 
 
To imagine this blank page 
reaching all the corners of Chile 
like the daily milk to be consumed 
 
To imagine each corner of Chile 
deprived of the daily drink of milk 
like blank pages to be filled.]54  
 
 On October 3, 1979 members of CADA distributed 100 bags of milk to residents of the 
working class La Granja neighborhood in south Santiago. The bags were printed with the words 
“1/2 litro de leche” (1/2 liter of milk), referencing Salvador Allende’s idealistic promise of a 
half-liter of milk to every child each day. As the group distributed the bags, they requested that 
the recipients return them later so that they could be incorporated into an art exhibit. This was the 
first stage of CADA’s first action, Para no morir de hambre en el arte. That same day, they took 
out a one-page advertisement in the national magazine Hoy. It contained the above-cited poem 
urging readers to imagine the page as blank as the corners of Chile deprived of daily milk. In 
                                               
54 Colectivo Acciones de Arte (C.A.D.A.), 3 October 1979, box 1, folder “Documentos Para no morir…” 
Collection Colectivo Acciones de Arte, CEDOC, Museo de la Memoria. The word for “blank” or “white” 
used throughout is blanca. In each instance that either of these words occurs in the English translation, the 
double meaning is also implied.  
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addition to publishing the ad, CADA’s members played a pre-recorded speech, “No es una 
aldea” (It is not a village) in five languages—Chinese, French, Russian, Spanish, and English—
in front of the United Nations’ Latin American Economic Commission (CEPAL) building in the 
upper-class Vitacura neighborhood. Throughout the rest of the month at the Galería Centro 
Imagen, the group exhibited video documentation of the action alongside a clear box with empty 
milk bags inside of it, a copy of the Hoy ad, and the tape recording of “No es una aldea.”  
A key element of this inaugural action’s dramaturgy—reflected in its multi-modal 
aesthetic form—is its emergence out of a highly collaborative and interdisciplinary creative 
process. Two of the group’s members, writers Diamela Eltit and Raúl Zurita, met in an Artaud 
workshop in 1974 in the Humanities department at the University of Chile, where they began an 
artistic and romantic relationship. Separately, in 1977, visual artists Lotty Rosenfeld and Juan 
Castillo began meeting as part of a group of artists committed to opposing the regime. They 
formed a short-lived collective with others from these meetings. Though this group did not last, 
it provided Rosenfeld and Castillo with a formative experience in collective political art-making. 
The two later met Zurita and Eltit at a Goethe Institute exhibition in which they were 
participating separately. According to Castillo, the artists were mutually fascinated with each 
other’s work and formed a collective immediately following the exhibition. Later, Castillo and 
Rosenfeld introduced the others to Fernando Balcells, a sociologist who had returned from exile, 
to give their work a theoretical grounding and articulation.55 From the members’ participation in 
previous groups and exhibitions, CADA was quite literally formed out of the alternative cultural 
networks operating at that time. The makeup of the group, which included visual artists, writers, 
                                               
55 See interviews with Diamela Eltit, Lotty Rosenfeld, Juan Castillo, and Raúl Zurita in Robert Neustadt, 




and academics, disciplinarily (if not socioeconomically or racially) reflects a kind of pluralism 
operative in agonistic politics.   
 According to Eltit, the decision to name the group CADA emerged out of a desire to 
convey the collective nature of the group’s work and to distance their interventions from clear 
attribution. The full name, Colectivo Acciones de Arte, conveyed the organizational nature and 
medium of the work, while the acronym they used most often in their signatures provided an 
element of anonymity and created an open space in which content could proliferate.56 The dual 
meaning of the word cada as each and/or every contains a kind of tension inherent in egalitarian 
pluralism. Each allows for a retention of individual identity—an acknowledgement of hegemony 
and representational identity—while the every conveys a broad inclusivity. When used as a 
signature, CADA is both inclusive of the specific members of the group and retains each 
individual identity, but it can also be read to include the spectators and citizen collaborators 
involved in the process of the group’s unfolding actions. The tension between the individual and 
collective implied by the dual meaning of both the word and acronym “cada” positions the 
attributed art action as the product of an agonistically pluralist process in which the integrity of 
the individual is respected as it contributes to a larger hegemonic structure (in this case, the art 
action) and is therefore also part of a collectivity.  
 The ephemerality of the actions marks the hegemony of the work itself as fundamentally 
fleeting—for it will soon end and open the space to be replaced by something new. Eltit today 
insists that their project be considered “actions” or “interventions.” She feels these terms 
encompass the interdisciplinarity of their work, rather than grounding it in a particular artistic 
discipline. For example, she rejects the term “performance” as a retrospectively imposed generic 
                                               
56 Eltit, interview with Neustadt, CADA Día, 93. 
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category emerging from Western art traditions and argues that it positions the work within a kind 
of protected or rarified sphere. Furthermore, the term action, she feels, better links their art to its 
fundamentally political intentions and engagement within the space of the city and more fully 
accounts for the group’s vulnerability—a byproduct of the human body’s contingency. 57 
Pluralism (rendered via collaborative interdisciplinarity and the attribution of the actions), 
contingency (through the action’s ephemerality and the artist’s vulnerability), and political 
engagement (resistant to Pinochet) thus intersect in CADA’s dramaturgy to enact small scale, 
vulnerable democratic engagements in the midst of authoritarianism. 
 CADA’s interdisciplinary/collective way of working and the aesthetic that emerged have 
contributed to Richard’s classification of their work as a new moment in Chilean art, as the 
pioneers of the escena de avanzada.58 In part, this status came about because, although they were 
inspired by others engaging in participatory art, such as Wolf Vostell in Germany and Marta 
Minujín in Argentina, they were among the first in Chile to be working in these ways that 
incorporated spectators and the space of the city.59 However, it does not account for the ways in 
which this aesthetic emerged out of the larger cultural field in combination with the necessity 
born of political urgency. Many other groups, such as Grupo Cámara Chile, ACU, and UNAC, 
though they did not themselves produce interdisciplinary artworks, facilitated the convergence of 
                                               
57 Diamela Eltit, interview with author, June 30, 2017. I therefore use Eltit’s preferred terms in reference 
to their work, and justify including the collective in a dissertation about performance with the 
acknowledgement that I understand performance less as a generic category, and more as a mode of artistic 
production that unfolds with bodies in space through time and in interaction with spectators.  
58 Richard, Márgenes e Instituciones, 15.  
59 Diamela Eltit, interview with author. For Wolf Vostell’s happenings and influence in Latin America see 
José Antonio Agúndez García, et al., El teatro está en la calle: Los Happenings de Wolf Vostell, ed. José 
Antonio Agúndez García, Fritz Emslander, and Markus Heinzelmann (Bielefeld: Kerber, 2010). For 
Minujín see Catherine Spencer, “Entrap, Engulf, Overwhelm: From Existentialism to Counterculture in 
the Work of Marta Minujín,” in Sabotage Art: Politics and Iconoclasm in Contemporary Latin America, 
ed. Sophie Halart and Mara Polgovsky Ezcurra (London: I.B. Tauris, 2016), 13-34.  
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artists from multiple disciplines and the creation of a shared sense of community and identity. 
These groups, in particular ACU, emphasized the importance of offering a space where open, 
pluralist dialogue could take place, and the individual could be respected.  
Emerging from this milieu, it is perhaps therefore not surprising that Eltit describes 
CADA’s work as a kind of generative, interdisciplinary dialogue: 
From the beginning, it was really a question of addition. Someone would say, “I want,” 
another would say, “to eat,” and another would say, “sandwich.” Another would say, 
“you all would like a sandwich.” There was not much specialization in anything. I know 
that might seem difficult to understand but it was really a collective work, very 
conceptual. The point is that we very clearly knew the theoretical lines along which we 
wanted to work; therefore, to work together, to create together, was easy.60 
 
The dialogue as method of creation thus becomes, in the midst of the dictatorship, a kind of 
transgressive act of democratic citizenship, by which social creation is generated via a kind of 
agonistic, pluralist process. Furthermore, CADA’s coming together out of a shared political 
sensibility and purpose, like many of the abovementioned groups, gave their work a kind of a 
priori political instrumentalization, from which the aesthetic of the action emerged. This is in 
direct contrast to the regime’s efforts to both de-politicize art and citizenship—in CADA’s work 
they are entwined and re-politicized.  
 CADA’s pluralist, collaborative working process is also evident in the formal elements of 
the dramaturgy of their unfolding actions. The multiple components of Para no morir de hambre 
en el arte, which occurred in various spaces and times throughout Santiago, serve both to 
fragment the work—it cannot possibly be experienced by any individual as a totality—and to 
                                               
60 “En principio era realmente una cuestión sumativa. Alguien decía ‘yo quiero’, otro decía ‘comer’, otro 
decía ‘sándwich’. Otro decía ‘vosotros queréis un sándwich’. No hubo mucha especialización para nada. 
Sé que puede ser difícil entender pero realmente era un trabajo colectivo, muy conceptual. El punto es que 
teníamos muy claras las redes teóricas en las cuales íbamos a trabajar, entonces trabajar en conjunto, crear 
en conjunto era fácil.” Eltit, interview with Neustadt, CADA Día, 93.  
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bring multiple areas of the city together through participation in the artwork. 61 That these 
neighborhoods ranged from chic, upper-class Vitacura to working-class La Granja further 
underscores the universal/individual duality inherent in the word “cada” and Mouffe’s concept of 
agonism.  
 While the regime fostered an image of private, elite culture (a product of the “arte-
empresa” system), CADA sought to bring some of Santiago’s poorer neighborhoods into a 
common community through art-making. CADA’s efforts, though aesthetically unique, were part 
of a larger project within the alternative cultural sphere of reconstituting a kind of artistic, 
politically-conscious civil society. As I have described above, Grupo Cámara Chile came into 
conflict with the regime (and faced financial hardship) by working continuously to expand the 
scope of their work, performing in public spaces in a variety of neighborhoods in Santiago and 
the rural areas outside of the city. Similarly, CADA, by incorporating multiple areas and 
populations of Santiago into their works, sought to contest the atomization of the Pinochet 
regime and to bring citizens together into a collectivity via their participation in the action.  
Additionally, Para no morir de hambre en el arte’s use of various mediums 
(performance, print, audio recording) gives the work a polyphonous nature, literalized in the 
recording of “No es una aldea” in five languages. The text of this speech explores the agonistic 
tension between individual and collective life. It calls for a new conception of human existence 
that contained great political urgency given the violence upon which the Pinochet regime was 
predicated:  
It is not a village, the place from which we speak, it is not only that, but rather a location, 
where the landscape, like the mind and like life, are spaces to amend. We are not talking 
about a forgotten place, or a place poorly remembered many times, but rather of the life 
that is shaped [by that place], of each (cada) sign that structures the life that is shaped. 
                                               
61 Colectivo Acciones de Arte, “Cronología de Actividades,” no date, box 1, folder 1, CEDOC, Museo de 
la Memoria.  
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Each (cada) human life in the cut-off wasteland of this Chilean country is not only a way 
of dying, it is also a word, and a word within a discourse. To understand that we are also 
a word to be heard is to understand that we are not here just to face death.62 
 
 
The above speech echoes the idealism, sense of community, and resistance to violence in the 
calls issued by groups such as UNAC in their multiple “Llamados” (Calls). It rejects atomization, 
provincialism, and the idea that the structures of existence might be fixed (all of which were 
goals of the Pinochet regime). Instead, it is a fundamentally social text. It asserts humanity by 
recognizing the interconnectedness of structures, lives, and words, as well as the fundamentally 
contingent and fluctuating nature of experience on earth as well as the universality and threat of 
mortality. Although the speech is generally referencing death, in light of the violence under 
Pinochet, it also functions as a call for solidarity and a confrontation, rather than acceptance, of 
death.  
 The speech continues by asserting the aesthetics of politics and social constructions, and 
calls its listeners into a creative engagement with their lived experience, an engagement that 
unites the disciplines—the arts, sciences, languages, and technology—into a common 
community of purpose: 
To correct life is a work of art, which is to say, it is a work of social creation of a 
new sense and a new collective form of life. The production of life and not death: 
we are speaking of this as the only meaning that the words art, science, politics, and 
technique can have for us. The production of life, this is the only meaning that the 
word life can have for us.63 
                                               
62 ‘No es una aldea el sitio desde donde hablamos, no es sólo eso, sino un lugar donde el paisaje como la 
mente y la vida son espacios a corregir. No hablamos de un sitio olvidado o recordado malamente muchas 
veces, sino la vida que conforma, cada vida humana en el páramo despojado de esta patria chilena no es 
sólo una manera de morir, es también una palabra, y una palabra en medio de un discurso. Entender que 
también somos una palabra a escuchar es entender que no estamos sólo para enfrentar la muerte” 
Colectivo Acciones de Arte, “No es una aldea,” 1979, box 1, folder 1, CEDOC, Museo de la Memoria.  
63 “Corregir la vida es un trabajo de arte, es decir, es un trabajo de creación social de un nuevo sentido y 
de una nueva forma colectiva de vida. Producción de vida no de muerte, de eso hablamos como el único 




The work, created through a process of artistic interdisciplinarity, calls for a more human 
interdiscplinarity required by the production of life. The community is both expanded and 
fragmented by the translation of the speech into five languages. The translations expand the 
sphere of comprehensibility to an international audience, which underscores the text’s claims to a 
universal human purpose. Like UNAC’s invocation of UNESCO principals, by playing the 
recording in front of the United Nations building, CADA positions the speech to act as a call for 
international recognition and thus ethically obliges the international body to respond (either by 
ignoring the action or engaging with it). But the translations also fragment the community of 
listeners, separating them through the distinct linguistic iterations of the speech. It thus performs 
a kind of sonic/linguistic pluralism that is itself an agonistic double move: it champions 
pluralism while also highlighting the isolation and division that results from a multi-lingual 
world in which distinct hierarchies of language are reified.  
 These theoretical and political expressions are reinforced by other, material components 
of the action. In requesting the return of the milk bags from the residents in La Granja for their 
inclusion in an art exhibit, CADA sought to combat the atomization of the Pinochet regime and 
worked to build a community reciprocally connected through caretaking and art-making in the 
act of the bags’ exchange. The nurturing, sustenance-level symbolism of the milk is also layered 
with the political symbolism of Allende’s utopian-quotidian promise of milk for every child. The 
distribution of the milk would have simultaneously evoked this memory while highlighting the 
current lack of caretaking and infrastructural support enacted by Pinochet’s government. These 
layers of metaphoric meanings and memories connect the philosophical to the political and to the 
                                               
técnica. Producción de vida no de esto es el único significado que puede tener para nosotros la palabra 
vida.” Colectivo Acciones de Arte, “No es una aldea.” 
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exigencies of daily survival. The exchange of milk bags was an act of life-sustaining care, an 
attempt to awaken a political utopianism and criticality, and an invitation to creatively 
collaborate in the interconnected exchange of caretaking and art making.  
 Similarly, the Hoy ad served as a creative invitation. The text called readers to imagine 
the white or blank (blanca) page, to imagine Chile as that page, and to imagine that Chile 
deprived of life sustaining milk. This invitation, and its placement in a nationally distributed 
magazine (rather than a local, Santiago publication, or one dedicated to art analysis), prompted a 
broader community of readers to employ their subjective imaginations and in doing so connect 
with the larger Chilean community and contemplate its subsistence level care. Implicit in the 
ad’s text is a kind of ethical call to responsibility, or at least collective empathy. For after 
imagining Chile deprived of sustenance, it remains to imagine how it could be otherwise. For 
some, this call may have interacted with the history or positioning of the magazine itself. Despite 
its large readership, Hoy was at the time a relatively young magazine; it was formed after its 
director, Emilio Fillipi had been pushed out of his position at another periodical, Ercilla, for his 
critique of Pinochet’s reorganization of the University of Chile.64 That this ad was placed in a 
magazine known for its critical (if highly cautious) bent primed readers to perhaps infer its 
inherent social critique and to imagine other political possibilities following this call to 
(imagined) responsibility. 
Para no morir de hambre en el arte—with an aesthetic that was in many ways unique 
and in many ways subversive—operated through a dramaturgy that produced meaning through a 
series of complex intersections: of creative process, of aesthetic form, and of its situation in the 
social and political field. This dramaturgy modeled a practice of citizenship that was distinct 
                                               
64 See Stern, Hearts and Minds, 117-122.  
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from the vision of citizenship advanced by Pinochet. Whereas Pinochet sought to de-politicize 
public space and isolate Chilean citizens, CADA sought to re-politicize art making in a larger 
effort to reimagine and pursue the production of life. It called citizens to creatively engage in the 
world around them and modelled a practice of citizenship that was collaborative, plural, open, 
and guided by an ethic of mutual care. The group’s interdisciplinary, agonistic dramaturgy 
developed in response to the interrelationship of political urgency and alternative cultural 
networks responding to that urgency. It emerged in a repressive, dictatorial environment within 
which it both innovated and was dependent on the structures it sought to subvert: in other words, 
it was fundamentally contingent. In the next section, I consider how CADA recognized, 
marshalled, and sometimes foregrounded this contingency through its engagement with 
censorship, social infrastructures, and history.  
 
Censorship, Contingency, and History: Inversión de Escena & ¡Ay Sudamérica!  
 
Throughout the dictatorship, artists and cultural workers had to contend with various 
modes of censorship.65 Since culture was to be subjected to the market, the regime made use of it 
as a vehicle to indirectly exercise ideological control, which it did through a legally justified and 
                                               
65 Jean Graham-Jones notes that the multiple modalities in which censorship takes place, as well as the 
multiplicity of ways artists respond to these practices, make it difficult to track the ways in which 
censorship and self-censorship influence artistic production. She therefore follows Chilean scholars 
Roberto Hozven and Raúl Cánovas in considering the ways artistic productions engage in counter 
censorial practices: “Countercensorship allows for agency and thus functions as a positive alternative to 
the double bind of external censorship and internal-self censorship.” Jean Graham-Jones, Exorcizing 
History: Argentine Theatre Under Dictatorship (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2000), 21. See 
also: Roberto Hozven, “Censura, autocensura y contracensura: reflexiones acerca de un simposio,” 
Chasqui 12, no. 1 (November 1982): 68-73; Raúl Cánovas, El arte de la palabra (Barcelona: Pomaire, 
1980). In this formulation, CADA’s foregrounding of censorship’s contingency (as I explore below) 
might be considered a countercensorial practice. 
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arbitrary imposition of taxes that rendered performances, books, or exhibitions financially 
prohibitive.66 In its more direct and intimidating forms of censorship, the government also 
followed a somewhat arbitrary logic, contributing to an overall climate of precarity, insecurity, 
and danger. Some resistant artistic expressions were allowed, some were not, and it wasn’t 
always immediately apparent why.67 Nevertheless, the regime’s censorship does seem to reflect 
its larger cultural values—in particular its preference of elite over popular culture, as well as its 
desire to protect its image and legitimacy on the international stage. In some instances, 
particularly in the theatre or fine arts (in part because of its small audiences composed largely of 
the middle and upper classes), resistant art was overlooked or allowed, which is not, however, to 
imply that it was not policed. In a formerly classified memo from the Sub-Secretary of Foreign 
Relations, Roberto Soto Mackenney, to the Chilean ambassador in Caracas, Venezuela, 
Mackenney addresses the theatre company Ictus’s presentation of its play Cuantos años tiene un 
día (How many years in a day) in the “Festival of Nations” theatre festival in Caracas that year.68 
                                               
 66In 1974, the government issued Decree Law 827, which imposed a twenty percent book tax and a 
twenty-two percent IVA (VAT) tax on the box office income of all shows. However, the government 
granted exemption to works deemed to be of “high artistic or cultural value.” This standard was 
intentionally broad and subjective and allowed the government to enforce these taxes at will. For theatre 
companies that were paying ten percent in author’s rights, and thirty percent of their income for rental of 
the theatre, to which they performed for small audiences, this tax made the production of theatre 
financially prohibitive. La Bicicleta 4 (August-September 1979): 24. A 1979 article in La Bicicleta 
condemned the arbitrariness and individual discretion exercised under the law on the basis of its overly 
vague formulation. Indeed, this arbitrariness was on full display in December of 1980 when various 
theatrical companies were notified, without clear explanation, that they would have to pay it if they 
continued to present the same works that the year before had qualified for exemption. Bianchi, 138.  
67 Chilean scholar Roberto Horzven notes that the inconsistency and arbitrary nature of censorship at this 
time allows it to have an even more expansive reach, in which all actions and behaviors could be the 
subject of censorship. Hozven, “Censura, autocensura y contracensura:” 70. 
68 Ictus was formed in 1955 when a group of students from the Universidad Católica in Santiago left the 
university. Ictus’s separation from the university marked a turn towards a new kind of independent 
theatre. In the course of its history, the company has presented some of the country’s most significant 
playwrights, and they were the first to experiment with collective creation. Following the military coup on 
September 11, 1973, they were the only company to resume performances. During the dictatorship, the 
company forged a new identity as a voice for the cultural resistance to the dictatorship. See Boyle, 
Chilean Theatre; María de la Luz Hurtado and Carlos Ochsensius, Teatro Ictus (Santiago: Ceneca, 1980); 
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The play was overtly critical of the regime, which Mackenny acknowledges. However, he 
instructs the ambassador that its performance should be allowed in order to demonstrate to a 
world audience that there is freedom of expression in Chile. This would, according to 
Mackenney, “neutralize” its impact:  
…[I]n order to neutralize the effects that the play will produce in cultural circles of 
Venezuela…you should make known the following antecedents that demonstrate the full 
freedom that exists in Chile for all kinds of cultural expressions: a) that the work, 
“Cuantos años tiene un día”, with a strong critique of the Military Government, has 
continued to play at the theatre La Comedia in Santiago from 6 January of the current 
year; b) that the ICTUS company is composed of actors of recognized militancy in 
extremist groups and in Marxist political parties. Attached are the political background 
of the actors and analysis of the work. 
 
The ministry fully agrees with the preceding plan and estimates that the timely use of the 
records provided offers you an excellent opportunity to make known to Venezuela an 
aspect of the broad intellectual freedom and artistic creation present in our country.69 
 
The decision to allow the production stemmed from the prestige of ICTUS and their participation 
in an international festival, as well as the regime’s desire to appear to foreign powers to have 
freedom of expression and thus achieve democratic legitimacy in the international arena. As the 
memo indicates, however, the debate over whether to allow the play indicates that the regime 
considered it a valid (and tempting) option. Furthermore, as the ominous inclusion of the 
                                               
Rodrigo Cánovas, Lihn, Zurita, Ictus, Radrigán,: Literatura chilena y experiencia autoritaria (Santiago: 
Flasco, 1986).  
69 “…con el objeto de neutralizar los efectos que la obra producirá en círculos culturales de Venezuela... 
US. proceda a dar a conocer los siguientes antecedentes que dejan en evidencia la plena libertad que 
existe en Chile para todo tipo de manifestaciones culturales: a) Que la obra ‘Cuantos años tiene un día’ 
con fuerte críticas al Gobierno Militar, ha permanecido en cartelera en el teatro “La Comedia” de 
Santiago desde el 6 de enero del año en curso; b) Que el Grupo ICTUS está integrado por actores de 
reconocida militancia en grupos extremistas y en partidos políticos marxistas. Se adjuntan las 
antecedentes políticos de los actores y un análisis de la obra…. Este Ministerio concuerda plenamente con 
el planteamiento precedente y estima que la oportuna ultilización de los antecedentes entregados 
proporcionan a US. una excelente oportunidad para dar a conocer en Venezuela un aspecto de la amplia 
libertad intelectual y de creación artística imperante en nuestro país.” Subsecretario de Relaciones 
Exteriores to Embajador de Chile en Venezuela, 14 July 1978, item 000222, CEDOC Digital Archive, 
Museo de Memoria. http://archivomuseodelamemoria.cl /index.php/116018;isad. 
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attachment containing the political backgrounds of the actors demonstrates, an absence of 
censorship was not equivalent to an absence of policing.  
 When art came to involve the lower classes or became either too critical or popular, the 
regime proceeded via even more overt and intimidating forms of censorship. In some cases, 
artists were arrested or exiled, as occurred with the Oscar Castro and members of the theatre 
company, Aleph.70 In other instances, the regime executed violent forms of censorship 
clandestinely during curfew hours, so that it could claim a kind of plausible deniability. This was 
the case with two rather spectacular cases of arson in 1977. Late at night on January 13, 1977 the 
military police firebombed the popular Paulina Waugh Gallery, which had an exhibition of 
arpilleras made by women from the poblaciones.71 Shortly after the fire at the Waugh Gallery, 
on Marcy 12, 1977, the police burned the tent sent up for Teatro La Feria’s inaugural production 
of Hojas de Parra, which, in the course of its short run had been filling its tent to its capacity of 
750 spectators and performance and been critiqued in the press as an “infamous attack on the 
government.” 72 In both cases, the popularity of the events and their appeal beyond the middle 
                                               
70 In an interview with Ariel Dorfman, Castro describes how initially Aleph, which had just returned from 
Cuba in 1974, performed a satirical play about the coup called Y al principio existía la vida (In the 
beginning was life) in Chile without much interference. However, as word spread that their work was in 
opposition to the regime, the government began to take an interest. At first, they were able to lie and tell 
officials that the play’s symbolism was about the governance of the company. However, as the show 
increased in popularity (performing to audiences of over 500) and received criticism for its anti-
dictatorship content from El Mercurio, the theatre was raided and Castro (and many of the other company 
members) was arrested, tortured, and put in a concentration camp (where he continued making theatre 
with the other prisoners). Oscar Castro, interview with Arial Dorfman, “El teatro en los campos de 
concentración,” arucaria de Chile 6 (1979): 3-34; Boyle, Chilean Theatre, 55. 
71La Tercera (Santiago), January 14, 1977. Arpilleras—originating in Isla Negra—are collage tapestries 
made from burlap, scraps of cloth, and yarn, and they depict the social realities of Chilean working class 
life. Their representation of hardship was implicitly critical of the regime. This critical valence, the 
exposition of a popular form and expression of solidarity with the urban poor, as well as the number of 
visitors who frequented the gallery, likely drew the regime’s attention. See also: Vicaría de la Solidaridad, 
“Informe Confidencial, Enero de 1977,” FDAVS, 65-71, which includes testimony of Paulina Waugh; La 
Tercera, January 14, 1977 and El Mercurio; Stern also provides a detailed account, Hearts and Minds, 
81-86.  
72 La Segunda, February 28, 1977. Unnamed, undated testimony. box 2943, folder 4, FDAVS. 
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and upper classes led the regime to take action. Though the regime did not take official 
responsibility for the fires, nevertheless the message of intimidation was clear.  
 It is therefore, perhaps, not surprising that when members of CADA approached the 
magazine Hoy in 1979 with their request to publish a subversively critical poem in their 
magazine for Para no morir de hambre en el arte, the editors were cautious. The members of 
CADA had originally wanted to print a blank, white page, with only their signature in the lower 
righthand corner. However, the editor at the time, Guillermo Blanco, was anxious about 
publishing a page without content, and refused to do so.73 The magazine’s refusal illustrates how 
pervasive (and, at times, ironic) the culture of censorship was: Blanco opted to censor, not 
objectionable content, but the absence of content. It also highlights the transgressive power of 
empty spaces in a society in which the hegemonic strategy is to construct the image of a highly 
regimented order. It was a repressive apparatus that admitted no openings. To work around these 
constraints, CADA incorporated their failure to secure the page as desired into the work itself, 
and thus the call for readers to imagine the blank page emerged. CADA ingeniously used their 
failure to engage the structures in the way they had hoped to highlight their own lack of agency 
and the curtailment of even empty expression, while also demonstrating their ability to creatively 
transcend that failure.  
 In nearly all of their actions, CADA’s dramaturgy was marked by its navigation and 
negotiation of its dependencies—on the urban environment, on the Pinochet regime—and by an 
effort to reveal the contingencies therein, both as a challenge to them and a call for collective 
community. Mouffe’s recognition of hegemony as ever present involves a simultaneous 
recognition that it is ever contestable: it is always dependent on the structures that surround it 
                                               
73 Rosenfeld, interview with Neustadt, CADA Día, 48.  
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and it could always be otherwise. Agonism marshals the tension of hegemony’s contingency to 
re-make hegemony again and again. William Connolly understands contingency as multifaceted:  
By contrast to the necessary and universal, it means that which is changeable and 
particular; by contrast to the certain and constant, it means that which is uncertain and 
variable; by contrast to the self-subsistent and causal, it means that which is dependent 
and effect; by contrast to the expected and regular, it means that which is unexpected and 
irregular; and by contrast to the safe and reassuring, it means that which is dangerous, 
unruly, and obdurate in its danger.74 
 
 By highlighting these multiple aspects contingency within society, artistic works might, as 
Shannon Jackson puts it, “provoke reflection on larger systemic assemblages,” such as those that 
“coordinate our relation to the environment, kinship, labor, public infrastructure, and social 
welfare.” 75 In addition to provoking reflection, by foregrounding contingency, artistic works 
might model how such relations might be transgressed or reformulated and thus be part of an 
agonistic process of re-imagining dominant structures. Such revelations and reformulations are 
particularly potent in urban environments, in which social and infrastructural dependencies exist 
at high density. Furthermore, the revelation of social and infrastructural contingency is 
particularly subversive in the context of a dictatorship that sought to atomize its citizens by 
hiding or breaking down their social dependencies and endeavored to project a highly structured 
social order and thereby eliminate the appearance of contingency.  
 The simultaneous and ongoing unfolding of CADA’s actions required a great deal of 
coordination and cooperation with both willing and unwitting parties, and thus provided an ideal 
site for the revelation of contingency. By considering their interventions “actions,” CADA drew 
attention to the entire process surrounding their action’s unfolding. Thus the social dependency 
                                               
74 William Connolly, Identity/Difference: Democratic Negotiations of Political Paradox (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1991), 28.  
75 Shannon Jackson, Social Works: Performing Arts, Supporting Publics (New York: Routledge, 2011), 6. 
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involved in the execution of these actions was as crucial an element of CADA’s dramaturgical 
strategy as any “object” they produced; it was part of the artwork itself. This dependency 
functioned agonistically, serving both to challenge the regime’s isolation of its citizens, as well 
as to highlight the contingencies of the regime’s “order.” Furthermore, it modeled how one might 
playfully, creatively engage with the repressive apparatus, rather than take one’s place within it. 
By highlighting and marshalling contingency in their action’s, CADA practiced a kind of re-
politicization of citizenship through art. 
 On October 17, 1979, CADA staged a parade of ten Soprole milk trucks for their action, 
Inversión de escena (Inversion of scene). After driving through Santiago, the trucks parked in 
front of the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes (National Fine Arts Museum). They then covered 
the entrance of the museum with a large piece of white fabric in a gesture that both literalized the 
regime’s culture of censorship and turned spectators away from the museum and suggested that 
the real art was in the streets. To realize this subversive action, CADA had to creatively engage 
in trickery and deception. To acquire the milk trucks, the group first approached the manager of 
the Soprole dairy company and tried to persuade him of the aesthetic beauty of the image of the 
trucks parading through the city center. The manager eventually allowed the group to use the 
trucks. When the company executives realized later that they had been complicit in an act of 
protest, they tried to hide their participation by attempting to purchase the video documentation 
of the action. When that failed, they changed the logo on their entire fleet of trucks—an extreme 
reaction that highlights the potency of the image and the danger of political protest and 
constitutes an implicit admission that they had been tricked. 76 
                                               
76 Rosenfeld, interview with Neustadt, CADA Día, 49-51.  
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 The second part of this action also required coercion. To cover the façade of the art 
museum with the giant cloth, the artists needed to use the flagpole in the front of the museum. 
According to Rosenfeld, they knew that on October 17th the museum director would be out of 
office, recovering from surgery, so they selected this day to execute the action. When they began 
to use the flagpole, they were confronted by the museum guards. The artists explained that they 
had the director’s permission and that they were using the flagpole to honor the museum’s 
hundred years of existence. The guards could not check with the director, since he was at home, 
so they were allowed to proceed. Though spectators and passers-by would have not necessarily 
been privy to the behind-the-scenes trickery required to stage the action, the unusual nature of 
the images might have prompted an awareness perhaps that transgressions were taking place, and 
word of mouth may have altered them to the mischief behind them. The process of executing the 
actions disrupted the city by highlighting its contingency, upending the social structure by 
embarrassing those in authority (in this case milk company executives and museum guards), and 
demonstrating the agency that resulted from creative disobedience. 
 The hanging of the cloth in Inversión de escena highlighted the contingency of 
censorship. The Museo de Bellas Artes represented the elite institutional art apparatus, highly 
valued in the regime’s conceptualization of culture and operating at the expense of popular, less 
institutional forms. By hanging the white cloth (conjuring, yet again, milk imagery) in front of 
the entrance to the museum, CADA executed a double move. First, it alerted spectators to the 
reality and presence of censorship—a fact which the regime sought to disguise by couching it in 
taxes, allowing low impact artistic resistance to take place under the premise of freedom of 
expression, and by executing its most violent forms of censorship clandestinely during curfew 
hours. Second, in blocking the museum entrance CADA executed a kind of inverted censorship 
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of the institutional art apparatus that prompted spectators to instead focus their creative 
engagement on the street. Nelly Richard writes:  
When CADA…covers the façade of the museum…they virtually block the entrance, they 
exercise the double act of censoring the institutional aspect of art. They censor the 
monument, first as a Museum (an allegory of the canonizing tradition of the art and of the 
past), and, secondly, as a Chilean museum (a symbol of cultural officialdom). But they 
do this while simultaneously reclaiming the street as “the true Museum” in which the 
daily paths of the city dwellers become—through this inverted optic—the new work of 
art to be viewed.77 
 
This image, like many of CADA’s complex metaphors, has a polyvalent function. Not only does 
it challenge the regime’s notion of culture (as much of the alternative cultural field sought to do), 
but in framing the city itself as art, the action also prompts an estrangement of spectators from 
both city and museum and encourages a reflection upon their composition and use. In addition to 
the attention called to censorship, it highlights in its reverse move both the ways the regime has 
aestheticized life and the immanent artistic capacity of city dwellers. Framed thusly, the residents 
of the city become both the objects and creators of art, as well as subjects and active citizens—
which role they take on is contingent on their subjectivity and complicity.  
 In their 1981 action, ¡Ay Sudamérica! CADA engaged in an even riskier, more complex 
and subversive engagement with infrastructural authority. This action required the recruitment of 
pilots with access to planes and the securing of permits to drop pamphlets throughout Santiago, a 
delicate task given that municipal authorities were not likely to be sympathetic to artworks 
critical of the dictatorship. Diamela Eltit considers this task itself part of the work of art:  
[…] obtaining permission was part of the work, because it seemed impossible that the 
Chilean Air Force would give us permission to take six airplanes that were going to drop 
pamphlets over the city of Santiago with an anti-dictatorial proclamation. It was almost 
unthinkable! The Chilean dictatorship was a hard dictatorship, not a parody of 
dictatorship. Therefore, having these mind-boggling conversations with the mayor, with 
people in the mayor’s office, and convincing them to allow it, that was already a work of 
                                               
77 Richard, The Insubordination of Signs, 41 (emphasis original). 
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art. When the airplanes flew it was a miracle. The fact is, nothing mattered more than that 
the airplanes had flown, with all of their permissions. This was so subversive, but really 
subversive and crazy, because permission had been given by the authorities themselves.78 
 
The tactic that CADA employed to get these permissions was to situate themselves as part of the 
artistic elite, foregrounding their international reputation and fine art bona fides as a way to 
appeal the regime’s cultural priorities. In a letter to the Dirección de Aeronáutica, Lotty 
Rosenfeld emphasizes these elements as she describes the work: 
Said work is situated within the ecological categories. The tradition of land art, or 
ecological art, practiced mostly in Europe, the United States and Japan, works with and in 
the countryside. Following this artistic line over the last two years, CADA has been 
invited to represent Chile in many international biennials.79 
 
To bolster their institutional high art affiliations, they also submitted letters to the Aviation 
Office from the Instituto de Arte Contemporáneo vouching for the importance of their work. 
Like Rosenfeld’s letter, such documents also highlighted their international reputation and 
participation in biennials such as Portopia 81 in Japan.80  
 That this action’s successful execution required a rather surprising combination of 
complicit individuals was not lost on observers at the time. In the July 22-28, 1981 issue of Hoy, 
Ana María Foxley describes the logistics and permissions required by the action: “The Office of 
                                               
78 “[…] conseguir el permiso era parte del trabajo, porque parecía imposible que la Fuerza Aérea de Chile 
nos diera permiso ara sacar seis avionetas que iban a tirar panfletos sobre la ciudad de Santiago con una 
proclama antidictorial. ¡Era casi impensable! La dictadura chilena era una dictadura dura, no era una 
parodia de dictadura. Entonces, mantener esas conversaciones alucinantes con alcaldes, con encargados 
de alcaldía y convencerlos que sí era ya una obra de arte. Cuando volaron los aviones era un milagro. El 
hecho es que no importa nada más que esos aviones hayan volado, con tos esos permisos dentro de ellos, 
eso era demasiado subversivo, pero realmenta subversivo y loco, porque el permiso lo habían dado ellos 
mismos.” Eltit, interview with Neustadt, CADA Día, 96.  
79 “Dicha obra se sitúa dentro de las denominadas ecológicas. El land-art o arte-ecológico, practicado 
fundamentalmente en Europa, USA, y Japón, trabaja con y en el paisaje. Siendo esta línea artística 
utilizada por el CADA en los últimos dos años, este ha sido invitado a participar en numerosos Bienales 
internacionales de arte representando a Chile.” Lotty Rosenfeld to Dirección de Aeronáutica, June 18, 
1981, box 3, folder “Documentos ¡Ay Sudamérica!,” CEDOC, Museo de la Memoria.  
80 Instituto de arte contemporáneo to Dirección de Aeronáutica, June 17, 1981, box 3, folder 
“Documentos ¡Ay Sudamérica!,” CEDOC, Museo de la Memoria.   
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Aviation had given permission to fly, the Armed Forces permission to film and photograph from 
the air, and the municipality of each country the permission to drop the pamphlets. Mayors, 
county secretaries, pilots, policemen, residents of poblaciones, and artists collaborated together 
in the course of an artistic activity realized by CADA[.]” 81 This odd assortment would have tied 
that community together but also introduced a rupture by coercing institutions linked to the 
military government to participate in a subversive action.  
 Another tactic CADA employed to highlight contingency and combat the narratives and 
structures of the Pinochet regime was the exploitation of the unique and continuing presence of 
the past in the urban imaginary. The urban and its imaginary are uniquely situated temporally. 
The urban is immediate and plural: it is characterized by a simultaneity of experience in any 
given moment. It is also immanent: a city’s rhizomatic transformations, its ephemerality, make it 
constantly regenerative or degenerative, always on the verge of transformation or demise, always 
moving into the future. At the same time, it endures as lives and bodies pass through or beyond 
it. A city has no memory itself, though its structures and spaces carry traces, and memory is 
inscribed and rewritten in the urban imaginary. In Present Pasts, Andreas Huyssen reads the city 
and the connected urban imaginary as a kind of unstable palimpsest, where physical traces and 
historical memory interact with the urban imaginary. Huyssen writes, “An urban imaginary in its 
temporal reach may well put different things in one place: memories of what was there before, 
imagined alternatives to what there is. The strong marks of the present space merge in the 
                                               
81 “La Dirección de Aeronáutica había dado el permiso de vuelo; las Fuerzas Armadas el de filmar y 
fotografiar desde el aire, y la Municipalidad de cada Comuna el de lanzar los papeles. Alcaldes, 
secretarios comunales, pilotos, carbineros, pobladores y artistas, quedaron relacionados en torno a una 
actividad artística realizada por el Colectivo de Acciones de Arte (C.A.D.A.)[.]” Ana María Foxley, “Un 
‘maná artístico,’” Hoy (22-28 July 1981): 45-46.  
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imaginary with traces of the past, erasures, losses and heterotopias.”82 The urban palimpsest is a 
kind of temporal manifestation of agonistic plurality. It goes beyond Jacques Rancière’s 
understanding of political dispute as “the presence of two worlds in one” and insists instead on 
the presence of many worlds in one.83 This interaction of the materiality of the urban space with 
its imaginary via the subjectivity and memories of its citizens uniquely situates the urban as 
immanently, if not inherently, agonistic. The regime’s efforts to striate space, control bodies, and 
rewrite memory as a narrative pointing towards a single end (the stability and prosperity of the 
dictatorship) ran counter to agonistic politics and counter to the unique temporal situation of the 
urban. 
 One of CADA’s resistant tactics made frequent use of the city’s relationship to time by 
invoking historical memories and then challenging or contesting that history by connecting those 
historical memories to new possibilities, associations, pasts, and/or futures. Not only did the 
regime police present political engagement and citizen subjectivities, but as historian Steve Stern 
has shown, it also policed the past—reframing the history of the coup as salvation from socialist 
crisis, characterized by violence and breadlines. 84 CADA sought to challenge that narrative. In a 
number of their actions, CADA returned repeatedly to the milk promised by the Allende 
government, evoking its nurturing symbolic connotations alongside its continuing political 
valence within the Chilean context. If a key tactic of Pinochet’s regime was to cast the Allende 
period as a time of famine and chaos in which Chile was on the brink of violent collapse, 
repeatedly invoking the milk provided by Allende’s UP government would have punctured the 
                                               
82 Andreas Huyssen, Present Pasts: Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of Memory (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2003), 7. 
83 See Jacques Rancière, Dissensus, ed. and trans. Steve Corcoran (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 
2010), 37. 
84 Stern, Hearts and Minds. 
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cogency of the regime’s version of history, illuminating instead a history of social caretaking and 
infrastructural, subsistence level support, thus implicitly undermining a major component of 
Pinochet’s claim to power. Other actions reimagine violent histories as if to reclaim the past for 
the future: the milk trucks parading through city streets in Inversión de escena may conjure 
images of advancing tanks; and the planes flying over Santiago Santiago in ¡Ay Sudamérica! 
resurrect memories of the planes that bombed La Moneda. The fact that the trucks carry milk and 
the planes drop utopian pamphlets rather than bombs highlights that even these acts of violence 
do not have outcomes that will necessarily determine the course of the future. These images 
challenge old memories and create new ones, a layering that suggests that historical memory and 
trajectories can be reconfigured, as can the social order.  
 In their actions, therefore, CADA marshaled the full range of temporal possibilities 
present in the city. Their actions conjure memories of the past, puncture the present, and act into 
the future. Such actions contrasted those of the military regime, which sought to enforce a kind 
of regular temporality through the policing of bodies in space. One of the key elements of the 
regime’s apparatus of control was a series of constantly shifting curfews. Immediately following 
the coup, a forty-eight-hour curfew was imposed on Santiago, a spatio-temporal policing that 
implied that the citizens place was not at the scene of politics.85 The curfews implicitly asserted 
that public space was not, indeed, public and domesticated an entire population during curfew 
hours. In addition, as the previously mentioned cases of arson illustrate, the curfews gave the 
government free reign to terrorize the population through home raids and disappearances without 
interference or observation, contributing to a culture of fear that citizens had limited agency 
within. At the same time as the curfews de-politicized the public space of the city, they 
                                               
85 Curfews of varying leniency continued in effect throughout the dictatorship, issued through bandos, or 
edicts, which were then broadcast on the radio and reprinted in the newspaper El Mercurio. 
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politicized domestic space by rendering the home an apparatus of incarceration, a site of control. 
By inserting their art actions into the public space of the city, CADA punctured the regime’s 
domestication and privatization of the population and the cultural sphere. The instrumentalist 
politicization of these actions also served to re-politicize the public space that the regime had 
worked to vacate of politics.  
 CADA used the characteristics inherent to the urban environment in order to rupture the 
image of the orderly quotidian that the regime sought to perpetuate. Spectators might have only 
experienced a part of CADA’s actions. They might have seen, for example, a parade of milk 
trucks, or witnessed planes flying overhead. They might have experienced it as ephemeral, as a 
present fleeting into the past and fading (or disappearing) into memory. They might not have 
been able to clearly “read” CADA’s signs and symbols, but they might nevertheless have 
experienced a rupture or inversion—visually, spatially, and temporally—in the orderly image of 
the city and in that way become aware of its contingency. In bringing these contingencies to 
light, CADA practiced a kind of small-scale agonistic citizenship. As Mouffe has shown, the 
revelation of the contingency of current structures opens the door to their contestation, which is 
exactly the kind of politicization that the regime sought to eliminate.  
 
Radical Negativity’s Double Move: No +  
According to Eltit, CADA’s work grew increasingly bolder and more overtly political in 
response to changes in Chile’s political landscape. 86 In Para no morir de hambre en el arte, the 
milk symbolism—though apparent to those who lived through the Allende years—could still be 
argued to have alternate readings and the action itself is diffuse and ephemeral. In subsequent 
                                               
86 Eltit, interview with author. 
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actions, the group began to take greater risks that required more infrastructural coordination, 
such as the parade of milk trucks and the airplanes in formation. In 1983 and 1984, as Chileans 
were increasingly emboldened to protest,87  CADA staged No +, an action many members of the 
group consider to be their most significant and efficacious. For this action, members of the 
group, along with other associated artists, would sneak out and write the phrase “No +” on walls 
throughout Santiago. Then they, or other citizens, could complete the phrase with declarations of 
resistance to Pinochet’s regime, such as “No + dictadura,” “No + tortura,” “No + desaparecidos” 
(No more dictatorship, no more torture, no more disappeared). As graffiti or banners that 
multiplied throughout the city, the work was both permanent and ephemeral, simultaneously 
contributing to the plurality of the urban palimpsest and highlighting contingency. In one of the 
actions’ iterations, CADA hung a banner that read No + and an image of a gun over the banks of 
the Mapocho river in central Santiago. In the video documentation of the action, the banner itself 
is striking, but what is even more striking is the moment the police come to remove the banner 
and are thus incorporated into the work. Those passing at this moment would have witnessed the 
presence of multiple worlds in a single moment: the world in which the banner hangs freely and 
the world in which it is removed and the work is censored. The action thus demonstrated the 
contingency of the present moment. 
 The action’s many iterations also highlighted the relationship between contingency and 
radical negativity. In Mouffe’s formulation, radical negativity is the acknowledgement of the 
contingency of hegemony and the constant process by which that hegemony must be critiqued. 
Furthermore, Mouffe’s radical negativity does not operate as an isolated move: it is not only the 
                                               
87 On May 11, 1983, there was a massive national strike and protest led by the Copper Workers 
Federation and supported by churches, political parties, human rights groups, and popular education 
groups. Following the May protest, large demonstrations occurred almost monthly until October 1984, 
and another cycle resumed between September 1985 and 1986. See Stern, Hearts and Minds, 250-261.  
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rejection of the current state of affairs. Since agonism acknowledges that hegemony is ever 
present, it allows the rejection to exist alongside the articulation of an alternative. Similarly, 
CADA’s dramaturgy operates both as a rejection of the regime and a call or invitation to 
spectators to reframe their subjectivities as citizens and creatively engage in restructuring their 
lives and the world around them. CADA thus dramaturgically manifests the process by which an 
agonistic order would, in part, function.  
 The apparent simplicity of the open-ended rejection of Pinochet in the No + action belies 
a more complicated, expansive move. In many instances CADA did not sign their inscriptions. 
Both the action’s simplicity and CADA’s relinquishment of authorship invited spectators into a 
collaborative community. It allowed them to think creatively, to imagine and fill in the blank 
space with their own rejections. In the open-ended call to engaged reactions, spectators were 
brought a step closer to imagining the reconstitution of a new order. No +’s simplicity meant that 
it was an easy formula for citizens to reproduce, which they, in turn, did on walls and banners 
throughout Santiago. It thus provided a medium and language by which a plural, agonistic 
community could develop. 
 A number of CADA’s longer texts also employ the generative capacity of rejection. “No 
es una aldea” (discussed above), departs from an initial rejection—“it is not a village”—to create 
an expanded space whereby resistance to the mortal danger of Pinochet’s government might be 
possible. The pamphlet dropped from the planes in ¡Ay Sudamérica! echoes many of that 
speech’s themes. This text also resists atomization and suggests solidarity through negation, 
asserting a way of thinking that goes beyond individual occupations and forms the basis of more 
collective ways of being. The pamphlet states, “And nevertheless we say, we propose today, to 
think of ourselves in another perspective, not only as technicians or scientists, not only as manual 
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workers, not only as painters or montage artists, not only as filmmakers, not only as workers of 
the land.”88 The collective dream they envision is one of joy, in which all work to expand the 
space in which life is lived. Anyone who works towards this spatial, and mental, expansion is an 
artist:  
For this reason we propose today for each and every person a work in joy, that on one 
hand is the only grand collective aspiration/ the only rupture/ a work in joy, this is. “We 
are artists, but every person who works for the expansion, even if it is mental, of the 
spaces of life is an artist.” Which means that we talk about work in life as the only 
creative form, and that we speak as artists. No to the fiction in the fiction.89 
 
The final sentence in this passage suggests the contingency and unreality of the society 
constructed by the regime and a rejection of its aesthetic formulations. Spectators and artists 
must instead strive for the creation of new forms of reality, which can only be achieved through 
the amplification of physical and mental space.  
 
 
 In the third edition of her essay collection, Márgenes e instituciones: Arte en Chile desde 
1973 (Margins and Institutions: Art in Chile since 1973), Nelly Richard reflects upon the 
canonization of CADA and the escena de avanzada, brought about in large part by her work. She 
acknowledges the movement of these artists from the margins of the anti-dictatorial struggle to a 
place of institutional centrality. In a consideration of her work’s title she writes: 
                                               
88 “Y sin embargo decimos, proponemos hoy, pensarnos en otra perspectiva, no solo como técnicos o 
científicos, no solo como trabajadores manuales, no solo como artistas del cuadro o del montaje, no solo 
como cineastas, no solamente como labradores de la tierra.” Colectivo Acciones de Arte, “AY 
SUDAMERICA,” July 12, 1981, box 3, folder “Documentos ¡Ay Sudamérica!,” Collection Colectivo 
Acciones de Arte, CEDOC, Museo de la Memoria (emphasis in English translation my own).  
89Por eso hoy proponemos para cada hombre un trabajo en la felicidad, que por otra parte es la única gran 
aspiración colectiva/ su único desgarro/ un trabajo en felicidad, eso es. “Nosotros somos artistas, pero 
cada hombre que trabaja por la ampliación, aunque sea mental, de sus espacios de vida es un artista.” Lo 
que significa que digamos el trabajo en la vida como única forma creativa y que digamos como artistas. 
No a la ficción en la ficción. Ibid. 
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First, in the past tense, the title refers to the micro-politics of spaces that, during the 
period of military repression, engaged in practices of critical resistance to the blocks of 
violence, censorship and power that these practices, from the edges of the anti-dictatorial 
field, sought to destabilize. Secondly, in the present tense, the title points to the path that 
led the critical drive of the “margins” (attracted by the emergent and the refractory) to 
become canonized in a referent that today is perceived as “institutional,” due to academic 
legitimacy and the museography of the “avanzada” in the national and international 
scene.90 
 
Many of CADA’s members went on to have highly successful, institutionally embedded careers. 
In the early 90s, during the first years of the democratic transition, Diamela Eltit served as a 
cultural attachée in Mexico. Since then she has solidified her reputation as a renowned novelist 
and teaches one semester every year at New York University. Lotty Rosenfeld has continued her 
work as a visual artist, for which she has since received numerous grants and awards and 
participated in international exhibitions and biennials. Raúl Zurita was also appointed cultural 
attaché to Rome during Patricio Aylwin’s presidency, has taught at Chilean and US universities, 
been granted two Chilean honorary doctorates, and received many awards for literature. As these 
accolades demonstrate, CADA’s members have quite unequivocally navigated a transition from 
margins to institutions.  
 Its members achievements notwithstanding, CADA was, as the director of Centro 
Cultural Taller Sol emphasized to me, only the tip of the iceberg of resistant artistic creation, and 
their agonistic dramaturgy of democratic engagement only one possible—and in some ways 
                                               
90 “Primero, en el tiempo pasado, el título se refiere a la micro-política de los espacios que, en los años de 
represión militar, enfrentaba las prácticas de resistencia crítica a los bloques de violencia, censura y poder 
que esas prácticas de resistencia crítica a los bloques de violencia, censura y poder que esas prácticas 
buscaban desestabilizar desde los bordes del campo antidictatorial. Segundo, en tiempo presente, el título 
señala aquel trayecto que llevó la pulsión crítica de los “márgenes” (atraída por lo emergente y lo 
refractario) a canonizarse en su referente que hoy se percibe como “institucional”, debido a la 
legitimación académica y museográfica de la “avanzada” en la escena nacional e internacional.” Richard, 
Márgenes e instituciones, 11.  
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limited—enactment.91 Some of CADA’s democratic limitations, as well as much of their 
success, can be attributed to their ability to appeal to official understandings of culture. They 
emerged out of, and in the course of their work made much use of and ultimately returned to, an 
elitist milieu which fit the dictatorship’s vision of cultural production, which was intimately tied 
to its vision of authoritarian democracy. They were artists of European descent, all university 
educated, and with enough resources to implement their actions. They often made use of their 
elite art connections: museum directors wrote letters on their behalf, and in requesting 
permissions they mentioned their participation in international biennials. Though they did seek to 
reach and engage residents of working class and marginalized neighborhoods in their actions, 
this was a largely unidirectional process. Their work went into the poblaciones, rather than 
emerging from the pobladores (residents of the poblaciones). Furthermore, CADA’s work was 
intentionally obscure and contained the possibility for multiple readings, a tactic that did open a 
space for a kind of pluralism but that was also a kind of elite aesthetic that perhaps made it 
inaccessible or incomprehensible to individuals unused to reading such forms. In addition, their 
work’s ephemerality and localization (which allowed them to avoid censorship) diminished its 
accessibility and, arguably, impact.  
 In this critique I am not seeking to diminish or undermine the significance of and very 
real danger present in CADA’s democratic dramaturgy, but I do wish to point out that, like all 
democratic manifestations, it was not ideal: it was not fully inclusive, egalitarian, or 
intersectional. Some of these democratic failures stemmed from its members subject positions, 
and some emerged from the realities of the cultural field in which they were working. This 
                                               
91 There were many other artists and groups working in a variety of modes or performance during this 
period, who, in subsequent studies, would be worth a similarly close dramaturgical analysis. In addition to 
the groups mentioned throughout this chapter, these also include: Pedro Lemebel and Francisco Casas 
(and their group, Yeguas del Apocalipsis), Francisco Copello, Carlos Leppe, and Juan Downey. 
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perhaps would point to a kind of horizon, or limit point of (artistic) democratic possibilities at 
this time, if not for all democratic manifestations. Tony Fisher notes that agonism allows for 
precisely these failures: “one way its radicality emerges is in the way that such a conception 
compels us to confront the dimension of the political as precisely bound up with the inherent 
possibility of failure insofar as it embraces the ambiguity and the exigency of human action.”92 
By focusing on the plural and the processual, agonistic practices of artmaking or citizenship 
allow for the inevitability and multiplicity of temporary failures. 
 As a dramaturgical consideration of CADA’s work has shown, the aesthetics and form of 
their actions were intimately and inextricably tied to and limited by the conditions in which they 
were produced. CADA’s agonistic dramaturgy highlighted this fact and thus demonstrated 
possibilities for creative agency within the heavily regulated world of the dictatorship. But not 
only did they demonstrate possibilities, they invited their proliferation, complementing the 
group’s collectivity with collaborative calls to their spectators. In Raúl Zurita’s assessment, they 
showed what “could be done.”93 CADA’s work was efficacious in the showing, and its tangible 
effects can be seen in later protests. However, this is not a closed or predetermined efficacy; the 
conditional possibility implicit in “could” positions their work as a point of departure, as a 
springboard for other, undetermined interventions. Agonism allows for an efficacy that can be 
undone, inextricably binding efficacy and inefficacy together. Thus, CADA’s dramaturgy, 
including its democratic failures, highlights the interconnections between aesthetics, dominant 
structures of power, and the contestation of those very structures. In doing so, CADA modeled a 
process by which the Chilean society might be creatively, democratically, re-made. In the 
                                               
92 Tony Fisher, “Introduction: Performance and the Politics of the Agōn” in Performing Antagonism: 
Theatre, Performance, and Radical Democracy, ed. Tony Fisher and Eve Katsouraki (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2017), 3.  
93 Quoted in Thorrington, “An Ode to Joy,” 97. 
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subsequent chapters, I will trace how this vision of democracy shaped later political debates and 
processes (in particular the 1988 Plebiscite). I argue that the failure of post-dictatorship Chilean 
democracy to live up to the ways it was imagined and performed by artists contributed in large 
part to the disillusionment and political apathy present in Chile today and expressed so 




The Dramaturgies of Reencounter: Andrés Pérez and Convivencia 
 
 During the summer of 1988, in an open-air circus tent in Puente Alto, a marginal 
neighborhood in the southern outskirts of Santiago, audiences could witness a joyful, surprising, 
and tender theatrical depiction of what it was to be Chilean. La Negra Ester, performed by the 
company Gran Circo Teatro and directed and adapted by Andrés Pérez from a poem by Roberto 
Parra, depicted the delightful yet tragic love story of the picaresque musician, Roberto, and the 
beautiful prostitute, Ester, in the port city of San Antonio in the years prior to World War II.1 
Populated by a motley cast of characters and incorporating popular music and verse forms, 
alongside pantomime, mask, and circus performance techniques, the play displayed a distinctive 
dramaturgy that critics hailed as initiating a new, effervescent phase in Chilean theatre. 
Following its brief run in Puente Alto, La Negra Ester transferred to the city center, on Santa 
Lucía Hill, where in the course of seventy performances, 25,000 people watched the love story 
against the idyllic backdrop of the sun setting over Santiago. Word spread, and soon La Negra 
Ester was playing to sold-out crowds and embarking on national and international tours. Since 
then, more than six million spectators have attended the play, making it the most viewed work in 
Chilean theatrical history.2 
                                               
1 Typically, play titles in Spanish capitalize only the first word of the title and proper nouns. It seems, 
however, that the company capitalized each word in the title (endowing, Negra, perhaps with the 
specificity of a proper noun) so I have opted to follow the company’s capitalization. There is, however, 
inconsistency in the title’s capitalization in reviews and critical references to the play. I have also opted 
not to translate the play’s title, which in English would literally be The Black Ester. Negra in Spanish has 
fewer racial connotations than in English and is used as a term of endearment (or in some cases as a flatly 
descriptive term) for anyone with darker skin and hair. While this could imply indigenous origins, it does 
not necessarily do so. 
2 Pedro Bahamondes, “Rosa Ramírez, actriz y directora: Me duele el abuso que ha habido de la imagen de 
Andrés Pérez,” La Tercera, December 31, 2017.  
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La Negra Ester was an ebullient play for an ebullient time. Just two months prior, in 
October of 1988, Pinochet had been improbably defeated in a plebiscite intended to 
democratically legitimate another eight years of his rule. Instead, for the first time in twenty 
years, Chileans would vote for a new, democratically elected president. To accomplish this feat, 
the coalition of opposition parties (the Concertación de Partidos por el No) had run a campaign 
based on the promise of happiness. 3 Their slogan, “Chile la alegría ya viene” (“Chile, happiness 
is coming”)4 was a self-fulfilling prophecy: the campaign’s victory brought precisely the 
happiness it had promised. La Negra Ester tapped into the festive spirit of the 1988 Plebiscite 
and the opposition victory, as well as the desire for a new, more inclusive body politic.  
In the midst of this festivity, however, there was an underlying uncertainty. Many 
wondered whether Pinochet really would cede power to the democratically elected government. 
Even after the Christian Democrat Patricio Aylwin assumed the presidency in 1990 and ushered 
in twenty years of Concertación governments,5 the country remained deeply divided, and 
                                               
3 The Concertación de Partidos por el No (Concertation of Parties for the No) was formed in February of 
1988 for the purpose of coordinating the opposition to Pinochet during the Plebiscite. It consisted of 
seventeen left and center parties, including the Christian Democrats, the Party for Democracy, various 
socialist parties, the Radical Party, the Green Party, and the Humanist Party. See Patricio Aylwin, et. al. 
¿La concertación desconcertada? Reflexiones sobre su historia y su futuro, ed. Eugenio Ortega R. and 
Carolina Moreno B. (Santiago: LOM ediciones, 2002); Edgardo Boeninger, Democracia en Chile: 
Lecciones para gobernabilidad (Santiago: Andrés Bello, 1997), 340-351; and Eugenio Ortega Frei, 
Historia de una alianza política: el partido Socialista de Chile y el partido Demócrata Cristiano: 1973-
1988 (Santiago: LOM ediciones, 1992).  
4 Here I am following Steve Stern’s translation. The word “ya”, meaning “already” in the slogan connotes 
immediacy and could render the slogan “Chile happiness is already coming” or is on its way. Steve Stern, 
Reckoning with Pinochet: The Memory Question in Democratic Chile, 1989-2006 (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2010). 
5 Following the Plebiscite, presidential candidates from this coalition won every election until 2010, when 
the conservative Sebastián Piñera won. The Concertación presidents were: Patricio Aylwin (1990-1994, 
Christian Democratic Party), Eduardo Frei Ruiz-Tagle (1994-2000, Christian Democratic Party), Ricardo 
Lagos (2000-2006, Party for Democracy), and Michelle Bachelet (2006-2010, Socialist Party). Following 
Piñera’s election the coalition of center left parties reorganized to form the New Majority. See “Partidos, 
movimientos y coaliciones: Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia,” Biblioteca del Congreso 




Pinochet and the military continued to exert a powerful force in government. The new president 
thus found himself with limited power or ability to enact significant change. In response to these 
pressures, Aylwin opted for a strategy of gradualism and inclusive consensus-building, which he 
defined as convivencia—a term historian Steve Stern defines as “living together in peace.”6 
Casting himself as the sacrificing, ever-rational father figure, Aylwin would guide the Chilean 
family to democracy and justice en la medida de lo possible (“to the extent possible”). 7 
As I describe in this dissertation’s introduction, as politicians and citizens cautiously 
worked to reestablish and redefine Chilean democracy, artists worked to reconceptualize their 
work and the broader cultural field in which they were situated. Many theatre artists who had 
formerly positioned themselves in opposition to the regime struggled to find their role in the 
changed political and institutional landscape. This created a space in which companies and artists 
experimenting with new theatrical languages, subject matter, and understandings of theatre’s role 
in politics and society could emerge.  
In this chapter, I explore the dynamic relationship between official understandings and 
dramaturgical enactments of citizenship during the early years of the democratic transition. 
Whereas in the previous chapter I examined how the Colectivo Acciones de Arte created a 
                                               
6 For this definition, as well as Stern’s assessment of the political values of convivencia see Stern, 
Reckoning with Pinochet, 16-52. The Real Academia Española defines convivencia as “living in the 
company of others.”  
7 I will engage in a thorough analysis of the contours of Aylwin’s understanding of convivencia later in 
this chapter. The phrase, “en la medida de lo posible” appeared in Aylwin’s speech to the National 
Congress on May 21, 1990, when discussing how he would approach the pursuit of justice for the wrongs 
done during the dictatorship: “se haga justicia en la medida de lo posible—conciliando la virtud de la 
justicia con la virtud de prudencia…” Patricio Aylwin Azócar, “En el inicio de la legislature ordinaria del 
Congreso Nacional,” in La transición chilena: Discursos escogidos, marzo 1990-1992 (Santiago: Andrés 
Bello, 1992), 33. Stern asserts that Aylwin (in an interview with Stern) recalled using the phrase even 
earlier, at his inaugural celebration on March 12, 1990, though notes that it is curiously not in the public 
record. However, he writes, “What is indisputable is that he used the phrase (even if informally or 
improvisationally at first) soon after it took office and that it gained such currency as a cultural 
abbreviation that Aylwin came back to it in his 21-V-90 presidential address to Congress.” Stern, 
Reckoning with Pinochet, 403.  
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radically democratic, agonistic dramaturgy in the midst of authoritarian dictatorship, in this 
chapter I consider how, during the democratic transition, Andrés Pérez and Gran Circo Teatro 
dramaturgically worked to reencounter and redefine the Chilean nation. I structure my 
consideration of Pérez and GCT’s plural dramaturgy around the ways it intersected with and 
departed from what I call an official “dramaturgy of convivencia,” following Aylwin’s preferred 
term. I attend to the ways the dramaturgy of convivencia—primarily manifested in La Negra 
Ester— departed from previous iterations of political performance and was interwoven with the 
Concertación’s efforts to reconceive Chilean citizenship, facilitate national reconciliation, and 
shore up the fragile democracy. Like CADA’s agonistic dramaturgy, the dramaturgy of 
convivencia enacted a deeply pluralist and polyvalent vision of democratic citizenship, but with 
an increased emphasis on community and conviviality. While CADA’s dramaturgy emphasized 
radical negativity, contingency, and political engagement through conflict, Gran Circo Teatro’s 
dramaturgy of convivencia emphasized positive affect, a consistent (if hybrid) Chilean identity, 
and reconciliation. However, the dramaturgy of convivencia—in both Pérez’s performance work 
and official politics—veered towards apoliticism and served to uphold a patriarchal, 
heteronormative status quo, which created democratic limitations that would eventually lead to 
disillusionment with the transitional project. To explore these limitations, I therefore turn to an 
exploration of the dramaturgies of Pérez and GCT’s later projects and the official response to 
these performances. 
After the success of La Negra Ester, Pérez and Gran Circo Teatro embarked upon a more 
controversial project: a documentary play about Salvador Allende, entitled Época 70: Allende 
(The 70s Era: Allende). Premiering in 1990, the first year of Aylwin’s Concertación government, 
the show received largely negative reviews from the most influential periodicals and no other 
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institutional support (either symbolic or financial). Some questioned the value of opening up 
fresh, complicated wounds: Allende’s legacy was controversial and resentment on both sides of 
the political spectrum ran deep. In addition, the new government remained fragile, and many in 
the company feared that the dictatorship would reinstate itself. The negative critical response, in 
combination with the company’s sense of its own vulnerability, led them to close the show after 
just two months.  
To pay off some of the company’s debts and finance the costumes for two new 
productions, Pérez collaborated with the designer Daniel Palma in staging a series of late-night 
parties called the Fiestas Spandex. On eight Saturdays between May and June in 1991, punks, 
go-go dancers, minorías sexuales,8 theatre artists, drag performers, politicians, and university 
students gathered together on the dance floor. In a country emerging from a seventeen-year 
dictatorship that enacted its rule through curfews and bans on public assembly, the large-scale, 
late-night parties constituted far more than a fundraising effort. They aroused the long-dormant 
Santiago night, bringing disconnected communities and countercultural performances in a new 
experiment in democratic worldmaking. However, the Fiestas Spandex made the new 
government uncomfortable, particularly when they started incorporating AIDS awareness and 
education components into the parties. This led officials to pressure Pérez and Palma into ending 
the parties, demonstrating that though the dictatorship had ended, censorship had not. 
                                               
8 Terms for sexual identity in Chile are notoriously difficult to translate and do not map easily on to Euro-
centric understandings and terminologies; additionally, these terms have different meanings and 
connotations at different historical moments; to avoid a US-centric presentism in these discussions I have 
opted to use terms (in italics) employed by my interlocutors in their self-descriptions. Here, minorías 
sexuales would be literally translated as sexual minorities, though LGBTQ would likely be a more apt, if 
presentist, translation of the term. See Víctor Hugo Robles, Bandera hueca: historia del movimiento 
homosexual de Chile (Santiago: Editorial Arcis: Cuarto Propio, 2008); Óscar Contardo, Raro: una 
historia gay de Chile (Santiago: Editorial Planeta, 2011); Baird Campbell, “MOVILH-ization: Hegemonic 
Masculinity in the Queer Social Movement Industry in Santiago de Chile,” (master’s thesis, Tulane 
University, 2014).  
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Throughout his career, Pérez hoped—and, indeed, expected— that the new democracy 
would provide the institutional support necessary to create a cultural center and artistic home 
managed by the artists themselves. When this repeatedly proved impossible, he became 
outspoken about the deficiencies of Chilean cultural policy. After he was denied the artistic 
directorship of Matucana 100—a cultural center he hoped to lead after he had discovered and 
cleaned up a complex of abandoned bodegas—he staged a protest against official cultural policy 
in what would be one of his final performances. 
Pérez was at once a golden boy of the transitional government and a thorn in its side. 
Throughout his career his dramaturgy foregrounded the right of citizens to reimagine and 
redefine their society—to play a defining role in creating the national self-image. Pérez thus 
created, on both structural and representational levels, performances (plays, parties, protests) in 
which citizens might come to subjectively understand their own active role in creating their place 
in and relationship to Chilean society. When these dramaturgies operated in accordance with 
official policy, his work received great institutional support and endorsement, to the point of 
being celebrated as a reflection of Chilean national identity and incorporated into official and 
exportable expressions of culture. When his work did not conform to this dramaturgy, either by 
making greater claims for rights or representation—as was the case with political ideologies in 
Época 70: Allende, sexual identities in the Fiestas Spandex, and autonomy in the battle over 
Matucana 100—it was conveniently ignored, discouraged, or even censored.  
To explore the democratic implications of this pervasive tension in Pérez’s career, I begin 
with an examination of how key political performances during the transition constituted and 
advanced a notion of Chilean citizenship as grounded in convivencia. I then explore how La 
Negra Ester emerged in the midst of this transitional political moment. I argue that the play 
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departed from previous theatrical works which situated themselves in opposition to the 
dictatorship government to create a new dramaturgy that would come to be viewed as 
emblematic of the transition itself. When Pérez later enacted a democratic vision that did not 
conform to the caution and heteronormative, paternalistic values of convivencia—such as in the 
dramaturgies of Época 70: Allende, and the Fiestas Spandex, or his dream of a self-managed 
cultural center at Matucana 100—the director encountered official resistance and censorship. 
This chapter’s examination of key moments in Pérez’s work—specifically its intersections with 
and departures from the dramaturgy of convivencia—illuminates the ways the political moment 
of the democratic transition contributed to a new theatrical aesthetics, as well as the ways official 
politics expressed a limited capacity to support and facilitate a truly democratic cultural sphere: 
one that might dramaturgically enact its citizenship by challenging or exceeding the bounds of 
official understandings of citizenship.  
 
Redefining Democracy and Culture 
This is Chile: The Chile we have longed for, the Chile for which many in its long history 
have given their lives; a free, just and democratic Chile. A nation of brothers. We come 
together this afternoon with hope and alegría. With hope because we have finally begun, 
in a fraternal spirit and with longing for liberty and justice, a new stage in the national 
life. With alegría because—for the first time in twenty years—we have embarked on a 
route that we ourselves have consciously and voluntarily chosen; it has not been imposed 
upon us but corresponds to the free and sovereign decision of the people of Chile. 
-President Patricio Aylwin, March 12, 19909  
 
                                               
9 “Este es Chile, el Chile que anhelamos, el Chile por el cual tantos, a lo largo de la historia, han 
entregado su vida; el Chile libre, justo, democrático. La nación de hermanos. Nos reunimos esta tarde con 
esperanza y alegría. Con esperanza porque iniciamos, por fin, con espíritu fraterno y anhelantes de 
libertad y de justicia, una nueva etapa en la vida nacional. Con alegría porque—por primera vez al cabo 
de veinte años—emprendemos una ruta que ha sido elegida consciente y voluntariamente por nosotros 
mismos; no nos ha sido impuesta, sino que corresponde a la decisión libre y soberana del pueblo de 
Chile.” Patricio Aylwin Azócar, “En el Estadio Nacional,” in La transición chilena: Discursos escogidos 
marzo 1990 - 1992 (Santiago: Editorial Andres Bello, 1992), 17.  
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La Negra Ester premiered in the midst of the transition, just two months after the 
Plebiscite and fifteen months prior to Aylwin’s inauguration, at a time when Chileans were 
actively reevaluating their nation and its values. It therefore offered a new, joyful theatrical 
aesthetic and vision of citizenship precisely when Chileans were seeking to turn the page of the 
dictatorship and its culture of fear. Beginning with the Plebiscite ad campaign in opposition to 
Pinochet, the parties that would eventually head the transitional government worked to reframe 
citizenship and promote national reconciliation, a project reflected not only in policy but also in 
political performances and discourse.10  
The regime itself had set in motion the dictatorship’s remarkable end. As part of the 
effort to legitimize and institutionalize its authoritarian rule, the military government created the 
Constitution of 1980. The new constitution stipulated that a plebiscite would be held in 1988 to 
determine whether Pinochet would continue in office. The structure of the 1988 Plebiscite was 
binary: a Yes vote would prolong the military dictatorship for eight more years, whereas a No 
vote would require democratic elections the following year. However, those in the Pinochet 
regime had never meant the Plebiscite to be a genuine contest. It was instead intended as a 
performance to confer legitimacy on the dictatorship in front of a national and international 
audience.11 
                                               
10 I do not wish my structure here to imply that there was a clear cause-and-effect relationship between 
the political performances and the dramaturgy evidenced in La Negra Ester. La Negra Ester appeared in 
the midst of these performances, and was, as I detail shortly, a genuine theatrical phenomenon. It is more 
likely that these political and theatrical performances had more of a mutual influence—with La Negra 
Ester creating as much as tapping into the dramaturgy of convivencia. 
11 It is perhaps surprising that the military regime allowed the Plebiscite to go forward in the first place. 
However, civil unrest and international pressure from foreign governments, human rights organizations, 
and investors, combined with a desire to establish democratic legitimacy compelled Pinochet to proceed 
with it. See Steve J. Stern, Battling for Hearts and Minds: Memory Struggles in Pinochet’s Chile: 1973-
1988 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 336-377. 
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As historian Steve Stern has noted, throughout the process of the Plebiscite, the military 
government sought “to build the trappings of legitimacy and fair contest but retain control of the 
final result.”12 To this end, in the twenty-seven days prior to the vote (throughout September of 
1989), each side was given fifteen minutes of television airtime between 10:45 and 11:15 p.m. 
Each campaign produced fifteen-minute programs, or franjas, combining elements such as news 
broadcast, political advertisements, musical performances, and comic sketches. The late hour of 
the broadcast was selected to minimize the number of viewers.13 Nevertheless, the franjas 
garnered unexpectedly high ratings. On the day of the Plebiscite, the No vote carried the 
majority. Somehow, the regime’s performance had gone off script.  
The television programs were not, of course, the only, or most significant, factor shaping 
the outcome of the Plebiscite. They were the mass media complement to years of resistance, 
protest, and grass-roots efforts by the opposition. The No campaign’s success required 
tremendous voter mobilization and poll-watching efforts, as well as citizen participation despite 
a climate of fear and intimidation. Nevertheless, the franjas, watched by nine out of ten Chileans 
at some point during their broadcast, proved extremely influential in the outcome of the election, 
particularly in rural areas that could not be easily reached by on-the-ground opposition efforts.14 
They therefore represented a key site in which the opposition’s vision for Chilean democracy 
                                               
12 Ibid., 357. 
13 The programs alternated “slots”: one evening the Yes campaign would air at 10:45 and the No at 11:00; 
the next evening the order would be reversed.  
14 Ibid., 363; Paula Thorrington Cronovich, “The ‘No’ Campaign in Chile: Paving a Peaceful Transition 
to Democracy” (presentation, Conversation on the Liberal Arts, Westmont College, Santa Barbara, CA, 




found its nascent articulation and representation. They also represented the first collaboration 
between what would become the newly elected and the cultural sphere.15 
The opposition campaign won the Plebiscite with 54.7 percent of the vote. A presidential 
election would be held the following year. In the intervening months, however, the military 
regime worked to ensure that it would retain considerable influence in congress, and that 
Pinochet would continue to exercise significant power as commander-in-chief of the military. 
When Aylwin won the 1989 presidential election, he faced a number of obstacles to democratic 
reform: a divided nation, a right-leaning judicial system, electoral rules that ensured a right-wing 
legislature, and Pinochet’s continued official and symbolic power.16  
As Aylwin set about the difficult tasks of governance, restoration, and repair, he and his 
government began to redefine Chilean democracy discursively, practically, and through 
performance. In one of their first major events, on March 12th, 1990, the new government held a 
massive inaugural celebration, called the Acto Nacional. Seventy thousand people filled the 
National Stadium—a former center of detention and torture during the dictatorship—to witness a 
large-scale performance. The event culminated in a speech, in which Aylwin articulated his 
distinct vision of convivencia. The new democracy, guided by convivencia, was, like the No 
campaign, joyful, inclusive, and in pursuit of social justice and repair. However, it also became 
                                               
15For an account of the artists and cultural workers who participated in the creation of the opposition’s 
television campaign, see Juan Enrique Forch, “Talentos de la marginalidad a la legalidad” in La campaña 
del NO vista por sus creadores (Santiago: Melquíades, 1989), 105; Carlos Flores Delpino, “El hábito que 
hizo al monje” in La campaña del NO vista por sus creadores (Santiago: Melquíades, 1989), 109; and 
Arturo Navarro, Cultura: ¿quién paga? Gestión, infraestructura y audiencias en el modelo chileno de 
desarrollo cultural (Santiago: RiL editores, 2006), 67. 
16 For an account of some of the challenges Aylwin faced see Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 16-30; 
Though the opposition campaign won a clear victory in the election a significant minority (43 percent) 
had voted Yes the regime. In the subsequent presidential election, Aywin was unable to improve this 
margin, winning this election by 55.2 percent. The regime’s candidate, Hernán Büchi won 29.4 percent of 
the vote, and the conservative populist Franscisco Javier Errázuriz won 15.2 percent of the vote. The 
country remained deeply divided, and Pinochet continued to have considerable support.  
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apparent—in this speech and Aylwin’s subsequent actions—that these goals would be subsumed 
to an overall project guided by gradualism, rationalism, and paternalistic consensus-building. 
 
Towards a Dramaturgy of Convivencia  
  Through political performances such as the Plebiscite, Acto Nacional, and presidential 
discourse a dramaturgy began to emerge in support of Aylwin’s project to establish Chilean 
convivencia.17 A key feature of this official dramaturgy was an emphasis on joy and festivity. 
This began with the No campaign and its franjas, which cast the election and its consequences as 
fundamentally about affect, specifically the affect of alegría: “joy” or “happiness.” The 
campaign’s slogan, and the title of its upbeat theme song, “Chile la alegría ya viene” (“Chile, 
happiness is coming”), tapped into a widespread longing after years of living under repression, 
curfews, and fear. The slogan and the song framed a positive ad campaign which incorporated 
colorful imagery, music, and comic skits (alongside more substantive speeches and reporting) to 
promise a Chile in which citizens could express themselves freely as individuals and live 
together joyfully.18 
 When Aylwin assumed power in 1990, the Concertación government continued to 
emphasize alegría in its discourse and political performances. The Acto Nacional was a massive 
celebration. Billed as a “fiesta por la democracia” (party for democracy), the National Stadium 
was filled with banners proclaiming, “Así me gusta Chile” (This is how I like Chile). An 
                                               
17 As I outline in my introduction, dramaturgy’s ability to function as an analytic category for both 
theatrical and social performances facilitates my argument throughout this chapter. Here I will be 
considering the way a social, yet still theatrical, dramaturgy—rendered in the political performances I 
analyze can be applied to a consideration of a theatrical dramaturgy. In my understanding of social 
dramaturgy I draw from, Jeffrey Alexander and Jason Mast, eds., Social Performance: Symbolic Action, 
Cultural Pragmatics, and Ritual (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
18 See Franja del No, capítulos 1-27 (1988; Santiago, Chile: TVN, 1988), 27 DVDs.  
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orchestra played Beethoven’s triumphant “Ode to Joy,” and as part of the event, hundreds of 
performers staged an ebullient series of skits, songs and dances.19 
The Acto Nacional also provided Aylwin with the opportunity to begin to discursively 
define the new democracy, a task he connected directly to alegría. In his speech (quoted above) 
he linked alegría to both a new beginning—“a new stage in the national life”—and nostalgia—
“the Chile we have longed for”—as well as conscious, collective, free choice. He thus framed 
alegría as part and parcel of Chile’s history and the democratic sovereignty of the people. 
Throughout the campaign and the democratic transition, alegría was both an end in itself and a 
byproduct of (the often-equated notions of) freedom and democracy. 
In addition to staging acts of alegría, the performances of democratic convivencia sought 
to represent a broader and more diverse vision of Chilean culture than had been advanced by the 
dictatorship. The first episode of the No campaign’s television franjas began with the 
construction of the image of a rainbow. As each colored line of the rainbow appeared onscreen, a 
group of singers sang, “Chile happiness is coming.” Once the rainbow was complete, the word 
“No” was written in bold letters in front of it. In this opening section, the campaign established 
some of its fundamental tactics. The rainbow implied the celebration of difference—the potential 
for pluralism—and the hope at the end of a storm. In the No campaign’s rejection of the 
dictatorship, it did not define a practical platform for the future, focusing instead on the 
immaterial affective desire of alegría. The campaign thus promised a hopeful future in which 
there might be a space for diversity and difference and for multiple viewpoints to coexist and 
interact.  
                                               
19 The entire performance can be viewed at: Radio Tierra, “Acto Estadio Nacional” March 12, 1990, 
video 1:25:57, Posted April 28, 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysklziDI0II.  
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After the campaign’s teaser, the newscaster Patricio Bañados appeared onscreen.20 He 
made it clear that the campaign itself was part of a more pluralist Chile, explaining to the viewers 
that this was the first time in fifteen years that the opposition had been given a national media 
platform. Further, he reminded viewers of his own marginalization throughout Pinochet’s 
regime. By reintroducing bodies into spaces from which they had previously been excluded, the 
campaign altered the paradigm of public discourse. It challenged the exclusions that had 
prevailed during the previous fifteen years and modeled the possibility that viewers might 
participate in the public sphere. Frequently, the franjas featured Chileans from a broad range of 
backgrounds, including previously marginalized rural workers, women, and indigenous people. 
This tactic reframed the composition of the public sphere, as well as the agency of citizens. 
Chileans watching across the country might thus have seen someone to whom they could relate 
and whose inclusion might encourage them to vote. 
The Acto Nacional also emphasized this pluralism. Part of the performance consisted of 
an origin story (invented for the performance itself) that depicted the convergence of multiple 
rivers from various sources. The following performances were framed under the idea of “tantos 
pueblos distintos y una sola patria” (“many distinct people and one country”). These 
performances incorporated regional and ethnic identities and included Mapuche, Rapa Nui, and 
Andean music and carnival, popular traditions, contemporary dance, circus performance, and the 
appearance of Chile’s two most important soccer teams.  
                                               
20 Patricio Bañados was one of the pioneers of Chilean television newscasting; he was the first to 
broadcast significant events such as the first presidential address of Jorge Alessandri in 1962 as well as 
the first televised World Cup in Chile that same year. During the military regime he was largely 
marginalized as a broadcaster (though he did occasionally participate on programs). His presence 
onscreen was thus particularly potent—as one of the fathers of television news broadcasting he 
represented a familiar and trusted face; as someone who had been marginalized during the dictatorship, 
his very presence invoked the possibility of a new era. See Patricio Bañados, Confidencias de un locutor 
(Santiago: Editorial Cuarto Propio, 2015).  
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Ultimately, however, the Acto Nacional constructed a narrative in which this pluralism 
coalesced under the paternalistic leadership of Aylwin. After all of the groups performed and left 
the field, a young girl came on stage with her mother. The girl approached the new president and 
gave him a box containing poetry (the national literature), a seed (the future), and a mirror (so 
Aylwin could see his reflection). Aylwin hugged the child and her mother warmly, conveying the 
image of the ultimate father figure. Here was the head of the Chilean family embracing its 
vulnerable, hopeful, and innocent future.  
In his subsequent speech, Aylwin was clear that the convivencia and pluralism he 
envisioned was not to operate agonistically, but was instead an ostensibly inclusive consensus, 
which must subsume differences. He proclaimed that he would value “the tolerance of divergent 
opinions and the tendency not to exacerbate conflicts but to aim to resolve them through 
consensual solutions.” 21 Social conflicts, differences—and even social justice—that threatened 
that consensus were to be avoided. The Concertación’s goals were therefore measured, and in 
many ways in continuity with the military regime’s, including: continued economic growth, the 
restoration of Chile’s international standing, liberty (with order), and social justice “en la medida 
de lo posible” (“to the extent possible”). 22 By acknowledging that he would cater to the 
constraints of the “possible,” Aylwin ensured that the dictatorship’s legacy would continue to 
influence current politics. Politics would therefore always be a site of compromise. Accordingly, 
he vowed to “conserve the good, correct the bad, and improve the average.”23 
                                               
21 “la tolerancia de las opiniones divergentes y la tendencia a no extremar los conflictos sino procurar 
resolverlos mediante soluciones consensuales.” Aylwin, 17.  
22 Aylwin, “En el inicio,” 33.  
23 “conservar lo bueno, corregir lo malo, y mejorar lo regular.” Aylwin, “En el Estadio Nacional,” 21. 
This tendency towards preservation and gradual change can be seen in a number of policies across all 
areas of government, including some of the government’s initial cultural policy (as I will discuss later).  
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Aylwin’s understanding of convivencia sought to preserve the status quo, not rupture it. 
Such a vision of consensus was in keeping with French theorist Jacques Rancière’s 
understanding of the term. Rancière’s theorization of politics is framed around the binary of 
consensus/dissensus. According to Rancière, consensus is achieved by “dividing up the 
sensible.” The sensible is that which we perceive the world to be. Consensus societies are 
structured and maintained so that certain relationships and partitions are preserved—it is a 
society “made up of groups tied to specific modes of doing, to places in which these occupations 
are exercised, and to modes of being corresponding to these occupations and these places.”24 
Dissensus disturbs this partitioning; it intervenes in the distribution of the sensible and introduces 
new subjects into the space of appearance. Dissensus “consists in re-figuring the space, in what 
is to be done, to be seen, and to be named in it.” 25 The moment of dissensus—for Rancière the 
only true moment of politics—consists in “the presence of two worlds in one.” 26 It is the 
ultimate expression of pluralism. Consensus, on the other hand, is marked by a lack of 
(dissensual) politics, a preservation of the status quo, and the perpetuation of existing social 
structures and orders.  
 It is not surprising, then, that convivencia was not open to contentious politics. Aylwin 
was categorically opposed to the ideological fervor of the left. In his book, El reencuentro de los 
demócratas, he blamed the social unrest of the 60s and the ensuing coup on ideological 
commitment. He wrote that political slogans, such as that of Allende’s Unidad Popular, “‘the 
people united will never be defeated,’ replaced rationality, tolerance, and disposition towards 
                                               
24 Jacques Rancière, Dissensus, ed. and trans. Steve Corcorran (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2010), 
36. 
25 Ibid., 37. 
26 Ibid.  
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dialogue.”27Aylwin thus made it clear that he rejected strong ideological commitments, partisan 
loyalties, or revolutionary desire in favor of gradualist, consensus governance. The Chilean 
cultural critic Nelly Richard is highly critical of the de-ideologizing aspects of consensus and 
argues that it undermines true political engagement:  
The consensual model of a “democracy of agreements” formulated by the Chilean 
government of the Transition (1989) marked a passage from politics as antagonism (the 
dramatization of conflict governed by a mechanism of confrontation under dictatorship) 
to a politics of transaction (the formula of a pact and its techniques of negotiation). The 
“democracy of agreements” made consensus its normative guarantee, its operational key, 
its de-ideologizing ideology, its institutionalized rite, and its discursive trophy.28 
 
According to Richard, politics became stripped of its politicization, and there was no mechanism 
by which pluralist, dissensual, or agonistic debate could occur.29 Those who wished to express 
ideological commitment either held their tongues or were excluded from the conversation. Thus, 
while the No campaign had hinted at the possibility of a potentially agonistic pluralism of the 
kind modeled in CADA’s dramaturgy, the pluralism Aylwin envisioned was characterized by a 
de-politicized consensus. This, in combination with an affective emphasize on joy, a hybrid and 
heterogeneous understanding of popular culture, and a reliance on paternalistic rationalism 
would come to characterize the official dramaturgy of convivencia. 
                                               
27 “El pueblo unido jamás será vencido’ reemplazaron a la racionalidad, la tolerancia y la disposición al 
diálogo.” Patricio Aylwin Azócar, El reencuentro de los demócratas: Del golpe al triunfo del No 
(Santiago: Educaciones Grupo Zeta, 1998), 10.  
28 Nelly Richard, Cultural Residues: Chile in Transition, trans. Theodore Quester and Alan West-Durán 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 15.  
29 In referencing dissensus and agonism together I do not wish to obscure the very real differences 
between these two political theories. Mouffe conceives of agonistic politics as generative—as the constant 
articulation and rearticulation of new orders and distributions. Rancière, however, views dissensus as a 
kind of wholesale rupture and reconfiguration, which gives his work its anarchist bent. For the purposes 
of this chapter, I do not wish to dwell on this distinction but rather suggest that both understandings of 
politics value a process of rupture and rearticulation which opens the space for pluralism and genuine 
debate and disagreement. While I ultimately feel that Rancière’s binary theorization is a bit too stark, I do 
find it a useful framework with which to highlight the apolitical nature of consensus that underpins 
Aylwin’s understanding of convivencia. It also helps to illuminate the transitional government’s 




Towards a New Cultural Policy 
This official dramaturgy of convivencia carried over into the Concertación’s cultural 
policy, thus impacting the dramaturgical foundations of theatre by influencing the structures, 
institutions, and resources available to theatre artists. Following the dictatorship, the new 
government had a number of urgent concerns as it sought to ensure the endurance of the fragile 
transition and address the human rights violations of Pinochet’s government. Understandably, 
the construction of a cultural apparatus was not first on the government’s list of priorities. 
Nevertheless—in both the No campaign and the Acto Nacional—the world of culture engaged in 
significant collaborations with the political sphere in some of the most visible expressions of the 
new democracy, and therefore figured prominently in the official Chilean democratic self-
image.30 Arturo Navarro, an early architect of Chile’s cultural policy, argues that the campaign 
provided artists with a vehicle to move from the marginal oppositional spaces they had been 
operating within to a place of prominence from which they could in the official cultural and 
political life of the country. He writes, “[T]he strength of the commitment from the world of 
culture led its members [artists and cultural workers]—until now marginalized from the 
country’s social and creative life—to enter naturally and from their specific positions into a 
campaign for life.” 31 Through their participation in the No campaign and the Acto Nacional, 
artists contributed to the construction of the new government’s vision of the new democracy. 
They thus helped to shape a vision in which artistic expression became a right and expression of 
                                               
30 See Juan Enrique Forch, “Talentos de la marginalidad a la legalidad” in La campaña del NO vista por 
sus creadores (Santiago: Melquíades, 1989), 105; and Carlos Flores Delpino, “El hábito que hizo al 
monje,” in La campaña del NO vista por sus creadores (Santiago: Melquíades, 1989), 109.  
31 “La fortaleza del compromiso del mundo de la cultura llevó a sus integrantes, hasta entonces 
marginados de la vida social y creativa del país, ingresaran de manera natural y desde su especificidad a 
una campaña por la vida[.]” Navarro, 67. 
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Chilean citizenship—a relationship that would come to inform the cultural policy and 
institutions. 
 As early as 1990, Aylwin called for the development of an official cultural policy that 
reflected values linked to convivencia: specifically, to incentivize a broad range of cultural 
expressions, to further the development of popular culture, and to facilitate broad and equitable 
audience access.32 Throughout the 1990s the government gradually began to work to legislate 
and encourage the development of culture, establishing the fundamental building blocks on 
which Chile’s current cultural policy would be erected. In addition to the goals expressed above, 
the government and the cultural workers they collaborated with, wary of both authoritarianism 
and the directed culture of the Allende-era, sought to establish a horizontal rather than vertical 
model of cultural management that allowed artists as much autonomy as possible. This 
horizontal model slowed the centralization of cultural institutions, eschewed a strongly directed 
cultural effort, and favored public-private funding competitions and structures.33  
 The first task—of “incentivizing” creativity—took the form of financial support, in part 
through what sociologist Manuel Antonio Garretón understands as a “modelo mixto” (mixed 
model).34 To encourage private support of the arts, on June 22, 1990 the government passed the 
Law of Cultural Donations, exempting cultural donations from taxation and creating the 
opportunity for private-public partnership in cultural financing. The government also resurrected 
and re-administered a dictatorship-era program, FONDEC (Fondo Nacional de Cultura, National 
Culture Fund), which provided funds to artistic projects the government deemed enriching to 
                                               
32 In an address to Congress at the start of the legislative session, Aylwin includes his incipient cultural 
priorities. See Aylwin, “En el inicio,” 55.  
33 Navarro, interview with author, March 9, 2018. 
34 Manuel Antonio Garretón, “Las políticas culturales en los gobiernos democráticos en Chile,” Políticas 
culturais na Ibero-América, ed. Antonio Albino Canelas and Rubens Bayardo (Salvador: Editorial 
EDUFBA, 2009), 80.  
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national heritage. Under the 1992 Budget Law, the Concertación renamed the program 
FONDART and created a system by which artists might apply for state support of their 
individual projects.35 The fund was administered by an advisory council housed within the 
ministry of education composed of cultural managers and artists. Rather than providing artists 
with long-term, institutional or developmental support, FONDART employed a capitalist logic, 
carried over from the dictatorship, that focused on individual works, rather than artistic careers, 
and subjected artists repeatedly to a competitive, capitalist logic.36  
 During this period the government also founded the first cultural center: the Centro 
Cultural Estación Mapocho (Mapocho Station Cultural Center). The center, a converted train 
station, was managed under a private-public model, marking the first time a public building came 
under non-government control. This center, and the others that followed (Matucana 100 [2001], 
Centro Cultural Gabriela Mistral or GAM [2010]), operated primarily as performance venues 
and producing organizations and could only support the short-term development of artists 
working on individual productions.  
Thus, in this incipient cultural policy, there were a few logics at work. On the one hand, 
as in the dramaturgy of convivencia, there was a valorization of popular culture, of reclaiming 
public space for the people, and of democratizing access to culture. These values operated as an 
implicit cultural policy (shaping funding adjudication and selecting cultural spaces). On the other 
hand, there was a desire for a horizontal, private-public institutionality that funded works via the 
capitalist logic of competitive contests and developed institutions that were allied with but 
independent from the state and that operated as private entities. This latter aspect of the 
                                               
35 For FONDEC’s transformation into FONDART see Caterina Preda, Art and Politics Under Modern 
Dictatorships: A Comparison of Chile and Romania (London: Palgrave, 2017). 
36 See Pía Gutiérrez Díaz, “Trama y archivo: condiciones de producción en la escena teatral chilena del 
periodo 2000-2010,” (PhD diss., Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, 2014), 50.  
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transitional government’s cultural policy was an attempt to break with the authoritarianism of the 
dictatorship, but was also a continuance of the dictatorship’s neoliberalization of the economy 
and concomitant privatization of cultural support. This early cultural policy was thus emblematic 
of convivencia in its efforts to establish a more democratic society while also retaining many of 
the dictatorship’s structures and policies.  
  
Towards a New Theatrical and Cultural Sphere 
 When La Negra Ester premiered, it was embedded not only in the specific political, 
cultural, and institutional circumstances of the transitional moment, but also in a much longer 
history of Chilean theatre and performance. Historians typically date the foundation of modern 
Chilean theatre to 1941, with the creation of the first university theatre, the Teatro Experimental 
de la Universidad de Chile (Experimental Theatre of the University of Chile, TEUCH).37 Prior to 
the university theatres,38 the performing arts in Chile consisted primarily of either elite high art 
forms or mass, popular entertainments such as opera, zarzuela, variety theatres, circus, 
pantomime, and mask.39 The university theatres constituted an effort to reform Chilean theatre 
from within official educational institutions. These reforms emerged in response to demands 
                                               
37 See Catherine M. Boyle, Chilean Theatre, 1973-1985: Marginality, Power, Selfhood (Rutherford: 
Farleigh Dickinson University Press [Associated University Presses], 1992); Ana Harcha Cortés, 
Prácticas de teatralidad en Chile: a partir del trabajo de Andrés Pérez Araya (Santiago: Editorial 
Universitaria, 2017); María de la Luz Hurtado, Teatro chileno y modernidad: identidad y crisis social 
(Irvine: Ediciones de Gestos, 1997); Juan Andrés Piña, Historia del teatro en Chile, 1941-1990 (Santiago: 
Editorial Taurus, 2014).  
38 These also included Teatro de Ensayo de la Universidad Católica (TEUC) in 1943, Teatro de la 
Universidad de Concepción (TUC) in 1945, Teatro de la Universidad Técnica del Estado (Teknos) in 
1958, and Teatro de la Universidad de Antofagasta in 1963.  
39 This periodization can tend to reinforce a bias against pre-1941 theatre, casting it as sporadic and non-
systematic, and thus asserts the dominance of Chilean universities in the theatrical environment. Andrés 
Kalawski, challenges this narrative by focusing on how the careers of actors between 1910 and 1947 
demonstrate a dedication to craft, artistry, and professionalism. His dissertation thus recuperates a serious 
theatre not born in the universities. Andrés Kalawski Isla, “Falso mutis: oficio de actors en la ‘época de 
oro’ del teatro chileno 1910-1947” (PhD diss., Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, 2014).  
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from a rising, urban, educated middle class that had, with European migration to Latin America 
during the world wars, been recently exposed to European art-theatre movements. The Chilean 
reforms consisted of the creation of a non-commercial theatre; the renovation of playwriting; the 
renovation of staging practices; public education about the theatre; and the creation of theatre 
schools.40 
In 1955, theatrical reform expanded beyond the universities when a group of students 
from the Universidad Católica formed Teatro Ictus, an independent theatre company (still 
operating to the present day). The students sought self-management and wanted to develop new 
ways of working. Ictus subsequently presented some of the nation’s most important playwrights, 
such as Jorge Díaz, Marco Antonio de la Parra, and Juan Radrigán. Soon, other companies 
followed suit, and the independent theatres proceeded, in tandem with the universities, to further 
consolidate the professionalization of Chilean theatre—a process that took place following a 
largely European, particularly French, model.41 
In 1960, Isidora Aguirre combined the quality and institutionality of the newly 
professionalized theatre with the spirit and forms of earlier popular entertainments to create La 
pérgola de las flores (The Flower Market). A musical comedy in the zarzuela tradition, the play, 
produced by the Teatro de Ensayo de la Universidad Católica, depicted the story of urban, 
working class flower sellers trying to save their market. The play combined music, composed by 
Francisco Flores del Campo, that incorporated popular forms (such as cuecas, tangos, and 
waltzes) with recognizable Chilean character types and light comedy to convey a message about 
economic exploitation and champion the working classes. The play was a tremendous success, 
                                               
40 Harcha, Prácticas de teatralidad, 29. 
41 Ibid. For accounts of Ictus see the abovementioned theatrical histories in note 34 as well as: Rodrigo 
Cánovas, Lihn, Zurita, Ictus, Radrigán: Literatura chilena y experiencia autoritaria (Santiago: Ediciones 
Flasco, 1986); María de la Luz Hurtado and Carlos Ochsensius, Teatro Ictus (Santiago: Ceneca, 1980). 
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appealing to massive national audiences, and was one of the first Chilean plays to tour 
internationally. The play’s depiction of the Chilean working class, use of popular musical and 
theatrical forms, ability to traverse elite and popular cultural spheres, and national and 
international success would come to be echoed in GCT’s La Negra Ester.  
Like La Negra Ester would, La pérgola de las flores also reflected the profound social 
changes that characterized Chilean society. The 60s and early 70s were a period of increasing 
agitation for political and economic equality and, consequently, a significant restructuring of 
Chilean society. In 1964, President Eduardo Frei, of the Christian Democratic Party, embarked 
upon a program called the revolución en libertad (revolution in liberty). The program consisted 
of a number of sweeping reforms, such as the Reforma Agraria (Agrarian Reform) and the 1967 
Reforma Educacional (Educational Reform), which restructured the university system and 
therefore transformed the university theatres. However, these reforms did not satisfy those 
hungry for greater change, and in 1970 Salvador Allende was elected, vowing to enact the 
radical, yet democratic, Vía Chilena al Socialismo (Chilean Road to Socialism).42 
During this period, artists across disciplines instrumentalized their art in support of the 
leftist political cause. Social changes were reflected in modes of theatre making, outreach to 
theatre artists, and the increased representation of marginalized or working-class characters. 
Companies, such as Ictus, began to experiment with collective creation. Additionally, the number 
                                               
42 See “Eduardo Frei Montalva,” Memoria Chilena, accessed October 10, 2018, 
http://www.memoriachilena.cl. For a microhistory of the Vía Chilena al Socialismo see Peter Winn, 
Weavers of the Revolution: The Yarur Workers and Chile’s Road to Socialism (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1986).  
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of amateur and worker’s theatres grew dramatically.43 There was also a trend in theatrical, 
political, and civic performances towards mass spectacularity.44  
As I detail in Chapter One, the military coup dramatically changed the cultural and 
artistic landscape. Immediately following the coup, nearly all theatrical activity stopped, as 
artists were detained, killed, exiled, or tortured. The vast majority of theatre companies operating 
prior to the coup disbanded (with the notable exception of Ictus), and the university programs 
were gutted and restructured. The theatre emerging from official institutions, such as the 
universities, consisted of a benign classical repertoire. However, as early as 1974, an alternative 
theatre reasserted itself and assumed a critical position towards the dictatorship. This theatre 
exercised its critique via counter-censorial practices such as metaphor and focusing on the 
economic situation of the country rather than questioning the legitimacy of the dictatorship or its 
human rights violations. Beginning in 1983 (when CADA initiated its No+ action), the 
dictatorship loosened its repressive hold and protests became more common. Theatre inserted 
itself into this space with more overt denunciations of the regime’s abuses, and some artists, such 
as the director and playwright Ramón Griffero, returned from exile. These artists, with 
dramaturgies inspired by their aesthetic experiences abroad, shaped by the contingencies of 
                                               
43 In music, the Nueva Canción movement marshaled folkloric musical genres and political commitment, 
as is exemplified in the work of Victor Jara. See Memoria Chilena “La Nueva Canción Chilena,” 
Memoria Chilena, accessed July 6, 2018, http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/w3-article-702.htm. In 
theatre amateur, and union theatre groups, in some cases inspired by Brechtian or soviet realist styles, 
performed in popular neighborhoods and to workers groups to foment political consciousness and 
represent class struggle. See Luis Pradenas, “El Teatro Popular, desde el Frente Popular a la Revolución 
en Libertad,” in Teatro en Chile: Huellas y trayectorias, siglos XVI-XX (Santiago: LOM, 2006), 331-340; 
María de la Luz Hurtado, Carlos Ochsensius and Hernán Vidal, Teatro Chileno de la Crisis Institucional: 
1973-1980 (Santiago: Ceneca, 1982); and Boyle, 33-43. For visual arts and the Brigada Ramona Parra see 
Camilo Trumper, Ephemeral Histories: Public Art, Politics, and the Struggle for the Streets in Chile 
(Oakland, University of California Press, 2016); and Eduardo Castillo Espinoza, Puño y letra: 
Movimiento social y comunicación gráfica en Chile (Santiago: Ocho Libros, 2016).  
44 Such as the 1972 centennial for the communist party, the seventh anniversary of communist youth, and 
the post-Nobel welcome of Pablo Neruda, all directed by Victor Jara at the National Stadium. Harcha, 41. 
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censorship and a desire to differentiate themselves from earlier “committed’ artists, looked for 
new theatrical languages to incorporate into their work.45 This led to a decreased emphasis on 
text and realism in favor of a theatre that emphasized space, corporeality, psychology, and 
symbolic, imagistic, and cinematic forms of expression.46  
In addition to these theatrical innovations, the theatre spaces themselves became sites of 
resistance. In Chapter One, I trace how CADA emerged amid a number of interdisciplinary 
artistic communities that operated via an economy of solidarity to create counter-cultural artistic 
spaces and networks. Artists continued to forge such spaces into the 80s—one of the most 
notable was Ramón Griffero’s El Trolley. El Trolley was a former trolley station repurposed as a 
theatre and center of cultural activities for his company, the Teatro fin del siglo (End of the 
Century Theatre). The space functioned clandestinely. Griffero and the company raised money 
for their shows and activities by staging Saturday night parties (the only night without a curfew) 
that featured resistant performances and music. These parties became a key site where those who 
identified with the left could come into contact with those of a similar political persuasion and 
share in the camaraderie of their resistance.47 
Born in 1951 in the far south of Chile, Andrés Pérez Araya came of age during a 
tumultuous and dramatically changing political and cultural landscape. Like CADA’s members, 
his early artistic formation was forged within a network of artistic counter-cultural communities 
that emerged while navigating official cultural institutions and demands. In 1970, he enrolled at 
                                               
45 Ramón Griffero, interview with author, July 7, 2018. 
46 Harcha, 70. See also: Ramón Griffero, La dramaturgia del espacio (Santiago: Ediciones Frontera Sur, 
2011); Herbert Jonkers, Poéticas de espacio escénico: Chile 1981-1996 (Santiago: Ediciones Frontera 
Sur, 2006); and Juan Villegas, Historia del teatro y teatralidades en América Latina (Irvine: Ediciones de 
Gestos, 2011). 
47 Harcha, Prácticas de teatralidad, 261. Griffero, interview with author; Alfredo Castro, interview with 
author, August 20, 2018.  
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the University of Chile, precisely when university theatres were experimenting with collective 
creation. In 1972, he married his collaborator, the actress Rosa Ramírez, in what would be a 
short-lived romantic relationship but a long-lasting artistic collaboration. The day of the military 
coup, Ramírez gave birth to their son, Andrés Pérez Ramírez. The dual tumults—of parenthood 
and political upheaval—led Pérez to take a hiatus from university.48 
 In 1975, he returned to the University of Chile, where he participated in dance troupes, 
performed in university productions, directed, wrote, and worked as a choreographer. He joined 
the Teatro Itinerante (Itinerant Theatre) in 1977, a travelling theatre company that was 
administered by the Catholic University and financed by Pinochet’s ministry of education and 
the Banco Concepción.49 The company, like much “official theatre” at the time, performed 
primarily classic plays. But its director, Fernando González, found ways to creatively transcend 
official constrictions. He staffed the company with young actors, directors, and writers who 
would be willing to experiment with visual and corporeal languages. The company toured the 
country to reach audiences that didn’t normally have access to theatre—a democratizing impulse 
reminiscent of the theatre produced prior to the coup. Participating in Teatro Itinerante, Pérez 
came into contact with some of his generation’s most important theatre artists.50 It also allowed 
him to develop an interest in a visual and corporeal theatre that spoke to popular audiences.51  
                                               
48 For early biographical information relating to Pérez, see María de la Luz Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo 
Pérez Araya tiene la palabra (Santiago: Ocho Libros, 2015), 22-31. 
49 A private-public funding model that would later become the primary financing strategy of the 
Concertación’s cultural policy. 
50 Members of Teatro Itinerante included: Ramón Griffero, playwright and director of the 
abovementioned Teatro fin del siglo; Alfredo Castro, actor and director and founder of Teatro de la 
memoria; and Aldo Parodi, an actor who later became a member of Gran Circo Teatro. See entries for 
“Ramón Griffero” and “Alfredo Castro” in Memoria Chilena, accessed October 10, 2018, 
http://www.memoriachilena.cl/. 
51 For Teatro Itinerante see María de la Luz Hurtado, Memorias teatrales: el teatro de la Universidad 




In 1980, Pérez left Teatro Itinerante to dedicate himself to developing street theatre.52 
Incorporating pantomime, dance, mask, stilt-walking, and other circus techniques, Pérez and his 
collaborators adapted classic texts (as he would later do with La Negra Ester) into a theatrical 
language that could be read by large audiences on urban streets.53 Later, Pérez would recall: 
“One of my greatest theatre schools was having worked making theatre in the street, out of a 
necessity that was as much economic as it was political. This world of urgency, this permanent 
contact with the reality of citizens, with its contradictions, taught me the beauty of the present.” 
54 Working in the street, Pérez honed a dramaturgy directly related to theatre’s social function 
and an active relationship to citizenship. 
During a performance in Santiago, the French Cultural Minister, Claire Duhamel, was 
struck by the company’s promise. She offered Pérez a grant to study in France, and with her 
support he began working with Ariane Mnouchkine and the Théâtre du Soleil in 1983. He spent 
several years as an apprentice, cooking, cleaning, and observing rehearsals. Eventually, his 
performance in an improvisation impressed Mnouchkine, and he was invited to join the 
company, appearing as Gandhi in La Indiada (1987). With Mnouchkine, Pérez learned a way of 
                                               
52 In 1980 he founded the Teatro Urbano Contemporáneo (the Urban Contemporary Theatre) and in 1983 
the Compañía Teatro Callejero (Street Theatre Company). 
53 Pérez notes that their aesthetic initially emerged primarily out of necessity: “The start of the street 
theatre for me was not defined as the need to place an aesthetic on top of the scene: it emerged out of 
concrete necessity, and this is what I love about it” [“Entonces, el inicio del teatro callejero no se define 
en mí como una necesidad de plasmar una estética arriba del escenario: surge por necesidad concreta, y 
eso es lo que me encanta”] Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 48. As the group worked together, they 
continued to develop their aesthetic, which was shaped by their experiences making street theatre, as well 
as the contingencies of performance in public space during the dictatorship. They developed what Pérez 
considered an allegorical teatro imagen “theatre of images,” which Semler asserts was very much in line 
with Mnouchkine’s work and Commedia dell’Arte. Ibid., 50-58; Guillermo (Willy) Semler, interview 
with author, March 2, 2018.  
54 “Una de mis grandes escuelas teatrales es el haber trabajado haciendo teatro en la calle y por necesidad 
tanto económica como política. Ese mundo de la urgencia, de ese contacto permanente con la realidad 
ciudadana, con sus contradicciones, me enseñó la belleza de un presente” Andrés Pérez Araya, “Lo 
popular es propio por pertenencia,” Apuntes de Teatro 111 (1996): 3.  
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working. Here he encountered a company that rehearsed consistent, set hours (in which actors 
did not have to leave to work other jobs), had a clear rehearsal process (improvisations with text, 
in costume and makeup), operated via a clearly structured hierarchy, and had a space in which to 
work undisturbed. Pérez was struck by how the company’s professionalism was made possible 
by the cultural institutionality and support available in France.55  
Though Pérez found his time in France extremely generative, he felt the pull of his duty 
as a citizen and returned to Chile to vote in the 1988 Plebiscite.56 Upon his return, he joined the 
artists working in support of the No campaign and marshalled his artistic talents in the service of 
his sense of citizenship. He directed a large-scale interdisciplinary street performance called Sí-
No (Yes-No) in Bustamante Park. The performance, which incorporated the work of over one 
hundred artists in various disciplines, emphasized the significance of the vote—depicting the 
choice between Yes or No as a choice between death and injustice or peace and liberty.57 
The success of the No campaign ushered in another artistic and cultural sea change in 
Chile. The end of the dictatorship and the fall of the Berlin Wall led a number of artists to 
reconsider their role and position in society: there was no longer a clear enemy to oppose with 
their art, and no socialist utopia to aspire to.58 This led a number of artists who had been actively 
resistant to the dictatorship, like Griffero, Radrigán, de la Parra, and the members of Ictus, to 
enter a period of reflective silence as they reconsidered their role. Some companies disappeared 
altogether, others returned after a hiatus with a focus on their “classic” works—becoming, as in 
the case of Ictus, a living memorial to their own historical significance.59 
                                               
55 Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 58-83.  
56 Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 84. 
57 Harcha, Prácticas de teatralidad, 73; Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 82-83.  
58 Griffero, interview with author.  
59 Harcha, Prácticas de teatralidad, 75.  
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A number of younger artists, many of whom had spent time during the dictatorship in 
Europe, were able to more easily navigate the transition. They formed theatre companies that, 
like their predecessors, sought to avoid a text-based, realistic theatre, but did so in works that 
largely dehistoricized and denationalized social conflicts advanced a “universal” vision of the 
popular and folklore and incorporated international influences, particularly from France.60 Such 
companies included Laura Pizarro, Jaime Lorca, and Juan Carlos Zagal’s La Troppa, Mauricio 
Celedón and Claire Joinet’s Teatro del Silencio (Theatre of Silence), Alfredo Castro’s Teatro la 
Memoria (Memory Theatre), and Andrés Pérez’s Gran Circo Teatro.61 
 Pérez’s early career and artistic formation were thus forged within institutional structures 
developed prior to and during the dictatorship (in particular, the university theatres). He began 
his artistic study and work in a theatre culture that had a strong sense of political commitment 
                                               
60 See Juan Villegas, “El teatro chileno de la postdictadura,” INTI 69-70 (Spring-Fall, 2008): 189-206. 
61 La Troppa was formed by Pizarro, Lorca, and Zagal in 1990. The three were students at the Catholic 
University who three years prior had formed a company called Los que no estaban muertos (Those that 
were not dead) in dual reference to the dictatorship and a popular Colombian Song, El muerto vivo. With 
their 1990 production of Pinnochio, they renamed the company and worked to develop their own playful 
theatrical language to address universal themes. Among their most famous works were productions of 
Pinocchio (1990) and Gemelos (Twins, 1999). The company toured extensively both nationally and 
internationally and received a great deal of financial support from the French cultural ministry and French 
festival circuit. See “La Troppa,” Chile escena, accessed October 10, 2018, 
http://www.chileescena.cl/index.php?seccion=compania&idColeccion=26. Teatro del Silencio was an 
interdisciplinary company of actors, dancers, acrobats and musicians founded by Mauricio Celedón and 
Claire Joinet in 1989. Inspired by Marcel Marceau, Étienne Decroux, and Ariane Mnouckine, the 
company created grandes espectáculos (great shows) employing mime, music and international 
influences. Like La Troppa, the group toured extensively. In 1999 the company relocated permanently to 
France, and began to include a roster of international artists from Africa, Europe, and Latin America. See 
“Teatro del Silencio,” Chile escena, accessed October 10, 2018, 
http://www.chileescena.cl/index.php?seccion=compania&idColeccion=30. Alfredo Castro formed Teatro 
la Memoria in 1988 with a desire to embark on psycho-physical explorations of character and an 
Artaudian aesthetic. Among the company’s most notable works was the Trilogía testimonial de Chile 
(Testimonial Trilogy of Chile) that consisted of three documentary plays which unsparingly explored 
social marginality and displacement in a corporeal, symbolic register. The company favors documentary 
and literary texts over playscripts. See “Teatro la Memoria,” Chile escena, accessed October 10, 2018, 




and that emphasized experimentation in both aesthetics and process. Following the coup, Pérez 
developed further as an artist working under the constrained conditions of the dictatorship and 
within networks of counter cultures, adapting classic texts, and developing theatrical languages 
that employed counter-censorial tactics to evade the repression of the regime. His work abroad 
gave him new perspectives on theatrical aesthetics, rehearsal processes, and the institutional 
supports required to create such work—experiences that shaped his vision and what cultural 
policy and institutionality ought to enable. When he returned to Chile, it was to participate as a 
citizen—a role that he would enact not only as a voter, but also as an artist. 
 
La Negra Ester 
Upon his return from France, Pérez reconnected with many of his former collaborators, 
among them the actors Willy Semler and María Izquierdo. He proposed that they develop a play 
based on the nineteenth-century Chilean president, José Manuel Balmaceda (1840-1891). 
Balmaceda’s efforts at political reform brought him into conflict with congress, leading to civil 
war and his eventual suicide—a history that would certainly be read as analogous to that of 
Salvador Allende. 62 Semler and the others were resistant to doing a work with contemporary 
political resonance. Unlike Pérez, who had experienced respite from the dictatorship in France, 
the others had been living under the military regime and were exhausted. Semler said to Pérez: 
“[L]ook, it’s just that we, and this country, have had enough of political theatre, 
man…democracy is coming, or at least the unstoppable fall of the [military] regime, and 
we are exhausted, man. We’ve been doing guerilla theatre for more than ten years [and] 
we have been talking about the same topics during all this time and we want to liberate 
ourselves from this stuff.” 63 
                                               
62 “José Manuel Balmaceda,” Memoria Chilena, accessed May 25, 2018, http://www.memoriachilena.cl/ 
602/w3-article-662.html#presentacion. Semler, interview. 
63 “[P]uta es que nosotros, y este país ya no da más con teatro político, weon…o sea viene la democracia, 
o por lo menos la caída del régimen imparablemente, y estamos agotado, weon. O sea hemos sido un 
teatro guerrilla durante más de diez años hemos hablado de las mismas temas durante todo esto tiempo y 




Semler and the others longed to do something joyful and festive, telling Pérez that “we want to 
do a story of love, man.” 64 Semler then proceeded to describe a project the group had been 
working on during the previous year. 
 While Pérez had been in France, Semler and many of his other collaborators had 
continued making street-theatre, further developing the theatrical language they had previously 
explored together. While performing in a café in Santiago, Semler and Izquierdo were 
approached by the musician and folklorist Mario Rojas. Rojas hoped to facilitate a theatrical 
adaptation of Roberto Parra’s poem, Décimas de la Negra Ester. Parra, a writer and musician, 
was a member of an artistically illustrious family.65 The Décimas de la Negra Ester narrated, in 
the first-person, past-tense voice of Parra, his autobiographical love affair with a prostitute from 
the port-city of San Antonio in the years prior to the Second World War. Rojas felt that Teatro 
Callejero had the ideal theatrical language to adapt it. The group took up the piece and presented 
a small workshop performance at an art gallery that January. After the workshop, the group 
planned to reconvene in March to discuss the piece’s continued life.66 Semler suggested that 
Pérez might direct the project’s future iterations. Pérez was intrigued by the idea and went to 
                                               
64 “nosotros queremos hacer una historia de amor, weon” Semler, interview.  
65 Born in the south of Chile to middle-class parents, the ten Parra siblings constitute a rather remarkable 
artistic family. They had a profound impact on Chilean culture, particularly by popularizing Chile’s 
folkloric musical and poetic forms. Violeta Parra (1917-1967) was an artist, musician, and poet and one 
of the pioneers of the Nuevo Canción movement; Nicanor Parra (1914-2018) was a professor of 
mathematics and one of Chile’s most important poets. Hilda Parra (1916-1975) was also a musician—she 
and Violeta performed as a duo; Lalo (1918-2009), Roberto (1921-1995), and José Lautaro (1928-2013) 
were also folklorists and composers; and Oscar René (1930-2016) was a clown and folklorist (performing 
with Roberto in circuses). See Gonzalo Badal, Roberto Parra (Santiago: Ocho Libros Editores, 1996); 
Fidel Sepúlveda Ll. “Nicanor, Violeta, Roberto Parra: Encuentro de Tradición y Vanguardia,” Aisthesis 
24 (1991): 29-42; entries for “Violeta Parra”, “Violeta Parra: su familia” and “Nicanor Parra” Memoria 
Chilena, accessed May 25, 2018, http://www.memoriachilena.cl; and Marisol García ,“La familia Parra,” 
Patrimonio Cultural de Chile, November 2005, https://patrimonio.cl/archivo/la-familia-parra/. “El árbol 
de los Parra: Los hijos, hermanos y sobrinos de Nicanor,” El Mercurio, January 26, 2008.  
66 Semler, interview. 
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meet Parra. The two men then began to work on developing an adaptation for the stage. The 
group began rehearsals, and six days after the Plebiscite, on October 11, 1988, they founded the 
company, the Gran Circo Teatro.  
 Initially, GCT planned for two months of performances—with two weekends each in 
different neighborhoods—financed with money from the French Cultural Embassy and personal 
savings. 67 As was the case with Teatro Callejero, the performance was shaped as much by 
necessity as by an aesthetic vision. 68 Gustavo Caprario, a “man of the circus,” lent them a tent 
and other props, providing the show’s primary aesthetic frame of reference.69 The only space 
they could obtain was a plaza in Puente Alto, a neighborhood far outside the city center. This 
allowed them to reach “sectors that had not seen the theatre, that had fewer economic 
resources.”70 According to one of the play’s producers, Andrés Garcia, “The project consisted of 
twelve itinerant performances in various comunas in Santiago; if we did well, we could think 
about having our own tent, and perhaps travelling.” 71 The show indeed did well. It transferred to 
the center of Santiago in January of the following year, where it performed to sold-out audiences. 
                                               
67 In particular, the savings of Rosa Ramírez, Hurtado, 85. One of the play’s producers, Carmen Romero 
recalls, “Without finding support, and with all of the money that Andrés Pérez invested (which in turn 
counted the auspices of the French Artistic Association), plus the savings of those in the group who had 
some money, the play continued with wind in its sail. When the moment of the premiere arrived ‘we only 
owed’ around a million pesos [about 1,600.00 USD]” [“Sin encontrar apoyo y con todo el dinero de 
Andrés Pérez invertido (que a su vez contó con el auspicio de la Asociación Artística Francesa), más los 
ahorros de quienes, en el grupo, contaban con algunos pesos, la obra siguió viento en popa. Cuando llegó 
el momento de estrenar, ‘sólo nos debíamos’ cerca de un millón de pesos.”] Carmen Romero, “Costos y 
sueños de la Negra Ester” Apuntes de Teatro 98 (Autumn-Winter 1989): 9.  
68 This contingency was a key aspect of CADA’s dramaturgy as well (Chapter One).  
69 Romero, “Costos y sueños,” 10.  
70 “íbamos a sectores que no habían visto teatro, que tenían menos ingreso económicas.” Hurtado, Andrés 
Lorenzo Pérez, 84-85. See also Romero, 9.  
71 “El proyecto consistía en doce funciones itinerantes por las comunas de Santiago; si nos iba bien, 
podíamos pensar en tener una carpa propia y tal vez viajar.” Andrés García, “La dura senda de un 
alquimista,” Apuntes de Teatro 122 (2nd Semester, 2002): 54.  
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It subsequently embarked on national and international tours, performing in major cities and 
venues, as well as in public spaces and towns that rarely hosted theatre. 
 In its very inception, then, La Negra Ester reflected the dramaturgy of convivencia. It 
was shaped by the collaborative input of the company—a collaboration marked by their 
relationship to the dictatorship, the politicization of the cultural sphere in which they worked, 
and the practical circumstances that conditioned their resources and possibilities for production. 
Many of the play’s collaborators longed for a joyful creative process that could help them escape 
the repressive, grey, and fearful environment of the dictatorship. Like the architects of 
convivencia, the artists rejected an overly legible politicization or clear expression of ideology; 
the coming democracy instead heralded an opportunity for citizens to reencounter each other on 
a more affective level: in this case, that of human love relationships.  
 The play (and the poem) depicts the story of Roberto, a travelling musician and inveterate 
alcoholic who loves the beautiful prostitute, Ester. As Ester is very popular and has many clients, 
the penniless Roberto struggles to win her over. Eventually he succeeds, and the two fall in love. 
However, Roberto’s alcoholism, errant ways, and foolhardy attempts to make a living in spurious 
pursuits lead him to abandon Ester repeatedly. After his family forces him to recognize his love 
for Ester, he woos her more seriously. This time, however, he finds that his beloved is embroiled 
in a relationship with an abusive client, Lacho. He challenges Lacho, and during their knife fight, 
the transvestite prostitute Esperanza intervenes and is killed at Lacho’s hand. Following 
Esperanza’s death and the departure of Lacho, Ester tells Roberto that she longs for a more stable 
life with the kindly, widowed shoemaker Baharona. Recognizing that he is incapable of giving 
Ester what she needs, Roberto ceases his pursuit. Instead, he arranges the match and attends their 
wedding as a witness. Later, pulled by a nostalgia for his love for Ester, Roberto returns to San 
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Antonio to see her. He learns from Baharona that Ester has died, presumably from a broken 
heart. In the course of this story of love and heartache, the play vividly depicts the colorful life of 
the port city, with a diverse group of characters including the brothel’s madam, prostitutes, 
immigrants, seamen, travelling musicians, the famous Parra family, and police officers.  
 Much of the scholarly and theatrical criticism of La Negra Ester has situated the play, 
and Pérez’s larger body of work, as a seminal moment, a theatrical “phenomenon” before and 
after which Chilean theatrical history would be divided. 72 A number of scholars and critics, 
including Juan Andrés Piña, Maria de la Luz Hurtado, Marco Antonio de la Parra, and Sergio 
Pereira Poza have attributed the play’s significance to its recuperation of the popular and 
marginal into a conception of the national, citing its use of melodrama, circus, street theatre, and 
popular music.73 Expanding on this argument, Hurtado and Juan Villegas have pointed out that 
Pérez’s theatrical language incorporates not only Chilean culture and performance but also 
                                               
72 Pedro Vicuña notes that the work is constantly described as un fenómeno (a phenomenon) in: Pedro 
Vicuña, “La Negra Ester,” Numero Quebrado 2, no. 2 (December 1989): 40. Marco Antonio de la Parra 
writes in his review of the show, “Our theatre[’s history] can be written as before and after that date [of 
the premiere], it was like a milestone, below my feet, in front of my eyes.” (“Nuestro teatro se podía 
escribir antes y después de esa fecha, quedaba como un hito, bajos mis pies, delante de mis ojos.”) Marco 
Antonio de la Parra, “‘La negra Ester’ o la redención del teatro chileno,” La Época, January 17, 1989. In 
an editorial note introducing Apuntes de Teatro’s 2002 special issue dedicated to Pérez, María de la Luz 
Hurtado notes that it is the first time in the forty-two-year history of the journal that it has been dedicated 
to a single creator because “Andrés Pérez is an artist of such transcendence in Chilean, Latin American, 
and World theatre….He initiated new forms of street theater, circus theatre, theatre-house theatre and 
performance in Chile. And above all else, he was a teacher that passed his particular ethical-aesthetic 
proposal to successive generations.” (“Andrés Pérez es un artista de tal trascendencia en el teatro chileno, 
latinoamericano y mundial…inauguró en Chile nuevas formas de teatro callejero, de teatro circo, de teatro 
de sala, de performances. Y sobre todo, fue un maestro que irradió su particular propuesta ético estética a 
sucesivas generaciones.”) María de la Luz Hurtado “Nota Editorial,” Apuntes de Teatro 122 (2nd 
Semester, 2002): 3.  
73 Juan Andrés Piña, “La negra Ester,” Mensaje 377 (March-April 1989): 109-110; Juan Andrés Piña, 
“Espectáculos de la otra chilenidad,” Teatro al Sur 3, no. 4 (May 1996): 41-45; María de la Luz Hurtado 
“Escenificaciones de la tragedia popular y clásica,” Teatro Celcit 6, no. 7 (1996): 32-35; Parra, “La Negra 
Ester”; Sergio Pereira Poza, “La Negra Ester,” La Escena Latinoamericana 3 (December 1989): 19-28.  
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global performance traditions and transnational aesthetic categories, such as postmodernism.74 
The play’s theatrical and political ramifications have been viewed by some as transformational.75 
Reflecting on the play’s significance, de la Parra writes, “It has become a kind of national 
reliquary, where it had to necessarily change our aesthetic, ethical, and even ideological ideas, 
where our language, our idea of country, our conception of mankind was revised.” 76 
 While the majority of scholarship on the play verges on the hagiographic, there have been 
some more critical interpretations of what made the show successful. Stern notes that the play’s 
nostalgic representation of the 1940s allowed the play to avoid becoming embroiled in current 
politics. Furthermore, he suggests that its plot appealed to both left and right-leaning members of 
the audience.77 Others have rendered more nuanced and potentially critical assessments of the 
play’s depiction of the popular. While Pedro Vicuña does consider Pérez’s recuperation of 
popular practices and his representation of marginal communities as a restoration of theatre’s 
social function, he also suggests that the play glosses over the inherent danger and precarity the 
play’s marginal characters would have faced. 78 Catherine Boyle suggests that the play’s 
depiction of the popular provided a pluralist challenge to the transitional government’s attempts 
                                               
74 María de la Luz Hurtado, “La Negra Ester, El desquite y Nemesio Pelao, teatralidad transculturada en 
la trilogía de melodramas dirigidos por Andrés Pérez,” Apuntes de Teatro 119 and 120 (2001): 149-169; 
Juan Villegas, “Andrés Pérez: Poética teatral en tiempos de globalización y transnacionalización,” 
Apuntes de Teatro 119 & 120 (2001): 141-148.  
75 Vicuña, “La Negra Ester,” 41. 
76 “se había convertido en una especie de relicario nacional, donde hubo que, a pulso, cambiar nuestras 
ideas estéticas, éticas e incluso ideológicas, donde se revisó el lenguaje, nuestra idea de país, nuestra 
concepción de hombre.” Marco Antonio de la Parra “A propósito de la Negra Ester” prologue to La 
Negra Ester. (Santiago: Gran Circo Teatro, 1989), 7. 
77 In particular Stern notes the prevalence of betrayal as a central theme of the play that would have 
appealed to both left and right. Many, no doubt, felt betrayed by the right and Pinochet. In addition, those 
on the right and in the center may have felt betrayed by the left and blamed it for pushing the country into 
chaos. Stern writes, “The artistic genius of la Negra Ester was that it invited its various publics to 
experience time travel without resentment.” See Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 204. 
78 Despite this critique, Vicuña justifies this choice by suggesting that it is apparent in the play’s subtext, 
for otherwise the central conflict, and the failure of the Roberto-Ester love match would not be explicable 
without the presence and precarity of the brothel’s marginality. Vicuña, “La Negra Ester,” 43.  
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to bring the story of the dictatorship and the transition to democracy into narrative coherence; 
whereas Juan Villegas renders one of the most critical readings, suggesting that Pérez’s work is, 
in fact, supportive of the status quo favored by the transitional government.79 He writes that 
Pérez “has constructed…a theatrical poetics concomitant with national social changes…and that 
corresponds, at the same time, to the cultural policies of the hegemonic sectors of society and the 
Chilean policies of reconciliation and national agreement.”80 Further, he considers how Pérez 
depicts the popular so as to align with official attitudes towards Chilean culture. Cristián Opazo 
concurs with this assessment, but adds nuance to the argument by considering La Negra Ester 
within the context of Pérez’s larger body of work, noting the tension between official support for 
La Negra Ester and official relinquishment of support in the case of Época 70: Allende and the 
Fiestas Spandex.81 In the only critical monograph focused on Pérez’s career, Ana Harcha Cortés 
considers these tensions in Pérez’s career and situates his work within a much larger cultural 
sphere. She emphasizes that La Negra Ester is a hybrid work that draws from a number of 
understandings of the popular, and that the hegemonic alignment critics like Vicuña and Villegas 
perceive does not stem from apoliticism or hegemonic complicity but is instead a form of 
pluralist micro politics that must be understood within the context of the play’s development in 
the repressive environment of the dictatorship.82 It should be noted that within this critical 
trajectory, La Negra Ester is always linked to the transitional moment and that critical 
                                               
79 Catherine Boyle, “Violence in Memory: Translation, Dramatization, and Performance of the Past in 
Chile,” in Cultural Politics in Latin America, ed. Anny Brooksbank Jones and Ronald Munk (New York: 
St. Martin’s Press, 2000), 93-113; Villegas, “Andrés Pérez.”  
80 “Andrés Pérez ha construido…una poética teatral concomitante con los cambios sociales 
nacionales….y que corresponde, a la vez, a las políticas culturales de los sectores hegemónicos de la 
sociedad y las políticas chilenas de reconciliación y concertación nacional.” Villegas, “Andrés Pérez,” 
142. 
81 Cristián Opazo, “Pánico a la discoteca: Teatro, transición y underground (Chile, época 1990),” 
Cuadernos de Literatura 21, no. 42 (July-December 2017): 49-66.  
82 Harcha, Prácticas de teatralidad, 187. 
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interpretations of the play are intimately tied to changing perceptions about the successes and 
failures of the democratic transition and changing relationships to Chilean politics.  
 I aim here to build on the arguments of Harcha, Villegas, and Opazo and systematically 
consider the ways in which La Negra Ester corresponds to the cultural priorities of the 
transitional government. I argue that the play operates via a dramaturgy of convivencia, the 
parameters of which I have sought to develop in the previous sections of this chapter. Key 
aspects of this dramaturgy include: an affective emphasis on alegría; a nostalgia for an earlier 
Chile that must be re-encountered alongside a forward-looking idealization of the future; a 
democracy that incorporates a broader range of popular and marginal sectors in its self-definition 
(than in the dictatorship); an understanding of democracy based on consensus and gradualism 
and that rejects that which is too ideological or poses too significant a challenge to the status 
quo; a democracy that is guided by a self-sacrificing, rational, paternalist leader; and, finally, a 
desire to restore Chile’s international standing. La Negra Ester’s enactment of the dramaturgy of 
convivencia helps to explain the play’s extraordinary success and status as the emblematic 
theatrical production of the transition. It also helps to explain why other theatrical works and 
performances by Pérez, which did not adhere to or ruptured the dramaturgy of convivencia, thus 
enacting a kind of dissensus, were met with official apathy or even obstructionism. 
 
Alegría, Festivity, and Reencounter 
 As the No campaign had promised in its slogan, la alegría ya viene, a spirit of joy swept 
through Chile following the Plebiscite. This spirit of festivity infused every aspect of La Negra 
Ester’s dramaturgy. Rosa Ramírez, Pérez’s one-time partner and the actress who played Ester, 
recalled, “When La Negra Ester arrived on the scene…it was like part of this panorama of 
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‘happiness is coming’”83—linking the play directly to the No campaign’s slogan and the 
affective experience of democratic citizenship. As in Aylwin’s discourse (such as in his March 
12th speech, cited above), this joyfulness was linked to a deep human need and a reencounter 
with the Chilean nation. Pérez conceived of festivity as a profound and ritualistic expression and 
experience of one’s humanity. He explained, “I want and conceive of a theatre that has 
anthropological information about the human soul, of its emotions, its fears and joys. A theatre 
that is a fiesta of the spirit….a popular theatre in which neither the soul nor the body are 
forgotten.”84 For Pérez, fiesta was connected to the “popular” and was part of both the corporeal 
and spiritual aspects of human existence. 
 The play’s alegría began with the rehearsal process. Pérez recalled that “we had a great 
time, we had a joy in creation.”85 This joy carried over into the cast’s extracurricular activities. 
Pérez described post-show partying as a fundamental element of the play’s life, as well as part of 
the cast’s practice of self-care. Accordingly, he told the theatre critic, Eduardo Guerrero:  
I said to the actors that we would later end the shows so that we could go party 
afterwards. When the play was in performance, the work finished around eleven at night, 
and from there we would go to life as well, because that is another form of caring for 
ourselves…. The best aspect of La Negra Ester is that it was a show made in total joy, 
without any expectations and with long nights of partying.86  
 
                                               
83 “Cuando llegó La Negra Ester al escenario…era como parte de este panorama de ‘la alegría ya viene.’” 
Rosa Ramírez, interview with author, July 3, 2017.  
84 “Quiero y concibo un teatro que contenga información antropológica del alma humana, de sus 
emociones, de sus miedos y alegrías. Un teatro que sea una fiesta del espíritu... Un teatro popular, en 
donde ni el alma ni el cuerpo sean olvidados.” Hurtado, Andrés Pérez Araya, 10.  
85 “Lo pasamos muy bien, teníamos una alegría de crear.” Ibid., 86.  
86 “Yo le digo a los actores que terminemos luego los montajes para que después nos vayamos a carretear. 
Cuando estamos con la obra en función el trabajo termina como a las once de la noche, y de ahí nos 
vamos a la vida también, porque ésa es otra forma de alimentarnos…. Lo mejor de “La Negra Ester” es 
que fue un montaje hecho en la alegría total, sin ninguna expectativa y con largas noches de carrete.”  
Andrés Pérez, interview with Eduardo Guerrero, “Andrés Pérez: Un hombre de teatro,” Teatrae 5 
(Summer/Fall 2002): 8. 
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The show’s ebullience thus emerged from a joyful creative process that characterized not only 
the work of rehearsals, but also the work of self-care. Partying was a liberatory and necessary 
practice of one’s rights as a citizen in a society that, until very recently, had been characterized 
by extreme and constant repression.  
 Audiences attending La Negra Ester also participated in this practice of festive, 
communal self-care. Performed in public, open-air spaces, the performance itself was a social 
event. Long, twenty-minute intermissions (a rarity in Chilean theatre, especially when 
performances had needed to end before curfew) and vendors selling food and drink gave the 
public opportunities to socialize. Though the sociality of the play likely took on a different tenor 
based on where it was being performed at the time, the festive spirit remained constant. In Puente 
Alto, for example, the performance would have provided a unique local event for a community 
to assemble, facilitating an exceptional festive space in areas underserved by both official and 
unofficial cultural circuits. In the run on Cerro Santa Lucía, the play required a pilgrimage to a 
site outside of one’s usual circulations—not to mention a long wait in line—thus heightening the 
audience’s sense of camaraderie. No matter where it was performed, the show performed the 
opportunity to exercise the right to assemble in public spaces, a practice of democratic 
citizenship that was curtailed during the Pinochet regime. 
 Though this festive, social atmosphere was intended by the company, it was heightened 
by serendipity: a product of the contingencies of theatrical production, the play’s success and, 
despite the Plebiscite victory, the continued need to navigate the military regime’s bureaucratic 
and cultural infrastructure. According to Semler, when Pérez was arranging the show’s transfer 
to the city center, he wanted a more “official” site—in a park just outside the National Museum 
of Fine Arts. However, the Pinochet-appointed mayor of Santiago, Gustavo Alessandri, was not 
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predisposed to give the play a central location and instead offered the Terraza Caupolicán, on 
Cerro Santa Lucía, with the condition that GCT not say anything against the military 
government. 87 At the time, the hill was a marginal space, run-down and populated by sex 
workers and drug users. Yet it had been a key site in the founding of the city.88 Attending the 
show provided audience members with an opportunity to re-encounter a historic site and thus to 
reconstruct a historic national imaginary. It also provided a beautiful backdrop for the play. For 
these reasons, Semler ascribes the success of the show, in part, to the serendipity of its setting:  
Our being placed there was part of the phenomenon. That is to say, pure coincidence 
was part of the phenomenon of [the show’s] success, because the people had to make a 
pilgrimage. They had to arrive at a place that turned out to be very charming. We began 
the show when the sun was setting, and from the stands the people saw the sun setting 
over Santiago down below. 89 
 
The play’s location, a critical part of its dramaturgy and initial success, cannot thus be ascribed 
only to the artistic choices of Pérez and the company. Even after the Plebiscite, artistic 
creation—much like Aylwin’s policy of convivencia—remained contingent on the dictatorship. 
 In spite of this contingency, the play’s joyful tone broke with the oppressive atmosphere 
of the dictatorship. The first moment of the performance positioned the play as the nation’s 
joyful reencounter with itself and an expression of the group’s vision of Chile. Like the 
performances at the Acto Nacional, the play’s dramaturgy combined nostalgia, a re-defined 
popularly-inflected nationalism, and a look to the future in its joyful vision. At the play’s 
opening, the band, consisting of Guillermo (Cuti) Aste, Jorge Lobos, and Álvaro Henríquez took 
                                               
87 García, “La dura senda,” 55. 
88 A fort there, Fort Hidalgo, had been essential to the city’s defense, first from indigenous attacks during 
the conquest, and later from the Spanish during the independence movement. 
89 “Fue parte del fenómeno el que se instalara ahí, o sea puro sincronismo fue parte del fenómeno del 
éxito el que se instalara ahí, porque la gente tenía que hacer una peregrinación, llegar a un lugar que le 
resultaba encantador. Nosotros empezábamos la obra cuando se ponía el sol, y la gente desde la gradería 
veía al fondo de Santiago la puesta de sol.” Semler, interview.  
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the stage and began to play a few bars of the Chilean national anthem. Incorporating the national 
anthem into the play’s opening served both to situate the play in the tradition of the popular 
circus (which always had a band play the national anthem)90 and as an expression of national 
identity—an “Acto de Chile” (Act of Chile)—in Pérez’s words.91 However, in short order, the 
anthem transitioned into an upbeat jazz guachaca that became the leitmotif of the play’s 
charming protagonist, Roberto. 92 Played by Boris Quercia, Roberto entered with the jaunty 
walk-dance of an inveterate drunkard: knees together, movements hunched forward and lithe, 
hands grasping in front of him. Roberto’s entrance and the interruption of the jazz guachaca 
immediately undercut any seriousness that might accompany the anthem’s gesture by 
transforming into a fun, jazzy, Chilean party. Theatre critic Juan Andrés Piña suggested this 
moment constituted a joke on the audience, leaving them unsure whether to stand or to sit and 
                                               
90 Circuses—even the scrappiest—performed with a small band accompanying them (and which always 
played the national anthem at the outset of the performance). Juan Pablo González likens the doubling of 
musicians in La Negra Ester’s band to the scrappiness of these small circus bands, among which Roberto 
Parra had learned to play cuecas, fox trots, and tangos. He notes, however, that the group, by each playing 
multiple instruments was able to compose an entire orchestra, hence the name La Regia Orquesta (Aste 
played saxophone, accordion, second guitar, percussion and voice; Henríquez played first guitar, 
percussion, and voice; Lobos played trumpet, percussion and voice). See Juan Pablo González, “La regia 
música mestiza de la Negra Ester,” Apuntes de Teatro 122 (2nd Semester, 2002): 151-156. 
91 Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 91.  
92 Roberto Parra’s brother, the poet Nicanor Parra, invented the term “jazz guachaca” to describe his 
brother’s musical style which was an urban, porteño (from a port city) jazz inspired by the jazz of Django 
Reinhardt and that incorporated elements of cueca, tango, bolero, corrido, fox-trot, and jazz. It is unclear 
when the term “guachaca” first emerged in Chile, though it likely emerged from the quechua term 
“huajcha kay” which means “to be poor.” The Real Academia Española defines guachaca as “ordinary, of 
the lower class” [“ordinario, de mala clase”] like the “person who is accustomed to drink in excess” 
[persona que acostumbra beber en exceso]. Real Academia Española, s.v. “guachaca,” accessed May 25, 
2018, http://dle.rae.es/?id=JbSYcXI. In the 80s the term huachaca was taken up by the sociologist Pablo 
Huneeus to define Chilean mass culture (in the largely negative terms of its banalization via television 
and mass media). The term was re-appropriated in the 1990s in a movement led by Disócoro Rojas and 
Raúl Porto (who declared Roberto Parra their natural leader) to represent Chilean popular culture and to 
celebrate local identity as “humilde, cariñoso y republicano” (“humble, loving, and republican”). The 
term continued to be used to represent the lower classes, the local, and the drunken. See Mariano Muñoz-
Hidalgo “De las canciones del vino a la cultura huachaca: marginalidad e identidad,” Revista Universum 
20, no. 2 (2005): 235-251; Pablo Huneeus, La cultura huachaca o el aporte de la televisión, (Santiago: 
Editora Nueva Generación, 1981, 2008); “Jazz guachaca” Memoria chilena 
http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/w3-article-97567.html, accessed 21 March 2018. 
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enjoy the performance. He writes, “The first notes of the Chilean national anthem are brusquely 
interrupted to give way to a kind of jazz huachaca [sic] that obliges the spectators, confused and 
smiling, to sit down.”93 This moment thus connected official, national Chile to popular culture, 
and by toying with the audience’s automatic responses to hearing the anthem, established a 
jesting, participatory relationship with the audience. Pedro Vicuña notes that the anthem’s 
interruption also represented a transgression of the sacredness of national symbols, an action that 
would have been unthinkable prior to the Plebiscite. Vicuña also notes that implicit in the 
transgression was that there was another path to follow, another future for Chile. 94 This was thus 
a simultaneously nostalgic, recuperative, transgressive and future-oriented approach. 
 Such tactics would be echoed by the March 12th Acto Nacional, which was also framed 
as a reencounter with a redefined, popularly-inflected national vision. The various performing 
groups that participated in the performance contributed to a vision of the Chilean body politic 
that was both heterogeneous and unified. The performances incorporated a variety of regional, 
indigenous, and criollo performance practices.95 As one performance transitioned into the next, 
the artists would greet and hug each other on the field, embodying the new culture of 
convivencia. The performance represented a Chile that was pluralist and multi-cultural, as well 
as artistically driven and diverse, chaotic and cacophonous, festive, warm, and accepting.  
 Following the individual performances, the entire cast came onto the field and sang a 
song composed specifically for the event, “Chile, nuevamente Chile” (“Chile, again/anew, 
                                               
93 “las primeras notas de la Canción Nacional de Chile que bruscamente se interrumpen para dar paso a 
una suerte de jazz huachaca que obliga a los espectadores, confundidos y risueños, a sentarse.” Juan 
Andres Pina, “La Negra Ester,” 109.  
94 Vicuña, “La Negra Ester,” 41. 
95 These performances included Mapuche and Andean music and carnival, popular traditions such as 
chinchinero performances and the baile de chinos from the Fiesta de La Tirana, as well as contemporary 
dance, circus performance, stilt-walking, puppetry, and the appearance of the country’s two most 
important soccer teams, Colo-colo and Universidad de Chile.  
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Chile”). The nuanced connotations of “nuevamente” as both “again” and “anew” evoked the idea 
that Chile was both returning to its past and being reborn. Then an enormous Chilean flag was 
unfurled, covering the entire field of the stadium, as the orchestra played the Chilean national 
anthem. In its performance, here too the anthem constituted a site of re-vision and reencounter. 
During the period of military rule, the regime had incorporated a verse into the anthem extolling 
the strength of the armed forces. In this version of the anthem, however, the verse was absent and 
the lyrics returned to the version sung prior to 1973. 96 The rendition of the anthem thus 
constituted an expression of patriotism, a break with the regime, a new beginning, and at the 
same time a return to Chile’s national past. This gesture would contribute to an overall narrative 
in which the dictatorship was framed as an anomaly in Chile’s history, an exceptional and tragic 
moment in the course of Chile’s long democratic trajectory.  
 In both the Acto Nacional and La Negra Ester, the use of the anthem was a loaded 
symbolic gesture, a direct assertion of one’s right to redefine the Chilean nation. Pérez explained:  
Yes [the reencounter with popular, critical Chile] was a necessity. Including, there was a 
moment in which we were discussing including or not including certain stanzas or 
beginning with the first chord and with the final chords and distorting them in between. It 
was our vision of Chile, what we believe ourselves to be, how we behave. That what was 
could be recovered again. There is a very nostalgic idea in there too, that has to do with 
the truth: that if something once was, it could return to be, the good as well as the bad. 97 
 
The opening moment of the play thus established a number of the dramaturgical tactics that 
would permeate the work and that characterized the new convivencia: the idea that the national 
                                               
96 Osiel Vega Durán, Himno Nacional de la República de Chile (Santiago: División de Cultura del 
Ministerio de Educación, Sociedad Chilena del Derecho de Autor, 2000), 33.  
97 Claro [el reencuentro con el Chile popular, el Chile crítico] fue una necesidad. Incluso, eran momentos 
en que se estaba discutiendo si las estrofas más o las estrofas menos, o sea, partir con el acorde inicial y 
con los acordes finales y, entre medio, distorcionarla. Era nuestra visión de Chile, esto creemos que 
somos, así nos comportamos. Que lo que fue podría volver a recuperarse. Hay una idea bien nostálgica 
puesta ahí adentro, que tiene que ver con la verdad: si alguna vez fue, podría volver a ser, tanto lo bueno 
como lo malo.” Hurtado, 91. 
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could be recovered, an inclusion of popular and previously marginal sectors of society in that 
conceptualization; an emphasis on joyful affect and festivity; and the participation of the 
audience. It also constituted a democratic practice of citizenship, a call to citizens to actively 
participate in the project of (re)defining the Chilean nation. 
 
Lo Popular: a hybrid sphere of reencounter 
The official dramaturgy of convivencia sought to celebrate a broader and more diverse 
version of Chilean culture and the body politic than under the dictatorship. In many ways, this 
idealized vision was pluralist and heterogeneous, mixing popular, regional, indigenous and 
European cultures. The new, democratic vision of citizenship included a larger number of 
identities, and national culture was conceived of as popular, plural, and hybrid. Similarly, La 
Negra Ester invited audiences to imagine a more inclusive Chile, one that incorporated and 
celebrated popular culture and previously marginalized populations in its vision of the nation.  
The incorporation of the popular was, for Pérez, a hybrid and democratizing impulse. The 
popular was the framework through which Pérez and Gran Circo Teatro enacted their citizenship 
by reimagining and redefining Chilean society, and it was the principle through which Pérez 
structurally and representationally invited audiences to subjectively (and practically) enter into 
that society. The popular thus infused every aspect of the play’s dramaturgy. Pérez explained that 
“our concept of contemporary popular theatre passed and passes through the entirety of the 
theatre’s structure, from its production to the place where it should be done, the scenic design, 
the price of tickets, workshops in the locations where we present the work, [and] the integration 
of the environment in the atmosphere of the work.” 98 
                                               
98 “Nuestro concepto del teatro popular contemporáneo pasaba y pasa por toda la estructura del teatro, 
desde su producción, el lugar en donde debía hacerse, el espacio escénico, precio de entradas, talleres de 
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 At its most basic level, the play’s democratizing impulse was about the way the play was 
made accessible and legible to audiences and about the way citizens interacted with and 
assembled in public space. By performing in public, open-air spaces, many of them outside of 
traditional artistic circuits, GCT reached, according to Pérez, “sectors that had not seen the 
theatre and that had fewer economic resources.” 99 With affordable ticket prices ranging from 
400-1,200 pesos (~0.70-2.00 USD), these performances were accessible to those not only around 
the capital city but also throughout the country. On its national tour, the production embarked to 
towns and regions far from the central metropolitan region where theatrical activity was 
centralized.100 According to Marie Christine Riviere, the director of the Chilean-French Cultural 
Institute, an organization that provided financial support for the show’s initial run, “We want to 
make a theatre that goes to the spectator, that inverts this usual situation. This is a much more 
democratic form of carrying out cultural production.”101 It put the spectator-citizen at the center 
of the play’s dramaturgy and expanded the scope of who that spectator might be. 
In addition to reaching a broad audience, the desire to create a popular theatre shaped the 
play’s generic forms and aesthetic referents. Harcha notes that the concept of the popular is a 
complex problematic that is at times equated with the national, the folkloric, the massive, and the 
marginal.102 In La Negra Ester the representation of the popular traverses these categories, 
                                               
estudio en los lugares en que nos presentábamos, integración del entorno a la atmósfera de la obra.” 
Andrés Pérez, “Lo popular me es propio por pertenencia,” Apuntes de Teatro 111 (Fall-Winter 1996): 3. 
99 “sectores que no habían visto teatro, que tenían menos ingreso económicas.” Hurtado, 84-85. See also 
Romero, 9. 
100Among its national tour destinations were Punta Arenas in the south and Arica in the far north of Chile. 
Among its national tour destinations were San Antonio, where the play was set, La Serena, Temuco, Viña 
del Mar, Copiapó, and Ovalle. Violeta Espinoza, “1988 La Negra Ester 1998,” in Memoria para un nuevo 
siglo: Chile, miradas a la segunda mitad del siglo XX, ed. Myriam Olguín (Santiago, LOM: 2000), 369-
370.  
101“queremos hacer un teatro que vaya al espectador, que invierta la situación de siempre. Esa es una 
forma mucho más democrática de realizar cultura.” Quoted in “Protagonista de “La indiada” y director de 
“La negra Ester,” El Mercurio, September 7, 1988. 
102 Harcha, 124.  
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drawing from multiple influences to create a hybrid dramaturgy that provided a large number of 
reference points through which spectators might relate to work. This gesture dramaturgically 
democratized the work on the level of access as well as on the level of representation, portraying 
an image of Chilean culture that is itself hybrid and broadly inclusive.  
The play’s primary generic referents—circus and melodrama—represented key links to a 
plural understanding of the popular. Both were hybrid forms, reflective of a larger historical 
Chilean hybridity. Brought over initially from Europe, the forms both proved both flexible and 
omnivorous, incorporating a large number of local influences. Chilean circuses not only 
encompassed traditional acts, such as gymnastics, contortion, and clowning, but also included a 
folklore performance that might showcase local music, dance, or poetic traditions, or 
pantomimes treating Chilean history or politics. 103 By incorporating elements of circus—evident 
in the play’s festive spirit, the name of the company, the circus-tent set, and the band reminiscent 
of a circus murga band—La Negra Ester signaled that it was a repository for the popular, a place 
where the audience could reencounter its living national traditions. 
 The play’s melodramatic plot also accounted for some of the show’s wide-ranging 
appeal.104 Jesús Martín-Barbero notes the “obstinate persistence” of melodrama in Latin America 
remained present, far beyond and long after its initial conditions of appearance (in Chile in 
1790), demonstrating its capacity to adapt to a number of mediums. He suggests that 
                                               
103 Circus-type performers (acrobats, mimes, clowns, etc.) were present in Chile from the colonial period. 
The first international circus arrived in Chile in 1827, and in 1885 the Pacheco brothers created the first 
official Chilean circus in Valparaíso. The Chilean version of the form blended traditions from its 
European antecedents with indigenous, criollo, and mestizo culture to create a thriving popular form that 
traveled throughout Chile. See Pilar Ducci González, Años de circo: historia de la actividad circense en 
Chile (Santiago: Latorre Literaria, 2011).  
104 María de la Luz Hurtado categorizes the work as a “social melodrama” which maintains the conflict 
within the family or a labor environment that substitutes for the family. María de la Luz Hurtado, 




melodrama’s endurance lies in its ability to operate as a mediator between folklore and popular-
urban spectacles.105 Latin American melodrama thus becomes a nexus wherein a number of 
cultural traditions can intermix and find expression. Soledad Figueroa and Javiera Larraín concur 
with Martín-Barbero, emphasizing the populist, democratizing impulse they see as inherent to 
the form. They suggest that the genre operates on a mass scale and argue that “the importance of 
melodrama in our continent would lie in its construction of the popular.”106 Through the 
incorporation of both circus and melodrama, La Negra Ester becomes both an expression of and 
a vehicle for a popular culture that is tied to the marginal, the festive, and the plural.  
The commitment to a popular theatre—in its various meanings—also shaped the content 
and form of the textual components of the play. By representing and celebrating marginal 
figures—prostitutes, transvestites, drunkards, shoemakers, immigrants—as popular, national 
types, the play reconfigured the image of Chilean society in more inclusive terms. 107 This was a 
democratic impulse that implicitly supported the validity of marginal communities’ claims to 
representation within society.  
The text of both the poem and the theatrical adaptation were written in décimas, a verse 
form that came from a popular, longstanding tradition of oral poetry prevalent in both rural and 
urban areas since the conquest.108 Poetry’s oral transmission allows room for sociality, 
                                               
 105See Jesús Martín-Barbero, De los medios a las mediacicones: Comunicación, cultura y hegemonía, 
2nd ed. (Barcelona: Editorial Gustavo Gili, 1991), 131-132. 
106 “la importancia del melodrama en nuestro continente radicaría en su construcción desde lo popular.” 
Soledad Figueroa and Javiera Larraín, Espérame en el Cielo, Corazon: Melodrama en la escena chilena 
de los siglos XX-XXI (Santiago: Cuarto Propio, 2017), 230-231. 
107 Juan Andrés Piña writes that “the characters are popular: prostitutes, shoemakers, peasant women, 
Chinese immigrants, vagrants, and sailors” (“los personajes son populares: prostitutas, zapateros, 
campesinas, chinos emigrados, vagos y marineros”). Piña, “La Negra Ester,” 110.  
108 Décimas arrived in Chile (and much of Latin America) during the conquest, alongside romances, 
corridos, and a wide variety of poetic forms. Like most poetic genres in Spanish, décimas consist of 
octosyllabic lines arranged in ten-line verses with the rhyme scheme abbaaccddc. They became one of the 
most popular and pervasive poetic forms in Chile. For an analysis of the history of the text see Poza, 20-
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improvisation, gamesmanship, and the incorporation of Chile’s remarkable inventive and unique 
vocabulary of colloquialisms and vulgar language—as a form it invites revision and world-
making. Pérez’s adaptation of Parra’s verse forms maintained the style and spirit of the 
décimas.109 The play begins with Roberto describing La Negra Ester:  
La Negra Ester cosquillosa   The ticklish Negra Ester 
No aguanta la barreta    Doesn’t tolerate abuse 
Guen chancho bonitah tetah   Good ass, pretty boobs 
Su carita como rosa    Her face like a rose 
Como espiga de orgulloso   Like a proud stem 
Pero no le vale nada    But it’s not worth anything 
Porque está muy deshojada   Because she is leafless 
Como la pana en Otoño110   Like a grapevine in autumn 
 
The text thus establishes the local dialect (the h’s added to the ends of words, such as “bonitah”), 
as well as its colloquialisms and vulgarity, propelled by the popular meter of the décimas.  
 The play’s score also incorporated popular forms, including the jazz guachaca (discussed 
above), and the cueca—a musical genre linked to the national imaginary in deep and complicated 
ways. The origins of the cueca are unclear, and though it is not known when it appeared in Chile, 
by the nineteenth century it was firmly established in the country, where it developed in cantinas 
and taverns.111 The dance is thought to depict the mating ritual between a rooster and a hen and it 
                                               
21; http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/ w3-article-97565.html; Maximano Trapero, El libro de la 
décima: la poesía improvisada en el mundo hispánico (Las Palmas de Gran Canaria: Universidad de Las 
Palmas de Gran Canaria, 1996). 
109 His primary modifications consisted of shifting the tense from past to present and adapting the text so 
that it could be spoken by several characters, rather than solely representing Roberto’s perspective.  
110 Roberto Parra and Andrés Pérez, “La Negra Ester,” Apuntes de Teatro 98 (Autumn-Winter 1989): 34.  
111 It has been ascribed a wide variety of influences, including Amerindian, African, Creole Spanish, and 
Andalucian-Arab dances. The music alternates between a 6/8 and ¾ meter, and it is often sung by one or 
two voices accompanied by a guitar, charango (Andean guitar) flute, and bombo (double-headed drum). 
For a history of the cueca see Gerard H Béhague, “Music, c. 1920-1980,” in A Cultural History of Latin 
America: Literature, Music and the Visual Arts in the 19th and 20th Centuries, ed. Leslie Bethell 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 311-368; Samuel Claro Valdés and Carmen Peña 
Fuenzalida, Chilena o cueca tradicional (Santiago: Ediciones Universidad Católica de Chile, 1994); 
Pablo Garrido, Biografía de la cueca (Santiago: Editorial Nascimento 1976); and Rodrigo Torres, “El arte 
de cuequear,” in Revisitando Chile: Identidades, mitos e historia, ed. Sonia Montecino (Santiago: 
Presidencia de la Republica, Comisión Bicentenario, 2003), 149-158.  
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has a wide variety of regional iterations. On September 18, 1979, Pinochet declared it the 
national dance of Chile,112 and the “official” cueca became, according to Harcha, a form 
emerging from the central zone that was “sterilized, neutralized, its vocabulary and texture 
politically correct.”113 Nevertheless, popular, unofficial versions of the cueca continued to be 
danced throughout the country, and the dance became a site of revision during the dictatorship 
and transition.114 Perhaps the most notable revision was the cueca sola (cueca alone)—a version 
of the cueca that was performed in both the No’s television campaign as well as in Aylwin’s 
Acto Nacional. This version was first performed in 1978 by members of the Agrupación de 
Familiares de Detenidos Desaparecidos (Association of Family Members of the Detained and 
Disappeared).115 In the cueca sola, a woman danced alone wearing a picture of her disappeared 
family member, as a chorus of women, also wearing photos of the disappeared, sang elegiac 
lyrics. The dance—known as a courtship partner-dance—thus emphasized the absent partner. It 
became a powerful expression of personal and collective loss, danced as an act of resistance 
during the dictatorship, and as an act of mourning and healing during the transition. 
In La Negra Ester, Gran Circo Teatro also reinterpreted and reclaimed the cueca, 
however in more festive fashion. One of the play’s composers, Cuti Aste, explains:  
We revived the cueca…Not the cueca that you heard on television or in mass media, 
because that was a cueca, a cueca of the boss. That was the cueca the dictatorship used to 
show the typical language of Chilean patriotism. It wasn’t the cueca of the people, it 
                                               
112 “Declara a la Cueca Danza Nacional de Chile,” Decreto 23, September 18, 1979. 
113 “esterilizado, neutralizado, cuyo vocabulario y textura son políticamente correctos” Harcha, 143-144.  
 114 For the cueca’s complicated status as an expression of official culture under the dictatorship as well as 
its function as a site of resistance see Araucaria Rojas Sotoconil, “Las cuecas como representaciones 
estético políticas de chilenidad en Santiago entre 1979 y 1989,” Revista Musical Chilena 212 (July-
December 2009): 51-76. 
115 The song was specifically composed on March 8, 1978 by Gala Torres as part of an act to 
commemorate the International Day of the Woman (Día Internacional de la Mujer) by the Agrupación de 
Familiares de Detenidos Desaparecidos. See “La Cueca Sola,” Museo de la Memoria y los Derechos 
Humanos, September 10, 2016, https://ww3.museodelamemoria.cl/Informate/la-cueca-sola.  
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wasn’t the cueca of the country, it wasn’t the original cueca. It was the cueca of the boss. 
The cueca of the rich. And that was all you heard on radio and television.116 
 
The play thus incorporated more localized, popular renditions of the cueca, versions Roberto 
Parra had himself worked to revive as well. These included the cueca chora, the cueca brava, 
and, according to Aste, the “cueca of the prostitute with her short skirt and high heels.”117 
Incorporating these varied, potentially transgressive versions of the cueca was a both nostalgic 
and revisionist gesture, finding in the country’s musical traditions alternative versions that 
contain the potential for resistance to Pinochet’s understanding of culture.  
 This recuperation of a variety of cueca forms also represented a pluralist vision, in which 
multiple variations could be included in the national repertoire. This pluralism was further 
advanced by the score’s incorporation of a number of other popular musical forms including 
tangos, boleros, Peruvian waltzes, polkas, and fox trots. Juan Pablo González writes that the 
music “shows Chile as a mestizo country, where the fox trot meets the cueca, and poetry goes 
hand in hand with scribbling. There could not be a wider or more real identity reference for a 
nation that needs to believe more in its own achievements and to find within itself its destiny and 
reason for being.”118 This mixing, this pluralism, was thus tied to a sense of recuperation, 
introspection, and reencounter. The show musically reinforced the sense of a Chilean 
reencounter with itself by incorporating a number of popular songs already circulating and 
                                               
116 “revivimos la cueca. No la cueca que escucha en televisión o en medios de comunicación que es una 
cueca, la cueca del patrón. Era la cueca que usó la dictadura para mostrar el lenguaje típico del chilenismo 
patriótico. No era la cueca del pueblo, no era la cueca del campo, no era la cueca original, era la cueca del 
patrón, la cueca del rico. Y eso es que solo escuchaba en el radio y la televisión.” Guillermo (Cuti) Aste, 
interview with author, March 29, 2018. 
117 “la cueca de la prostituta con falda corta y taco alto.” Ibid.  
118 “nos muestra a Chile como un país mestizo, donde el fox-trot se encuentra con la cueca y la poesía se 
da la mano con el garabato. No puede haber un referente de identidad más amplio y real para una nación 
que necesita creer más en sus propios hallazgos y encontrar en ellos su destino y su razón.” Juan Pablo 
González, 156.  
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possibly known to the audience.119 At times these songs were incorporated diegetically, which 
allowed the audience the opportunity to participate and sing along. The music thus helped to 
foster both the sense of reencounter, a sense of pluralism, as well as a sense of community.  
Throughout La Negra Ester, the “popular” served as a multi-modal category through 
which the Chilean national community could be reencountered and reconfigured. For Pérez, 
marshalling the popular in its various and hybrid iterations constituted a dramaturgical tactic by 
which he and the company enacted a vision of their own citizenship through a process of 
reimagining the nation, an exercise of their right to construct, imagine, and (re)encounter Chile 
on their own terms. For its citizen-audiences, the company’s commitment to the “popular” 
allowed for greater access on practical, representational, and interpretive levels. Audiences that 
had not been proximate to theatre before now had easy and affordable access to the play and—
via the play’s festive, social atmosphere—to their own communities. The play also provided 
multiple frames of reference through which spectators engaged with the work—they might have 
seen someone like themselves on stage, recognized a poetic or musical form, or had familiarity 
with a particular genre. The play thus invited many different publics into a plural and inclusive 
community that celebrated marginality, folklore, and pluralism. In this way the play’s 
dramaturgy aligned with the official dramaturgy of convivencia, in which a more inclusive, 
popular, hybrid and heterogenous understanding of culture replaced the ordered, authoritarian, 
and elite official culture of the dictatorship.  
 
The Democratic Limitations of Convivencia: Elite exclusions, the problem of the “universal,” 
and patriarchal consensus 
                                               
119 These included La vie en rose, the shimmy, Japonesita, Violeta Parra’s lovelorn La Jardinera, the 
raunchy polka, Un zapatero celoso, and the children’s song La mar estaba serena. Aste notes that this 
borrowing was in part out of necessity: they had only five weeks to compose the show, which included 




 Although the official policy of convivencia and the dramaturgy produced by La Negra 
Ester both had strong democratic impulses, enacting practices of citizenship that were far more 
inclusive than what had been possible during the dictatorship, both the play and Aylwin’s policy 
tended to privilege unity and reconciliation over a democratic politics that might risk 
contentiousness or challenge the status quo. The universality of convivencia’s democratizing 
impulse thus paradoxically contained within itself significant democratic limitations. These 
limitations are present in both Aylwin’s actions and rhetoric and the dramaturgy of citizenship 
enacted by the play.  
 At the same time as La Negra Ester invoked the popular and the marginal, it also tapped 
into an elite cultural appeal. The text bore the imprimatur of one of Chile’s most elite artistic 
families, the Parras. Pérez himself had acquired cultural capital by having studied and worked 
under one of France’s preeminent directors, Ariane Mnouchkine, and the show counted on 
financial support from the French Cultural Council. Aste notes that the actors were among the 
best in Chile, many of them trained at the country’s top universities.120 The audience frequently 
included dignitaries and important political officials, among them President Aylwin.121 In 
addition to these elements, the show was able to maintain its elite status by dramaturgically 
incorporating the popular in ways that also contained key exclusions or were fundamentally non-
threatening to the status quo or the political establishment, and by hearkening to a universalist 
consensus, rather than an agonism characterized by contention and difference.  
                                               
120 Aste. 
121 On May 3, 1990, for example, President Aylwin along with a large number of government ministers 
including Enrique Correa, Enrique Silva Cimma, and future president Ricardo Lagos attended the 
performance with an invited student group. See “‘La Negra Ester’ también cautivó al presidente Aylwin y 
sus invitados,” La Nación May 4, 1990.  
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Such exclusions were key to the play’s intersection with the dramaturgy of convivencia. 
Official convivencia’s inclusivity often did not extend to identities that did not conform to the 
patriarchal, heteronormative status quo. Convivencia’s exclusions, however, were not always 
overt, operating instead via gentle pressure, omission, and even cooption. Such exclusionary 
tactics were on display in one of Aylwin’s campaign events at the Teatro Cariola. During this 
event, in which members of the cultural sphere endorsed Aylwin’s candidacy, Pedro Lemebel 
and Francisco Casas, the performance duo calling themselves Yeguas del Apocalipsis (Mares of 
the Apocalypse), interrupted the proceedings by appearing onstage in jackets, heels, and corsets 
and carrying a sign that said “Homosexuales por el Cambio” (“Homosexuals for Change”).122 
The goal of this interruption had been to insert homosexual identities into the space of 
appearance and to locate gay rights as part of the human rights violated during the dictatorship. 
Lemebel and Casas were quickly ushered off the stage. According to Lemebel, Aylwin 
supposedly applauded their appearance and met it with good humor (thus mitigating its 
recognition as rupture) but covertly instructed the press not to report on the event, silencing and 
excluding the performance from the discourse surrounding the event and thus rendering the 
action’s aim to become part of the post-dictatorship political dialogue and history 
unsuccessful.123 Ironically, in a later analysis published by the National Art and Culture Council 
                                               
122 Lemebel and Casas formed the Yeguas del Apocalipsis in 1987. They created a series of artistic-
political performance interventions throughout the 90s (consistently until 1993, and on and off through 
the rest of the decade). They often staged their performances as spontaneous interruptions of official 
political or cultural events. Their work often sought to challenge or de-sacralize official histories, 
institutional art, and the democratic transition, and to make queer identities and histories visible. “Yeguas 
del Apocalipsis,” accessed May 25, 2018, http://www.yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl/inicio/.  
123 See Robles, 28-29; Carolina Robino, “Las últimas locas del fin del mundo,” Hoy 1991, 42-45; “De que 
se ríe el presidente,” Yeguas del Apocalipsis, accessed May 25, 2018, 
http://www.yeguasdelapocalipsis.cl/1989-de-que-se-rie-presidente/; “Mundo de la cultura proclamó 
candidatura del Patricio Aylwin,” Fortín Mapocho August 23, 1989; Chile en llamas: Censura y Género, 




(CNCA), the sociologist Bernardo Subercaseaux casts this event as a paradigmatic moment of 
the tolerance of free speech under the new democracy, thus revealing the rather limited 
parameters by which the Concertación framed pluralism and free speech: as an ostensibly good-
natured tolerance of difference that then seeks to sweep it under the rug too keep it from too 
seriously upending continuity and status quo.124 
Like Aylwin’s convivencia, although La Negra Ester reached broader audiences by 
performing in public, peripheral, and/or marginal spaces, its occupation of these spaces also 
contained a logic of (apparently benevolent) exclusion. This is present in the production’s 
transformation of Santa Lucía Hill. When GCT installed itself in the park, it was a marginal 
space. However, shortly after La Negra Ester’s performances began there, the park began to 
transform. Initially, those who inhabited the hill (primarily prostitutes, alcoholics, and drug 
addicts—the very characters depicted in the play), did not welcome the intrusion. One of the 
producers, Andrés García, recalled:  
We didn’t know the new challenge we were going to encounter was a tenacious 
opposition from those who inhabited the hill: prostitutes, delinquents, and drug addicts.  
But just as with Puente Alto, we negotiated with them, we spoke to them of the good of 
the project, we invited them to participate, and finally, we put them in charge of the 
security of the enclosure.125 
                                               
124 Subercaseaux writes, “It is not a coincidence that in the Cariola Theatre, during a presentation of the 
cultural policies of the Aylwin government, the Yeguas del Apocalipsis—a group then consisting of 
Pedro Lemebel and Francisco Casas—interrupted the presentation, in front of the astonished and ever-
smiling gaze of the future president. It was an extra-programmatic interruption, significant, however, 
because in fact it was from NO and the triumph of the Concertation that the paths of tolerance and liberty 
were opened and outlined in a variety of the aforementioned areas” (“No es casual que en el Teatro 
Cariola, durante la presentación de las políticas culturales del Gobierno de Aylwin, hayan irrumpido las 
‘Yeguas del Apocalipsis,’ grupo integrado entonces por Pedro Lemebel y Francisco Casas, antes la 
mirada atónita y siempre sonriente del futuro presidente. Fue una interrupción fuera de programa, 
significativa, empero porque de hecho es a partir del NO y del triunfo de la Concertación que se abren y 
perfilan caminos de tolerancia y libertad en varios de los ámbitos antes mencionados”). Bernardo 
Subercaseaux, “Cultura y democracia,” in La cultura durante el período de la transición a la Democracia 
1990-2005, ed. Eduardo Carrasco and Bárbara Negró (Valparaíso: Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y las 
Artes, 2006), 20.  
125 “No sabíamos qué nuevo desafío nos íbamos a encontrar, huma una tenaz oposición de los habitués del 




The incorporation of the hill’s habitués into the event of the performance itself is a complicated 
gesture. On the one hand, it is a well-intentioned attempt to avoid a one-side act of gentrification. 
Yet gentrification was nevertheless the consequence: the participation García mentions is to 
provide, rather than receive, a service: the show’s security. Just as the Concertación would later 
incorporate the interruption of the Yeguas del Apocalipsis into its narrative of cultural tolerance 
and free expression, the inhabitants of the hill are incorporated, but not in egalitarian terms. 
Instead, they are mobilized to transform the space, rendering it safer for respectable audiences.  
The hill was further transformed by the municipality. Pérez recalled, “The municipality 
of Santiago began to worry, they put in lamps, later they added a funicular… The hill stopped 
being a den of thieves, the dark and dangerous place it was. The theatre achieved a real urban 
and social transformation of the space, recuperating it for the people.” 126 While Pérez was 
correct in asserting that the show recuperated the space for “the people,” opening it up to a 
broader public and rendering it safer and more hospitable to theatre audiences, the category of 
“the people” here suggests certain exclusions. Pérez and García’s recollections both privilege a 
culturally elite population, in which “the people” are theatre goers. Granted, this is a broader 
demographic group than would be present at many shows, but it is still a self-selecting 
population. On the other hand, those constituting the “den of thieves” are erased from an 
understanding of “the people,” thus illuminating that how the show’s popular/marginal 
inclusiveness actually excludes the “real life” versions of the characters La Negra Ester depicts.  
                                               
habló de lo bueno del proyecto, se los invitó a participar y finalmente se encargaron de la seguridad del 
recinto.” García, 55.  
126 “La municipalidad de Santiago se empezó a preocupar, puso faroles, después vino el funicular también 
con nosotros. El cerro dejó de ser ese antro de ladrones, el foco negro, peligroso que era. El teatro logró 
una transformación urbana y social real, recuperada para la gente.” Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 92.  
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The marginality, the popular culture, represented by the play ultimately did not pose a 
threat to the status quo. This was in keeping with Aylwin’s understanding of convivencia, which 
actively retained elements of the dictatorship’s policy and structures and favored a gradualist 
approach to social change. The characters in the play who could most threaten the status quo, the 
transvestite Esperanza (who threatens gender normativity) and Ester (who threatens the Parra 
bourgeoise as a love match), die. They are included in the world of the play—its depiction of the 
Chilean body politic—but at its end have been tragically purged (and, in the case of Ester, 
reformed and reconciled along the way). Nor did the marginality represented by the play threaten 
the status quo by serving as a vehicle for a political statement about, or structural critique of, that 
marginality. Vicuña notes that, were the play a realistic depiction of life in a San Antonio 
brothel, it would have represented the precarity of that life and its ever-present danger in much 
more serious terms.127 However, with the exception of Esperanza’s murder, the danger in the 
play is depicted comically—as slap-stick cat fights between the women, or police raids that are 
comically outsmarted. Though there is danger present, the potential for real reflection on the 
injustices, precarities, or true vulnerabilities embedded in the character’s marginality is brushed 
under the rug. Instead, the play’s depiction of its marginal characters functions more as a blanket 
homage to inclusiveness and the celebration of being Chilean. Semler recalls, “It was important 
to introduce La Negra Ester to the public in terms of love and simplicity, in terms not of reform, 
but of reencounter with a vital and creative impetus.”128 
To achieve this love and simplicity and thereby facilitate reencounter (instead of real 
reform), official calls to convivencia asked Chileans to put aside social conflicts, social 
                                               
127 Vicuña, “La Negra Ester,” 44.  
128 Era importante introducir La Negra Ester al público en términos de amor y de sencillez, en términos 
no de renovación sino de un reencuentro con un ímpetu vital y creativo” Semler, “La Negra Ester por el 
mundo,” 19.  
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differences, and even demands for social justice, that might threaten the consensus on which 
convivencia was grounded. Early in his March 12th speech at the National Stadium, Aylwin 
proclaimed, “The work we have ahead of us is beautiful and multiple: to reestablish a climate of 
respect and confidence in the convivencia among Chileans, whatever their beliefs, ideas, 
activities, or social conditions are, whether they be civilian or military.” Then, in one of the 
event’s tensest moments, the crowd met the mention of the military with whistles and jeers of 
protest. Steve Stern notes that Aylwin, however, quelled this interruption by asserting, “Yes, 
señores, yes, compatriots, civilian or military: Chile is one only! The guilt of some cannot 
implicate everyone! We have to be capable of reconstructing the unity of the Chilean family.” 129 
He thus performed a strong, overtly paternalistic authority, chastising the crowd and invoking the 
metaphor of the nation as a family that must love each other unconditionally. 
The emphasis on reencounter and reconciliation over reform is a defining feature of the 
La Negra Ester, which employed a carefully calibrated nostalgia to appeal to audience members 
on all sides of the political spectrum. The play’s setting (in the 1930s) was distant enough so as 
not to provoke controversy. This time is framed as the time of the true Chile, before it got 
muddled in political strife. Piña, also citing the show’s recuperative function, interprets this 
gesture as an effort to overcome the recent fragmentation of the country and appeal to a broader 
audience:  
La Negra Ester invokes a long-ago past, which is the only one we have, because the 
fragmentation of recent history makes it so we all recognize it in a different way. What 
the play shows is that in this past of more than 40 years ago there is much of our actual 
country now, and that the key historical axis for us is not necessarily in September of 
                                               
129 "es hermosa y múltiple la tarea que tenemos por delante: restablecer un clima de respeto y de 
confianza en la convivencia entre chilenos, cualesquiera que sean sus creencias, ideas, actividades o 
condición social, sean civiles o militares—[interruption] Sí señores, sí compatriotas, civiles o militares: 
¡Chile es uno solo! ¡Las culpas de personas no pueden comprometer a todos! ¡Tenemos que ser capaces 
de reconstruir la unidad de la familia chilena!” Aylwin, “En el Estadio Nacional,” 18; Stern, Reckoning 
with Pinochet, 31.  
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1973, nor is it in the resounding feats or patriotic national stories, but in the daily and 
vulgar life of unknown protagonists. This is its merit and its proposal, returning to the 
anxious public that sees in it every night an image or identity that it believed was lost. 130 
 
Like Aylwin’s rhetoric, the play’s nostalgia is underscored by a belief in the universality 
of the Chilean, and the human, experience. Aylwin’s “Chile is one only” is scenically manifested 
in the open-air circus tent, conceived by Pérez “so that the characters would see the same sky as 
San Antonio over their heads.”131 In the process of rehearsing the show, the actors conceived of 
their characters in universalist, transcendental terms. In interviews, the actors Rosa Ramírez and 
Willy Semler each confirmed that the process of searching for their characters operated on a 
metaphysical level: the actors went in search of the characters, not within but outside of 
themselves, who would then find and inhabit them. The characters existed in a kind of 
universalist ether and the actors served as conduits. Ramírez recalled, “I, then, must have the 
capacity to be able to receive this character that wants to tell their story through my body and my 
emotions and my gestures.”132 Semler similarly described their rehearsals:  
It’s…brought to a very simple and magic register, a sensitive and active vibration that 
demanded nothing less than our all…La Negra Ester emerged Chilean, so happy and so 
sad, so loveable and with so many stars, without out knowing or proposing it. It’s as if the 
theatre existed beside us, in parallel, as an autonomous being. 133 
 
                                               
130 “La Negra Ester invoca al pasado lejano, que es lo único que tenemos, porque la fragmentación de la 
historia reciente hace que todos la reconozcamos de manera distinta. Y la obra demuestra que en ese 
pasado de hace 40 años hay mucho del verdadero país, y que el eje histórico no esta necesariamente en 
septiembre de 1973, así como tampoco en las resonantes hazañas ni en las patrioteras historias nacionales, 
sino en la vida cotidiana y vulgar de los protagonistas desconocidos. Ese es su mérito y su propuesta, 
devolviendo al ansioso público que cada noche los ve, una imagen o identidad que creía perdida.” Piña, 
“La Negra Ester,” 110. 
131 “para que los personajes vean el mismo cielo de San Antonio sobre sus cabezas” Andrés Peréz quoted 
in El Mercurio September 7, 1988. 
132 “Entonces yo debo tener la capacidad de poder recibir este personaje que quiere contar su historia a 
través de mi corporalidad y mis emociones y de mi gestualidad.” Ramírez, interview with author.  
 133 “Es…llevado a un registro muy sencillo y mágico, una vibración muy sensible y activa que demanda 
nunca menos que el máximo….La Negra Ester salió chilena, tan alegre y tan triste, tan querible y con 
tantas estrellas, sin que nosotros lo supiéramos ni nos lo propusiéramos. Es como si el teatro existiera ahí 
al lado, en el paralelo, como un ser autónomo.” Willy Semler, “La Negra Ester,” Apuntes de Teatro 98 
(Autumn-Winter 1989): 7.  
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In addition to the work of the actors, this sense of universality was preserved by the 
play’s ideological slipperiness and openness to multiple interpretations. Pérez links the play’s 
openness to his understanding of the return of democracy. Now that the dictatorship was over, 
theatre no longer had to be teleological in its aims. He maintained, “Recently, today, thanks to 
the Plebiscite and the latest elections, I would say that, as a country and as a people, we are not 
accounting for the endings we want and the ones we do not want.”134 Accordingly, the plot of the 
play could be read in a number of different ways. One reading, for example, is about betrayal: 
Ester might be interpreted as Chile, betrayed repeatedly by men, and ultimately requiring 
someone to sacrifice himself for her so she can move forward. This forward movement carries 
loss and tragedy but is redemptive.135 In another reading, Roberto could stand for Chile: he is 
charming, fun, but irresponsible and self-sabotaging; he needs insight and maturity to grow. In 
any event, Steve Stern notes that the cycle of betrayal and tragedy always leads to forgiveness 
and reconciliation, to food, song and partying.136 The return to joy and festivity would allow 
those who wished to ignore the darker elements of the play to overlook them entirely and instead 
enjoy the entertainment of the performance. For his own part, Pérez demurred on these 
interpretive questions, invoking, in the true fashion of convivencia, universality and nationalism. 
He stated, “It was typical of people to ask what the play’s text meant: idiot, what have you been 
thinking doing this to Negra Ester. Who was Negra Ester? Was it all of us or someone in 
particular? It surpassed all of our capacity for analysis, I think, because it was concrete, it was 
                                               
134 Recién, hoy, gracias al plebiscito y a las últimas elecciones yo diría que, como país y como personas, 
no estamos dando cuentas de los finales que queremos y de cuáles no queremos.” “Andrés Pérez—De la 
calle a la conquista del mundo,” Nueva Voz 19 (January 1990), 12.  
135 The right, for example, might interpret the social reform impulses of the 60s, the Allende presidency, 
and the push for radical social change among leftist factions as the betrayal; the left might interpret the 
dictatorship and its abuses as betrayal; the center might find betrayal on both ends. Stern, Reckoning with 
Pinochet, 204.  
136 Ibid.  
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universal, and it was Chilean.” 137 Critics as well read the play as universal. Yolanda Montecinos 
echoes Pérez’s assertion: “in addition to being so much ours, this Negra Ester is also, in her 
humanity, universal.” 138 Pérez and Montecinos’ celebration of universality overlooks how such 
universality runs the risk of subsuming or erasing pluralism in favor of the kind of de-politicized 
consensus favored by convivencia. 
Aylwin felt that consensus—and the larger reconstruction of the Chilean family—could 
best be achieved when the country was guided by a self-sacrificial, paternalistic leader. At his 
inaugural address he promised to “try, finally, to be, for all of my compatriots, like a good father 
of the family that puts his utmost diligence, abnegation and authority into laboring for the good 
and happiness of his people…”139 Aylwin placed a high premium on leadership by rationalism 
and reason, asserting, “The triumph of October 5th 88 [the Plebiscite vote] was the culmination of 
a long and difficult process of overcoming ill will and prejudice, of the predominance of 
rationality over passion, of the recuperation of the civic traditions of the Chilean people, of the 
triumph of reason over might.”140  
Just as Aylwin sought to achieve democratic convivencia through an ostensibly inclusive, 
paternalistically-guided process of consensus-governance, the play also enacted a collaborative, 
                                               
137 “Era propio de la gente preguntar qué significa el texto de la obra huevón, qué te has creído, hacerle 
esto a la Negra Ester. ¿Quién era la Negra Ester? ¿Éramos todos o alguien específico? Sobrepasó toda 
 nuestra capacidad de análisis, yo creo, porque era concreto, era universal, y era chileno.” Hurtado, 
Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 91.   
138 “además de ser tan nuestra, esta Negra Ester es también, por su lograda humanidad, universal.” 
Yolanda Montecinos, “La Negra Ester: Teatro popular universal y de exportación,” La Nación, May 13, 
1989.  
139 “trate, en fin, de ser para todos mis compatriotas como un buen padre de familia, que pone su mayor 
diligencia, abnegación y autoridad en labrar el bienestar y la felicidad de su gente...” Aylwin, “En el 
Estadio Nacional,” 22.  
140 “El triunfo del 5 de octubre del 88 fue la culminación de un largo y difícil proceso de superación de 
enemistades y prejuicios, de predominio de la racionalidad sobre la pasión, de recuperación de las 
tradiciones cívicas del pueblo chileno, de triunfo de la razón sobre la fuerza.” Aylwin Azócar, El 
reencuentro de los demócratas, 17.  
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seemingly inclusive, yet ultimately paternalistic dramaturgy. Aste is adamant that the show’s 
collaborative elements are fundamental to the play’s character and success. He insists, rightly, 
that the play should not be ascribed to Pérez’s singular vision but viewed as a collaborative 
work.141 In fact, as I discussed above, Pérez had wanted to do a different project altogether. 
Parra’s text had been shepherded into its theatrical life by Pérez yes, but also by Rojas, Semler, 
Izquierdo, Ramírez, and the rest of the cast. Nevertheless, Pérez did exercise a strong directorial 
vision and authority in his leadership of the company and the creation of the work, and overt 
paternalism found its way into the content of the play.  
 The rehearsal process was highly collaborative and constituted, in many ways, a “living 
together.” The company worked very long days and, in the style of Mnouchkine, ate common 
meals together (a literal convivencia) prepared by someone in the company. This remained true 
for all of Pérez’s rehearsal processes. The actor Cristián Soto, who frequently worked with Pérez 
(though not on La Negra Ester), relates the creative process directly to convivencia, which he 
casts in egalitarian terms:  
One of his great strengths was how he integrated a group into its own kind of convivencia 
of a marginal Chile…In this way the common kitchen is part of a communion that 
strengthens a team, where actors, stagehands, costumers, scenographers were equal in 
terms of relationships, and certainly, they were responsible for carrying out the work.142 
 
This equality extended to the actors’ work with their roles. Each day the actors would put on 
masks and improvise with text in hand, collectively creating the physical life of the piece. 
Initially roles were not assigned, and everyone tried each role regardless of gender and type. 
                                               
141 Aste, interview. 
142 “Una de sus grandes fortalezas fue la de cómo integró a un grupo en una convivencia propia de un 
Chile marginal. Es así como la olla común es parte de una comunión que fortaleció un equipo, donde 
actores, tramoyistas, vestuaristas, escenógrafos eran iguales en cuanto a relaciones, y en definitiva, eran 
los responsables de llevar a cabo la tarea.” Cristian Soto, “¿La fiesta del amigo?,” Apuntes de Teatro 122 
(2nd Semester, 2002):16.  
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Such collaborations led to some of the play’s most ingenious moments. For example, in rehearsal 
Semler was a wonderful Ester, which led to the idea of including the transvestite prostitute 
Esperanza in the cast—one of the play’s most humorous and affecting characters.143  
The magic of this collaborative alchemy shaped the music as well. For example, when 
writing Ester’s theme, Aste recalls that he had initially composed a slow, melancholic minor 
progression. He played this for Pérez, who liked it, but felt it was too somber in tone for the play; 
instead he hummed an airy waltz which he had heard somewhere as an example. Aste was 
unable to identify the waltz, but he took the spirit of what he heard and layered it on top of the 
minor progression he had composed. He thus created a contrapuntal waltz that encompasses the 
melancholy and lightness of the show.144 In addition, much of the incidental music emerged from 
improvisations with the actors. Either the musicians would watch the actors work and improvise 
music around what they were doing, or the musicians would play emotive music and the actors 
would be instructed to follow them. Nearly every aspect of the show’s production was thus 
deeply infused with the company’s collaboration.  
Ultimately, however, this collaborative environment—like Aylwin’s Chile—was 
overseen by a strong leader in Pérez. Semler asserted that Pérez was unequivocally the director 
with the final word on the show. Ramírez contended that for their improvisational rehearsal 
process to work, the actors had to have “profound confidence” in the director in order to feel safe 
to improvise. She described Pérez as “my professor, my guide, my teacher, my director.”145 
Pérez asserted as much as well, suggesting that adhering to this role was part of the artistic 
maturation he had undergone while working with Mnouchkine. Pérez explained that this vertical 
                                               
143 Aste, interview. 
144Ibid. 
145“y por eso debía tener una confianza pero profunda…Mi profesor, mi guía, mi maestro, mi director” 
Ramírez, interview with author.  
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structure was, in fact (and perhaps ironically), inhibited by Chile’s authoritarian government and 
more possible in a democratic environment. He described the lessons he learned in France: 
That was another great apprenticeship for me. In Chile, we lived in such an authoritarian 
system that in our groups we rebelled against this by operating in a total democracy. This 
was a mistake. It is good to be an apprentice. Even in one’s share of the economic 
participation. There will come a time when one will more fully participate in decisions 
and with money, but that has to do with the time that you have put in. Also, with the roles 
you play, because those are cooperative. 146  
 
Rather ironically then, working under democracy provided the pretext for a less democratic 
mode of working, including hierarchical financial structuring. 
 The play’s content throughout was imbued with a paternalistic logic reminiscent of that 
espoused by Aylwin. At times, the play positioned its spectators as children, or as a kind of 
family. This is most apparent in one of the play’s diegetic musical moments. At the beginning of 
Act II, Ester introduces her sisters, a pair of travelling musicians, to the brothel’s community. 
The cast faces the audience and they begin to sing a few numbers, one of which is the children’s 
song “La mar estaba serena.” 147 The song is a learning song, used to teach vowels, and its 
conceit is that a simple verse (“La mar estaba serena, serena estaba la mar”)148 is sung once, and 
then repeated five times; in each repetition the vowels are replaced in alphabetical order. Thus, 
the first repetition, using “a” becomes la mar astaba sarana, sarana astaba la mar, and so forth. 
By singing directly to the audience, the spectators are encouraged to sing along, thus linking the 
                                               
146 “Eso fue otro gran aprendizaje para mí. En Chile, vivíamos en un sistema tan autoritario que en 
nuestros grupos nos pasábamos a la democracia total, contrapuesta, lo que era un error. Es bueno ser 
aprendiz. Incluso, en la cuota de participación económica que se tiene. Llegará un momento en que sí vas 
a tener una mayor participación en las decisiones y en los dineros, pero ese tiene que ver con el tiempo 
que estás ahí. También con los roles que vas cumpliendo, porque son cooperativos.” Hurtado, Andrés 
Lorenzo Pérez, 82.  
147 It is difficult to trace the origins of this song and it appears at least in Peru, Chile, and Argentina. In 
1978, Manuel Dannemann counts the song as an example of Chilean folklore. See Manuel Dannemann, 
“Situación actual de la música folklórica chilena según el ‘Atlas del Folklore de Chile,’” Revista Musical 
Chilena 29, no. 131 (April-June 1978): 5-21. 
148 “The sea was serene, serene was the sea.” 
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actors, musicians, and audience together as a family playing a game. Such moments helped to 
foster a sense of Chilean identity (uniting the audience with a well-known song) and community, 
acting as a reparative act for the national family in which the actors lead the audience.  
 This paternalist structure also shaped the play’s plot. The story is largely driven by 
Roberto’s actions—his comings and goings, his conquest and betrayal of Ester’s love. 
Furthermore, Ester is described and viewed almost entirely through his eyes. When Ester does 
express agency, it is to choose a kind of submission. When she decides that she would like to end 
her relationship with Roberto, preferring instead to be with the shoemaker, she tells Roberto: “I 
already love the New lover/ one that is always by my side/ I will respect the agreement/ that puts 
conditions upon it/ so that God will forgive me/ I want a tranquil life/ I will not step out of line/ I 
do not have pretensions.”149 Her decision to embark upon a new relationship thus also includes a 
decision to renounce her profession and conform to the social expectation that she be a Christian 
woman. She renounces the marginal life of the prostitute, instead acquiescing to heteronormative 
working-class respectability. Marginality is thus first celebrated, then incorporated into 
respectability. Furthermore, though it is Ester who makes this decision, it is Roberto who, quite 
rationally, recognizes that it is best for her and arranges the match with the shoemaker. He does 
this as a kind of business transaction, assuring Baharona that everything is transparent and will 
turn out well: “Then let’s have a drink/ let’s have an agreement/ that everything will come out 
precisely/ I have accomplished my task/ I say however/ It is a safe marriage/ It will not involve 
much trouble/ I will be your witness/ I tell you as a friend/ That this is not a dark business.”150 
                                               
149Yo ya quiero al Nuevo amante/ Y que esté siempre a mi lado/ Yo respetaré el tratado/ que me ponga 
condicioneh/ para que Dios me perdone/ quiero una vida tranquila/ no me salgo de la filah/ yo no tengo 
pretensioneh.” Roberto Parra and Andrés Pérez, 51-52. 
150 Tomemoh entonceh unoh tragoh/ hagamoh el compromiso/ va a salir todo preciso/ yo he cumplido mih 
encargoh/ se lo digo sin embargo/ es casamiento seguro/ no lo haga con mucho apuro/ yo voy a ser tu 
testigo/ se lo digo como amigo/ que no es ni un negocio oscuro” Ibid., 52.  
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Then, like a father giving his daughter away, he attends Ester’s wedding with a sense of 
bittersweet self-sacrifice. The play is therefore resolved, not by conflict but by self-sacrificial 
negotiation and reconciliation. Like Aylwin sacrificing himself for the good of the Chilean 
nation, Ester’s redemption requires Roberto to make the rational, self-sacrificial gesture for the 
larger good.151 
 By almost any measure, La Negra Ester was a tremendous success. Following its run at 
Santa Lucía Hill, the show embarked upon a series of national and international tours, to large 
audiences and continued critical acclaim. La Negra Ester’s success created a kind of feedback 
loop: at a time when Chileans desperately needed something to be proud of, when there was a 
desire to break with the country’s most recent history, and the government sought to increase the 
country’s international standing, the play provided a vehicle that could satisfy each of these 
desires.152 Not only did critics effusively praise the show, they made sure to note its 
exceptionalism and historical significance, calling it “one of the most significant shows in the 
recent history of Chilean theatre,” “the biggest theatrical event in the last 15 or 20 years,” or “the 
most beautiful and innovative show in recent years.”153 Some critics remarked upon the plays 
                                               
151 Diana Taylor explores how patriarchal performances and gendered relationships figure in both 
theatrical and political performances in the context of the Argentine “dirty war.” Diana Taylor, 
Disappearing Acts: Spectacles of Gender and Nationalism in Argentina’s “Dirty War” (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1997).  
152 The phenomenon in which the play’s success continued to produce further success, constitutes what 
Erika Fischer-Lichte deems an “autopoetic feedback loop” in which the performance is conceived as a 
process in which the corporeality, spatiality and ‘tonality’ of the event combine to produce meaning, in 
this case the play’s interpretation as an emblematic art work of the transition. See Erika Fischer Lichte, 
The Transformative Power of Performance: A new Aesthetics, trans. Saskya Iris Jain (London: Routledge, 
2008). 
153 In an April 1989 issue of Diner’s Club Eduardo Guerrero del Río describes the show as “one of the 
most significant shows in Chilean theatre in recent years” [“uno de los espectáculos más significativos del 
teatro chileno de los últimos tiempos”]; in Reseña 3 (April-May 1989), Pedro Labra states, “At this point, 
nobody could doubt that it is the biggest theatrical event in the last 15 or 20 years.” [“A esas alturas ya 
nadie puede dudar que es el mayor suceso teatral de los últimos 15 o 20 años”]; and in a January 19, 1989 
El Diario article Anita Klesky writes, “It’s that ‘La Negra Ester’ is the most beautiful and innovative 
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ability to do the consensus-building work Aylwin’s convivencia sought to accomplish. Eduardo 
Guerrero del Rio writes, “La Negra Ester has marked a milestone in the Chilean theatre of the 
80s, it has injected vitality into our theatre, it has achieved a large consensus (in and of itself 
always difficult) in a public that feels amazed at what it has witnessed.” 154  
The play’s success was reinforced by its international tours that provided the show with 
cultural capital, a point of pride, and a metric of success that intersected with the aim of the new 
democracy to restore its standing in the international community. In the press coverage and 
journalistic criticism surrounding the show, much was made of Pérez’s time studying with 
Mnouchkine in France.155 It gave his work an elite caché in Chile, and his travels were 
represented as a national triumph. For example, Anita Klesky wrote, “There [in France] our 
compatriot triumphed and returned to apply what he learned here.”156 Similar language pervaded 
journalistic descriptions of the show’s tour. Headlines such as “Andrés Pérez: From the street to 
the conquest of the world”157 and “La Negra Ester conquers Europe”158 cast the show’s tour as 
one of conquest, a kind of Chilean cultural colonization.159  
The show’s success was a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy that became a kind of symbolic 
marker for the success of the transition. A number of articles directly linked the show’s success 
                                               
theatrical show in recent years.” [“Es que ‘La Negra Ester’ es el espectáculo teatral más hermoso e 
innovador de los últimos años.”] 
154 “La Negra Ester ha marcado un hito en el teatro chileno de la década de las ochenta, ha inyectado 
vitalidad a nuestro teatro, ha logrado un gran consenso (de por si, siempre difícil) en un público que se 
siente maravillado por lo que ha presenciado” Eduardo Guerrero del Río, “La Negra Ester,” La Época, 
March 3, 1995.  
155 See, for example, headlines such as “Protagonist of La indiada and director of ‘La Negra Ester.’” 
“Protagonista de ‘La indiada’ y director de ‘La negra Ester,’” El Mercurio September 7, 1988. 
156 “Allí triunfó nuestro compatriota y volvió para aplicar aquí los conocimientos adquiridos.” Klesky.  
157 “De la calle a la conquista del mundo,” Nueva Voz, Jaunary 19, 1990.  
158 “‘La negra Ester’ conquista Europa” Las Últimas Noticias, July 3, 1989.  
159 The play also received great critical acclaim internationally; however, I focus here on the national 
interpretation of its international reception because I am interested primarily in how it contributed to and 
engaged with Chilean discourse/enactments surrounding democracy and citizenship. To pursue its critical 
reception outside of Chile is beyond the scope of this project. 
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to the restoration of democracy. A 1990 headline from Fortín Mapocho proclaimed, “With the 
gods of theatre and democracy, ‘La Negra Ester’ will keep living its fiesta.”160 The show, cast as 
a transitional moment in Chilean theatre, provided evidence that the country was, in fact, in 
transition. That it did so while displaying clear indicators of success (large audiences, long runs, 
tours) confirmed, in some way, the success of the transition itself. Steve Stern notes, throughout 
the period, a tendency towards exitismo in Chile, meaning an emphasis on and extreme pride 
taken in success. Though Stern is cautious about providing an overly-psychologized cultural 
reading of the period, he cites the playwright and psychologist Marco Antonio de la Parra who 
contends, “exitismo has to do with a kind of manic repair of the sorrow of Chile…The past 
political experience is extraordinarily painful…It is like a necessity for us to have reached a kind 
of heaven, paradise. The exitismo is the equivalent of saying ‘all that we suffered has a meaning. 
We are good exporters, we are the best in something, we win.”161 Perhaps, then, some of La 
Negra Ester’s success stemmed from the way it absorbed the cultural anxieties around the 
conflict and fragmentation of the dictatorship period and assuaged them with catharsis, joy, and a 
sense of reconciliation—in other words, the way the play itself dramaturgically did the work of 
Aylwin’s convivencia.  
 
Alternative Dramaturgies of Citizenship and the Limits of Convivencia 
Época 70: Allende  
 Following La Negra Ester, Pérez continued to have a prolific and well-respected career. 
However, he never again achieved the same level of success or institutional support. Instead, he 
repeatedly tested the limits of what the developing democracy would allow and of what the 
                                               
160 “Con los dioses del teatro y la democracia ‘La Negra Ester’ seguirá viviendo su fiesta” Fortín 
Mapocho, March 22, 1990.  
161 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 198. 
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nascent cultural institutionalization could or would support. In his later dramaturgies he enacted 
a process of reencountering and reimagining Chile through its history, through the free 
expression of sexual identities and through a push for artistic agency and self-management. The 
official response to these moments demonstrated the limitations of the Concertación’s 
conceptualization of democracy to reckon with history, alleviate a profound sense of artistic 
vulnerability/precarity, be inclusive of identities that might threaten the patriarchal, 
heteronormative status quo, and create the structures to support the long-term artistic 
development of the company and facilitate their self-management. 
 As Gran Circo Teatro embarked upon their next project—a historical investigation of the 
three-year presidency of Salvador Allende—Pérez sought an artistic home where the company 
could develop their projects and hold workshops. He found the Teatro Esmerelda, an abandoned, 
early-twentieth-century theatre in the center of Santiago, which he and Andrés García cleaned up 
and got in working order, laying floors and wiring the electricity themselves.162 After the 
tremendous success of La Negra Ester, Pérez had expected that they would not have any 
difficulties acquiring the financial support to maintain the space, but this proved not to be the 
case. Pérez recalled, “I thought we would receive aid, the big Project was that this would be a 
cultural space, supported and funded by the Concertatión government, with workshops, with the 
recuperation of a sector [of the city], with the recuperation of a theatre that had been constructed 
in 1911 and that was a jewel.”163 Pérez maintained that after they renovated the theatre, the 
whole neighborhood began to transform, much like Santa Lucía Hill, and the area was better lit, 
                                               
162 Hurtado, Andrés Lorenzo Pérez, 137. 
163 “Pensé que íbamos a recibir ayuda, el gran Proyecto era que eso fuera un centro cultural apoyado, 
subvencionado, por el Gobierno de la Concertación, con talleres, con una recuperación de un sector, con 
la recuperación de un teatro que había sido construido en 1911 y que era una joya.” Ibid., 136 
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children played in the streets, and a dance club opened next door.164 However, they never 
received the hoped-for state (or other) support, so the company had to rely on ticket sales, 
personal financing (by Pérez and García, primarily), and other fundraising revenue to pay the 
rent and rehabilitate the space, all of which put the company in a highly precarious financial 
position. “It was a beautiful project,” he asserted, “but we never found a partner and we were 
getting into debts and debts.”165 
On October 2, 1990, they premiered their next play. Época 70: Allende was a 
collaboratively developed documentary piece tracing the period from Allende’s inauguration to 
his suicide during the military coup. The company consulted materials from all sides of the 
political spectrum and constructed the script from documentary materials. Though they sought 
not to advance a political position with regard to Allende’s presidency, his very representation 
was politically loaded, potentially contentious, and fraught with emotion.166 To theatrically 
depict Allende was to almost dissensually reintroduce a potent political figure into the space of 
appearance in a move that ran counter to a consensus that wished to leave that history behind. 
 Época 70: Allende thus departed from the dramaturgy of convivencia by invoking the 
country’s painful recent history and not shying away from divisive political ideologies. But this 
did not cause the play to be entirely unsuccessful: in Santiago and on tour it initially played to 
full houses. However, it received a very different kind of reception, one that reflected the show’s 
political potency. Leonel Cornejo, a member of the company’s production team, maintains that 
the show operated differently from a typical play:  
                                               
164 Ibid., 137. 
165 “Fue un proyecto precioso, pero no conseguimos nunca la contraparte y nos fuimos en deudas y en 
deudas” Ibid. 
166 For his part, Pérez asserts that the show was meant to depict political people, not be political, and 
maintained that politically committed theatre hindered his creativity. Andrés Pérez “Me fascina que haya 
polémica” interview with Marietta Santi, Pluma y Pincel 132 (October 1990): 17-18.  
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it was very strange because people came to the shows and filled the theatre and Allende 
the character entered but it was Allende the president. And [the audience] applauded and 
shouted. Members of the Communist and Socialist Parties came…it became another 
thing. It was not a play; it was something else.167 
 
Similarly, Aste recalls that in Tocapilla (in northern Chile) they were met with a moving display 
of the flags of left-wing parties that had supported Allende and the UP. He remembers receiving 
the strongest applause he had ever heard in a theatre, one that was qualitatively different from 
that of La Negra Ester, because it was “a political applause.”168 However, Aste also maintains 
that “it wasn’t the political moment to do it.”169 Época 70: Allende received largely negative 
reviews from official papers, with headlines calling it “distressing,” “slow,” and “strange.”170 
Some critiqued it aesthetically, others questioned the wisdom of mounting such a divisive piece. 
Rosario Guzmán Errazuriz, in a rather gossipy low blow, was sure to note in her critique that it 
also received an official snubbing, writing that “some from the Concertación have shown a 
decided lack of interest in attending a play that … does not appear appropriate or opportune.”171  
 More detrimental than the negative critical reviews and lack of official support, however, 
was the company’s sense of their own vulnerability. Pinochet’s continued presence in 
government made the durability of the new democratic government unclear. A few months after 
the play’s opening, in December, Pinochet and his son were embroiled in accusations of financial 
                                               
167 “Entonces era muy raro porque la gente iba a las funciones y llenaba al teatro y entraba Allende el 
personaje pero era Allende el presidente. Y aplaudían y gritaron. Iban militantes del partido comunista, 
del partido socialista…se transforma en otra cosa. No era una obra de teatro era distinto.” Leonel Cornejo, 
interview with author, June 28, 2017.  
168 Aste, interview. 
169 Ibid. 
170 See, for example: Juan Antonio Muñez, “Angustiante Estreno de ‘El Gran Circo de Chile,’” El 
Mercurio, October 3, 1990; Roberto Brodsky, “Duro, filudo, raro,” Hoy 691 (October 15, 1990), 32-33.  
171 “algunos de la Concertación manifestaron una decidida falta de interés por presenciar una obra 
que…no les parecía adecuada ni oportuna.” Rosario Guzmán Errázuriz, “El Circo de Chile, ‘Época 70 
Allende,’ Revivir la Unidad Popular: un… ¿acierto artístico?,” La Segunda, October 9, 1990.  
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malfeasance.172 In response, Pinochet exercised a show of force, ordering an acuartelamiento—a 
military mobilization that required troops to report to their units within two hours—on December 
19th. The presence of soldiers in the streets was a harrowing echo of the military coup, and many 
feared Pinochet was preparing to retake power. Aste recalled the military exercise sending them 
into panic. Several members of the company met at his house in Santiago to discuss what they 
would do, “because if Pinochet retakes power, which was something everyone was feeling…and 
we are doing a play about Allende, we are going to be the first ones shot.”173 Though Aylwin 
was able to deescalate the situation and pacify Pinochet, the acuartelamiento had irrevocably 
frightened the company. At a meeting a few days later, the group decided to close the show, just 
one week after the military exercise.174 The short life of Época 70: Allende illuminates the ways 
in which Chile was politically constrained and unable to confront at a time when the future 
remained precariously uncertain. 
 
The Fiestas Spandex 
 To boost the morale of the company after Época 70: Allende’s closing, Pérez suggested 
they return to politically safer territory in the form of a Shakespearean double bill (Richard II 
                                               
172 On September 6, 1990 copies of checks were leaked to the press that directly linked Pinochet’s son, 
Augusto Pinochet Hiriart (as well as army and secret police officers) to a money laundering scheme, that 
came to be known as the Pinocheques scandal. Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 54-57.  
173 “Porque si Pinochet se retome el poder, que es algo que todo el mundo sentía…y estamos haciendo 
una obra de Allende, vamos a ser las primeras fusiladas.” Aste, interview. 
174 Ibid. Aste also recalls, though he could not be specific about the dates or circumstances (and I could 
not corroborate this with another source), that at some point during the transition Pérez was taken by a 
group of men in sunglasses into a van, beaten, and thrown out on the side of the road. Aste asserts that the 
message was clear: Pérez should stay in line. Pérez did not want to frighten the rest of the company, so he 
kept this event largely to himself. (Aste recalls it being told to him on a drunken evening.) Whether or not 
this event is true, it does speak to the vulnerability the artists continued to feel, and the sense that the 
danger did not end with the dictatorship.  
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and Twelfth Night). 175 However, the company was struggling financially and needed to raise 
money. They therefore turned to the repertoire of the dictatorship era’s resistant solidarity 
economy. Inspired, in part, by Ramón Griffero’s Trolley, Pérez approached scenic designer 
Daniel Palma about producing a series of parties called the Fiestas Spandex. The parties would 
be held on Saturday nights in May and June of 1991, after La Negra Ester came down around 
eleven and continue until four in the morning. On a given night, anywhere from 800 to 4,000 
people attended the Fiestas Spandex. They paid an entrance fee was CLP 1,000 (roughly 1.20 
USD today), proceeds that would go to funding the costumes for their next shows.  
 For the most part, the parties staged a kind of queer, disidentificatory, agonism. As I 
outline in Chapter One, agonism is a process by which the contingency of existing structures and 
constraints is acknowledged and incorporated in a process of remaking those structures. In this 
way it operates similarly to José Esteban Muñoz’s concept of disidentification. Muñoz posits 
disidentification as a process of identity formation in which the hybrid cultural logics that 
“undergird state power” are engaged with, navigated, and resisted in “subcultural circuits” that 
“strive to envision and activate new social relations.”176 It is a process of identify formation that 
is neither socially constructed nor essentialist, that resists fixed identifications and that is 
characterized by the ways minority subjects “work with/resist the conditions of (im)possibility 
that the dominant culture generates.”177 By enacting a number of disidentificatory practices, the 
Fiestas Spandex engaged not only in a process of identity formation, but an agonistic process of 
queering democratic citizenship that, working within the constrained conditions of possibility 
                                               
175 Cornejo also suggests was one of the reasons they turned to Shakespeare was that many in the 
company felt there were dramaturgical problems with Allende: Época 70, so they thought that they could 
learn about dramaturgy by working on Shakespeare. Cornejo. 
176 José Esteban Muñoz, Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999), 5.  
177 Ibid., 6. 
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present during the transitional period, would challenge the patriarchally guided, consensus-based 
vision of Chilean democratic citizenship advanced by the new government. When these 
disidentificatory practices moved from an agonistic engagement to a more dissensual 
engagement by fundamentally challenging the existing social structures, the new government 
stepped in and censored the parties.  
 In staging the series of fundraising parties, Pérez and Palma applied a neoliberal capitalist 
logic (commodifying pleasure) to a problematic that had been brought about by the absence of 
cultural supports engendered by a nascent neoliberal cultural policy that was itself the legacy of 
dictatorship. The agonistic, disidentificatory gesture arose from the way Palma and Pérez worked 
within the logic of what was available to them at the same time as they defied those conditions of 
possibility. By drawing from the repertoire of parties that had been in clear opposition to the 
dictatorship, the parties would have contained traces of a resistant stance. And although the 
parties aimed to fundraise, they staged a disidentification with a purely capitalist economy. No 
one was turned away at the door. Those who couldn’t pay were put to work (the punks worked 
the coat check) or paid for by someone else in line. This led to what many recalled in interviews 
as one of the parties’ most remarkable and democratizing aspects, or what Palma referred to as 
the “crazy mix” of people.178 They were a heterogeneous, pluralist social space where difference 
was respected. At Spandex one might have encountered artists, members of the LGBTQ 
community, punks, new waves, university students, socialites, entertainment professionals, and 
politicians. One of the parties’ attendees, Ema Pinto, recalled “it was incredible, in Chile there 
was no other thing, there will not be another thing like Spandex. It was the union of communities 
                                               
178 Palma, interview with author. 
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and it was the concrete practice of respecting difference, of the respect of a punk dancing 
alongside a cuico with a lot of money.”179 
 Unlike the parties at the Trolley, which were predicated on a shared sense of resistance, 
under dictatorship, the Fiestas Spandex, like La Negra Ester, tapped into the transitional 
moment’s spirit of alegría. Palma conceived of Spandex as a “party party party party party” that 
was linked to a sense of political joy. The parties were ebullient because “we [were] a free 
country, a free society, alegría [was] coming and we [had] all of the marvelous future ahead of 
us.”180 That freedom joyfully manifested itself in a kind of pluralist free expression, a cathartic, 
corporeal release. Alcohol and marijuana were consumed freely and Palma described dancing 
and experiencing ‘the body as sensuality and the body as an object of pleasure” in a process of 
“democratizing the senses.” 181 Accordingly, there was no set way to experience sensual 
pleasure, and people felt free to do as they wished. GCT member and producer, Leonel Cornejo, 
recalled that “if you didn’t want to dance you could go to the bleachers above, or be with your 
partner…” Furthermore, “everything happening, in the open, as many gay partners as hetero and 
nothing was a problem. Living or seeing it was super nice.”182 As I outline above, the 
dramaturgy of convivencia staged the democratic transition as a kind of Chilean reencounter 
                                               
179 “Era increíble, en Chile no hubo otra cosa, no va a existir otra cosa como la Spandex. Era la unión de 
comunidades y era una práctica concreta del respeto a la diferencia, del respeto que había de un punk 
bailando al lado de un cuico con mucha plata.” Quoted in Harcha, Prácticas de teatralidad,  271. “Cuico” 
is a mildly derogatory term for a rich or upper-class Chilean.  
180 “fiesta fiesta fiesta fiesta fiesta”; “somos un país libre, somos una sociedad libre, la alegría ya viene y 
tenemos todo el maravilloso futuro adelante.” Daniel Palma, interview, Chile en llamas: Censura y 
Género, directed by Carmen Luz Parrot (Santiago: Chilevision, 2015), streaming video. 
http://www.chilevision.cl/chile-en-llamas. When Palma is reminiscing he often does it in the historical 
present tense, which I have rendered here as past tense. 
181 “el cuerpo como sensualidad y el cuerpo como objeto de placer” “democratizando los sentidos” Palma, 
interview with author. 
182 “si no querías bailar te subías a las graderías, arriba, o estabas con tu pareja y todo pasando así abierto, 
tanto parejas gays como hetero, y ni un rollo. Eso fue también súper grato vivirlo, o verlo”. Quoted in 
Harcha, Prácticas de teatralidad, 271. 
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with itself. The Fiestas Spandex also staged a reencounter, but it was a reencounter that 
fundamentally shifted one’s understanding of the Chilean community, a reencounter in new 
discovery, rather than a return to the past. Palma recalled, for example, the joy he felt running 
into old friends at the parties and realizing for the first time that they were gay.183 
 Like the Chile imagined in convivencia, the Chile of Spandex was thus a pluralist and 
heterogeneous community, but at the parties this community was constructed via 
disidentification. It was not the pluralist reencounter envisioned in La Negra Ester and the 
Concertación’s political performances, nor was it the utopian community imagined in the 
nostalgic recollections of the resistant left. Palma and Pérez rejected an aesthetic in which 
popular culture was equated with folklore, marginality, or economic precarity, favoring instead a 
shiny cosmopolitanism. Palma recalls, “My primary requirement was I said I do not want that 
kind of charango [a small Andean guitar] thing…all of the nostalgia of the coup, or this leftist 
aesthetic…goodbye…goodbye to that poverty thing.” 184 While the event at the Acto Nacional 
had showcased a series of folkloric performances, the Fiestas Spandex featured go-go dancers, 
drag performances, contemporary bands, and raunchy stand-up comedy. The popular culture they 
drew their inspiration from was not a traditional culture, but a culture of the street, its urbanity, 
its movements, its drugs, its heterogeneity. Palma asserted, “The characteristic of the theatre of 
Pérez and of Spandex…was that the street was very present…the street was…it was our school, 
our inspiration…there we discovered our aesthetic lines, our subjects, the street was our 
street.”185  
                                               
183 Palma, interview with author. 
184 “Mi requerimiento principal fue que dije que no quería ese charango wea…toda la nostalgia de la 
golpe, o esta estética izquierdista…adiós…adiós a esa pobreza wea.” Ibid. 
185 “La característica del teatro de Pérez y de Spandex…era que la calle estaba muy presente…la calle 
era…era nuestra escuela, nuestra inspiración…allí descubrimos nuestras líneas estéticas, nuestros temas, 
la calle era nuestra calle.” Ibid. 
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 Whereas convivencia aimed at recreating the national space, the Fiestas Spandex 
constructed a cosmopolitan, deterritorialized space. Palma was insistent that the parties serve 
imported Absolut vodka and that the events be modelled as much on the Trolley as on Studio 54 
(New York), the Factory (Manchester), and Blitz (London). The parties thus turned to an 
aesthetic forged through the dual experience of exile (both Palma and Pérez had spent significant 
time in the US and/or Europe during the dictatorship) and neoliberal globalization—forces both 
the dictatorship and democratic governments welcomed—as a means of escape, disidentifying, 
in a way, with the experience of exile. Palma maintained that after years of living under 
dictatorship, underneath the alegría there was great sorrow and constrained conditions of 
possibility. He explained, “[You] wanted to leave Chile because you wanted to be an artist, 
because you were gay, because you wanted to breathe, because you wanted to see something 
else, because one was exhausted here. It was really disagreeable to live in Chile. It was a very 
sad society.”186 The parties transported their attendees out of this “sad society.” Palma recalled 
walking into the first party and thinking “wow…another country.” 187 Jorge Letelier, a theatre 
critic who attended the parties, describes being struck by the color of the party. Whereas the 
dictatorship had been grey, here people were wearing beautiful bright colors, and men and 
women painted their faces with amazing makeup.188 
 The parties also created a space where attendees could gauge the agency they had as 
citizens. This power was tested on May 25th, when the police arrived following a minor 
altercation. Before the police entered, Pérez instructed everyone to remain calm and reminded 
                                               
186 “Queríamos salir de chile porque querías ser artista, porque eres gay, porque querías respirar, porque 
querías ver otra cosa, porque uno estaba agotado acá. Era muy desagradable vivir en Chile. Era una 
sociedad muy triste.” Ibid.  
187 “Wow…otro país.” Palma, Chile en llamas.  
188 Jorge Letelier, interview with author, April 25, 2018.  
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them that this was their place of work and that he would not like the scenery destroyed.189 While 
this could have been a harrowing flashback to dictatorship raids, the party’s attendees remained 
calm and asserted their civil rights. Palma recalls one woman boldly chastising a police officer 
for touching her, exercising her rights as a citizen. When the police began checking IDs they 
asked the men to line up on one side of the party and the women to line up on the other. One gay 
attendee, whom Palma describes as a loca, mischievously asked, “And what about us? Where do 
we line up?” and started a line in the center.190 He was joined by a number of others, and Palma 
remembers everyone—including the police—laughing at the gesture. For Palma, these small acts 
of agency—through the assertion of spatial ownership, personal boundaries, through humor and 
a rejection of clear gender identities—constituted a kind of rite. He asserts that it was “the first 
time that we had this experience of democracy and of experimenting with the power that 
democracy gave us as citizens.”191 
 A few weeks after the incident on May 25th, Palma and Pérez had lunch. Over their meal, 
Pérez gave Palma a choice: he could either continue with the Fiestas Spandex, or he could design 
sets and costumes for the theatre company. Gran Circo Teatro, however, would no longer be 
hosting the parties at the Teatro Esmeralda. Palma was confused and betrayed—the parties were 
a huge success and were bringing in lots of much-needed money for the theatre company. 
                                               
189 For footage of this moment, see Chile en llamas: Censura y Género, directed by Carmen Luz Parrot 
(Santiago: Chilevision, 2015), streaming video. http://www.chilevision.cl/chile-en-llamas. 
190 Palma, interview with author. Baird Cambell writes: “Loca is a difficult term to translate to English. 
Scholars often substitute queen, but loca is to some extent a Latin American social category without an 
obvious equivalent in Anglo culture. Additionally, loca, is the feminine form of the adjective meaning 
‘crazy,’ inscribing both femininity and mental instability on the bodies it is used to describe. Roughly, 
locas are gay identified men who walk the line between transvestism and overt female identification. 
They are, as in the United States, marginalized by much of the gay community for their almost total 
rejection of hegemonic masculine identity… currently, there is a tendency to use the word as a catch-all 
term for all markedly feminine gay men.” Campbell, 14. 
191 “la primera vez que tuvimos esta experiencia de democracia y de experimentar con el poder que la 
democracia nos dio como ciudadanos.” Palma, interview with author.  
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Furthermore, for Palma, they represented an exercise in personal freedom, a utopian democratic 
vision. Palma later learned that Pérez had been called by a government official and told that he 
would not continue to receive funding for a tour of La Negra Ester if the parties continued. This 
act of cultural policy—the soft censorship of the parties—thus demonstrates the Concertación’s 
efforts to promote the dramaturgy of convivencia, at the expense of another, more transgressive 
democratic dramaturgy. It also demonstrates Pérez’s choice to side with official culture, which 
Palma attributes to a desire he had to participate in the development and operations of a ministry 
of culture. 192 
Palma opted to stay with Spandex and leave the company. He moved the parties to 
another historic theatre, the Teatro Carrera in the Concha y Toro neighborhood,193 where they 
continued in the same vein, though some of the “red set” aura had worn off and the parties were 
transformed into more marginal events. Nevertheless, they continued to be popular, attracting 
crowds from all over the country. Palma also used the parties as a forum to incorporate 
increasing efforts at AIDS education and prevention in the form of a Show de condón (Condom 
Show) and in collaboration with activist groups in public spaces, such as manning a safe-sex 
booth in Santiago’s O’Higgins Park. 
 Eventually, Palma was approached by the student federation of the University of Chile 
(FECH) and asked to collaborate on a wider AIDS education campaign in the streets. As they 
began working towards this event, the FECH held a press conference announcing their 
partnership. Immediately after the press conference, Aylwin himself summoned the leaders of 
FECH into a meeting. According to Palma, at this meeting, Aylwin held up a FECH newspaper, 
                                               
192 Ibid.  
193 Concha y Toro is a historic Santiago neighborhood, characterized by a medieval street plan and 
European-style houses. Once one of Santiago’s richest neighborhoods, at the time of Spandex it was a 
more marginal, dangerous space—less central and commercial than the location of the Teatro Esmeralda. 
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which had an article about Fiestas Spandex and disapprovingly asked, “‘Does anyone know 
about these Fiestas Spandex? Who of you have gone?’... like Dad asking.” 194 This alliance—
between students and Spandex—was more than Aylwin could tolerate. In going outside of the 
party, in collaborating with students to acknowledge the reality of AIDS, and furthermore to do 
so, not by policing sexualities but by facilitating them safely, Spandex had threatened the 
Catholic, patriarchal, heteronormative state. 195 The event was cancelled, and shortly after the 
landlord of the Teatro Carrera refused to allow the parties to continue in the space. Aylwin had 
effectively exercised his paternalistic authority to censor the parties. Palma described this 
moment as marking the realization that the pursuit of justice and social reorganization en la 
medida de lo posible really meant a Rancierian distribution of the sensible: “each person in their 
corner. The colas here, the punks on their street corner, the university students in their 
classroom.”196 For Palma, the radically democratic reconfigurations the parties’ disidentifications 
facilitated—as well as the real agency the parties provided—revealed the fundamental 
superficiality of democracy as convivencia.  
 The parties were over. Cristián Opazo interprets the censorship of the Fiestas Spandex as 
an attempt to “disrupt the branches of solidarity, that, from an abandoned theatre provide shelter, 
education, financing, memory, pleasure, and therapies to a community of university students, 
colas and punkies, rebelling against the factions that instructed them to remain isolated.”197 
                                               
194 “‘Alguien conoce estas fiestas Spandex? ¿Quiénes de ustedes ha ido?’ Así preguntó el papá.” Ibid. 
195 In part, the government’s obstructionism towards sex-education and AIDs prevention campaigns was a 
result of its alliance with the Catholic church, which had played a key role in resisting the dictatorship.  
196 “cada quien en su esquina, en su rincón. Las colas acá, los punkies en su esquina, los universitarios en 
su sala.” With the aforementioned caveats surrounding the translatability of LGBTQ identity groups, 
colas literally translates to “tail” and is used to describe someone as a “bottom.”  
197 “desbaratar las tramas solidarias, que, desde un teatro abandonado, proveen amparo, educación, 
financiamiento, memoria, placer y terapias a una cofradía de universitarios, colas y punkies rebelados en 
contra de los bandos que conminan a permanecer aislados” Cristián Opazo, “Pánico a la discoteca: 
Teatro, transición y underground,” Cuadernos de Literatura XXI, no. 42 (July-December 2017), 63. 
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These reconfigured branches of solidarity constituted a series of disidentifications that 
dissensually posited and, furthermore, enacted alternative understandings of Chilean culture, of 
cultural policy, of the body politic, of corporeal freedom, and of the rights and agency of 
citizens. Their dissensual potential carried the utopic promise of radical democracy, which was 
precisely why they could not coexist with the consensus society the architects of convivencia 
sought to create.  
 
Matucana 100  
 Following the runs of Richard II and Twelfth Night, GCT could no longer afford the 
Teatro Esmeralda and were forced to give it up. They continued working together 
collaboratively, developing new productions and touring. In 1994, however, Pérez ended his 
personal relationship with technical director Ignacio Miranda and felt emotionally unable to 
continue working with the company. He announced that he was dissolving the company while 
they were performing in Brazil, and Pérez took a break to recover from his heartbreak.198 In 1995 
Pérez resumed work, participating as a director in the first Muestra Nacional de Dramaturgia, a 
government-sponsored festival of new Chilean playwriting. He revived GCT and directed for 
other companies in theatre and opera. Occasionally, his work received official support (he 
received FONDART grants for El desquite [1995], Cartas para Tomas [1997], and Nemesio 
Pelao ¿qué es lo que te ha pasao? [1999]), though more often it did not. 
 Throughout this period Pérez was critical of the underdevelopment of the Chilean cultural 
policy apparatus and the way the country’s main cultural center (Centro Cultural Estación 
Mapocho) was run. In particular he objected to its management as a public-private partnership 
                                               
198 Aste. Andrés Pérez, interview with William Haltenhoff, “Era inevitable el fin de la compañía,” La 
Nación, March 11, 1994.  
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that based its decision-making more on economics than artistry.199 He retained his dream of 
eventually obtaining a self-managed cultural center. In 1997 the company petitioned the mayor 
of Santiago, Jaime Ravinet, to use the abandoned Teatro Novedades in Barrio Yungay. In their 
meeting, Cornejo recalls that Ravinet was enthusiastic about the idea and promised the company 
the theatre. However, a week after that meeting Ravinet instead announced that the city would 
take possession of the theatre and develop it as a cultural space.200 In 2000, Pérez again found a 
space ripe for recuperation: the abandoned bodegas at Matucana 100. Again, they petitioned the 
city of Santiago for use of the space. The city deferred their long-term petition but granted the 
company temporary permission to occupy the space in December. Cornejo recalls the space 
being filled with trash and abandoned busses. Yet again, Pérez and the company set about the 
difficult work cleaning and outfitting the venue for theatrical production. At the same time, they 
put together a detailed proposal for the space’s use as a cultural center, in collaboration with 
architects and several other theatre companies.201 There, the company presented pieces from their 
repertoire, as well as a new play, La huida (The escape), written by Pérez. La huida was a poetic 
reflection on persecution of homosexuals during the dictatorship of Carlos Ibáñez del Campo in 
the 1930s. Pérez had written the play at twenty-six because he saw resonances between the 
historical period and his own life during dictatorship. Just a few months after the premiere, in 
April of that same year, the company was asked to turn the space over to Bienes Nacionales for 
its development as a multi-disciplinary cultural center administered, like the Centro Cultural 
                                               
199 See for example Andrés Pérez, interview with El Mercurio, “Andrés Pérez ‘¡Pero si somos muy 
pobres!,” interview, El Mercurio, December 31, 1996 in which he critiques the state of Chilean arts 
funding, or Andrés Gomez B., “Andrés Pérez se enfrenta a la Estación Mapocho,” La Tercera, June 21, 
2000 which outlines Pérez’s objection to the profit-driven decision making that guides Estación 
Mapocho’s programming (in particular their suspension of performances of Pérez’s play Nemesio Pelao 
in favor of Lord of the Dance).  
200 Cornejo, interview. 
201 Ibid. Other companies included Ramon Griffero’s Teatro fin de siglo, La Troppa.  
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Estación Mapocho, as a public-private partnership. Pérez resisted returning the space in a series 
of negotiations, suggesting that a public contest be held in which artistic companies could apply 
to administer the space. The contest was agreed to but never actually took effect. Cornejo recalls 
that Pérez was told by President Lagos’ wife, Luisa Durán, “that he should not dream…that he 
should not be a dreamer” and imagine that he could have control of the center. For Cornejo this 
was one of the worst things one could say to Pérez because “one lives from one’s dreams.”202 
Instead the space was placed under the leadership of Ernesto Ottone, a government functionary.  
 The reasons for the state’s ultimate decision to deny Pérez the artistic directorship are not 
entirely clear. Was it that they were committed to reproducing the version of public-private 
management exemplified by Estación Mapocho? Was it that Pérez’s La huida had, yet again, 
tapped into Concertación homophobia as Cristián Opazo suggests,203 overstepping the carefully 
delimited boundaries of convivencia? Or was it that Pérez was simply a disorganized cultural 
manager (particularly when it came to finances), as Andrés García and Cuti Aste conjecture?204 
 Whatever the reason, Pérez asserted that his proposal, which he considered as an attempt 
to render the cultural infrastructure more plural and democratic, and his person did not fit into 
the government’s vision. It provoked too large a challenge to the distribution of the sensible. He 
maintained:  
The proposition that we artists make … that there should not be just one way of cultural 
management seen; that is to say, not only corporations administered by cultural 
managers named by the government, but also that [for] these public spaces belonging to 
all Chileans, artists could apply to administer them … this has not yet been validated, I 
think, because either the entirety of this proposition or we (Gran Circo Teatro and I) do 
not enter…I do not fall within the government’s trusted parameters by which it would 
allow this kind of space to be directed.205  
                                               
202 “uno vive de sus sueños.” Cornejo. 
203 Opazo, “Pánico en la discoteca.” 
204 García, interview with author; Aste, interview.  
205 “La proposición que hacemos nosotros los artistas,…de que debiera habeer no sola una manera de 




Ramírez attributes this to a failure of the Concertación’s democracy to fully trust its people, 
arguing, “There was never any confidence, not just in us, there was never any confidence in the 
people who have autonomy of thought. Never. Never never never never never.”206 Pérez’s last 
performance—in April 2001—therefore took the form of a public protest at Matucana 100. Gran 
Circo Teatro staged scenes from their plays and read an “Open Letter to Public Opinion,” which 
called for a more democratic cultural policy. Pérez himself hung from a beam (as though being 
executed) and read sections of the letter which stated,  
This project responds to the need to recuperate public spaces... What we want is to give 
the community and our country an open center that with the management of artists 
accepts the lively suggestions of its environment… We recognize that there is an official 
point of view about cultural management. However, we believe that in this century, and 
in democracy, cultural policy should be renovated.207 
 
The protest thus contested the top-down bureaucratic administration of culture (consensus-driven 
and paternalistic) in favor of a model that emerged from the artists themselves and their visions. 
                                               
gobierno sino también que estos espacios públicos que pertenecen a todos los chilenos, los artistas 
pudiéramos postular a administrarlos , naturalmente que también dentro de una corporación a lo mejor o 
dentro de un directorio donde haya gente comercial, donde haya un gestor cultural, donde haya un 
representante de gobierno, de ministerio de educación o en la futura, nueva institución cultural pero que la 
estética y la decisión tenga que ver con aquellos artistas con trayectoria naturalmente y que tengan una 
confianza en su quehacer para poder decidir. Y eso no ha sido aun valorado yo creo que esta proposición 
en su totalidad o nosotros no entramos (el gran circo teatro y mi persona…) no entramos (pareciera que 
esa también es una respuesta) ….no entro dentro de los parámetros confiables para que el gobierno le 
entregue un tipo de espacio para que así lo dirige.” Andrés Pérez, interview, Tacos de Cemento, directed 
by Marcela Porta (2017; Santiago, Chile: Fondo de Creación y Cultura Artística UC, 2018), streaming 
video, http://tacosdecemento.cl/.  
206 “Nunca había confianza, no solo en nosotros, nunca había confianza en la gente que tiene autonomía 
de pensamiento. Nunca. Nunca nunca nunca nunca nunca” Ramírez, interview with author.  
207 “Este proyecto responde a la necesidad de recuperar los espacios públicos…lo que queremos es dar a 
la comunidad y a nuestro país un centro abierto que, con la gestión de los artistas, acepte las sugerencias 
vivas del entorno…reconocemos que existe un punto de vista oficialista sobre la gestión cultural. Sin 
embargo, creemos que en este siglo, y en democracia, la política cultural debe renovarse.” “Andrés Pérez 
respondió a Ravinet,” Las Últimas Noticias April 18, 2001. See also “Los espacios deben ser dirigidos 
por los propios artistas,” La Nación, April 15, 2001 and “Pérez dispara contra García y Ravinet,” La 
Tercera, April 17, 2001 
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 Despite their efforts, Pérez and Gran Circo Teatro were not granted the administration of 
the space. This outcome left Pérez disillusioned, not only with cultural policy but also with the 
Concertación’s enactment of democracy. In particular, he critiqued its elitist lack of inclusivity 
and its paternalism. In an interview with Las Últimas Noticias, he explained,  
I felt that we were in a democracy, that the democracy was for everyone. I felt that 
everyone in the dictatorship—artists, politicians, common people—had dreamed of what 
they could not do. In the darkness, everyone filled their notebooks with petitions. I felt 
that we should do what we could not do during the dictatorship. Now I realize that the 
politicians feel they are the only ones with the right to place their notebooks of petitions 
into practice.208 
  
Ramírez echoes these thoughts, casting the Concertación’s democracy as a betrayal: “It was a 
betrayal in the end…. It’s not a democracy for us, for the people, it is a democracy in the service 
of the economic powers.”209  
The same month as he was asked to leave Matucana 100, Pérez was diagnosed with 
AIDS. The combination of the diagnosis and the failed bid for the cultural center sent Pérez into 
a depression and he became gravely ill, even refusing to see his closest friends.210 He died on 
January 3, 2002 of respiratory complications attendant to AIDS at the age of 50. He had been 
hospitalized in bed number eight of the intensive care unit at the San José Hospital. Three other 
individuals had died in that same bed prior to Pérez, all from complications arising from a faulty 
oxygen connection. After Pérez’s death, the mortality number in bed eight had climbed to 
                                               
208 “Yo sentía que estábamos en democracia, que la democracia era de todos. Sentí que todos en 
dictadura, los artistas, los políticos, la gente común había soñado con lo que no podía hacer. Cada uno en 
la oscuridad llenó su cuaderno de petitorios. Yo sentí que debía hacer lo que no había podido hacer en 
dictadura. Ahora me doy cuenta que los políticos se sentía los únicos con derecho a llevar su cuaderno de 
petitorio a la practica” Andrés Pérez, interview with Rafael Grumucio,“En la Moneda les falta escuchar” 
Las Últimas Noticias, May 22, 2001.  
209 “Fue una traición finalmente….no es una democracia para nosotros para el pueblo, es una democracia 
al servicio de los poderes económicos” Ramírez, interview with author.  
210 Cornejo, interview. Palma, interview with author.  
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twenty-two when the error was discovered.211 It was an early, unjust, and possibly preventable 
death for one of Chile’s preeminent theatre artists.  
 Following his death, the theatrical community came together for a large festive funeral on 
January 4, 2002. His coffin was driven through Santiago in one of the abandoned busses from 
Matucana 100, now covered in brightly colored flowers. Hundreds processed on the street 
alongside the bus. On January 7, La Negra Ester was performed in Plaza de la Constitución 
(Constitution Plaza) directly in front of the presidential palace. A popular initiative, led by Gran 
Circo Teatro, declared his birthday, May 11, the National Day of Theatre. The senate made this 
designation official on December 26, 2006.212  
 Even in Pérez’s death, then, there is a tension between the way the state and its 
infrastructure failed him and the way he was officially endorsed and embraced. La Negra Ester 
became the emblematic play of the transition precisely because it enacted a dramaturgy in line 
with the government’s vision of democracy—a dramaturgy of convivencia, with all of its 
democratic strengths and weaknesses. When Pérez’s work challenged aspects of this dramaturgy, 
such as its apolicitism, exclusions, or patriarchal structure—or when he advanced alternative 
democratic dramaturgies that posited either agonistic or dissensual possibilities—his work was 
denied official support and even censored. This led to Pérez’s eventual frustration and 
disillusionment with the Concertación government, a disillusionment that pervades Chilean 
culture to this day. In the next chapter, I will trace how artists continued to assert their rights as 
citizens to incorporate this disillusionment and use it to reimagine the Chilean nation and its 
                                               
211 The tubes which dispensed air and pure oxygen had been mistakenly crossed. Ana María Guerra, 
Bernadita Méndez, Carlos J. Concha, “El misterio de la cama 8 está penando en el Hospital San José,” La 
Segunda, August 22, 2002.  




history, and how this continued to come into conflict with the cultural policy apparatus’ efforts to 






The Dramaturgies of History and Memory: Teatro de Chile and Anachronism 
 
The problem is to determine what set of precautions 
to take and what rules to follow in order to avoid 
the worst of all sins, the sin that cannot be forgiven, 
the sin of anachronism. 
-Lucien Febvre1  
 
 
In 2001, Manuela Infante and Héctor Morales, then both acting students at the University 
of Chile, were brainstorming in their shared apartment: what if they made a play? Could they 
depart from classics like Shakespeare and Chekhov and put something on stage that they’d like 
to see, something that represented them? This impulse led to Prat: initially a short, thirty-minute 
play that was based on a script by Infante and that incorporated material devised by the actors 
during an improvisational rehearsal process. The play took the martyrdom of the Chilean military 
hero Arturo Prat Chacón (1848-1879) in the nineteenth-century Battle of Iquique as its starting 
point, but it had no ambitions of historical accuracy. The students instead depicted a fictionalized 
Prat, employing him as a symbolic figure through which they might subjectively reckon with 
their own coming of age and question the objectivity of official historical narratives. What if Prat 
hadn’t wanted to be the hero he became?, the play asked. What if heroism was a role that had 
been forced upon him? Instead of representing Prat according to official history—as a thirty-one-
year-old lawyer and veteran naval officer who had bravely sacrificed himself for his nation—the 
play portrayed Prat as a frightened sixteen-year-old with a sophomoric sense of humor, an 
inability to hold his liquor, and an unwillingness to claim his own independence.2 
                                               
1 Lucien Febvre, The Problem of Unbelief in the Sixteenth Century: The Religion of Rabelais, trans. B. 
Gottleim (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), 5. 




The play premiered at the Festival de dramaturgia y dirección Víctor Jara (the Victor Jara 
Festival of Playwriting and Directing) at the University of Chile,3 where it won both best actor 
and best show.4 As a prize, the students were invited to perform the play the following year in 
the Sergio Aguirre Theatre at the University of Chile and were encouraged by their professors to 
apply for a FONDART grant to support the play’s further development.5 The students applied for 
the grant and continued to rehearse. On June 24, 2002, they learned they had received 2.000.000 
CLP from FONDART (around 3,000 USD).6 When the award was announced in the press, 
numerous letters arrived at newspapers expressing concern about the representation of the 
military hero and maligning the play. This ushered in a snowballing controversy. The students 
were accused of distorting and dishonoring history, of portraying Prat as a drunk and a 
homosexual; groups of former naval officers were furious the government would fund such a 
show. The press, most notably the daily paper La Segunda, further inflamed the controversy, 
eventually publishing the script without Infante or the company’s authorization. By then 
                                               
3 The festival was named after Víctor Jara, an alumnus of the theatre school at the University of Chile and 
politically engaged theatre director and singer-songwriter. As I discuss in Chapter One, because of his 
political activism and commitment to the UP, Jara was murdered almost immediately following the 
military coup, and his corpse was deployed as a brutal spectacle to intimidate other potential political 
opponents. See Chapter One, n. 15. The Víctor Jara Festival thus carried with it the memories of the 
dictatorship’s human rights abuses as well as a nostalgia for resistant, politically committed art. Though 
the play itself had nothing to do with Jara, for some, its debut at such a festival might have inscribed his 
memory and legacy on the play.  
4 The play was written by Manuela Infante, directed by María José Parga and Manuela Infante, designed 
by Fernando Briones and Claudia Yolin, and performed by Eduardo Díaz, Tomás Espinoza, José Miguel 
Jiménez, Eduardo Luna, Héctor Morales, Juan Pablo Peragallo, and Rodrigo Sobarzo. At the time, all 
were students at the University of Chile. See “Prat,” Teatro de Chile, accessed January 4, 2019, 
http://www.teatrodechile.cl/es/obras/prat/.  
5 The Sergio Aguirre Theatre was managed by the theatre department at the University of Chile. It is 8.8 
by 11.7 meters (about 29 by 38 feet) and can seat a maximum of fifty-eight spectators. I mention these 
dimensions to stress the small size of the theatre. I will discuss FONDART in greater depth later in this 
chapter.  
6 Infante would later to the small sum as “a ridiculous amount of money.” “una cantidad de plata 
ridícula.” Chile en llamas, episode 3 “Censura y patria”, directed by Carmen Luz Parot, aired October 21, 




everyone had an opinion about the play. Right-wing groups and descendants of the naval officer 
filed cases against the students and the university, former military officers demonstrated in the 
Senate, and neo-Nazi vigilantes terrorized the students with physical threats. Some within the 
government sought to distance themselves from the play; others vociferously supported the 
students, casting the event as a battle over the autonomy of the cultural field, censorship, and 
freedom of expression.7 Eventually, the director of FONDART, Nivia Palma, resigned her post 
in support of the students. Sociologist Fernanda Carvajal conveys the scope of the play’s impact:  
It initiated a public debate that involved the political world and agents of the cultural 
field, where diverse arguments were put onstage about a range of topics: freedom of 
expression, censorship as a residual practice of the dictatorship, the in/dependence of 
sources of funding and creative activity, national values, historic debates about the myths 
and heroic figures as foundational pillars of the country, and finally Chilean cultural 
institutionality itself.8  
 
 Like the Prat they depicted in their play, the students had been thrust into a symbolic role 
they hadn’t asked for in a battle they didn’t fully understand. Debates about the play—a work 
very few had actually seen, particularly in the circles driving the controversy—became a stand-in 
for debates about the nation, about the relationship between history and national identity, and 
about the status of the military. The dramaturgy of the play was thus embedded in a much larger 
cultural crisis surrounding the legacy of the dictatorship and the limitations of the democratic 
                                               
7 For summaries of the various components of controversy see Ibid; Fernanda Carvajal and Camila Van 
Diest, Nomadismos y ensamblajes: Compañías teatrales de Chile 1990-2008 (Santiago: Cuarto Propio, 
2009), 46-50, 343-348; Fernanda Carvajal, “Prat de Teatro de Chile: Una fábula nacional prófuga 
atravesando las junturas entre arte y política,” Atena 502, no. 2 (2010): 73-95; Cristián Opazo, 
“Introducción” and “El abordaje de una huérfana: Lectura sumaria de Prat (2002), de Manuela Infante,” 
in Pedagogías letales: ensayo sobre dramaturgias chilenas del nuevo milenio (Santiago: CELICH, 2011), 
1-18; 147-174. I will engage in a thorough analysis of each of these events throughout this chapter. 
8 “Ello inicia un debate público que involucró al mundo político y agentes del campo cultural, donde se 
pusieron en escena diversos argumentos en torno a un abanico de temas: la libertad de expresión, la 
censura como práctica residual de la dictadura, la in/dependencia entre fuentes de financiamiento y 
actividad creativa, los valores nacionales, debates históricos en torno a los mitos y figuras heroicas como 
pilares fundacionales de la patria, y finalmente, la propia institucionalidad cultural chilena.” Carvajal, 
“Prat de Teatro de Chile,” 73-74.  
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transition—a crisis that touched upon the meaning of memory and history, the dictatorship’s 
legacy of censorship, the right to freedom of speech, the value of cultural pluralism, and the role 
of the government in supporting the arts.  
 In this chapter I explore how, after over ten years of Concertación rule, theatrical 
dramaturgies became enmeshed in the fundamental failure of the consensus upon which the 
notion of convivencia had been predicated.9 In the previous chapter, I examined how theatrical 
works—in dialogue with an official dramaturgy of convivencia— reimagined citizenship and the 
body politic at the moment of transition. Here, I consider how a younger generation of artists, 
coming of age in the post-dictatorship period, reckoned with their subjective relationship to 
citizenship, national identity, and history in a political landscape marked by increasing 
disillusionment with Chilean democracy. To do so, I first attend to the ways tensions over history 
and memory shaped this landscape, illuminating the fundamental limitations and failures of 
consensus-based convivencia as a democratic principle. I argue that this crisis of consensus and 
the particularities of the Chilean memory environment intersected with the anachronistic 
proposal of Infante’s play Prat to produce a scandal far out of proportion to the scale of the play. 
While the play on its own terms did produce a kind of dramaturgy of anachronism (taking Prat 
out of his time, transforming the historical “facts” of the story of the Battle of Iquique, and 
bringing it into conversation with the present moment), this anachronistic dramaturgy was 
amplified and distorted in the course of the scandal, distortions that—because of the political 
                                               
9 Since Aylwin’s election in 1990, the Concertación—a coalition of center-left and left political parties—
had dominated the executive branch. Aylwin was succeeded by Eduardo Frei Ruiz-Tagle (1994-2000, 
also of the Christian Democratic Party). Frei was followed by Ricardo Lagos (2000 – 2006, of the Party 
for Democracy). See “Partidos, movimientos y coaliciones: Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia,” 
Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile, accessed May 21, 2018, 
https://www.bcn.cl/historiapolitica/partidos_politicos/wiki/Concertaci%C3%B3n_de_Partidos_por_la_De
mocracia. I engage in a detailed discussion of the contours of convivencia throughout Chapter Two.  
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capacity of anachronism and the specificities of the Chilean context—contributed to the play’s 
political valence and significance. Because the scandal preceded the play’s performance at the 
Sergio Aguirre theatre, it became an integral, almost a priori component of the play’s 
dramaturgy, transforming the way the play enacted Chilean citizenship. Not only did the play 
enact the students’ right to subjectively reimagine their national history, in the course of the 
scandal it also became a symbolic assertion of the right to freedom of speech, and to cultural 
pluralism, and of the autonomy of the cultural sphere. By considering how Prat’s dramaturgy, 
political capacity, and enactment of citizenship emerged at the intersection of the artistic 
intentions of its creators and the public controversy it engendered (which involved a number of 
state and civil institutions), this chapter reveals not only the political valence of a dramaturgy of 
anachronism, but also the ways political theatre is produced, in part, by its social and political 
environment. 
 
The Memory Environment in Chile and the Problem of Consensus 
 Both the play as an artistic product and the scandal surrounding its premiere were 
intimately tied to and influenced by what historian Steve Stern refers to as the “memory 
environment” of Chile during the transitional period.10 Despite the Concertación’s emphasis on 
                                               
10 Stern uses this term (among others) as a framework to consider the conflictive terrain of memory 
discourse and enactments in Chile throughout the transitional period. Though he does not specifically 
define exactly what he means by the “memory environment,” it emerges in his broader discussion of 
memory in Chile and is influenced by his reading of Pierre Nora. Stern intentionally distances himself 
from an influential strand of memory discourse in Chile that posits a dichotomy of memory against 
forgetting. Stern contends that this binary antagonism is too simplistic: the memory environment is 
instead a realm where contentious memories engage in a “process of competing selective remembrances, 
ways of giving meaning to and drawing legitimacy from human experience” (xxix). One can infer that the 
memory environment is a space where competing conceptualizations of memory negotiate and come into 
conflict. See Steve Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet: The Memory Question in Democratic Chile 1989 – 
2006 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010); Pierre Nora, Realms of Memory: The Construction of the 
French Past, ed. Lawrence C. Kritzman, trans., Arthur Goldhammer (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1996-98). Influential works which have posited the dichotomy between memory/forgetting include: 
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consensus as its governing principle, throughout the nineties, the memory environment was 
marked by a fundamental (and often contentious) lack of consensus. As I will argue later in this 
chapter, this lack of consensus shaped Prat’s dramaturgy in a number of ways: influencing both 
the aesthetics and content of the play and igniting the scandal around it. I would therefore like to 
broadly chart this complex memory environment, highlighting in particular how certain shifts 
and stalemates within it created the conditions in which both the play and the scandal would be 
produced, thus ensuring that the play would become a political event and its production an 
assertion of certain democratic rights of citizenship: specifically the right to free expression, a 
right that in this case was linked to the freedom to frame national history and memory as 
personal and subjective. 
 As I outline in the previous chapter, in the transitional governments’ attempts to arrive at 
a national convivencia, they championed a vision of democracy guided by consensus. Often, 
however, the valorization of consensus glossed over real and significant political disagreements, 
precluding productive debate on key issues. The cultural critic Nelly Richard maintains that for 
the Concertación consensus meant “neutralizing differentiating counterpoints, antagonistic 
                                               
Tomás Moulian, Chile actual: Anatomía de un mito (Santiago: LOM, 1997); and Elizabeth Lira and Brian 
Loveman, Las ardientes cenizas del olvido: vía chilena de reconciliación política, 1932-1994 (Santiago: 
LOM, 2000). Works which both invoke and trouble the binary between memory/forgetting include: Mario 
Garcés, Pedro Milos, Myriam Olguín, Julio Pinto, María Teresa Rojas, and Miguel Urrutia, Memoria 
para un nuevo siglo: Chile, miradas a la segunda mitad del siglo XX (Santiago: LOM, 2000); Nelly 
Richard, ed., Políticas y estéticas de la memoria (Santiago: Cuarto Propio, 2000); and Richard, Crítica de 
la memoria 1990-2010 (Santiago: Ediciones Diego Portales, 2010). For works which engage with the 
negotiations and selectivity of memory within broader social and political struggles, see Elizabeth Jelin 
and Susana G. Kaufman, “Layers of Memories: Twenty Years After in Argentina,” in The Politics of War 
Memory and Commemoration, ed. T.G. Ashplant, Graham Dawson, and Margaret Roper (New York: 
Routledge, 2000), 89-110; and Jelin, Los trabajos de la memoria (Madrid: Siglo XXI, 2002). For further 
reading in Chilean memory studies see Juan Armado Epple, El arte de recordar: Ensayos sobre la 
memoria cultural de Chile (Santiago: Mosquito Comunicaciones, 1994); Hernán Vidal, Política cultural 
de la memoria histórica: Derechos humanos y discursos culturales en Chile (Santiago: Mosquito 
Comunicaciones, 1997); and María Angélica Illanes, La batalla de la memoria: ensayos históricos de 
nuestro siglo, Chile, 1990-2000 (Santiago: Ariel, 2002).  
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stances and polemical demarcations of contrary meanings through an institutional pluralism that 
obliged diversity to become ‘noncontradictatory.’”11 Richard argues that the Concertación’s 
pluralism was fundamentally depoliticized. The pursuit of consensus thus often eclipsed the need 
for justice and a break with the military regime, allowing authoritarian enclaves to remain 
entrenched in the government and public life and limiting the new government’s ability to 
address the violations of human rights that had taken place during the dictatorship. Sociologist 
Manuel Antonio Garretón argues that the consensus championed by the Concertación was not 
consensus at all, but rather an “illusion of consensus” that, bolstered by demands for economic 
and political stability, masked a lack of debate over “the broad issues that define society and the 
foundational bases of democracy.” In this environment disagreement and conflict were 
“demonized and pathologized,” forestalling the debate necessary to produce any genuine cultural 
consensus or political engagement.12 
Perhaps more than in any other arena, the memory environment revealed the fundamental 
inability of the transitional government to achieve true consensus. In the early years of the 
transition, the Concertación had grappled with how to frame the history of the military coup and 
the memory of the dictatorship period so that it would not threaten the fragile democracy. This 
was a challenge, according to Richard, of memory’s “pacification, when today, a community 
divided by the trauma of homicidal violence must be reunited on the postdictatorial stage, 
suturing the edges of a wound that separates punishment from forgiveness.”13 To this end, 
                                               
11 Nelly Richard, Cultural Residues: Chile in Transition, trans. Alan West-Durán and Theodor Quester 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 16. 
12 Manuel Antonio Garretón, Incomplete Democracy: Political Democratization in Chile and Latin 
America, trans. R. Kelly Washbourne with Gregory Horvath (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2004), 152-153.  
13 Nelly Richard, The Insubordination of Signs: Political Change, Cultural Transformation, and Poetics 
of the Crisis, trans. Alice A. Nelson and Silvia R. Tandeciarz (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 1.  
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Patricio Aylwin engaged in an effort to establish an official memory discourse and heal past 
wounds.14 Accordingly, Aylwin staged a series of official memory acts, over which he presided 
with a clear moral authority and which were aimed at using memory to promote reconciliation 
and convivencia among Chileans. In these acts, memory was contained, serious, and disciplined 
and history was pedagogical. Memory was invoked as part of a cleansing ritual and was framed 
as a journey from sadness to joy or from rupture to repair and history was staged as a lesson in 
democratic civility.  
Three such acts exemplify these official efforts to bring memory into a consensual 
narrative of significance. The first was Aylwin’s inaugural celebration (which I analyze in 
Chapter Two). Staged at the National Stadium in Santiago—a site where at least 20,000 people 
were detained or tortured—the event was infused with the dark memories of the dictatorship’s 
human rights violations.15 However, after several performances commemorating those who had 
been victim to the dictatorship’s violence, the event transformed into a joyful performance, 
complete with an orchestral rendition of Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy.” The performance’s structure 
thus implied a linear movement from sorrow into joy, staging what one spectator called a 
“collective exorcism.”16 
Later that year, Aylwin combined ritual and civics lesson by staging a national funeral for 
Salvador Allende, an act he referred to as “a ceremony of reparation, of reencounter, and of 
                                               
14 Alexander Wilde, “Irruptions of Memory: Expressive Politics in Chile’s Transition to Democracy,” 
Journal of Latin American Studies 31, no. 4 (May 1999): 473-500.  
15 “Estadio Nacional (1938-2010),” Memoria chilena, accessed December 28, 2018, 
http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/w3-article-100628.html. 
16 Mega Oficial, “El día en que Chile celebró la democracia – Ahora Noticias,” YouTube video, 14:28, 
April 22, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTUxibiz-Ug. For the full performance see Radio 




peace.”17 Following Allende’s suicide during the coup, his body had been unceremoniously 
transported to his hometown of Valparaíso, where it received a discreet, private burial. To 
redress this indignity, Allende’s body was disinterred and transported to Santiago, where Allende 
received an official funeral in the National Cathedral and a burial in the General Cemetery 
alongside the country’s democratic presidents. The funeral and reburial symbolically reinstated 
Allende into the national family and as part of Chile’s democratic history. In the public 
ceremony, Aylwin gave a eulogy in which he acknowledged his differences with Allende but 
framed these differences as part of democratic discourse. He told Chileans, 
As the whole country knows, I was a political adversary of Salvador Allende…I am here 
to give a testimony of truth—but this does not stop me from respecting him as a person, 
from recognizing his merits, agreeing on many occasions and maintaining friendly 
relations with him. This is the essence of democratic life. I was a severe opponent of his 
government, which also did not prevent him or me from dialogue in search of formulas of 
agreement to save democracy.18 
 
 Acknowledging Allende’s divisiveness, the president used the ceremony as a pedagogical 
moment to model how respectful disagreement could take place in a society guided by 
convivencia.19  
  The government’s first efforts at truth and reconciliation had similarly ritualistic and 
reparative components. In 1990, Aylwin commissioned a report, helmed by Raúl Rettig, to 
investigate political violence during the dictatorship. The Rettig report documented over 2,000 
                                               
17 “ceremonia de reparación, de reencuentro, y de paz” Patricio Aylwin, “Con ocasión de los funerales del 
ex Presidente de Chile, don Salvador Allende G.,” in La transición chilena: Discursos escogidos, marzo 
1990-1992 (Santiago: Andrés Bello, 1992), 85. 
18 “Como todo el país sabe, yo fui adversario político de Salvador Allende….Estoy aquí para dar un 
testimonio de verdad—pero eso no me impidió respetarlo como persona, reconocer sus merecimientos, 
coincidir en muchas ocasiones y mantener con él relaciones amistosas. Ello es de la esencia de la vida 
democrática. Fui severo opositor a su gobierno, lo que tampoco nos impidió ni a él ni a mí dialogar en 
busca de fórmulas de acuerdo para salvar la democracia.” Ibid., 86.  
19 For a description of Allende’s funeral see Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 39-43. For an analysis of its 
ritualistic performativity see Alicia del Campo, Teatralidades de la memoria: Rituales de reconciliación 
en el Chile de la transición (Santiago: Mosquito Comunicaciones, 2004), 98-160.  
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cases of death and disappearance that had been perpetrated by the military regime. As the first 
large-scale record of the crimes committed during the dictatorship, it was a powerful document. 
Here was incontrovertible evidence that the deaths and disappearances could not be dismissed as 
“excesses” by rogue actors but instead constituted a systematic, institutionalized violation of 
human rights.20 After the 1350-page report was delivered to Aylwin, he addressed the nation. 
Following a factual summary of the report, Aylwin turned to questions of reparation, prevention, 
and responsibility. He asserted the importance that the crimes be recognized and acknowledged 
that forgiveness and pardon would be a personal and difficult process. Then, in a rather 
remarkable moment, he took responsibility for the dictatorship’s crimes and said, with tears in 
his eyes:  
When it was agents of the State that caused so much suffering, and the capable organs of 
the State could not or knew not how to avoid it and punish it, and when there was also not 
the necessary social response to stop it, the State and the whole society are responsible, 
whether by action or by omission. It is Chilean society that is in debt to the victims of 
violations of human rights…. That is why I venture, in my capacity as President of the 
Republic, to assume representation of the entire nation in order, in its name, to ask 
forgiveness from the relatives of the victims.21 
 
It was a gesture drawn from the repertoire of Christian ritual, invoking the surrogacy of sin and 
the importance of forgiveness: Aylwin took on the sins of the dictatorship as part of the project 
to heal Chilean society. Though Aylwin acknowledged in the same speech the difficulty of the 
process of forgiveness, and the necessity of social and structural efforts at repair (in the form of 
                                               
20 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 84-85.  
21 “Cuando fueron agentes del Estado los que ocasionaron tanto sufrimiento, y los órganos competentes 
del Estado no pudieron o no supieron evitarlo o sancionarlo, y tampoco hubo la necesaria reacción social 
para impedirlo, son el Estado y la sociedad entera los responsables, bien sea por acción o omisión. Es la 
sociedad chilena la que está en deuda con las víctimas de las violaciones de derechos humanos…. Por eso 
es que yo me atrevo, en mi calidad de Presidente de la República, a asumir la representación de la nación 
entera para, en su nombre, pedir perdón a los familiares de las víctimas.” Patricio Aylwin, “Al dar 
conocer a la ciudadanía e Informe de la Comisión de Verdad y Reconciliación,” in La transición chilena: 
Discursos escogidos, marzo 1990-1992 (Santiago: Andrés Bello, 1992), 132. 
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judicial investigations and reparations), the presidential address also worked to create a kind of 
symbolic moment in which responsibility was assumed and forgiveness could happen; it was a 
ritual aimed at moving the country forward and towards healing.  
In the early years of the transition, the Concertación government thus worked to provide 
a symbolic and ritualistic space for the memory of the dictatorship period, an effort aimed at 
healing society and promoting reconciliation and convivencia. Richard writes that such efforts 
aimed “to turn the page, to close the chapter…figuring memory as a book, narrative, and 
archive.”22 Yet in the attempt to foster consensus, these efforts contained key exclusions and 
omissions—omissions that would haunt the memory environment for years to come. The Rettig 
report only investigated cases of death or disappearance and did not report upon tortures, nor did 
it name those who had committed the crimes. The report thus did not constitute the complete 
acknowledgement of dictatorship crimes or provide an avenue for the justice that many desired. 
Such omissions, aimed at achieving or preserving consensus, actually did the opposite. The 
political scientist Alexander Wilde observes, “Alywin’s admirable early use of his public moral 
authority has been insufficient to construct a shared social understanding that would reconcile 
Chileans to their recent past and lend further legitimacy to their political institutions.”23 
Despite official efforts to contain and channel memory into a cathartic, ritualistic 
narrative and use the past to teach lessons about the present, memory could not be controlled and 
frequently convulsed the public sphere in unprompted, surprising, and contentious ways. Wilde 
refers to these events as “irruptions of memory,” which he defines as “public events that break 
upon Chile’s national consciousness, unbidden and often suddenly, to evoke associations with 
symbols, figures, causes, ways of life which to an unusual degree are associated with a political 
                                               
22 Richard, The Insubordination of Signs, 18. 
23 Wilde, “Irruptions of Memory,” 485. 
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past that is still present in the lived experience of a major part of the population.”24 Such events 
might include the discovery of unmarked graves, the declassification of CIA files, national 
holidays, or new evidence of past dictatorship crimes.25 Wilde observes that during such 
irruptions, “Chile becomes an arena of deeply divided public discourse, shot through with 
contending and mutually exclusive collective recollections of the past.”26 These fundamental 
disagreements about the past or, as Stern terms them, “impasses” revealed the superficiality of 
consensus and that Chile remained a deeply divided country. Some viewed the military 
dictatorship’s crimes as necessary, an unfortunate but ultimately worthwhile price to pay for 
peace in the context of the Cold War. For others they were inexcusable crimes, acts of genocide 
and political violence that could not be justified in any political situation.  
After it became clear from such irruptions that memory was too fraught a sphere for 
consensus to be achieved, the Concertación governments (under Aylwin and subsequently under 
President Eduardo Frei Ruiz-Tagle) ceased their attempts to bring it into some kind of official 
significance, leaving memory work largely to human rights organizations.27 The Concertación 
governments increasingly found themselves in a reactive position—responding to irruptions of 
memory that they could not control.28 The abandonment of such commemorative efforts 
contributed to the association of consensus with forgetting and to increasing cultural 
disillusionment as the century drew to a close. 29 
                                               
24 Ibid., 475.  
25 Citing some of these irruptions, Michael Lazzara asserts, “Chile’s past has refused to stay buried.” 
Michael J. Lazzara, Chile in Transition: The Poetics and Politics of Memory (Gainesville: University 
Press of Florida, 2006), 17. 
26 Wilde, “Irruptions of Memory,” 475.  
27 Lazzara, Chile in Transition, 19.  
28 Wilde, “Irruptions of Memory,” 485. 
29 For one of the clearest expressions of this disillusionment and the association of consensus with 
forgetting, see Moulian, Chile actual, in particular, 37-81. 
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Stern contends that 1997 marked a shift in the Chilean population’s relationship to the 
transition. Whereas in earlier years many had put their faith in the transitional government, by 
the 1997 congressional elections, disenchantment seems to have set in. Stern observes that in 
these elections the Concertación’s majority declined by several percentage points and, perhaps 
even more tellingly, there was a significant increase in protest voting: “null and blank ballots, 
some scrawled with insults or drawings amounted to over a sixth (17.8 percent) of the votes cast! 
Abstentions (despite the legal obligation to vote) raised to the total disaffected share to nearly 
one in three registered voters.”30 Stern notes that this remarkable expression of disillusionment 
was echoed in book culture, in which the most popular books became those that questioned the 
transition, such as Tomás Moulian’s best-selling Chile actual: Anatomía de un mito (Chile 
today: Anatomy of a myth). Such books “signaled disquiet and self-doubt seeping into middle 
class and elite culture, including the culture of the Concertación elites.”31 By the end of the 
1990s, democratic participation was extremely low and consensus was critiqued as a lie aimed at 
glossing over real and unresolvable social divisions and disagreements.  
 Despite increasing disillusionment and the recurrence of seemingly intractable memory 
impasses, Stern notes that after 1998, Chileans began to find themselves in a “new memory 
environment,” in which some of the old impasses began to give way.32 During this period the 
impunity around Pinochet and the military regime began to seem less assured and justice for 
dictatorship-era crimes increasingly possible. There was a growing acceptance of memory and 
history as subjective and plural coupled with an ongoing privatization of culture. Meanwhile a 
younger generation—without direct memories of the Unidad Popular period or the military 
                                               
30 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 192. 
31Ibid., 190. 
32 Ibid., 210-264.  
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coup—came of age in this new environment, including a group of theatre students at the 
University of Chile.  
 Perhaps one of the most intense and transformative irruptions of memory took place 
while Infante and her colleagues were at university.33 Augusto Pinochet was arrested in London. 
On March 11, 1998 Pinochet had retired as the army commander (on the last day permitted by 
the 1980 Constitution) and took up his post as lifetime Senator. Though the event was marked by 
protests and calls for impeachment, it proceeded as planned, and Pinochet, it seemed, would 
continue to be a commanding figure in public life.34 Later that year, however, Pinochet went to 
England for business and tourism, during which time he consulted with a doctor about some back 
pain. He had surgery to correct a herniated disc, and while he was recovering at the London 
Clinic, on October 16, 1998, he was arrested by Scotland Yard following an international arrest 
warrant issued through Interpol by Judge Baltasar Garzón of Spain. The warrant requested 
Pinochet’s extradition, and he was charged with ninety-four counts of torture of Spanish citizens, 
the assassination of a Spanish diplomat, and conspiracy to commit torture. The arrest sparked 
protests and demonstrations in Chile, with some advocating for Pinochet’s release and others 
hopeful that he would finally stand trial for his crimes. The Concertación president, Eduardo 
Frei, opposed the arrest and appealed to Chileans for calm, arguing that any trial of Pinochet 
should take place in Chile.35 
 Six days later, London’s high court ruled that the arrest and extradition request were 
invalid. However, the House of Lords continued to debate the case, and Pinochet was placed 
                                               
33 In her dissertation, Alexandra Ripp uses the arrest of Pinochet as the defining moment around which to 
construct her analysis of contemporary Chilean theatre. Alexandra Ripp, “RePresenting the Past: Chilean 
Theater and Memory Politics 1998-2010,” (PhD diss., Yale University, 2017). 
34 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 212. 
35 Lessie Jo Frazier, Salt in the Sand: Memory, Violence, and the Nation-State in Chile, 1980 to the 
Present (Durham: Duke University Press, 207), 204.  
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under house arrest in London for another sixteen months. Though President Frei sided with the 
Right and advocated for Pinochet’s release and return to Chile, the veneer of Pinochet’s 
immunity to justice had been broken, and the arrest emboldened increasing efforts to put his 
crimes on trial in Chile. In addition, it increased a desire for personal justice, where official 
justice seemed stymied and also marked a shift in the way memory and history would henceforth 
be conceptualized.36 
 In December 1998, while under house arrest, Pinochet sent a public letter to Chileans in 
which he expressed his loyalty to Chile, maintained that he was innocent of all crimes, and 
asserted that he had done what was necessary to prevent Chile from falling into chaos and 
communism. He wrote, “We men of arms acted as the moral reserve of a disintegrating country, 
in the hands of those who wanted to submit it to the Soviet orbit.”37 To bolster this familiar 
argument, which maintained that the military regime acted out of necessity to save the country 
from ruin, the conservative newspaper La Segunda ran a series of supplements by the historian 
Gonzalo Vial Correa that detailed the “crisis” of Chilean society during the 1964-1973 period.38 
                                               
36 For analyses of the impact of Pinochet’s arrest on Chilean culture see Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet,  
213-232; Richard, Crítica de la memoria, 33-40; Simon Collier and William F. Sater, A History of Chile, 
1808-2002 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 405-415; and Garretón, Incomplete 
Democracy, 159-166;  
37 “los hombres de armas actuamos como reserva moral de un país que se desintegraba, en manos de 
quienes lo querían someter a la órbita soviética.” The text of the letter is available online at “Carta a los 
chilenos: las emotivas palabras que Pinochet escribió desde Londres” The Clinic, September 3, 2013, 
http://www.theclinic.cl/2013/09/03/carta-a-los-chilenos-las-emotivas-palabras-que-augusto-pinochet-
escribio-desde-su-prision-en-londres/.  
38 Gonzalo Vial Correa (1930-2009) is considered to have been one of the most influential conservative 
nationalist intellectuals in Chile. A lawyer, historian, and journalist, he is infamous for his contributions 
to the Libro blanco del cambio de gobierno (White Book on Change of Government) which asserted the 
presence of Plan Z (a fabricated conspiracy in which leftists were purported to be plotting government 
overthrow). He briefly served as Pinochet’s Minister of Education and was critical of the human rights 
violations throughout the dictatorship. He continued his denouncement of human rights violations in his 
service on the Rettig Commission as a representative of the right. In 1995 he wrote a biography of Arturo 
Prat. See “Gonzalo Vial Correa,” Memoria chilena, http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/w3-article-
100642.html, accessed January 5, 2019; Gonzalo Vial Correa, Arturo Prat (Santiago: Editorial Andres 
Bello, 1995).  
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Though Vial had served on the Rettig commission and condemned human rights violations in 
that capacity, in this analysis he advanced a hegemonic vision of the historical narrative that 
served as an apologist’s explanation for the regime’s actions.39 
 In response, eleven historians issued a “Manifesto of Historians” challenging Vial’s 
hegemonic and short-sighted interpretation of history. The crisis of 1973 could not be viewed 
only in light of the immediately preceding years but had to be understood, they argued, in light 
of larger struggles between the oligarchical and popular sectors of society. Nor was the coup, 
they maintained, inevitable and unavoidable. The Manifesto and the debate that followed 
illuminated the problems of determining a historical truth (particularly one underlain by a logic 
of necessity or inevitability) and demonstrated the ways such “truths” were politically motivated. 
It also thrust the debate into a moral and philosophical register about the rights of man and of 
citizens. The Manifesto concluded by stating:  
History is not only the past, but also, and primarily, the present and future. History is 
projection. It is the social construction of the future reality. The most important human 
right consists in respecting the capacity of citizens to produce for themselves the future 
reality that they need. Not to recognize this right is to usurp or adulterate this right and to 
impose, above all, not the truth, but the historical lie. It is to empty the true moral reserve 
of humanity.40 
 
                                               
39 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 241; For a concise account of Vial’s view on the antecedents to the 
coup see Gonzalo Vial Correa “Causas y antecedentes del 11 de septiembre de 1973” in Análisis crítico 
del régimen militar, ed. Gonzalo Vial (Santiago: Universidad Finis Terrae, 1998), 15-21.  
40 “La historia no es sólo pasado, sino también, y principalmente, presente y futuro. La historia es 
proyección. Es la construcción social de la realidad futura. El más importante de los derechos humanos 
consiste en respetar la capacidad de los ciudadanos para producir por sí mismos la realidad futura que 
necesitan. No reconocer ese derecho, usurpar o adulterar ese derecho, es imponer, por sobre todo, no la 
verdad, sino la mentira histórica. Es vaciar la verdadera reserva moral de la humanidad. Mario Garcés 
Duran, Sergio Grez Toso, María Eugenia Horvitz et al. “Manifiesto de Historiadores,” Punto Final, 
February 5-18, 1999.  
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In this final assertion, the Manifesto collapsed past time into an urgent political present with 
implications for the future, it thus connected the writing and interpretation of history to both 
human rights and the rights of citizens.41 
 At the same time as this debate took place, there was also a move towards what Stern 
calls “a more privatized culture of plural memories.”42 In August 1999, the Frei administration 
launched a “Dialogue Table,” which would continue to work to address the legacy of human 
rights violations. The table would bring together a range of stakeholders, often with clashing 
understandings of the military coup. It would ask human rights advocates and military actors to 
work together to provide answers about the fate of the disappeared and locate and return their 
remains. It would require that the opposing camps listen to each other and confront—if not 
resolve—some of their fundamental disagreements in a common purpose.  
 Stern argues that the Dialogue Table and Manifesto of Historians both served to highlight 
the impossibility of historical analysis to arrive at a single interpretation of Chile’s past. He 
points out that in the opening ceremony for the Dialogue Table, Sol Serrano explained, “I do not 
think our task…is to try to construct an interpretation of our history we all share.” She went on to 
argue that “it is not a text of consensual history that we want, but rather sources for history, for 
reflection about the past.”43 A consensual historical narrative could not justify the atrocities of 
the past. Instead approaching the past required a process of reflection on moral responsibility, 
acts that did necessarily require a shared historical interpretation. In Frei’s address to Congress 
on May 21, 1999, he echoed this understanding of history, asserting that Pinochet’s arrest “has 
                                               
41 For Vial’s response to the Manifesto see Gonzalo Vial, “Reflexiones sobre un manifiesto,” La Segunda, 
February 12, 1999. For an analysis of the Manifesto and the subsequent debate see Stern, Reckoning with 
Pinochet, 241-243; and Sergio Grez Toso, “Historiografía y memoria en Chile. Algunas Consideraciones 
a partir del Manifiesto de Historiadores,” HAOL 16 (Spring, 2008): 179-183. 
42 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 218. 
43 Quoted in Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 246.  
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shown us that there are pending problems, that there are distinct visions of our recent history. Let 
us accept this reality and renounce the desire to impose on others our own points of view with 
respect to the past. There cannot be official histories or gross denials of the facts.”44  
 The increasingly subjective and personal relationship to history and memory was 
undergirded by the continued privatization of culture—a shift that began during the dictatorship 
and that continued with the neoliberal economic policies of the Concertación. The nation was 
comprised of individual consumers, not political citizens—an act which made hegemonic 
narratives of history or memory unconvincing. According to Stern, “the accent on the personal 
over the social…and the retreat from hegemonizing thus reflected a double phenomenon: deep 
cultural transformation of civil society, and political restlessness to find a way out of frustration 
in the public domain.”45 The students that created Prat were thus coming of age at a time of 
increasingly personal memories in an increasingly privatized culture. It is perhaps not surprising 
that they would create a play with a radically subjective interpretation of history—one that used 
that history to speak to their own personal experiences. The play was thus emblematic of 
changing relationships to memory and history. 
 
Prat, History, and Anachronism 
 If the contentiousness of the memory environment in Chile emerged because of 
fundamental disagreements about the legacy of the dictatorship and its human rights abuses, why 
                                               
44 “Nos han señalado que existen problemas pendientes, que existen distintas visiones de nuestra historia 
reciente. Asumamos esta realidad y renunciemos a la pretensión de imponer a los otros nuestros puntos de 
vista respecto del pasado. No puede haber historias oficiales ni burdas negaciones de los hechos.” 
Eduardo Frei Ruiz-Tagle, “Mensaje Presidencial,” Legislatura 340a Sesión del Congreso Pleno, May 21, 
1999, Archivo Chile, accessed January 4, 2019, http://www.archivochile.com/Gobiernos/html/ 
gob_constitucion_edo_frei_rt.html. 
45 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 262. 
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did a student play about a nineteenth-century military hero become such a heated locus for these 
disagreements? While there was an obvious symbolic connection between Prat and the military, 
which can explain why some on the right would object to such a depiction of the hero, this 
symbolic connection and the implied critique of the military it might carry do not fully explain 
the scale of the scandal and why the play seemed so threatening to certain “national values.” 
Why could the play not be dismissed as fiction, or even as harmless historical error? Why could 
it not be taken simply as a piece of criticism, to be refuted rather than censored? Why did those 
driving the scandal refuse to see the artistic intent behind the play’s anachronistic moves? Why 
was the play perceived as a threat? What was so potent about the play—indeed the very idea of 
the play and not the play itself—that its premiere had to be stopped?  
I would argue that the play’s political potency lay not only in its unflattering depiction of 
Arturo Prat—a uniquely beloved national figure—but in the intersection of that depiction with 
the play’s dramaturgical act of anachronism. In other words: the play provoked a scandal 
because it challenged notions of historical truth and questioned who had the authority to 
determine that truth. It posited citizenship as a right to rewrite history, and to establish a 
subjective relationship with national mythology. Furthermore, it posed these challenges in a 
symbolic register that spoke to contemporaneous debates being waged about historical authority, 
and thus intervened in those questions in resonant and urgent ways—ways that also touched 
upon the policies and practices of the current government which was still in a process of defining 
and defending its fragile democracy as well as a process of institutionalizing its cultural policy. 
The debates and tensions that surfaced in Chile’s memory environment were about the impact of 
the dictatorship and about truth and reconciliation, but they were also about the power of citizens 
and their right to answer such questions.  
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 In Chile, the figure of Prat sits at the intersection of national history and mythology.46 
Though he is too nationally specific to be a member of the panoply of iconic Latin American 
figures (such as Simón Bolívar, Che Guevara, Eva Perón, and Frida Kahlo), Prat shares some 
aspects of their iconicity. Prat’s name denotes streets and his statue adorns plazas in nearly every 
city in Chile.47 He is part of the obligatory curriculum in Chilean elementary schools and his 
martyrdom in battle is commemorated annually as a national holiday on the 21st of May. In 1973, 
the historian William F. Sater dubbed Prat a “secular saint,” a term Sarah Misemer suggests 
denotes figures who “[embody] modern secular notions we ascribe to the understanding of icons 
as a marker of a plurality of discourses, though at times these icons may also retain the vestiges 
of their traditional function as a medium for communicating moral dogma.”48 Such figures are, 
as Jean Graham-Jones points out, both “cultural agents and cultural products.” She further 
                                               
46 Cristián Opazo notes that between 2000 and 2010 there were more than a dozen biographical renditions 
of Arturo Prat’s life published, ranging in format from comic books to academic biographies, from novels 
to epistolary narratives to panegyrics. Opazo, Pedagogías letales, 148. Among them: Patricio Jara, Prat 
(Santiago: Santillana del Pacífico S.A. Ediciones, 2009);Rodrigo Salinas Marambio, Nunca se ha arriado 
esta bandera ante el enemigo, o, Arturo Prat is not dead (Santiago: La Nueva Gráfica Chilena, 2000); 
Vial Correa; Juan Diego Dávila, El sacrificio de Arturo Prat (Santiago: Ediciones AESIR, 2005). This 
trend has not diminished with works (with unabashedly biased titles) after 2010, such as Rodrigo 
Fuenzalida Bade’s Arturo Prat: La historia de un héroe, la vida de un hombre (Santiago: Uqbar 
Ediciones, 2015) (Arturo Prat: The story of a hero, the life of a man); or Alfredo Gorrochotegui Martell’s 
Arturo Prat: líder auténtico y de servicio: Cómo emular sus cualidades hoy (Valparaíso: Imprenta de la 
Armada, 2015) (Arturo Prat, authentic, servant leader: How to emulate his qualities today).  
47 For a (rather dated) historical analysis of the cultural significance and iconic status of Prat see William 
F. Sater, The Heroic Image in Chile: Arturo Prat, Secular Saint (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1973). For works that attend in particular to the performance of iconic figures in Latin America see Jean 
Graham-Jones, Evita Inevitably: Performing Argentina’s Female Icons Before and After Eva Perón (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2014); and Sarah M. Misemer, Secular Saints: Performing Frida 
Kahlo, Carlos Gardel, Eva Perón and Selena (Woodbridge, UK, and Rochester, NY: Tamesis, 2008). 
Jens Andermann and William Rowe’s edited collection, Images of Power: Iconography, Culture and the 
State (New York: Berghahn Books, 2004) provides a range of perspectives on the relationship of the icon, 
visual culture, and state power in Latin America. For works that provide foundational theoretical 
frameworks for a consideration of the (re)performance of iconic figures see Marvin Carlson, The Haunted 
Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2001); and Joseph 
Roach, Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996).  
48 Misemer, Secular Saints, 1.  
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contends that, as such, “icons are very personally, politically, historically, culturally, and 
generationally grounded, and that contextual ground is constantly shifting.”49 Accordingly, Prat’s 
symbolic image is plural and contextually contingent, frequently traversing moral and 
nationalistic values, and has been invoked and deployed for different reasons at different times 
throughout Chilean history.  
 Agustín Arturo Prat Chacón (1848-1879) was a Chilean lawyer and naval officer. During 
the War of the Pacific (1879-1884), a dispute over taxes and border claims with Bolivia and 
Peru, he was assigned command of the Esmeralda warship. The Esmeralda was poorly equipped 
and a ship some thought to be a dumping ground for officers the Naval Admiral at the time did 
not like or did not trust.50 Nevertheless, Prat was charged with sailing the warship, alongside the 
Chilean Covadonga (commanded by Carlos Condell de la Haza), north in an attempt to take 
some Peruvian warships by surprise in the port of Callao. The Chilean forces were met by two, 
much larger Peruvian ships, the Huáscar and the Independencia. The Esmeralda engaged the 
Huáscar, while the Covadonga fled south, pursued by the Independencia. After exchanging fire 
with the Esmeralda, the Peruvian ship rammed into the Esmeralda. Recognizing that their defeat 
was imminent, Prat rallied the sailors with a speech, and as the Huáscar collided into the 
Esmeralda a second time, reportedly shouted. “¡Al abordaje muchachos!” (“All aboard, boys!”) 
and boarded the ship fighting until he was gunned down. Meanwhile, Condell took advantage of 
the fact that the Peruvian ship had crashed in its pursuit of the Covadonga, and he and his crew 
were able to destroy the Peruvian vessel and claim a victory.51  
                                               
49 Graham-Jones, Evita Inevitably, 5.  
50 Sater, The Heroic Image in Chile, 16. Sater conjectures that Prat was given command of the ship 
because of several personal disagreements he had with Admiral Juan Williams Rebolledo.  




 Following the battle, Prat became an immediate hero, eclipsing even Condell, who had 
sustained the battle’s only victory. Prat’s heroism is therefore curious: somehow his defeat 
became credited with the moral victory that rallied the Chilean troops and led to their eventual 
victory in the war five years later. Fernanda Carvajal observes this anachronism: “Against all 
evidence of the facts, Prat’s leap is a victory in the official history.”52 Sater contends that Prat’s 
immediate heroism was cast in terms of Christian martyrdom, one that made possible Chilean 
redemption: in this case, the eventual victory in the war. Later, he argues that Prat’s image 
became symbolically deployed on account of his civilian virtues, in particular his dedication as a 
husband and father, in an effort to bolster middle-class moral reform. At other times Prat’s 
popularity has risen for reasons of political expediency, as his image has been marshalled by 
political factions on both the left and the right to critique the corruption or incompetence of those 
in power (and, in such formulations Prat’s stoic leadership is contrasted with his admiral’s fatal 
incompetence).53 For Carvajal, Prat represents the impossibility of defeat:  
But more than anything, Arturo Prat is erected as an icon that transmits the imperative of 
the impossibility of defeat. The author of an unproductive act and fallen in battle, Arturo 
Prat has been exalted as a moral and spiritual example for the country after his death in 
the Naval Battle of Iquique. He has been constructed, in different historical moments, as 
an icon that incarnates the mandate to confront victory or death as the only authorized 
options, excluding the assimilation of the possibility of being defeated in battle.54 
  
Although Prat’s image had been historically used for political purposes and had clearly 
nationalistic implications, Morales, who played Prat in Infante’s production, contends that his 
                                               
52 Carvajal, “Prat de Teatro de Chile,” 79. 
53 Sater, The Heroic Image in Chile, 56. 
54 “Pero sobre todo, Arturo Prat se erige como ícono que transmite el imperativo de la imposibilidad de la 
derrota. Autor de un acto improductivo y caído en la batalla, Arturo Prat ha sido exaltado como ejemplo 
moral y espiritual de la patria tras su muerte en el Combate Naval de Iquique. Ha sido construido, en 
distintos momentos históricos, como un ícono que encarna aquel mandato que enfrenta victoria o muerte 
como las únicas opciones autorizadas, excluyendo la asimilación de la posibilidad del vencido en batalla.” 
Carvajal, “Prat de Teatro de Chile,” 79 (emphasis original).  
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figure is symbolically quite flexible and does not have obvious partisan associations. He is 
almost universally beloved—an attachment that begins for many at a very young age. For 
Morales, Prat was a “very blank figure and associated with every Chilean’s childhood.” He was 
“the first superhero that every child had,” and his heroic act was very open, “very metaphoric.”55 
 Though the play’s scandal was largely driven by those on the political right, particularly 
those associated with the military and invested in its legacy, Prat’s nearly-universal non-partisan 
associations enabled the scandal’s scale. Prat could function as a substitute symbol for the 
military honor, now that many, even on the right, had begun to distance themselves from 
Pinochet’s legacy. As I outline above, following Pinochet’s arrest in London, the former-
dictator’s immunity began to crack.56 The new commander of the armed forces General Ricardo 
Izurieta worked to create a new profile for the armed forces, emphasizing its modernization and 
cooperation with civilian governments.57 The 1999 presidential candidate Joaquín Lavín strove 
to draw symbolic distance from Pinochetismo.58 Perhaps because Prat was strongly associated 
with the military, but was not Pinochet, those on the right felt free to use him as a kind of 
surrogate to defend their nationalistic, patriarchal, heteronormative values and to assert their 
continued authority in national life. It became a way to debate the military regime, precisely 
because Prat was a military figure drawn from an earlier historic era.59  
                                               
55 “figura muy blanca, para cualquier chileno está conectado a su infancia”… “el primer superhéroe que 
tiene cualquier niño chileno”… “muy metafórica.” Morales, interview with author. 
56 On August 8, 2000 the Supreme Court voted 14-6 in favor of stripping Pinochet of his parliamentary 
immunity. At that time, he faced 158 criminal complaints. Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 248-249.  
57 Ibid., 216.  
58 Ibid., 218. 
59 As I will discuss later, however, the veneer that the debate was not about the dictatorship was quite 
obviously shattered by those on both the left and the right (perhaps more by those on the left who sought 
to marshal the moral authority of their dictatorial opposition), who each thrust the controversy into an 
overtly partisan register.  
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 As important and symbolic a figure as Prat was, the scandal was not about his legacy 
alone, nor was it just about the legacy of the military. As it was debated in the media, in the 
senate, and in the courts, it became about power and rights, about democracy and cultural 
pluralism, about freedom and speech, and national values. It became about all of these things I 
contend, because in addition to invoking the figure of Prat, the play invoked him 
anachronistically—a move that, as Jacques Rancière argues, has deep political potency.  
 In a 1996 essay, “The Concept of Anachronism and the Historian’s Truth,” Rancière 
demonstrates the relationship between history, anachronism, and politics.60 He begins by citing 
Lucien Febvre’s provocation (cited in the opening epigraph) that anachronism is an unforgivable 
historical sin.61 Rancière’s interrogation into the sinfulness of anachronism prompts him to 
question the notions of both anachronism and history in an effort to uncover the fundamentally 
political (and therefore dissensual) challenge posed by anachronism. Rancière argues that the 
formulation of history as a scientific discourse “involves a knot of philosophical questions about 
the relations of time, speech, and truth.” 62 Accordingly, history resolves philosophical questions 
through literary procedures (technés such as narrative and plot). It therefore, to borrow another of 
Rancière’s terms, involves a “distribution of the sensible”: the arrangement of events in relation 
to time.63 While on the one hand, this historical distribution is structured as a linear ordering of 
                                               
60 Jacques Rancière “The Concept of Anachronism and the Historian’s Truth,” trans. Noel Fitzpatrick and 
Tim Stott, The History of the Present 3, no. 1 (2015): 21-52. Here I am following Rancière’s rather 
specific definition of politics as the moment of dissensus in which the world as it is perceived to be 
structured is disrupted and reconfigured. I engage in a fuller discussion of dissensus in Chapter Two. 
Jacques Rancière, Dissensus, ed. and trans. Steve Corcorran (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2010), 36. 
61 Febvre states this while refuting Abel Lefranc’s assertion that Rabelais was an anti-Christian atheist, 
suggesting that to believe something other than Christianity at the time would not have been possible 
given that Rabelais had to be a product of his time. Throughout the essay Rancière will strive to refute the 
notion that one can be “of one’s time” by suggesting that the concept of contemporaneity to time is 
underscored by notions of truth that inscribe as sensible what are ultimately contingent structures of 
power.  
62 Rancière, “The Concept of Anachronism,” 22.  
63 In Chapter Two I discuss the sensible as that which we perceive the world to be. 
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time (e.g., chronology), Rancière maintains that history is also structured by a vertical ordering 
of time. This vertical ordering connects time to eternity or a kind of eternal truth claim. History, 
for Rancière, is therefore constituted by various “regimes of truth,” such as an epoch guided by a 
Christian concept of eternity, or an epoch guided by a sense of human causality, or a time of 
legends. History’s predication on a vertical relationship to time explains how it becomes 
conceived as a scientific discourse (that is able to advance certain “truths”) as well as illuminates 
how historical discourse is a discourse of power. An anachronistic move does not trespass 
history by troubling its chronology (e.g., placing an event too early or too late); it disturbs history 
by unsettling the relationship of time to truth. Anachronism challenges the historical distribution 
of the sensible as it is configured around certain accepted truths or authorities. It might, for 
instance, bring two different “regimes of truth” together and reveal their contingency. According 
to Rancière, an anachrony is “a word, an event, or a signifying sequence that has left its time, and 
in this way, is given the capacity to define completely original points of orientation, to carry out 
leaps from one temporal line to another.”64 In this way, anachronism operates similarly to 
memory. Nelly Richard describes the anachronistic moves of memory, writing: 
The past is not a time irreversibly seized and frozen in recollection under the rubric of 
what already was, thus condemning memory to follow the dictum of obediently 
reestablishing its own continuity. Instead, the past is a field of citations, crisscrossed as 
much by the continuity (the various forms of supposing or imposing an idea of 
succession) as by discontinuity (by cuts that interrupt the dependence of that succession 
on a predetermined chronology). It simply takes certain critical junctures to unleash that 
heterodox reformulation, for memories bound by history to undo the knots of their 
discordant temporalities.65 
 
Following Rancière and Richard, I would argue that Prat’s anachronistic move brought the story 
of Arturo Prat out of a kind of mythic regime of truth (in which Prat was a figure that asserted 
                                               
64 Ibid., 47. 
65 Richard, The Insubordination of Signs, 2. 
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truths about national values) and into a regime of truth guided by memory, in which subjectivity 
determines the truth. Prat’s anachronism asserted individual agency and disputed powers that 
sought to contain and structure time. Infante herself suggests that it is precisely this tension 
between different concepts of time—brought about by generational change—that provoked the 
scandal:  
…the theme of the objectivity of reality is so political. All of the historical impositions, 
even from the most ferocious dictatorships, […] are supported by a worldview that 
believes in objectivity, that believe that there is a truth. And I think that the commotion 
over Prat had more to do with the fear of realizing that there is a generation that is 
beginning to read things differently, than that it touches a particular figure.66 
 
The fact that a younger generation was being funded by the government to assert their power as 
citizens to reimagine national history and to posit a subjective relationship to the nation was 
deeply unsettling those who wished to impose a more nationalist, authoritarian structure of 
power. 
FONDART and its Controversies  
 The 2002 FONDART awardees were announced on June 24th. Since its inception in 
1992, the program, the Fondo de Desarrollo de la Cultura y las Artes (Fund for the Development 
of Culture and the Arts), has been one of the Chilean government’s primary means of artistic 
support. As I describe in Chapter Two, the fund had its antecedents in a short-lived dictatorship 
program, FONDEC (Fondo Nacional de Cultura, The National Culture Fund), which similarly 
                                               
66 “… es tan político el tema de la objetividad de la realidad. Todas las imposiciones históricas, desde las 
dictaduras más feroces […] están sostenidas por una visión de mundo que cree en la objetividad, que cree 
que hay una verdad. Y yo creo que el revuelo de Prat tiene más que ver con el miedo a darse cuenta que 
hay una generación que está empezando a leer las cosas distinto, que con que se toque a determinada 
figura.” Manuela Infante, interview with Catalina May, “Hay curas que nos han felicitado,” The Clinic, 




sought to use government funds to promote (state-sanctioned) art.67 The 1992 version of the 
program was established as a gloss in the Ley de Presupuestos (Budget Law) and was 
administered through the Ministry of Education.68 The fund’s aim was (and is) to contribute to 
the development of culture and the arts in Chile, adjudicating its resources—which came from 
taxes and donations—via an open public competition.69 In its first ten years, FONDART 
distributed 16.669.233.685 CLP (over twenty-four million US dollars) to 5199 projects in a 
number of categories, including: visual arts, audiovisual arts, theatre and dance, music, literature, 
patrimony, integrated arts, interregional events, and first people’s arts.70 Proposals were first 
evaluated by a committee of artists in its discipline, and then juried by a panel of artists 
consisting of representatives from each area as well as a representative from the private sector. 71 
 As the Concertación’s primary mechanism of artistic support, at the time FONDART was 
situated at a complex intersection of post-dictatorship culture and politics. Emerging from the 
same logic of dictatorship-era proposals, it was, on one hand, another site of continuity with the 
                                               
67 Caterina Preda, Art and Politics Under Modern Dictatorships: A Comparison of Chile and Romania 
(London: Palgrave, 2017), 108; Manuel Antonio Garretón, “Las políticas culturales en los gobiernos 
democráticos en Chile,” in Políticas culturales na Ibero-América, ed. Antonio Albino Canelas and 
Rubens Bayardo (Salvador: Editorial EDUFBA, 2009), 110.  
68 In legal terms, a gloss is a brief notation, appended to the main text of a document. 
69 Marisol Saborido, Rodrigo Vega, and Humberto Zamorano, “Informe Final de Evaluación, Fondo 
Nacional de Desarrollo Cultural y Las Artes” (Santiago: Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y Las Artes, 
August 2008), 4.  
70 Garretón, “Las políticas culturales,” 111. Until 1997 applicants could apply to a single line: the national 
funding competition, in which awards were given in: visual arts, theatre, dance, music, integrated arts, 
and audiovisual arts. Beginning in 1998, applicants could also apply to a regional contest with lines in: 
cultural infrastructure, local artistic and cultural initiatives, traditional culture, and artistic events. 
Saborido, et al., 6.  
71 Felipe Montero Morales, ed., Legislación cultural chilena (Santiago: Consejo Nacional de Cultura y las 
Artes, 2014), 118. The 2002 panel consisted of Francisco Gazitúa Costabal (visual arts), Jaqueline 
Mouesca Aime (audiovisual arts), Fernando González Mardones (theatre, a professor at the University of 
Chile), Verónica Canales Lobos (Dance), Olivia Concha Molinari (Music), Diamela Eltit González 
(Integrated Arts), Enrique Zamudio Rosales (Art on the Internet), René Silva Díaz (Interregional Events) 
and Phillip Horder Searchy (representative of the private sector). “Ministra Aylwin sobre polémica obra 
teatral de Prat,” La Segunda, September 29, 2002.  
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military regime, imposing a competitive, individuating, capitalist model on artists. As I argue in 
Chapter Two, this model did not provide a system by which a company could be sustainably 
supported and thus facilitate their longer-term development. The result was that companies 
largely worked project to project, with the fund’s structure ensuring their precarity. Carvajal and 
Van Diest contend that this led the vast majority of companies to conceive of themselves as 
independent, marked by the requirement that they must generate the resources to create work 
every time they wished to embark upon a new project.72  
 Both FONDART and the artists it funded operated within an environment in which 
freedom of speech remained significantly constrained. Many had hoped and expected that the 
end of the dictatorship would also auger the end of a culture of censorship. However, the 
entrenchment of authoritarian enclaves combined with the desire for consensus and fear of 
conflict meant that freedom of speech was one of the most compromised rights of the democratic 
transition.73 In 1998, Human Rights Watch argued that “freedom of expression and information 
is limited in Chile to a possibly incomparable level to any other democratic society in the 
Western hemisphere.”74 Film censorship continued to emanate from executive authority, and the 
courts operated as an arena through which other forms of censorship could take place.75 In such 
cases, freedom of speech was most commonly curtailed because it came into conflict with other 
rights and laws, in particular an individual’s right to “honor.” Additionally, the general culture of 
                                               
72 Carvajal and Van Diest, Nomadismos y ensamblajes, 35.  
73 Universidad Diego Portales, Facultad de Derecho, Informe anual sobre derechos humanos en Chile 
2003: Hechos de 2002 (Santiago: La Facultad, 2003), 207-209.  
74 “la libertad de expresión e información está limitada en Chile hasta un nivel posiblemente incomparable 
con cualquier otra sociedad democrática del hemisferio occidental.” Human Rights Watch, Los límites de 
tolerancia: libertad de expresión y debate público en Chile (Santiago: LOM, 1998), 49.  
75 Film censorship was exercised via the Consejo de Califación Cinematográfica (Council of Cinematic 
Qualification), a body formed via Decree Law 679 in October 1974, which had the power to reject the 
public exhibition of films. I will discuss both film and legal censorship in greater detail below. 
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consensus presented a major stumbling block to the establishment of free speech and debate, 
encouraging a continued climate of cautious self-censorship. 
Yet, at the same time as FONDART was an outgrowth of a dictatorship-era logic and 
operated within a culture still very much shaped by the influence of military regime and a 
climate of censorship, FONDART was also intended as a mechanism to resist authoritarian, 
“directed” culture and to promote freedom of expression cultural pluralism. The fund’s 
adjudication by committees of independent artists aimed to ensure autonomy for the artistic 
sphere. Furthermore, often the artists composing these panels were known for works that had 
resisted the dictatorship. The panel that had awarded the FONDART to Prat consisted of 
Fernando González—the former director of Teatro Itinerante (in which Andrés Pérez and 
Alfredo Castro were members), who within an official program had found creative was to 
transcend the dictatorship’s restrictions—and Diamela Eltit, a member of CADA.76 In previous 
years adjudicators had included artists and cultural critics such as Lotty Rosenfeld (also of 
CADA), María Elena Duvachelle (a key member of Ictus who had been exiled during the 
dictatorship),77 Paz Errázuriz (a photographer who had documented marginalized communities 
during the dictatorship),78 and Nelly Richard (who contributed to CADA’s canonization and 
whose critique informs much of this dissertation).79 The fund’s director since 1993 had been 
Nivia Palma, a member of the Partido Socialista (PS, Socialist Party) and who represented a 
more progressive wing of the Concertación coalition than did Presidents Aylwin and Frei, or 
                                               
76 González was later the director of the National Theatre and a highly respected professor at the 
University of Chile’s theatre school. “Fernando González: Un maestro del teatro gana el Premio 
Nacional,” El Mercurio, August 27, 2005. See Chapter Two for a discussion of González and Teatro 
Itinerante; see Chapter One for a discussion of Eltit and CADA.  
77 See Chapter One for a discussion of Ictus.  
78 See “Paz Errázuriz,” Memoria chilena, http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/w3-article-95129.html, 
accessed January 4, 2019. 
79 María Eugenia González, “Los laberintos del Fondart,” El Metropolitano, February 10, 2000.  
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Palma’s supervisor, the Minister of Education, Mariana Aylwin (the daughter of Patricio Aylwin 
and, like him, a member of the Christian Democratic party). Palma herself was invested in 
supporting works that might critique or question Chilean society. Of Prat, Palma asserted, “It 
seems wonderful to me that among other things, FONDART projects questioned a historic 
affirmation of what it is to be Chilean.”80  
Given FONDART’s complex position within post-dictatorship culture, then, as well as its 
willingness to fund provocative or challenging works, it is unsurprising that prior to Prat, the 
program had not been without controversies. Often these controversies revolved around 
representations of national or Latin American identity and/or sexuality, as was the case with 
Prat. In 1994, the program funded the reproduction of Juan Dávila’s “El Libertador Simón 
Bolívar 1994” (The Liberator Simón Bolivar 1994) on 500 postcards (along with three other 
reproductions of paintings) to be circulated nationally and internationally as part of a project 
titled Escuela de Santiago (Santiago School). The work depicted Bolívar—a hero of South 
American independence movements—with aspects of a female body and dress and making an 
obscene hand gesture. The work thus subverted militant, patriarchal notions of heroism and Latin 
American identity, inserting the feminine, the queer, the popular, and the profane into its history. 
Those opposed to the work considered it an affront to Latin American identity; it was protested 
nationally as well as by the governments of Venezuela, Ecuador, and Colombia, eventually 
prompting debates in the Chilean legislature and an apology from the Chilean foreign ministry.81 
The following year, Juan Pablo Sutherland’s “erotic biography of the city,” Angeles Negros, 
                                               
80 “Me parece maravilloso que, entre otras cosas, proyectos FONDART pusieron en cuestión una 
afirmación histórica de lo que era ser chileno.” Chile en llamas “Censura y patria.”  
81See Victor Hugo Robles, Bandera hueca: historia del movimiento homosexual de Chile (Santiago: 
Editorial Arcis: Cuarto Propio, 2008), 69-70; Nelly Richard, Residuos y metáforas, ensayos de crítica 
cultural en el Chile de la transición (Santiago: Editorial Cuarto Propio, 1998), 187. 
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came under fire nationally for its homosexual themes,82 and in 1999 the municipality of Machalí 
protested the public installation of a four-meter, eight-ton penis financed by FONDART. In 
2000, FONDART financed Nautilus, casa transparente (Nautilus, transparent house), also 
called “Casa de Vidrio” (Glass House), a project in which a young woman lived her daily life in 
a transparent house, built in a vacant lot a few blocks away from La Moneda. The intention of 
the piece was to call attention to the lack of transparency, both in Chilean daily life and in 
politics.83 However, the casting of the beautiful, young female actress Daniela Tobar attracted 
throngs of leering men who congregated on the streets to witness Tobar particularly when she 
was in the shower. As would eventually happen with Prat, Nautilus provoked a media firestorm. 
Letters to newspapers and editorials condemned FONDART and the piece as pornographic, and 
several legal cases were filed in an effort to stop the work and “safeguard the basic principles of 
[Chilean] society.”84 Eventually, Tobar, fearing for her safety, withdrew from the piece. When 
she was replaced by an average-looking middle-aged man, Victor Ogaz, the throngs of male 
voyeurs disappeared.85 The piece thus raised questions about political and social transparency 
alongside complicated (and possibly unanticipated) questions about sexual politics, gender, and 
voyeurism. 
Each of these works was complex, provocative, and challenging to Chilean national and 
sexual values, and surely would have seemed so in their grant proposals. In funding such works, 
                                               
82“Libro ‘Gay’ con platas fiscales” La Segunda, August 22, 1994. Sutherland was the director of Chile’s 
most important LGBT advocacy groups, Movilh (Movimiento de Integración y Liberación Homosexual, 
Movement for Homosexual Integration and Liberation). 
83 “Casa de Vidrio: Sociedad Chilena al Desnudo,” El Aguijon, March 30, 2000. 
84 “salvaguardar los principios básicos de nuestra sociedad.” “Casa de Vidrio: Tramitan Querella Por 
Ultrajes,” El Mercurio, February 1, 2000.  





FONDART demonstrated that it valued critical, provocative art. It did so by asserting its 
rejection of censorship and commitments to freedom of expression and ensuring the autonomy of 
the cultural sphere. At a roundtable concerning the Dávila and Sutherland controversies, Palma 
asserted, “The State cannot determine the ethical or aesthetic contents of art because in our 
democratic society it is free men and women who judge the works.” She thus posited artistic 
discernment as part and parcel of democratic liberties. Nor would FONDART consider “extra-
cultural” criteria in the selection of its artist-evaluators: “despite the artistic qualifications of a 
possible FONDART evaluator, were they excluded for belonging to a particular political party or 
for their sexual preferences…or lists of ‘dangerous artists’ for the system—that same day this 
fund will have lost all meaning.”86 For Palma and by extension FONDART, culture in 
democracy was to be facilitated but not determined by the state—and its production and 
consumption were to be autonomous pursuits. However, in her statements Palma overlooks the 
ideological bias inherent in any evaluation of artistic “qualifications.” In their evaluators, 
FONDART seemed to privilege elite artists who had been resistant to the dictatorship—artists 
and critics such as Eltit, Rosenfeld, and Richard—individuals whose tastes likely tended towards 
a contestatory approach to artmaking. Despite its efforts to the contrary, FONDART could not 
help but be ideologically, politically, and aesthetically positioned—a positioning it cast in terms 
of freedom of expression. This, in combination with its complicated imbrication in post-
dictatorship culture—where freedom of expression was constrained and authoritarian enclaves 
were strong—made the fund ripe for controversy and political debate.  
                                               
86 “El Estado no puede determinar los contenidos éticos ni estéticos del arte porque en nuestra sociedad 
democrática son las mujeres y los hombres libres quienes enjuician las obras.” “A pesar de la calificación 
artística de un posible evaluador del Fondart, se le excluya por pertenecer a un determinado partido 
político o por sus opciones sexuales…o bien se hagan listas de ‘artistas peligrosos’ para el sistema, ese 




Prat and its Controversies: Towards a Dramaturgy of Anachronism  
 
When the 2002 FONDART awards were announced, Morales recalls that Prat was 
described in the press as a work that “questions the heroic image of Arturo Prat.” 87 Following 
this announcement, the students were besieged on a number of fronts: in the press, in the Senate, 
in the courts, and in the streets. The first stage of the controversy was driven entirely by hearsay, 
as only a small university audience had yet to see or read the play. When the script was 
eventually printed in the press, the controversy escalated and the play’s attackers latched on to 
specific elements of the play, many of which they misinterpreted.  
The dramaturgy of anachronism that the play enacted was thus intimately and 
inextricably bound up in the scandal that accompanied the play’s premiere. While the play on its 
own did create a dramaturgy of anachronism—a dramaturgy that reflected the ways the students 
conceived of themselves in relation to the Chilean nation—the contours of the play’s 
anachronism were amplified and distorted in the course of the scandal. These distortions 
contributed to the play’s political contentiousness and significance and weaponized the play in a 
larger cultural war about the legacy of the military and the dictatorship. In these battles the play 
became a stand-in for debates about larger questions of Chilean culture and citizenship. Those 
who attacked the play did so because it threatened Chile’s fundamental (i.e., patriarchal and 
heteronormative) values, the honor of the military, and/or because it represented a left-wing 
conspiracy. Those who defended the play did so on the grounds of freedom of speech, cultural 
pluralism, and a rejection of censorship and the dictatorship. These debates revealed a still-
                                               
87 “una obra que cuestiona la imagen heroica de Arturo Prat.” Chile en llamas, “Censura y patria.” 
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divided nation, one that had not remotely come close to bridging the rifts of the dictatorship era. 
An analysis of the play in relation to the scandal thus renders apparent the ways the political 
capacity of a play is not determined only by the agency of artists but also by the cultural and 
political context in which the play is produced. Ironically, the scandal—driven by those who 
wished to censor the play—increased the play’s political efficacy and scope, granting it a larger 
platform and catapulting it into debates about the meaning of history and the nature of Chilean 
democracy itself. All of this was for a semi-professional student production that had not yet 
premiered, and when it did, would seat a maximum of fifty-eight people nightly over a total of 
twelve performances.  
The scandal began in and was primarily driven by the press—in particular the 
conservative paper La Segunda.88 There, and in other outlets, the controversy was fueled by a 
number of anxieties, largely coalescing around the play’s challenge to national “values.” The 
play was an affront because it was perceived to threaten the patriarchal, heteronormative status 
quo, because it undermined the military, and because it challenged a hegemonic notion of 
history. This latter challenge—to the veracity of official historical narratives—positioned the 
play within debates being waged in the realm of memory. Like the Manifesto of Historians and 
                                               
88 Surprisingly, during the transition the diversity of news media significantly decreased. Print media was 
dominated by two major conglomerates, the El Mercurio chain, of which La Segunda was a part, and 
COPESA (Consorcio Periodístico de Chile, S.A.), of which the somewhat more liberal La Tercera was its 
flagship. The newspapers that had played a key critical role during the dictatorship, such as Análisis, Apsi, 
Cauce and Fortín Mapocho had all closed by 1995. Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 223. La Segunda was 
an afternoon daily and tended towards more inflammatory headlines and reporting than El Mercurio. It 
was infamous for its horrific July 24, 1975 headline “Exterminated like Rats” (“Exterminados como 
ratones”), which alleged that 59 members of MIR (political enemies of Pinochet) had died at the hands of 
their colleagues or foreign security forces during “a vast and relentless program of revenge and political 
cleansing” (“un vasto e implacable programa de venganza y depuración política”). The inflammatory, 
dehumanizing headline was a media disinformation campaign to account for the 119 members of MIR 
that the government had disappeared.  
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the premise of the Dialogue Table, the play’s rejection of a singular historical narrative 
challenged those who used such narratives to justify and explain the military coup.  
Following the FONDART announcement, outraged letters arrived at various newspapers, 
condemning the students, as one letter put it, for “smearing the cultural and historic values of the 
Chilean Navy.”89 In such letters, Prat was defended as the paragon of (hetero)normativity, a 
bastion of the patriarchal status quo that had guided both the military regime and the 
Concertación’s vision of convivencia. Accordingly, Prat was “a perfectly normal man, simple, 
Christian, father, husband, son, lawyer, and officer of the Chilean navy, who made the decision 
to offer his life for his country, for his honor, and for the defense of the most precious values 
rooted in his sailor’s soul.”90 Implied in such statements was that to represent Prat otherwise was 
to represent something aberrant, and to threaten the Christian, patriarchal, and martial values of 
the country.  
 For some, the threat to these values represented a significant political threat. The 
spokesperson for the retired naval admirals, Jorge Swett Madge condemned the play in terms 
reminiscent of dictatorship-era fearmongering. According to Swett, the play constituted part of a 
larger Gramscian effort to destroy Chilean cultural values and thereby take power.91 In this 
formulation, the threat to the heteronormative patriarchal values of the Chilean navy was a threat 
to the nation. On September 6th, such a perceived threat led the pro-dictatorship group, the 
Corporación 11 de septiembre (September 11th Corporation, a name that commemorates the date 
                                               
89 “mancillando los valores culturales e históricos de la Armada de Chile.” Luis H. Bastías Sandoval, 
Letter to the Editor. La Segunda, August 29, 2002.  
90 “hombre perfectamente normal, sencillo, cristiano, padre, esposo, hijo, abogado y oficial de la Armada 
de Chile, tenía la decisión de ofrecer su vida por la patria, por su honra y por la defensa de los valores más 
preciados, arraigado en su alma marinera.” Ibid. 
91 In a statement published on August 3, 2002 in Las Últimas Noticias, he maintained “This has a political 
undertone. The Gramscian doctrine is to destroy all of the values to take power.” (“Esto tiene un 
trasfondo político. La doctrina gramsciana es destruir todos los valores para tomar el poder”).  
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of the military coup) to demand that the Ministry of Education stop the premiere, invoking the 
Law of State Security.92 
 For their part, the students tried to shield themselves from these attacks and focus on their 
work. In an introduction to the published version of the play’s text, the company wrote, 
“Everyone insisted on having an opinion, some defended the country, others freedom of 
expression. We had not expected that, we were afraid, we felt anger, and we protected ourselves 
in the world constructed in our rehearsals, that for us was more real than what was going on 
outside.”93 However, the students could not ultimately isolate themselves from the controversy 
outside of their rehearsal room. In September, a reporter disguised as a student from the Catholic 
University approached the actor Héctor Morales and told him that they wanted to discuss the 
play in their class. Encouraged that someone wanted to read the text before offering an opinion, 
Morales brought the request to the company. The company agreed to share the script, offering it 
to the “student” in good faith.94 Shortly thereafter, on September 17, 2002, a day before the 
Chilean National Holiday—a time when nationalistic patriotism was on particularly high 
display—the students found that the unfinished script had been printed in a special section of La 
Segunda, without Infante’s permission.  
The text published in La Segunda was fundamentally incomplete—in a number of senses. 
As a rehearsal draft, it had not been carefully proofread and contained many spelling errors and 
typos, a fact pointed out by the newspaper in a note appending the play with the false implication 
                                               
92 I will discuss the legal challenges to the play, as well as the Law of State Security, in greater detail in a 
subsequent section.  
93 “Todos quisieron opinar, unos defendiendo la patria, otros la libertad de expresión. No lo esperábamos, 
tuvimos miedo, sentimos rabia y nos resguardamos en el mundo que se construía en los ensayos, que para 
nosotros era más real que aquello que ocurría afuera.” Compañía Teatro de Chile, introduction to Prat, 
Seguida de Juana, by Manuela Infante (Santiago: Ediciones Ciertopez, 2004), 10-11.  
94 Morales, interview with author. 
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that the printed text had been approved by the author, and that those authorial wishes had been 
respected.95 More significantly, however, the script only represented a small part of what would 
be seen on stage. The text had functioned as a kind of guide for an improvisational rehearsal 
process.96 Accordingly, the stage directions were scant, and much of the dialogue and action that 
would constitute the performance was not represented by the text. Therefore, the artistic 
intentions of the students could not possibly have been gleaned from the text alone, a fact that 
would not be noted by any of the play’s critics. When the company would later publish the 
script, they acknowledged even its incompleteness by subtitling the printed version: guía para la 
creación de un mundo (guide for the creation of a world).97 
The first thing the La Segunda reader would have encountered was the character list 
which specified that Prat was sixteen years old, an obvious factual error (Prat had been thirty-one 
at the time of the battle) introducing the play’s anachronistic perspective. This list was followed 
by a prologue, which further served to establish a number of the play’s anachronistic moves, 
moves that traversed the realm of both verifiable facts and unverifiable subjective experiences, 
and that posited time as epochal:98  
There was a time in which we feared the Peruvians. There was a time in which we feared 
the police, there was a time in which we feared technology, the very same. Of course we 
were afraid of unidentified flying objects, we were afraid that a meteorite would fall on 
                                               
95 The note read, “The original spelling of the approved text has been respected.” “Se ha respectado la 
ortografía original del texto aprobado.” La Segunda, September 17, 2002. 
96 Morales, interview with author. 
97 Infante, Prat.  
98 In performance, the prologue was recorded and played over a speaker as the audience took their seats. I 
will engage with a more detailed conversation about the play in performance shortly; here I am focused 
on the text as it would have been encountered by newspaper readers. Throughout this initial discussion, 
however, I will note some of the distinctions between the text printed in La Segunda and what was later 
performed. At times this is a difficult discussion to compartmentalize, but I do so to emphasize how the 
dramaturgy of the play was shaped its various mediations. My understanding of the performance is 
constructed from a video recording of a 2002 production at El Trolley, as well as through conversation 
with Morales. The video is available at the theatre’s online archive: Teatro de Chile, “Registro obra 




our beloved Easter Island. We were also afraid of AIDS, there was one time, as well, in 
which we feared the horizon. We were very afraid of crucifying by mistake, afraid that a 
bomb would fall on us, fear of fire was also there. Fear of being left without water, fear 
of being left without space. We were afraid of Chupacabras, of Charles Manson, but let’s 
leave behind the individuals. Fear of eating uncooked lettuce, fear of having a star of 
David on the lapel. Many times we had a fear of cold. Well. There was one time, I swear, 
in which we were afraid of the Peruvians.99 
 
In Rancière’s discussion of anachronism, he highlights how history is often conceived 
according to epochs, which he delineates as being distinguishable by their adherence to particular 
“regimes of truth,” or governing beliefs. Anachronism however, collapses the distinctions 
between these epochs. From the play’s outset, the prologue thus situates the play within a kind of 
epochal time bound by belief—in this case the nationalistic fear of the Peruvians that justified 
the War of the Pacific. With this first statement, the audience is positioned outside of time and 
able to look, like a discerning historian, upon those within that time. This historic detachment 
however is immediately undercut by the prologue’s address to a collective we that fears in the 
imperfect tense (the conjugation of temíamos –we feared—implies an ongoing emotional state, 
without a clearly delimited end), suggesting that the historic boundaries of this fear-guided epoch 
do not have a clear ending point. Accordingly, the opening sentence also evokes a fairy tale or 
story structure—"Había una época” (“There was a time”) being a variation of the familiar “Había 
                                               
99 “Había una época en la que temíamos a los peruanos. Había una época en que la temíamos a los 
carabineros, había una época en la que temíamos a la tecnología, la mismísima. Para qué mencionar que 
tuvimos miedo de los objetos que volaban sin identificación, temimos que cayera un meteorito en nuestra 
queridísima Isla de Pascua. También tuvimos miedo de tener Sida, hubo uno, incluso, en que temíamos al 
horizonte. Tuvimos tanto miedo de equivocarnos al crucificar, miedo de que nos cayera una bomba, 
miedo del fuego también hubo. Miedo a quedarnos sin agua, miedo a quedarnos sin hueco. Tuvimos 
miedo del Chupacabras, de Charles Manson, y dejemos hasta aquí los individuos. Miedo de comer 
lechuga sin cocer, miedo de tener una estrella de David en la solapa. Miedo al frío tantas épocas tuvieron. 
Bien. Una hubo, lo juro, en que le teníamos miedo a los peruanos.” Ibid., 16. For ease of citation I am 
citing the text published by Infante and the company; in each instance I have cross-referenced them to be 
sure they were reproduced in the version published in La Segunda. Chupacabras are a legendary creature 
in folklore throughout the Americas that were imagined to feed on the blood of livestock. See Benjamin 
Radford, Tracking the Chupacabra: The Vampire Beast in Fact, Fiction, and Folklore (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 2011).  
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una vez” (“Once upon a time”). The play—and Prat—are thus also framed as being part of a 
more mythic or legendary time, situating the historic Prat as part of a national mythology, in 
contrast perhaps to a more historic factuality. The prologue then proceeds, through repetition, to 
tease out anachronistic connections, linking real, sinister, imagined, and absurd fears (many of 
these, however, are expressed in the more finite preterit tense, a grammatical inconsistency that 
calls attention to the multiple past tenses’ relationship to the present): a fear of the police, 
technology, UFOs, meteorites, AIDS, Chupacabras, and having to wear the Star of David. The 
free association of these multitudinous fears—some of which convey vivid and specific historical 
association (the carabineros/national police and the dictatorship, the Star of David and the 
Holocaust, as well as dictatorship anti-semitism), others of which are more general—brings the 
past into the present and the present into the past, establishing that this will be a story that 
transcends a particular historical epoch via its connection to the subjective and collective 
experience of fear. The prologue’s linguistic repetition and elaboration establishes and highlights 
poetic techné, rendering the relationship between history, mythology and poetics apparent—thus 
asserting the contingency of a non-anachronistic history. The prologue concludes by returning 
again to the fear of Peruvians, and the “we” (the national body), again addressed in the imperfect 
tense, are never defined explicitly as Chileans, but rather conjured implicitly through 
nationalistic fear of the other. Cristián Opazo points out that the vow introduced in the 
prologue’s end positions the text as well as a kind of civic act—the recitation of fears thus 
becomes a kind of act of juridical citizenship.100  
 The prologue thus establishes a number of the play’s anachronistic strategies. On one 
level it demonstrates the constructedness of history, that the formulation of a historic narrative is 
                                               
100 Opazo, Pedagogías letales, 161.  
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a poetic act and is tied to a kind of national mythology that emerges from subjective emotional 
experiences. This move, like the work of Hayden White and Frank Ankersmit, establishes the 
contingency of history and the contingency of the ideology that undergirds it.101 On another 
level, the play’s anachronism makes connections and associations that trouble a contained or 
rigid periodization suggesting that historic figures are bound to their time’s regimes of truth. The 
prologue brings Prat out of his time and into the present so that the actors and audience might 
interrogate their own subjective relationship to what roles may be expected of them. Finally, the 
prologue’s foregrounding of fear—which it uses to make many of its anachronistic 
connections—insists upon fear not only as part of Prat’s story (a theme that will be developed 
throughout), but also as a fundamental part of national identity: the “we” has been constituted by 
fear of the Peruvians. This thus follows Chantal Mouffe’s assertion that all groups are predicated 
on a “constitutive outside,” in which a community, in this case a national body, is formed by that 
which it is not.102 The final move into the juridical register underscores this fear as part and 
parcel of the experience of Chilean citizenship. 
 The play’s subsequent temporal structure undergirds its dramaturgy of anachronism by 
disrupting the linearity of the Prat-myth’s “historical” narrative. The play is not structured as an 
Aristotelian sequence of events (i.e., governed by a kind of tragic/heroic regime of truth) leading 
up to Prat’s heroic martyrdom. Instead, the play unfolds via a fragmented, shifting temporality. 
Set on the days leading up to the battle, between the 18th and 21st of May, scenes often take place 
in short, ten-minute fragments, small snapshots of mundanity and boredom. At times, one scene 
                                               
101 Both White and Ankersmit have been instrumental in foregrounding the way history is structured and 
imagined and have emphasized that writing history is always to write a philosophy of history. Hayden 
White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: John Hopkins 
University Press, 1973); Frank Ankersmit, Historical Representation (Stanford, Stanford University 
Press, 2011).  
102 Chantal Mouffe, Agonistics: Thinking the World Politically (London: Verso, 2013), 18.  
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will end and the next one will begin where the previous one began, doubling back to depict the 
same segment of time on a different part of the ship. During these scenes the sailors pass the time 
drinking, playing soccer (devised in performance and not reflected in the written text) and 
discussing banalities such as allergies, whether salty or sweet food is preferable, the birds on 
deck, and their current infatuations. The sailors often have conversations about different things at 
different times and fragmented human relations parallel the sense of fragmented time. Later, the 
play takes temporal leaps forward, and there is increasing crisis, fear, and drunkenness, though 
the play’s absurdity does not diminish. As the moment of battle arrives, for example, rather than 
mobilize, two sailors, Bucarest and Juárez, discuss whether to let the birds trapped on the ship go 
free, or whether they risk being hit by a cannonball. During this conversation one sailor, the 
blind Bucarest, on impulse, threatens Juárez with a potato. Juárez, in turn, brandishes a knife:  
Bucarest: Drop the knife! 
Juárez: Drop the potato and I drop the knife! 
Bucarest: I have very good aim, friend.  
Juárez: Yes, but I have a knife, friend.  
Bucarest: Yes, but a potato you can throw at a friend, not a knife. I can hit you in the eye 
and from there you won’t be able to see me to stab me.  
Juárez: No, I am not afraid of you.  
Bucarest: Drop the knife and I drop the potato! (Juárez drops the knife) Drop the knife if 
you want me to drop this potato! Listen to me, put it on the floor…103 
 
Any sense of the temporal drive towards the play’s impending crisis is thus undercut by the 
play’s humorous absurdity.  
Structurally and generically as well the play created the kind of uneasy and surprising 
connections characteristic of anachronism. In the text of the play, the scenes are each attributed 
                                               
103 Bucarest: ¡Bote el cuchillo!/ Juárez: ¡Bote la papa y yo boto el cuchillo!/ Bucarest: Tengo muy buena 
puntería amigo./ Juárez: Sí, pero yo tengo un cuchillo amigo. / Bucarest: Sí, pero una papa se le puede 
tirar a un amigo, no un cuchillo…Le puedo dar en el ojo y ahí usted no va a poder verme para 
achuntarme. / Juárez: No, de usted no tengo miedo…/ Bucarest: ¡Bote usted el cuchillo y yo boto la papa! 
(Juárez lo bota) ¡Bote el cuchillo si quiere que yo bote esta papa! ¡Me oye, póngalo en el suelo de una 
vez…! Infante, Prat, 26. 
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an exact time and place, such as, “The Esmeralda. Sunday 18 May. 7:30 PM. Dining Hall. After 
the meal.” or “Official Document: The Speech.”104 These scene headings, alongside the 
representation of quotidian mundanity and boredom as well as the randomness of the 
conversations and scene selection, give the text of the play a kind of documentary feel that works 
in tension to the play’s overt fictionalization. Perhaps this is why many readers of the text in La 
Segunda perceived the play as anachronistic and political, rather than as a work of fiction. 
However, as I noted above, the play’s obvious connection to fiction is evident in the 
play’s representation of Prat as sixteen years old, an obvious, verifiable error. Nevertheless, it is 
the unverifiable that provokes and constitutes the play’s primary anachronistic gestures, 
specifically its representation of the youthful Prat as a reluctant hero, who does his best to reject 
the role that has been thrust upon him and who fearfully exists in fraught tension with the 
historical narrative his life would eventually constitute. Throughout the play Prat self-
infantilizes, spending much of his time on stage looking for his mother and longing for her 
affection. In an early scene, set on the evening of the 18th, he stands at her cabin door, 
apologizing for bringing her on the ship and begging her to come out, asserting his own lack of 
agency: 
Mommy, I promise you that there is no other place I could be, I have thought a lot and 
nothing occurs to me, and it was you who told me that you wanted to be with me. Look, 
as soon as I can we’ll get you off the ship, I promise that I don’t have strength, I promise 
mommy that I don’t have will, I wouldn’t do anything stupid ma, because I would not do 
anything.105  
 
                                               
104 “La Esmeralda. Domingo 18 de Mayo. 7:30 pm. Comedor Diario. Sobremesa.” “Documento Oficial: 
El Discurso.” 
105 “Mami, le prometo que no hay otro lugar en que yo pueda estar, he pensado tanto y no se me ocurre, y 
fue usted la que me dijo que quería estar conmigo. Mire, apenas pueda la bajamos de la nave, le prometo 
que no tengo fuerza, le prometo mamita que no tengo voluntad, no haría nada tonto ma’, porque no haría 
nada.” Infante, Prat, 22.  
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Prat is not a hero who made a choice to die fighting rather than surrender; instead he is a 
sniveling boy, unable to take responsibility for his life or act according to his own will. 
Just as he rejects his own agency and capacity for heroism, Prat also anachronistically 
rejects a historical narrative that attributes heightened significance to particular events and that 
connects them to a regime of truth (such as a nationalistic history) that would endow them with 
meaning. He tells an older sailor, Robinson, the de facto patriarch of the ship, “this history is not 
key, there are no key histories, just as there are no key battles,”106 undermining a nationalistic 
narrative in which the Battle of Iquique has long figured prominently. Further, he asserts that he 
is unfit for his role as captain, and that he wishes Robinson was a captain because he (Prat) is 
“not old enough for honor. I am not old enough to love another woman besides my mother.”107 
Prat’s rejection of his own authority prompts Robinson to punch Prat in an effort to bring him 
into line. Robinson thus plays the father figure, violently enforcing the patriarchy, enforcing 
heroism, and enforcing history—illustrating how such structures are often imposed by brute 
strength.  
 Shortly after, a conversation between Bucarest and Juárez emphasizes that the hero is a 
narrative construct dependent on the role one (arbitrarily) plays; meanwhile the rest of the 
historical figures are supporting actors. Whether Prat wants it or not (clearly he does not), this 
exchange suggests fatalistically that because of the role he plays on the ship, he will play the role 
of the hero; everyone else works in service to the construction of this role.  
Juárez: You came looking for me so we will be heroes. 
Bucarest: No, Juárez, the hero is always the captain.  
Juárez: And the cook?  
Bucarest: He’s the one who nourishes him to become a hero. 
Juárez: And the engineer? 
                                               
106 “esta historia no es clave, no hay historias claves, así como no hay batallas claves.” Ibid., 27. 
107 “no tengo edad para tener honor. No tengo edad para querer a otra mujer que a mi madre.” Ibid., 28. 
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Bucarest: He’s the one who calculates so he can be hero without a mishap.108 
 
As the battle grows in intensity and the hopelessness of their position becomes even more 
apparent, Prat’s rejection of honor turns to rage at the way the battle—and the state—is 
consuming Chile’s youth. He sees a young sailor attempting to shoot a cannon but without 
cannon balls. Outraged by the futility of this act, he confronts the boy:  
Come here boy, let the boys shoot the cannons without balls. That’s it, the children of 
who knows who, shoot the cannons without balls. Come on son, light the wick; shout 
son, shout, Viva Chile! Each time the canon explodes, let the boys shout, Viva Chile! 
Long live the boys of Chile! Long explode the boys of Chile! Long live Chile without 
boys!109  
 
This is perhaps Prat’s moment of greatest agency and clarity. He proclaims the nationalistic cry, 
“Viva Chile,” anachronistically transforming the call into a passionate tirade against state 
violence and its consumption of the country’s youth, inverting Prat’s dedication to his nation and 
his values and turning him into a critic of the state and the war. Robinson intervenes and punches 
Prat again, silencing him and knocking him to the floor. Forces stronger than Prat are in control 
of the course his life will take; his own critique will be erased by history.  
 Prat next appears alone, rehearsing a speech, supposedly the one he famously delivered to 
his sailors to rally them before he boarded the Huásar (the scene is called “Official Document: 
The Speech”). As he rehearses the speech, he makes it clear that this is a kind of fictionalization 
of his life by connecting his personal narrative to a larger, more archetypical narrative unspecific 
                                               
108 Juárez: Me viene a buscar para que seamos héroes./ Bucarest: No Juárez, el héroe siempre es el 
capitán./ Juárez: ¿Y el cocinero?/ Bucarest: Es el que lo alimenta para ser héroe./ Juárez: ¿Y el ingeniero?  
Bucarest: Es el que calcula para que sea héroe sin ningún percance. Ibid., 28-29.  
109 Ven acá muchacho, que disparen los niños los cañones sin balas. Eso es, los hijos de quién sabe quién, 
que disparen los cañones sin balas, vamos hijo prende la mecha, grita hijo, grita ¡Viva Chile! Cada vez 
que explote el cañón, que los niños griten ¡Viva Chile! Que ¡vivan los niños de Chile! ¡Que exploten los 
niños de Chile! ¡Que viva Chile sin niños! Ibid., 41. Explotar here has a double meaning—explode and 
exploit—suggesting that Chile exploits boys and then kills them. 
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to him. He says, “My father died of an illness in the southern countryside” then ironically adds 
“like fathers die.” He continues to discuss his siblings: “The first died because he was born 
prematurely, like the first one’s are born.”110 The darkly ironic repetition linking the deaths and 
births to some kind of universalized master narrative renders Prat’s own story part of a larger 
fiction in which his own future was fated: “And I, who did not get to know anyone, was born a 
hero. ‘Avenge the blood,’ they said.”111 He goes on to emphasize that his own conditions of 
possibility were limited by his life story, by the way he fit into his own narrative, elaborating 
with ironic dark humor: “when one has had brothers like that, you cannot play dumb, you cannot 
die of cancer, no sir, you must eat and shit the role, the role, the role, the role, the ROLE, if I say 
it enough times I bet it sounds like another word. They should have called me Rolando.”112 Prat 
has been consumed by his role, a word, a notion so redundant that it has come to be meaningless. 
He is not a key figure in a key battle, but a consumed figure in an all-consuming battle with a 
nationalistic narrative. He again pronounces, “VIVA CHILE,” a phrase now transformed by his 
earlier tirade about state violence and its cannibalism of youth; he too is a youth consumed by 
Chile so it may go on living.  
 The following scene with Prat’s closest friend, Graziet, begins with the stage direction: 
“(drunk).”113 This small stage direction would prove to be one of the most controversial: the 
drunkenness an affront to Prat’s heroic gesture. What follows is a moment of quiet before his 
                                               
110 “Se murió de enfermo mi padre en el campo del sur, como se mueren los padres.” “El primero se 
murió porque nació prematuro, como nacen los primeros.” Ibid., 44. Morales’s delivery he emphasizes 
the irony of the universalizing lines. At this point as well he also plays Prat very drunk and emotionally 
spent.  
111 “Y yo, que no alcancé a conocer a nadie nací héroe. ‘Vengar la sangre’, dicen.” Ibid., 44.  
112 “cuando se ha tenido hermanos así, no se puede uno hacer el loco, no se puede uno morir de cáncer, no 
señor, el rol se come y se caga, el rol, el rol, ROL, si lo digo bastante veces apuesto que suena como otra 
palabra. Rolando me debería haber llamado yo.” Ibid., 45.  
113 “(borracho).” Ibid. 
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martyrdom, where Prat, inebriated, childlike, and unable to find his mother, asks his friend to 
give him so affection by patting him on the head. When Graziet asks Prat to reciprocate the 
gesture, Prat again rejects his own agency and asserts self-doubt, even in such a small gesture, by 
telling his friend, “because when I do it I always think that I am doing it badly.”114 Graziet 
responds that Prat will be important, and the two adolescents reflect on the meaning and 
arbitrary, preordained nature of Prat’s heroism:  
Graziet: You are going to be important, Prat. 
Prat: Yes, I know, Graziet. 
Graziet: And why you, Prat?  
Prat: I don’t know, Graziet. […] 
Graziet: Are you going to jump, Prat? 
Prat: I think so Graziet. 
Graziet: You are going to be a hero, Prat, a martyr. Do you want that? Does that serve us? 
Prat: Look me in the eyes, Graziet. (He takes his face in his hands.) I don’t know.115  
 
Prat’s assertion that he does not know the value of his own heroism implies a larger critique of 
nationalistic histories: what end do such narratives serve, particularly when they involve loss of 
life, when they cannot possibly know the subjective lives of the participants, and when they 
bolster fear of the other and nationalism?  
The scene shifts and Prat prepares to give his speech and to jump aboard the enemy ship. 
However, when the time comes to give the speech, another sailor, Jean Crisp, notices Prat’s 
jacket is missing a button. Prat is hardly the image of the dignified hero: he is incomplete, 
unkempt, he must borrow a jacket from the boy-sailor. That done, he cannot remember what he 
was going to say, and Jean Crisp must whisper the famous words of his speech into his ear, like a 
                                               
114 “Porque cuando hago siempre pienso que lo estoy haciendo mal.” Ibid., 48.  
115Graziet: Vas a ser importante Prat./ Prat: Sí sé, Graziet./ Graziet: ¿Y por qué tú Prat?/ Prat:No sé 
Graziet. […]/ Graziet: ¿Vas a saltar Prat?/ Prat: Yo creo que sí, Graziet./ Graziet:Vas a ser un héroe Prat, 






Cyrano. Then, before he can jump, he notices that the ship is moving and, unsettled, asks who is 
at the helm. The boy sailor replies, it is his mother—and as the ship lurches, Prat is thrown onto 
the enemy ship. He is still fully dependent on his mother, and he is not afforded the agency even 
to jump and thus realize his defining heroic act. The heroic narrative of Prat is posited as a sham, 
undercut by his fear and rejection of it, by his youth and his drunkenness, and by his lack of 
agency. 
 The script as it was published in La Segunda—a partial representation of the play’s 
dramaturgy—enacted a number of anachronistic gestures. First was the fundamental factual 
error: the play plucked the Prat of historical record out of the story and in his place inserted the 
sixteen-year-old boy, that both factually and in Chile’s national imaginary he could not have 
been. It compounded this verifiable error with the unverifiable: a representation of Prat’s 
subjective experience. This exploration of Prat’s subjectivity, the proposition that Prat might 
have been nervous and unready for heroism, that it was a role thrust upon him by the state not 
chosen for himself, challenged the Rancierian “regime of truth” that had long governed Prat’s 
history. His history belonged to a kind of mythic time; his iconic figure had contributed to the 
maintenance of certain national values, and to complicate this story with a different subjective 
experience was to bring one regime of truth into another—in which the world was a more 
complicated place, nationalism and the state were more subject to critique, and memory and 
history were personal, subjective experiences. The students were thus asserting their right as 
citizens to challenge and reimagine national history, to claim such histories as their own and use 
them to reflect their own experiences, and to consider how they might define their own futures. 
In the scandal that followed the script’s printing, the nuances and cultural/political critique in 
these anachronistic gestures were lost, though the fundamental anachronism was not. This 
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anachronism was simplified, heightened, and distorted in ways that would inextricably shape the 
dramaturgy of the play and its impact.  
 The script was published alongside an article by the Gonzalo Vial, the same historian 
whose apologist supplements outlining the unrest of the pre-dictatorship period had accompanied 
Pinochet’s “Letter to the Chileans.” In no uncertain terms, Vial condemned the show, a critique 
tinged with homophobia and political grievance. Throughout his article, Vial asserted the 
authority of factually-based history. This was an implicit assertion of his own authority as a 
historian and an argument to limit those who would maintain that history has multiple and 
subjective interpretations. By refusing to consider the possible truths in the play’s representation 
of Prat’s subjectivity or the student’s artistic intent in fictionalizing Prat’s life, Vial could only 
view the play through the lens of historical accuracy: here, as in Febvre, anachronism was an 
“unforgivable sin” that, as Rancière points out, has deep political implications. In his critique of 
the play, Vial thus affirmed Rancière’s understanding of anachronism as a fundamentally 
political act. For Vial, the play’s anachronism threatened Chilean values, an act that justified the 
curtailment of certain democratic rights of the citizen-artists.  
  Vial began his critique by positing the play’s anachronism as part of a larger trend in 
Chilean culture—his observation of this trend being a coded expression of homophobia and a 
way to label the play as queer. He situated the play in a lineage with works such as Andrés 
Pérez’s La huida (The escape) and Pedro Lemebel’s chronicles.116 The comparison to these two 
                                               
116 As I describe in Chapter Two, La huida depicted the persecution of homosexuals during the 
dictatorship of Carlos Ibañez del Campo—a poetic piece that also subjectively resonated with Pérez’s 
experiences during the Pinochet dictatorship. Lemebel’s chronicles (La Esquina es mi corazón: Crónica 
urbana [1995], El Loco Afán: Crónicas de Sidario [1996], and De Perlas y cicatrices [1998]) employed a 
hybrid literary style. Part memoir, fiction, reportage, and historical analysis the works depicted the 
marginalization of the gay and poor in urban Santiago. Lemebel was also a member of Las Yeguas del 
Apocalipsis, which I also discuss in Chapter Two.  
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works freighted Vial’s critique with homophobic anxiety: both Pérez’s play and Lemebel’s 
chronicles weave the queer authors’ experiences of discrimination and violence into quasi-
fictionalized historical narratives. Implied in the selection of these examples, then, was that the 
subjective experience of queerness or homosexuality was connected to the anachronistic and 
therefore outside the bounds of official history. By situating Prat alongside the works of Pérez 
and Lemebel, Vial labeled Prat as queer while simultaneously positing queer artistic production 
as threatening to Chilean history and culture.117 Such a reading of the play—circulating widely in 
public discourse—tended to come from the moment in which Prat asked Graziet for a gesture of 
affection. The extrapolation that even the smallest gesture of one male’s affection for another is 
homosexual is a telling expression of the anxieties circulating within Chile at the time. For her 
part, Infante was puzzled by this reading of the play, telling Carvajal, “I always laugh about the 
readings of Prat as homosexual, I don’t know where they got this reading. It was never part of 
the work or mentioned in our work, it was not a concept in play.”118 This reading fed into the 
anachronism of the play by positing it as anachronistic in ways that were not even intended by 
the playwright, but that flamed controversy by feeding into culturally prevalent homophobic 
anxieties. 
Vial’s disregard of authorial intent was also present in his neglect of any thematic 
interpretation of the play, arguing instead that “nothing of what is said about the hero of Iquique 
                                               
117 In the article Vial did not point out which aspects of the script he found queer; nevertheless, it can be 
inferred that he concurred with other critiques that attacked the students for portraying Prat as 
homosexual. 
118 “Yo siempre me río de las lecturas de que Prat era homosexual, no sé de a donde sacan esa lectura. 
Nunca lo trabajamos ni mencionamos en el trabajo de nosotros, ese no fue un concepto en juego.” Quoted 
in Carvajal, n.7, 77. Privately, Infante, was in the process of identifying as lesbian at the time of the 
production and was not out to her family. Chile en llamas, “Censura y patria.” 
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is true, historically speaking.”119 Why use Prat’s name, he asked, and not make the fiction more 
apparent? Why not, he asked, call him Arturo Pérez? Refusing any attempt to interpret the 
playwright’s aims, Vial argued that Infante ought to have consulted historical sources; without 
them the play is an expression of “complete historical ignorance.”120 
While Vial did concede that the revision of history is a right, he drew the line at the 
presentation of “falsehoods as deeds” and suggested that the play was cultural pluralism taken to 
a dangerous, politically motivated extreme.121 The students had taken aim at Prat, he suggested, 
because he was considered by some (falsely, in Vial’s estimation) to be a figure of the right. 
Then, lest it was hitherto unclear that Vial’s critique was steeped in residual political divisions of 
the dictatorship period, he suggested that artists would never have depicted a “drunk and drugged 
Salvador Allende.”122 He went on to argue that such false depictions were a slippery slope and 
could lead to the same treatment of “Allende, or with Orlando Letelier, Víctor Jara, or Tucapal 
Jiménez, or with the detained and disappeared.”123 He thus concluded his critique by threatening 
the sanctity of the memories of the left and—in defense of a silencing consensus—by arguing 
that the state should not foster divisiveness by funding such plays. Though the play is about Prat, 
                                               
119 “Nada de lo que dice del héroe de Iquique es cierto, históricamente hablando.” Gonzalo Vial Correa, 
“Prat en el teatro,” La Segunda, September 17, 2002.  
120 “completa ignorancia histórica.” Ibid. Infante and the cast did, in fact, consult a number of historical 
sources in the process of creating the show, as they both she and Morales confirm in Chile en llamas 
“Censura y patria”, and Morales described reading Prat’s letters and going to his boyhood home as part of 
his research process. Morales, interview with author.  
121 “Pero no cabe presentar falsedades como hechos.” Vial Correa, “Prat en el teatro.” 
122 “un Salvador Allende ebrio y drogado.” Ibid. 
123 “Allende, o con Orlando Letelier, Victor Jara, o Tucapel Jiménez, o con los detenidos desaparecidos.” 
Ibid. Orlando Letelier was an economist, politician, and diplomat during the presidency of Allende. He 
sought safety in Washington D.C. during the dictatorship but was assassinated there by a car bomb in 
1976 (orchestrated by DINA). “Orlando Letelier de Solar,” Memoria chilena, accessed January 8, 2019, 
http://www.memoriachilena.cl/602/w3-article-763.html. Tucapel Jiménez was a socialist labor leader, 
also assassinated by the military government in 1982. Ana María Sanhueza, “Un crimen para encubrir 





Vial thus firmly—and anachronistically—situated it as part of the memory battles over the 
legacy of the dictatorship. In doing so he implicitly advocated for the maintenance of consensus 
at the expense of cultural pluralism and asserted a kind of hegemonic interpretation of historical 
narratives.  
 A few days later, in response to the increasing fervor over the play, the Minister of 
Education began to distance herself and the ministry from the play. In a statement, Mariana 
Aylwin outlined the process by which the funds had been adjudicated, emphasizing the 
autonomy of the panel. The panel, she argued, was representative of the ways the state was not 
“directing” culture but instead striving to facilitate a pluralist process. The decision of the panel 
would be upheld because the ministry supported freedom of speech and abjured censorship. 
However, she was clear that neither she nor the ministry were responsible for the play and that 
the play did not reflect the thinking of the Ministry of the Education. In a rather telling statement, 
Aylwin maintained that the Ministry of Education’s attitude towards Prat was reflected more in 
the requirement that Prat’s history be taught as obligatory part of the national curriculum, 
maintaining that shared national values were integral to national convivencia: “we understand 
that from the perspective of the Ministry of Education we have to reconcile that [the commitment 
not to censor] with the protection of values that preside over our national convivencia.”124 
Underneath this assertion is a kind of inherent limit placed on cultural pluralism, in favor of a 
national convivencia. The statement thus belies a fundamental democratic limitation as Aylwin 
strove to support but also distance herself from the play. She summarized her position: 
“Therefore, the theatrical play in question does not represent the thinking of the Ministry of 
                                               
124 “entendemos que desde la perspectiva del Ministerio de Educación tenemos que conciliar aquello con 
el resguardo de los valores que presiden nuestra convivencia nacional.” La Segunda, September 20, 2002. 
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Education as the school curriculum does and the values that sustain it. In the same way, this 
Ministry should respect the freedom of expression, a value which should also be ensured.”125 
The director of FONDART, Nivia Palma, however, was more vociferous in her support 
of the play, and along with the artistic and university communities staged an event in solidarity 
with the students and in repudiation of censorship. At the event, Palma drew a connection 
between the funding of the play and the principles of a democratic society. The real threat was 
not posed by Prat, she argued, but by those who would censor it. She was overt that democracy 
itself was at stake:  
In democracy, as guaranteed by the Political Constitution of the country, a fundamental 
principle is the unrestricted respect for freedom of creation. We understand that people 
and institutions such as the September 11 Corporation, which backed the military 
dictatorship for so many years in Chile, which applied a systematic policy of censorship, 
may have a hard time understanding the cultural dimension of democracy. However, as a 
cultural program of the State we cannot accept that one would try to prevent the premiere 
of a play because one does not agree with its contents, precisely because we must protect 
compliance with the fundamental democratic principles in the cultural field.126  
 
Palma’s much less measured stance came into conflict with Aylwin’s attempts to equivocate. 
When a FONDART celebration in Valparaíso was canceled due to naval resistance and Aylwin 
asked Palma not to attend the premiere of the play or speak to the press, Palma resigned from her 
position as director. Palma accused Aylwin of caving into the September 11 Corporation, thus 
compromising a commitment to free expression. Whereas in previous scandals, she had had the 
                                               
125 “Por lo tanto, la obra de teatro en cuestión no representa el pensamiento del Ministerio de Educación 
como si lo representa el currículo escolar y los valores que lo sostienen. De la misma forma, este 
Ministerio debe respetar la libertad de expresión, valor por el cual también debe velar.” Ibid. 
126 “En democracia, tal como lo garantiza la Constitución Política del país, un principio fundamental es el 
respeto irrestricto a la libertad de creación. Entendemos que a personas e instituciones como la 
Corporación 11 de septiembre, que respaldaron la dictadura militar por tantos años en Chile, que aplicó 
una política sistemática de censura, les cueste tanto comprender la dimensión cultural de la democracia. 
Sin embargo, como programa cultural del Estado no podemos aceptar que se pretenda impedir el estreno 
de una obra teatral por no compartir los contenidos de ella, precisamente porque debemos cautelar el 
cumplimiento de los principios democráticos fundamentales en el campo cultural.” “Fondart y teatristas 
insisten en polémica obra Prat,” La Segunda, September 26, 2002.  
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support of the Ministry of Education, here she felt abandoned.127 In her resignation letter she 
invoked the specter of the dictatorship and cast the urgency of the situation in stark terms: 
The defense of these principles and the right to premiere the play, Prat, are more relevant 
and urgent, when it is your knowledge that the playwright and director have received 
grave threats to stop the premiere of the play. More so, when the questioning and 
pressure come from an institution that glorifies the Military Dictatorship of General 
Pinochet, and a branch of the Armed forces that was part of a government that applied a 
systemic policy of censorship.128  
 
The tension between Palma—of the more progressive left—and Aylwin—who was more 
centrist—thus also reveals the splintering support among the Concertación coalition for a 
consensus-based project.129 Palma accused Aylwin of being too conciliatory to the authoritarian 
enclaves within Chilean society—a critique that implicates the larger consensus-based policy of 
convivencia as a whole—and of also demanding self-censorship. The play was thus enmeshed in 
multiple conflicts touching Chilean democracy: those surrounding the status of official history, 
relatedly those surrounding the legacy of the dictatorship and the status of the military, and those 
surrounding the efficacy Concertación’s transitional project. Meanwhile the content of the play 
and intent of the authors was being severely distorted or ignored. Like the students contended 
had happened with the historic Prat, the play became a symbol for national values and debates.  
                                               
127 In an interview with Sandra Bustos she states, “For 10 years there was controversy in Fondart, but I 
always had the backing of the ministry, always, including the Glass House and including the Simón 
Bolívar.” “Durante 10 años hubo polémica en Fondart, pero siempre tuve el respaldo del Ministerio, 
siempre, incluyendo la casa de vidrio, incluyendo lo de Simón Bolívar.” Nivia Palma, “Hace rato que yo 
era un personaje incómodo,” interview with Sandra Bustos, Rocinante 48 (November 2002), 6.  
128 “La defensa de estos principios y el derecho a estrenar la obra Prat resulta más relevante y urgente, 
cuando es de vuestro conocimiento que la dramaturga y directora han recibido graves amenazas para 
impedir el estreno de su obra. Más aún, cuando el cuestionamiento y presión proviene de una institución 
que glorifica a la Dictadura Militar del General Pinochet, y una rama de las Fuerzas Armadas que fue 
parte de ese gobierno que aplicó una política sistemática de censura.” Letter printed in La Segunda, 
September 30, 2002.  
129 “Indignación PS por caso Fondart: Piden reunión con Lagos.” La Segunda, October 1, 2002.  
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  The controversy did not deescalate with Palma’s resignation. On October 2, 2002, four 
hundred military officers in uniform packed the Senate galleries to protest the play and attempt 
to stop its premiere.130 The Senate debate that accompanied the demonstration put the rights of 
citizens and the role of arts funding into contention and cast the conversation in Constitutional 
terms. In the debate, the preservation of national values—here, as in the press, conceived as 
patriarchal and heteronormative—was pitted against cultural pluralism and free speech against 
national history and the honor of the military. Even more overtly than in the press and the 
conflict between Aylwin and Palma, the debate in the Senate made it apparent that the play had 
become a stand-in for a much larger conversation about arts funding, the nature of Chilean 
democracy, and the legacy of the dictatorship. 
 The demonstration and debate began towards the end of the Senate session, when a 
member of the senate and a former naval officer and advisor to Pinochet Jorge Arancibia Reyes 
was given the opportunity to speak.131 Arancibia framed his comments as part of a larger critique 
of FONDART and its supervision by the Ministry of Education, with much of his attack directed 
at Mariana Aylwin. There was thus a strong undercurrent of political partisanship throughout his 
commentary, and his speech expressed a clear tension between those loyal to the military and 
those who had ushered in the democratic transition. In supporting works such as Prat, Arancibia 
argued, FONDART had gone against its Constitutional duty to “honor the country and preserve 
                                               
130 “Los otros incidentes: Toma pro Prat,” La Segunda, October 3, 2002.  
131 Senate protocol dictated that following the Senate’s official business each political party was given 
time to bring up matters of further concern. By the time Arancibia’s turn came, many of the more 
moderate senators had spoken and left the chamber so as not to get embroiled in the controversy—thus 
the transcript of the debate is far more one-sided than the general sentiment of the Senate might have 
been, and likely only captures the most extreme perspectives. Ibid. 
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the essential values of the Chilean tradition.”132 Arancibia’s invocation of the Constitution here 
would have been particularly fraught—the document he referenced was the Constitution of 1980, 
put in place by the military regime as part of its efforts to institutionalize its rule under the notion 
of a “protected democracy.”133 Arancibia thus employed the notion of Chile’s “essential values” 
as a means to limit the pluralist free expression of democracy.134 
 According to Arancibia, the values requiring protection were represented by the military 
hero. He rejected Infante’s depiction of Prat, which he characterized as “like a despicable youth, 
who refers to his mother as ‘the female [bitch] who gave birth to this street dog,’ who 
despotically and rudely treats his subordinates, who displays homosexual tendencies and is 
unable to pronounce his immortal speech because he is drunken and semi-unconscious during 
combat, who vaguely remembers 6pm of that day, the 21st of May, 1879.”135 Like the historian 
Gonzalo Vial, Arancibia rejected an image of Prat that does not conform to patriarchal 
heteronormativity by appropriately respecting his mother, exercising his authority correctly, and 
living with moderation. 
He then went on to take aim at Aylwin and FONDART, rejecting her commitment to 
cultural pluralism and to renouncing “directed culture.” He argued, quite explicitly, for 
limitations on freedom of expression, stating, “Let us save the dialogue about our plural society 
                                               
132 “honrar a la patria y preservar los valores esenciales de la tradición chilena.” Diario de Sesiones del 
Senado, Legislatura 348a, Extraordinaria, Sesión 2a, (October 2, 2002) (statement of Jorge Arancibia 
Reyes, Senator).  
133 I discuss the notion of “protected democracy” in Chapter One. I discuss the continuity of the 1980 
Constitution throughout the transition in Chapter Two. 
134 Later in the debate, those on the left would employ elements of the Constitution that they had revised 
to argue their case, thus demonstrating how the legacy of the dictatorship remained strong and 
controversial and was in a continual process of re-litigation, and re-legislation. 
135 “como un joven despreciable, que se refiere a su madre como ‘la hembra que parió a este quiltro’, que 
trata despótica y groseramente a sus subordinados, que presenta rasgos homosexuales y es incapaz de 
pronunciar su arenga inmortal porque se encuentra ebrio y semiinconsciente durante el combate, el que 
recuerda vagamente a las 18 horas de ese día, 21 de mayo de 1879.” Ibid. 
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for things that are worth discussing, and I hope that at this point you have learned that the figure 
of Captain Prat is beyond discussion.”136 He continued to argue that “cultural diversity” cannot 
be pursued at all costs, particularly when it threatens national history and “allows the hero of 
Iquique to be transformed into a drunk homosexual.”137 
Arancibia concluded by calling Mariana Aylwin to take up her responsibilities and asked 
the President of the Senate to convey to the President of the Nation—Ricardo Lagos—that his 
attention was needed “against a problem so large that it cleaves the national soul and the bases of 
our convivencia.”138 This last statement implicitly, anachronistically even, moved the debate to 
the terrain and contentiousness of the memory environment. Arancibia here was quoting Lagos, 
who recently had said the same words to express his dismay at the Air Force’s justification for 
intentionally obscuring information about the disappeared in a report mandated by the Dialogue 
Table.139 Arancibia thus rather outrageously suggested that allowing Prat to continue was a 
problem of the same scale and of the same threat to national convivencia as the investigation of 
dictatorship human rights abuses. 
Following Arancibia’s speech, the Senate gallery erupted into cheers and protests, and the 
session had to be suspended so that order could be restored. Upon the session’s resumption, a 
number of parties took the opportunity to continue the debate. Critiques on the right ranged from 
more centrist objections—such as Senator Evelyn Matthei’s criticism, in which she maintained 
                                               
136 “Guardemos el diálogo de nuestra sociedad plural para cosas que valgan la pena discutir, y espero que 
a estas alturas usted haya percibido que la figura del Capitán Prat está fuera de la discusión.” Ibid. 
137 “permitir que el héroe de Iquique sea transformado en un borracho homosexual” Ibid. 
138 “frente a un problema tan grave que hiere el alma Nacional y las bases de nuestra convivencia.” Ibid. 
139 “Presidente Lagos deplora informe FACh” El Mercurio, September 30, 2002. The air force had 
attempted to destroy evidence that the disappearances were in fact political murders by exhuming mass 
graves and other sites. In a report mandated by the Dialogue Table, the air force tried to cover up the 
cover up, for which the air force commander-in-chief, Patricio Ríos, was forced to retire. Stern, 
Reckoning with Pinochet, 276.  
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that she did not wish to censor the show but rather question the use of public funds to finance 
it—to more extreme calls to limit pluralism and free speech. In these more extreme calls, it was 
argued freedom of speech and artistic expression could not come at the expense of social peace, 
the state of law, or the honor of people and institutions.140 There was also an emphasis on 
national history and heroic values as the basis of a fundamental national consensus. Some argued 
that to undermine or challenge such history was to threaten the nation. For example, Jorge 
Martínez Bush, a former navy admiral and member of the military junta, maintained that “works 
that dissolve the minimum historic base that gives a sense of permanence and transcendence to 
Chilean society, there is no other explanation than to think that our Ministry is part of an 
intentional process of dissolving this base which gives sense and strength to the concept of 
nation.”141 In these formulations, nationalism and national values were pitted against cultural 
pluralism and freedom of speech, and the martial history of Chile was equated with its identity. 
Martínez went on to argue, “our history is essentially military.”142 There was thus an effort 
among some to equate national history with military history and both histories with a national 
identity that was threatened by artistic free expression and cultural pluralism.  
Those defending the play were just as—if not more—willing to insert the play into the 
memory environment and to invoke the specter of the dictatorship. In many of these critiques, 
                                               
140 For example, Senator Fernando Cordero Rusque, who had a long career in the Chilean police force 
(eventually becoming the director of the carabineros in 1995), maintains, “It has limits, in respect to the 
social peace, the Rule of Law, and the honor of people and institutions.” “Tiene límites, en homenaje a la 
paz social, al Estado de Derecho y a la honra de las personas e instituciones.” Diario de Sesiones del 
Senado, Senado de la República de Chile, Legislatura 348a, Extraordinaria, Sesión 2a, (October 2, 2002) 
(statement of Fernando Cordero Rusque, Senator), accessed, March 18, 2019, http://www.senado.cl/ 
appsenado/index.php?mo=sesionessala&ac=getDocumento&teseid=14758&nrobol=&tema=Tema&legiid
=&parl_ini=58&tagid=41.  
141 “obras que disuelven la base histórica mínima que da sentido de permanencia y trascendencia a la 
sociedad chilena, no tiene otra explicación que pensar que ese Ministerio nuestro es parte de un proceso 
intencional de disolución de esa base, que da sentido y fuerza al concepto de nación.” Ibid., (statement of 
Jorge Martínez Busch, Senator). 
142 “nuestra historia es esencialmente militar.” Ibid. 
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consensus was rejected as antithetical to artistic free expression and as a product of authoritarian 
governance. Carlos Ominami Pascual, a former member of MIR and exiled during the 
dictatorship, defended the play by stating that “consensual art does not exist, except in 
dictatorships…Fortunately we are in democracy.”143 Ominami conceded that he had not even 
seen the play, nevertheless he asserted the right of art to neglect rigorous historicism or 
correspondence to “reality.”144 Furthermore, he argued that there could be no justification for 
explicit or implicit censorship and maintained that “the liberty to create and spread the arts is 
today a constitutional norm.”145 In such defenses, the funding of the play and freedom of 
expression were conflated—to not fund the play in this case would be to censor the play, and to 
censor the play would be unconstitutional and antithetical to democracy. Jaime Naranjo Ortiz, a 
Senator from the socialist party (to which Palma belonged) and former agrarian scientist and 
human rights advocate, struck a similar tone. He also conceded that he had not seen the play but 
maintained that people did not lose their lives fighting for democracy for a play to be censored. 
Invoking the deaths, exiles, and disappearances during the dictatorship, he argued that 
democracy must allow for freedom of expression. “This is democracy,” he insisted, “it is 
tolerance, it is accepting one who thinks differently, it is permitting the different expressions that 
can exist in a country, it is to give the possibility that all of the flowers can grow in the garden. 
This is democracy!”146  
                                               
143 “no existe el arte consensual, salvo en las dictaduras…Por fortuna, estamos en democracia.” Ibid., 
(statement of Carlos Ominami Pascual, Senator). 
144 “Neither does art have to be a rigorous history. Even more, fiction is its own, the creation of situations 
that do not have to maintain any type of correspondence with reality.” “El arte tampoco tiene por qué ser 
una historiografía rigurosa. Más aún, le es propia la ficción, el crear situaciones que no tienen por qué 
mantener ningún tipo de correspondencia con la realidad.” Ibid.  
145 “la libertad de crear y difundir las artes es hoy día una norma constitucional.” Ibid.  
146 “Eso es democracia, es tolerancia, es aceptar al que piensa distinto, es permitir las expresiones 
diferentes que pueden existir in un país, es dar la posibilidad de que todas las flores crezcan en el jardín. 
¡Eso es democracia! Ibid., (statement of Jaime Naranjo Ortiz) 
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The left’s defenses of the show thus tended to generalize the debate around issues of 
censorship and freedom of speech in democracy (invoking the moral authority which came with 
fighting for human rights)—and did not take up the complicated question of whether not funding 
the show would amount to censorship of the show. This question of the relationship of arts 
policy to censorship and democracy went largely undebated, as both sides cast the debate in 
more extreme terms about nationalism and national values and democracy.  
As soon as FONDART announced the play, a number of groups exercised various legal 
tactics in attempts to censor the play. The first effort to halt the play’s premiere was initiated by 
the president of the September 11 Corporation under the Law of State Security.147 This law, 
instituted in 1958 by President Carlos Ibañez del Campo, was vastly expanded during the 
dictatorship with provisions that allowed for the legal punishment of those who spoke against the 
president or the military. During the dictatorship, it became one of the primary legal mechanisms 
under which political censorship took place—a role it continued to play even into the democratic 
transition. However, the September 11th Corporation’s complaint was declared inadmissible 
because it had been incorrectly filed.148 Shortly after, an independent citizen filed a protective 
appeal (recurso de protección) arguing that the play was offensive to Arturo Prat.149 That same 
week, five opposition parliamentarians asked the Minister of Education to suspend the premiere 
of the play—a request that proceeded in tandem with abovementioned campaigns to attack the 
                                               
147 “Querellante contra la polémica obra de Prat lucha por detener el estreno de 17 de octubre,” El 
Mostrador, September 23, 2002.  
148 The filing of complaints under this law was restricted to certain authorities and excluded individuals 
(in this case the president of the September 11th Corporation). See Universidad Diego Portales, Facultad 
de Derecho, “Libertad de Expresión,” Informe anual sobre derechos humanos en Chile 2003: hechos de 
2002 (Santiago: La Facultad, 2003), 215. 
149 “Nuevo recurso por obra Prat,” El Mostrador, October 9, 2002.  
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play and question its state funding. Their request was also refused, though the Ministry did 
subsequently work to distance itself from the play.150 
  The most effective legal challenge to the play came in the form of another protective 
appeal, this time filed by the relatives of Arturo Prat. Their appeal asked the Appellate Court of 
Santiago to declare that the work was an arbitrary and illegal act and to prohibit its exhibition. 
The appeal maintained that the play’s depiction of Prat was injurious to him and his family 
members and asserted the authority of history. Anachronism here was not taken for its artistic 
intent but as an affront to honor, an affront confirmed by its departure from the historical 
narrative. The appeal stated: “In manner that is completely inexplicable and that contradicts all 
historical evidence and all possibility of a legitimate interpretation of the life, character, and 
attitudes of Arturo Prat, the exhibited work dedicates long and repeated paragraphs to insulting, 
discrediting, diminishing, and perverting the image and genius of Arturo Prat.”151 The appeal 
then proceeded to directly cite and critique a number of scenes, refuting them by citing historical 
sources—most of which were drawn from the biography of Prat written by Gonzalo Vial. The 
appeal objected to the depiction of Prat’s disrespectful reference to his mother as the mother of a 
street dog, Prat’s drunkenness at the time of battle, and the representation of Prat as 
homosexual—reiterating the frequent misinterpretation of the affectionate scene between Graziet 
and Prat. The appeal concluded that “as descendants of Arturo Prat Chacón, our grandfather and 
                                               
150 “Diputados proponen suspensión temporal de Fondart y de obra ‘Prat,’” La Segunda October 11, 2002. 
The parliamentarians were Maximiano Errázuriz (Renovación Nacional), Rosauro Martínez 
(Independent), Samuel Vengas (The Radical Social Democratic party), Leopoldo Sánchez (Part for 
Democracy), and Eugenio Bauer (Independent Democratic Union). Facultad de Derecho Universidad 
Diego Portales, 216.  
151 “De un modo completamente inexplicable y contradiciendo toda la evidencia histórica y toda 
posibilidad de una legítima interpretación sobre la vida, carácter, y actitudes de Arturo Prat, la obra que se 
exhibe dedica largos y reiterados párrafos a denostar, desprestigiar, y pervertir la imagen y genio de 
Arturo Prat.” Carlos Unduragga Abbot and Others v. Manuela Infante and Others, Recurso de Protección 
5681-2002 (Corte de Apelaciones de Santiago, October 24, 2002).  
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great-grandfather, we consider ourselves seriously offended in our honor, because we have 
always had and have our predecessor as a notable man, of extraordinary human and professional 
virtues as father and, needless to say, as a patriot.”152  
 In this appeal, then, anachronism was considered an affront to honor, and honor was 
posited as a value that superseded the right to freedom of speech. The appeal followed the 
precedent of other cases of censorship during this period, such as the case of Alejandra Mattus, 
who, after writing The Black Book of Chilean Justice, was forced to flee to the US for having 
exposed judicial corruption and incompetence (and thus facing criminal charges for tarnishing 
the honor of a particular judge); or the case in which Martin Scorsese’s The Last Temptation of 
Christ was banned by the Supreme Court on the rather ridiculous grounds that it defamed the 
honor of Jesus Christ.153 In April, the Appellate court rejected the Prat family petition, stating 
that it limited freedom of expression and thus contravened Article 13 of the Convención 
Americana sobre derechos humanos (American Convention on human rights), which prohibits 
all censorship. The ruling was appealed, and on July 16th the Supreme Court upheld the decision 
of the Appellate court.154  
 The limited scope and focus of these cases meant that neither the cases nor the court’s 
ruling touched on the question of arts funding. Because the protective appeals constituted efforts 
to directly censor the play by impeding its premiere but not by revoking its funding, the play was 
                                               
152 “como descendientes de Arturo Prat Chacón, nuestro abuelo y bisabuelo, nos consideramos seriamente 
ofendidos en nuestro honor, porque siempre tuvimos y tenemos a nuestro antecesor como un hombre 
notable de extraordinarias virtudes humanas, profesionales, como padre de familia y, qué decir, como 
patriota.” Ibid. 
153 In an embarrassing international rebuke, this latter case was brought before the Interamerican 
Commission on Human Rights, where it was decided that the prohibition of the film had violated the right 
to free expression. For an excellent summary of the status of freedom of speech in Chile as of 2002 see 
Universidad Diego Portales, 207-245.  
154 Jorge Contesse Singh, “Comentario: Comentario sobre jurisprudencia: Caso Prat,” Jurisprudencia 
Comentada 278 (August 2002): 50-56. 
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legally embroiled in larger battles about free speech and human rights, thus justifying the court’s 
ruling based on the international Convención Americana. The fate of the small student 
production thus hinged on international law and was inserted into human rights debates. The play 
became a surrogate in the battle against censorship, a battle that was part of Chile’s effort to rid 
itself of the authoritarian legacy of dictatorship. The court’s decision effectively implied that the 
play’s expressions of anachronism thus became an exercise of the right to free speech—a right 
essential not only to democracy but also to international conceptualizations of human rights—
and the efforts to assert a hegemonic narrative of history amounted to censorship. 
 The scandal did not just take place in state and civil institutions. It also invaded the 
students’ lives in terrifying and violent ways. As the controversy grew in intensity, and the date 
of the premiere grew closer, members of the cast began missing rehearsals. Morales recalls Juan 
Pablo Pergallo’s explanation of his absence one day: “I was walking to rehearsals when a group 
of neo-Nazis attacked me on a bridge.”155 Another day, the costume designer, Estefanía Larraín, 
came into rehearsal distraught because her car had been broken into while it was parked in front 
of the university, and all of the costumes had been stolen.156 Manuela Infante described being 
attacked for her sexuality: “I experienced aggressions that had to do directly with my sexuality, 
for example. This was very intense because I was very young and I was not prepared to confront 
this so publicly.”157 
 On the day of the play’s premiere, Morales arrived at the university, at that point 
surrounded by police barriers. The street was swarmed with press and there were protesters and 
                                               
155 “venía en camino al ensayo y un grupo de neonazis me atacaron en un puente.” Chile en llamas, 
“Censura y patria.” 
156 Ibid. 
157 “A mí me tocaron agresiones que tenían que ver directamente con mi sexualidad por ejemplo. Eso era 
muy fuerte porque yo era muy chica y no estaba preparada para enfrentar eso públicamente.” Ibid. 
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counter-protesters on the streets. Pamphlets had been thrown around the area calling Manuela 
Infante a lesbian and alleging the play was Communist. Infante had to enlist help to collect the 
pamphlets, because her grandmother was coming to the premiere and she feared she would see 
them.158 Inside the school, the students had set up a makeshift dressing room in one of the 
classrooms. There they had installed their dressing tables, which were decorated with 
inspirational materials drawn from their research and little presents they had given each other in 
an opening night ritual. About half an hour before the curtain, the GOPE (Grupo de Operaciones 
Especiales, Special Operations Group) came into their dressing room and announced that there 
had been a bomb threat. The students were forced out of their dressing room as the GOPE 
stormed in. The tables were overturned, their opening night gifts ruined, and the costumes 
thrown on the floor. Morales suspects that there was never a bomb threat but that this was an 
effort to intimate them, to ruin their opening night and the safe space they had created for 
themselves. More than any other, this recounted event made him emotional; it evoked memories 
of the dictatorship that he had both experienced but felt some distance from: “I always get 
emotional when I remember this because as young people we had been part of the history of this 
country. The coup was very strong for us, but one didn’t…one didn’t perceive the violence that 
existed. It was different living close to that.”159 The scandal thus anachronistically brought the 
past into the present for the students in surprising and unsettling ways. Infante similarly was 
surprised to feel the presence of the dictatorship that seemed to her to have ended long ago: “I 
am from a rather post-dictatorship generation and I didn’t think these things happened. I was left 
                                               
158 Ibid. 
159 “Siempre me emociono cuando me recuerdo esto, porque nosotros como jóvenes hemos sido parte de 
la historia de este país. El golpe de estado era muy fuerte para nosotros pero uno no…uno no logra 
percibir la violencia que existió. Era distinto a vivir cercano a esto.” Ibid. 
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with a certain fear of the press, I felt used.”160 The scandal served as a wake-up call for the 
group, alerting them to the limits of the freedoms of their democracy. Infante recalls, “It is as if 
they had told us, ‘well, we are in democracy, and you are free to have opinions,’ and we said, 
‘ah, ok’….And what we ended up having was ‘But no…no no no no no….not that much.’”161 
The play’s director, María José Parga, also expressed disillusionment and felt that they had been 
made a scapegoat for other people’s partisan grievances. She explained, “This had nothing to do 
with our work. We intuited that in these problems you could see political and factional powers, 
pressures on another level. If there was chaos within some sectors, it would come to the fore for 
whatever thing that offended their sensibilities. We’ve felt used as a means for making their 
discontentment felt.”162 On many levels the scandal was not about the students, but about the 
resurgence of old conflicts, about the anachronistic entrance of the dictatorial past into the post-
dictatorship present. 
 
Prat in performance 
 For opening night, the students had invited only a select number of friends and 
acquaintances, hoping the event would not be disrupted. Prior to the premiere, Infante read a 
statement to the press in an attempt to make their intentions clear: “This play does not attempt to 
                                               
160 “Soy de una generación bastante posdictadura y no pensé que esas cosas pasaban. Quedé con cierto 
temor con la prensa, me sentí utilizada.” Manuela Infante, anonymous interview, “Después de ‘Prat’ llega 
‘Juana,” Rocinante 7 (2004): 41.  
161 “Como que a nosotros nos hubiera dicho, ‘bueno estamos en democracia y ustedes son libres de 
opinar’ y nosotros hubiéramos dicho, ‘ah, ya.’… y lo que se nos devolvió fue, ‘Pero no …no no no 
no….no tanto.” Chile en llamas, “Censura y patria.” 
162 “Esto no tiene que ver con nuestro trabajo. Intuimos que en estos problemas tienen que ver poderes 
políticos y fácticos, presiones a otro nivel. Si existe caos dentro de algunos sectores, iba a salir a flote por 
cualquier cosa que hiriera sus sensibilidades. Nos hemos sentido utilizados como un medio para hacer 
sentiré su malestar.” “Nos hemos sentidos utilizados,” El Mercurio, October 22, 2002. 
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recreate the biography of Arturo Prat, it attempts to recreate our biography…These are my words 
and not those of Prat…They are our fears and our pain…We can only speak of ourselves.”163 
 Indeed, the play emerged from a collaborative rehearsal process in which the actors 
engaged with their own subjectivity and experiences. Bringing the play closer to themselves was 
a key aspect of the play’s dramaturgical anachronism—an aspect wholly overlooked by those on 
both sides of the controversy. The rehearsal process brought the history of Prat out of the past 
and into the present, not to destroy the image of Prat, but rather to intersect with the actors’ 
subjective engagement in the creation of the work. In the director María José Parga’s notes for 
their first rehearsal, she drafted a statement which she read to the actors asserting that “the 
directorial proposal for ‘Prat’ involves the work of the actors as a priority.”164 According to 
Parga, what this meant was a rehearsal process based on the actor’s reading of the text, their 
improvisations, and character development. It was a process that would “privilege and exploit 
the possibilities of the actor and their relationships, given the characteristics in the text in which 
the quotidian is a key point.”165 She went on to assert that the actors were not there to serve a 
hegemonic text, but instead the text would be viewed as a support for the actors: “I propose the 
text as a REAL support of the acting work and not as an aesthetic or other pretext.”166 Parga’s 
notes detail extensive rehearsal time spent on refining and setting improvisations depicting the 
daily life of the ship or the battle scene, and she documents their attempts to channel a kind of 
                                               
163 “Esta obra no pretende recrear la biografía de Arturo Prat pretende recrear nuestra biografía…Son mis 
palabras no las de Prat …son nuestros temores, nuestro dolor…Nosotros solo podemos hablar de 
nosotros.” Chile en llamas, “Censura y patria.” 
164 “La propuesta direccional para “Prat” involucra el trabajo actoral como prioridad.” María José Parga, 
notebook for Prat, July-November 2001, Teatro de Chile online archive, http://archivo.teatrodechile.cl 
/obras/prat/cuaderno-apuntes-prat-3/. 
165 “privilegiar y explotar las posibilidades del actor y sus relaciones, dadas las características del texto en 
el que lo cotidiano es un punto clave.” Ibid. 




naturalistic realistic sensibility rather than a historically accurate depiction. For example, Parga’s 
notes document that one rehearsal began with the premise “we are enriched by boredom” and 
emphasized a focus on a realistic exploration of the sailors’ boredom and their quotidian lives.167 
Accordingly, video documentation of the performance differs significantly from the written text 
of the script, and the performance of the play was peppered with dialogue, songs, and transitional 
scenes (such as the actors playing soccer or the actors in battle) derived from Parga’s 
improvisatory, actor-centric rehearsal process. Further, the notebooks document the way the 
characters were refined in conversations with the actors and how their key characteristics and 
physical relationships crystallized during the rehearsals.168 
 In Parga’s notes she also makes clear that the play was intended as fiction and that 
notions of “obligatory heroism” or the “false hero” were the piece’s key thematic pillars. She 
documents frequent conversations with the cast discussing the concept of the hero and the way 
notions of the hero intersected with ideas about the state and romanticism. It is clear that, 
throughout their rehearsals, the company was not thinking of Prat as a purely historical figure—
though they (Morales in particular) were reading some historical sources related to Prat—but as a 
symbol which they were interrogating from their contemporary vantage point and with regard to 
their relationship to the concept of nation. It thus became an anachronistic process through which 
they understood their own relationship to Chile’s national myths, the roles they played in their 
own lives, and their relationship to the national body—in other words, a dramaturgical practice 
of citizenship. 
                                               
167 “Nos enriquecemos en el aburrimiento.” María José Parga, notebook for Prat, May-October 2002, 




 When the audience entered the Sergio Aguirre Theatre, they would have heard a voice 
over a speaker recite the prologue printed the previous month in La Segunda. However, the fears 
listed may have certainly seemed more urgent, more present, given the recent experiences of the 
students, whose dressing room had been raided by the police just moments before. The wooden 
planks of the dual-level set would have evoked the Esmeralda’s deck and cabins. Alexandra 
Ripp notes that velvet ropes surrounding the upper decks “like those protecting art in museums” 
would have served as a “nod to the narrative’s seemingly untouchable status and value in 
Chile.”169 The actors onstage—all in their teens or early twenties—exuded a youthful energy, 
making it apparent that the play was a coming-of-age story. 
 This was perhaps most apparent in Morales’s entrance as Prat, which established the 
tension between the youthful, reluctant Prat and the obligations of his historical role. Like much 
in the production, the moment was derived from rehearsal improvisations and is therefore not 
documented in the written version of the script. In it, Morales entered as the sailors were in the 
midst of an altercation, and he shouted authoritatively to bring them to attention. The sailors 
snapped to attention and salute Prat who after a long pause, reluctantly, nervously barked out, 
“Good evening, sailors” (“Buenas noches, marinos”). He then walked over to the table and sat 
down to eat, his erect posture immediately transforming into an unruly adolescent floppiness, the 
sailors still standing at attention. He looked up at them, and in slangy Chilean Spanish timidly 
told them to “At ease, already” (“Ya poh, descansen”). They relaxed, and Prat immediately 
jumped up and saluted, commanding them to attention. Again, he told them to stand at ease; 
again, he jumped up demanding attention. The moment became a kind of lazzo that established 
Prat’s fear of his own authority and his playful irreverence toward it. The lights went black, and 
                                               
169Ripp, “RePresenting the Past,” 134.  
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in the darkness the sailors and Prat sang a rowdy, drunken rendition of “La mar estaba 
serena”—a popular children’s song (also featured in La Negra Ester) that emphasized he 
group’s collective immaturity. 
 Following the play’s premiere, Morales recalls the audience seeming a bit disillusioned 
or confused. The scale of the scandal did not remotely match what they had seen onstage. He 
remembers, “And the people were disillusioned. The people had come to see a play that had 
grown in public opinion.” Now they were asking, “Seriously they got all worked up for that?” 
People seemed to think it was a “very good exercise, but it has all of the defects and all of the 
errors and all of the inexperience of twenty-year-old kids making theatre. It’s nice what they are 
doing.”170 The reality of the play’s anachronistic premise—which brought the subjective 
experience of a group of young theatre artists to bear on a mythologized national history and 
thereby question the meaning of that history—did not seem proportionate to the stakes and scope 
of the controversy that had swirled around the play. But as this premise intersected with the 
distorted accusations of those opposed to the play—who felt their authority and power deeply 
threatened— the play’s defenders, many of whom had a vested interest in preserving and 
advancing the nation’s cultural institutionality, transformed its dramaturgical enactment of 
citizenship into an assertion of freedom of expression, a rejection of censorship, and a case for 
the autonomy of the artists and the artistic sphere. Carvajal conjectures that part of the reason the 
debate became so centered on the autonomy of the cultural sphere was because many in the 
artistic community were lobbying for the creation of a Cultural Council, a body that would give 
the artistic sphere greater influence and autonomy within the government. The project had been 
                                               
170 “Y la gente se desilusionó. La gente iba a ver una obra que había crecido en la opinión publica…En 
serio se ha armado todo esto por esto?... Esto es un muy buen ejercicio pero tiene todos los defectos, 
todos los errores, toda la inexperiencia de niños haciendo teatro a los veinte años. Es bonito lo que están 
haciendo.” Morales, interview with author. 
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stalled in the Chamber of Deputies, and many at the time were in active negotiations to move this 
plan forward and get it approved. It was hoped that the council would also increase the scope of 
the government’s ability to enact and conceptualize artistic support.171 The play thus became part 
of political battles of cultural institutionality as well as performed a rupture with and repudiation 
of the dictatorship and its legacy in the culture of the transition, while it also laid bare how potent 
this legacy remained.  
 
Becoming the Theatre of Chile 
The scandal surrounding Prat eclipsed and reconfigured the play’s dramaturgy and 
shaped the company’s identity, inserting the artists into a more politically charged role than they 
had intended and ensuring that their work became a dramaturgical practice of citizenship. Rather 
than resist or retreat from this phenomenon, the company acknowledged and incorporated the 
complex imbrication of their work in the larger political and cultural environment of post-
dictatorship Chile. Morales asserts that the scandal “completely decided and configured us.”172 
This dialogue with their own positioning is apparent in one of the company’s most foundational 
gestures: their choice to name themselves the Teatro de Chile (Theatre of Chile). 
In Nomadismos y ensamblajes, Fernanda Carvajal and Camila Van Diest suggest that the 
naming of a company is a performative act which brings the company into existence, 
constructing a distinctive imaginary around the group and establishing it as a reality. It allows the 
life of the group to be seen as shared and continuous, as part of the same entity.173 Morales 
                                               
171 In 2003 the plan would be approved creating the Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y las Artes (National 
Council for Culture and the Arts). Carvajal, 85. See also: Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional, “Historia de 
la Ley No 19.89: Crea el Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y las Artes y el Fondo Nacional de Desarrollo 
Cultural y las Artes,” August, 23, 2003.   
172 “fue completamente decidor y configurador de nosotros” Morales, interview with author.  
173 Carvajal and Van Diest, Nomadismos y ensamblajes, 42-44.  
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recalls that several company members were sitting at a bar across from the university in the 
midst of the scandal, laughing about those who insisted that they were not Chilean. If they 
weren’t Chilean, what were they, they joked with each other.174 In a gesture that struck them as 
both humorous and defiant at the same time, they decided to name themselves Teatro de 
Chile.175 The name—and by extension the company’s identity—thus served as a response to the 
scandal and to those who would brand them as being anti-patriotic. According to Manuela 
Infante: 
We invented the name in the middle of the polemics over Prat. And it was a way to stand 
against that. In the end, it was a way to unite it with the themes of the play about Prat, to 
ironize with respect to the mess that they were calling us unpatriotic and all of those 
things, and it came out of that and there it stayed. 176 
 
Carvajal and Van Diest suggest that the name performed a number of complex moves. It 
asserted the group’s ownership of and right to claim national identity, implying that their 
expressive works were just as reflective of national identity as any official history. It was at once 
a grandiose statement and a micropolitical statement: the students were Chile, but it also 
suggested (as the play Prat did) that there was no universal or totalizing expression of Chile.177 
Carlos Labbé and Mónica Ríos point out that, read another way, the name suggested that Chile 
itself was theatre, tapping perhaps into the veneer of society under convivencia.178 Additionally, 
the notion of Chile in the post-dictatorship period was not necessarily a positive reference. It—
and patriotism—were ideas freighted with the legacy of the dictatorship and the disillusionment 
                                               
174 Morales. 
175 Ibid. 
176 “El nombre lo inventamos en medio de la polémica de Prat. Y era una manera de pararse contra eso. 
En el fondo era para hacerle unidad a la temática de la obra de Prat, ironizar respecto del rollo que nos 
estaban llamando antipatriotas y todas esas cosas, y surgió a raíz de eso y de ahí se quedó…” Manuela 
Infante, Interview with Fernanda Carvajal and Camila Van Diest, qtd. in Nomadismos y ensamblajes, 346.  
177 Ibid, 47.  
178 Carlos Labbé and Mónica Ríos, “Entre el texto, la puesta en escena y la performance del registro en la 
escritura de Manuela Infante y el Teatro de Chile,” INTI 69/70 (2009): 213-214. 
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of the transition; it was thus a way the group confronted their fear of the nation and asserted their 
place within it and their presence despite their fear.179 The name also situated their work in a 
lineage with other historic theatre companies with similarly expansive names, such as Ramón 
Griffero’s Teatro Fin del Siglo (End of the Century Theatre), a move that implied that the 
students were part of a tradition (of resistant theatre) and that the theatre they created was not 
theirs alone. Juan Pablo Peragallo observes that “the theatre of the end of the century does not 
belong to Ramón Griffero, obviously not, and the theatre of Chile, does not belong to us.”180 The 
expansiveness of the name, which clearly eclipses the scope of the group itself mirrored the 
expansiveness of what Prat came to signify and the way the play came to involve institutional 
and state structures as well as public discourse. 
Following Prat the group would go on to create works that continued to explore similar 
themes. Subsequent works challenged history and mythology, addressing figures such as Joan of 
Arc (Juana) and Jesus Christ (Cristo) as well as philosophical perceptions of humanity and 
reality (Rey Planta, Realismo). Carvajal and Van Diest note that while the company’s experience 
with Prat created a traumatic relationship between the company and the press, it could be 
considered to have a positive impact for the group in artistic terms, particularly in the way that 
“in the memory of diverse legitimizing agents (critics, the academy, the consecrated agents of the 
field) the name of Manuela Infante and Teatro de Chile came to be associated with a milestone in 
the development of a more autonomous artistic field in Chile.”181 Between 2002 and 2017, the 
year the group disbanded, it came to be regarded as one of Chile’s most important theatre 
                                               
179 At times the weight of the name felt too onerous to the company, particularly when they were touring 
internationally. To alleviate the burden, they called/renamed themselves Teatro Tímido (Timid/Shy 
Theatre) for a theatre festival in Cadíz. Carvajal and Van Diest, Nomadismos y ensamblajes, 347. 
180 Interview with Carvajal and Van Diest in Nomadismos y ensamblajes. Quoted, 347.  
181 Ibid., 344.  
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companies, touring festivals in Latin America, the U.S. and Europe and garnering significant 
national institutional support through funding and residencies. The company received multiple 
subsequent FONDART awards and numerous national prizes, and in 2010 they were awarded a 
grant to support the work of the company for a period of two years—at the time, one of the 
largest financial supports ever granted by the Chilean Ministry for Culture and the Arts.182 The 
earlier scandal—which had sought to silence the play— thus proved formative in the creation of 
the company’s identity, an identity that was forever bound up in the history of Chilean cultural 
policy and that would lead them to continued success and public and institutional support.  
In this chapter I have explored how the anachronistic dramaturgy of Teatro de Chile’s 
Prat intersected with the complex and contentious memory environment of post-dictatorship 
Chile to lead to a scandal that would amplify the play’s political capacity and position its 
performance as an act of democratic citizenship and freedom of expression. This analysis has 
thus revealed the ways in which the dramaturgy and the political capacity of performance are 
products both of artistic agency as well as political contingency. It demonstrates that the 
politically resistant valence of Prat was, in large part, produced by state actors that sought both 
to support and to censor the work. Throughout my analysis, I have also suggested that the 
scandal was predicated on the fundamental failure of convivencia as a democratic principle and 
laid bare the continued presence of the dictatorship’s legacy, even after Pinochet’s arrest. 
Whereas this chapter has been fundamentally concerned with the way social contingency 
enhanced the political capacity of performance, in the following chapter I will explore the way 
that contingency undermines the potential political efficacy of theatre. I will examine the work of 
                                               
182 Teatro de Chile, “Historia,” Teatro de Chile, http://www.teatrodechile.cl/en/historia/resena/, accessed 
January 8, 2019. The company received FONDART grants in 2003 (Juana), 2005 (Narciso), 2007 
(Cristo), 2009 (Multicancha), 2011 (Multicancha).  
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Guillermo Calderón, as his play’s with the disillusionment brought about by convivencia’s 
failure and questions the political capacity of art and efficacy of resistance when both are 




The Dramaturgies of a New Resistance: Guillermo Calderón and the (Post)-Political 
 
I want critical, conscious citizens who raise their ideas and their demands. But 
this criticism must be made with a constructive spirit, with proposals on the table, 
and most importantly, with uncovered faces and without violence. I want to be 
very clear: what we have lived through in recent weeks is unacceptable. I will not 
tolerate vandalism or destruction or intimidation of people! I will apply all the 
rigor of the law. We won democracy with our faces uncovered and we must 
continue with our faces uncovered.  
-President Michelle Bachelet, May 21, 20061  
 
Because in reality that Plebiscite is a fraud. Because they, what they really want, 
is to consolidate the political and economic model they imposed by force. And to 
do that they need to give it democratic legitimacy. They don’t want to continue as 
a dictatorship. They don’t want the Yes to win. They want the No to win. They 
want reformism and centrist traitors to administer their model though an elected 
government. But this will be an unreal democracy. The same domination but with 
a white capucha.  
-Guillermo Calderón, Escuela, 20132 
 
 
In January 2013, the year of the fortieth anniversary of the military coup, Guillermo 
Calderón premiered Escuela (School) in Santiago. The play is set prior to the 1989 Plebiscite, in 
a clandestine safehouse where a guerilla group trains to resist the dictatorship. The actors are 
encapuchados (wearing capuchas, a form of full-face hoods or masks, made from t-shirts folded 
                                               
1 “Quiero ciudadanos críticos, conscientes, que planteen sus ideas y sus reivindicaciones. Pero esa crítica 
debe hacerse con espíritu constructivo, con propuestas sobre la mesa y, lo más importante, a cara 
descubierta y sin violencia. Quiero ser muy clara: lo que hemos vivido en semanas recientes es 
inaceptable. ¡No toleraré el vandalismo ni los destrozos ni la intimidación a las personas! Aplicaré todo el 
rigor de la ley. La democracia la ganamos con la cara descubierta y debemos continuar con la cara 
descubierta” Michelle Bachelet, “Mensaje Presidencial,” Cámara de Diputados, May 21, 2006, accessed 
February 12, 2019, https://www.camara.cl/camara/media/docs/discursos/21mayo_2006.pdf. 
2 “Porque ese plebiscito en realidad es un fraude. Porque ellos, lo que realmente quieren, es consolidar el 
modelo político y económico que impusieron por la fuerza. Y para eso necesitan darle una legitimidad 
democrática. Ellos no quieren perpetuarse como dictadura. No quieren que gane el sí. Quieren que gane el 
no. Quieren que el reformismo y los traidores del centro político administren su modelo desde un 
gobierno electo. Pero va a ser una democracia irreal. La misma dominación pero con capucha blanca.” 
Guillermo Calderón, “Escuela” (unpublished manuscript, August 24, 2013), Microsoft Word file, 62. As I 
will discuss below, capuchas are a kind of full-face covering, often made from t-shirts or balaclavas. They 
roughly translate to hood or mask but neither is quite exact, so I have left the term in Spanish. 
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over the face), and the characters’ identities are kept secret from each other—and, by extension, 
from the audience—for their own protection. Each actor alternates playing the roles of students 
and teachers, as the group learns about firearms, psychological warfare, explosives, clandestine 
communication, and the ideology of the capitalist system they seek to overthrow. The play 
operates as both a revisionist history and political critique. It reintroduces the history of a youth 
movement willing to employ violent means to overthrow the dictatorship into the narrative of the 
regime’s end, thus troubling the dominant story of peaceful, democratic triumphalism pervasive 
in official histories. At the same time, the play asserts that what was gained by this “democratic” 
process was not, in fact democracy, but rather a consolidation and continuation of many of the 
dictatorship’s policies, what the playwright calls “an unreal democracy. The same domination 
but with a white capucha.”3 In Escuela, Calderón strives to challenge official histories and to 
critique the neoliberal, consensus-based society in which the play premiered. 
Escuela was produced by the Fundación Santiago a Mil (Santiago a Mil Foundation, 
FITAM). It had an initial sold-out run as part of the foundation’s annual theatre festival in 
January and was followed by runs in the foundation’s “Teatro hoy” (“Theatre today”) and “40 
años del Golpe” (“40 years since the Coup”) cycles, as well as an international tour—also 
managed by the foundation—to Brazil, Germany, Portugal, Greece, France, and the United 
States.4 Since the festival’s inception in 1994 (the festival’s leaders formed a foundation in 
2004), FITAM has unquestionably become one of the single most powerful and significant 
institutions in the development of contemporary Chilean theatre and today plays a central and 
unparalleled role in the legitimization, production, and internationalization of Chilean theatre. Its 
                                               
3 Ibid. 
4 Fundación Santiago a Mil, “Escuela de Guillermo Calderón: ‘La obra es importante, siempre va a ser 




many civic partnerships allow it a kind of official privilege, and its public-private funding model 
strengthens its ties to the state while firmly imbricating it within the private sector. Its role as 
producer, presenter, and facilitator of national and international tours and partnerships situates it 
as a primary agent of the theatrical market and has led sociologists Fernanda Carvajal and 
Camila van Diest to observe that Santiago a Mil is “the event in which the theatre comes closest 
to being conceived as a cultural industry.”5  
At the heart of Calderón’s Escuela, then, is a paradox: the play is deeply embedded in, 
and indeed owes much of its success to, the same system and structures it seeks to critique and 
resist. This is further complicated by the fact that these structures also facilitate resistance and 
criticism, albeit along a particularly circumscribed (and commodified) line. According to 
Carvajal and Van Diest, the construction of the larger Chilean cultural field has led to:  
…the dissolution of the traditional antinomy between institutions and dissidence: the 
same institution can finance projects that later question it, the same critic can write 
against the art that pleases the tastes of the market and at the same time feed its gears. 
What the institutions reproduce is the availability that all the objects, all equally rendered 
merchandise, have in the market. In the same space you can choose antagonistic 
alternatives.6 
 
Escuela thus prompts a complicated question: how can theatre be political when it is contingent 
on and faces cooption by the very structures it seeks to critique, or when critical work becomes 
homogenized and commodified? In this chapter, I explore the challenges faced by political 
theatre in such an environment and ask: how might theatre create resistant political dramaturgies 
                                               
5 “el evento que más acerca al teatro a ser concebido como una industria cultural” (emphasis original). 
Fernanda Carvajal and Camila van Diest, Nomadismos y ensamblajes: Compañías teatrales en Chile 
1990 – 2008 (Santiago: Editorial Cuarto Propio, 2009), 126.  
6 “…la disolución de la tradicional antinomia entre instituciones y disidencia: La misma institución puede 
financiar proyectos que luego cuestiona, el mismo crítico puede escribir en contra del arte que complace 
los gustos del mercado y, al mismo tiempo, alimentar sus engranajes. Lo que las instituciones reproducen 
es la disponibilidad que todos los objetos, igualados como mercancías tienen en el mercado. En un mismo 
espacio se puede optar por alternativas antagónicas.” Carvajal and van Diest, 272.  
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in ostensibly democratic societies that homogenize and neutralize real political engagement? Can 
theatre, in this context, become a site for radical engagement with and reimagination of notions 
of citizenship? Whereas in the previous chapter I explored how Manuela Infante’s Prat was 
instrumentalized and politicized by outside actors in a larger battle over the legacy and of the 
dictatorship, status of the military, and freedom of speech, in this chapter I explore how 
Guillermo Calderón has sought to politicize his work in a society and cultural field that, in many 
ways, work to depoliticize his work. To do so, I situate Calderón’s work within the knotty 
paradoxes that have come to characterize twenty-first-century Chilean politics, as well as 
alongside the resistance movements, such as the 2006 and 2011 student protests, that have also 
sought to negotiate such paradoxes and posit a new vision of citizenship. I employ a Rancierian 
understanding of politics and the political to analyze late-Concertación Chile under the rubric of 
“post-politics,” a term employed by political theorists to describe a situation in which the market 
has subsumed real political engagement: consumerism has replaced participation, disagreement 
has been coopted by an ostensibly democratic consensus, and ideologies have lost their potency 
and meaning.7 Yet Chilean post-politics has also been shaped by those who resisted the 
dictatorship, in both radical and incremental ways—particularly in the cultural field—and thus 
have had a vested interest in critical art making (as Chapter Three demonstrated). Drawing from 
                                               
7 In recent years an increasingly robust body of literature has emerged around the concepts of post politics 
and post-democracy. Its theoretical foundations are usually traced to the work of Jacques Rancière, 
Chantal Mouffe, Jean-Luc Nancy, and Slavoj Žižek. See, for example: Colin Crouch, Post Democracy 
(Cambridge: Polity, 2004); Bulent Diken, “Radical critique as the paradox of post political society,” Third 
Text 23, no. 5 (2009): 579-86; Philippe Lacoue-Labarte and Jean-Luc Nancy, Retreating the Political, ed. 
Simon Sparks (London: Routledge, 1997); Oliver Marchart, Post-Foundational Political Thought: 
Political Difference in Nancy, Lefort, Badiou and Laclau (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007). 
Chantal Mouffe, On the Political (London: Routledge, 2005); Jacques Rancière, Disagreement: Politics 
and Philosophy, trans. Steve Corcoran (Minneapolist, University of Minnesota Press, 1999); Rancière, 
Chronicles of Consensual Times, trans. Steve Corcoran (London: Continuum, 2010); and Slavoj Žižek, 
The Ticklish Subject: The Absent Center of Political Ontology (London: Verso,1999). 
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Rancière’s thinking as well as Adornean dialectics, I argue that in this environment, Calderón 
enacts a dramaturgy of the (post)-political. I employ the parenthetical “(post)-” to underline how 
this dramaturgy is fundamentally dialectical: it contains a real political capacity (in the 
dissensual, Rancierian sense) that is both facilitated by and always on the verge of its cooption 
and de-politicization by the larger environment post-politics.  
 My study is not the first to observe that Calderón is negotiating the political in the midst 
of post-politics, nor am I the first to posit a dissensual aspect to Calderón’s theatre.8 My 
intervention lies in the way I consider his theatrical works as part of a processual dramaturgy that 
is itself embedded in and complicated by the environment of post-politics. I have therefore 
chosen to make my case study the trajectory of his career—reading his plays, national and 
international success, and alliance with Santiago a Mil against the backdrop of the Chilean 
political and cultural environment—to consider how the pursuit of the political in the condition 
of post-politics must always be a process of renegotiation and reimagination.9 Because my focus 
is on how dramaturgy constitutes a practice of democratic citizenship in Chile, I focus on works 
that Calderón has both written about and directed in Chile and attend primarily to his plays’ 
performances in front of Chilean audiences. I begin with an analysis of Calderón’s first play, 
                                               
8 Indeed, Chilean theatre scholar, Mauricio Barría Jara considers Mateluna in the context of post-politics. 
His argument, however, focuses on one dissensual aspect of Calderón’s dramaturgy: the use of the 
apparatus of the theatre to dismantle the apparatus of politics. While I follow Barría Jara’s connection of 
Calderón to post-politics and do not necessarily disagree with his interpretation, I do not feel that it 
captures the full, paradoxical range of Calderón’s (post)-political dramaturgy. Mauricio Barría Jara, 
“Desmantelar aparatos con otros aparatos: Mateluna de Guillermo Calderón. Teatro politico en la época 
de la pospolítica,” Revista Artescenica, no. 5 (2018):1-19.  
9 In doing so I join scholars like Javiera Larraín and Alexandra Ripp, who engaged in analyses across his 
plays. I also follow Ripp in envisioning Calderón’s work as a kind of processual testing ground for his 
political vision. Her focus is primarily on memory, whereas mine is on the way the political environment 
(in which memory plays a role) and material and institutional circumstances also shape his dramaturgy. 
See Javiera Larraín, “Hacia una poética directoral de Guillermo Calderón: Una cartografía de la palabra 
escénica” (master’s thesis, University of Chile, 2017); Alexandra Ripp, “RePresenting the Past: Chilean 
Theater and Memory Politics 1998-2010,” (PhD diss., Yale University, 2017). 
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Neva, within the context of Chilean post-politics, and consider how this work establishes the 
fundamental conundrum that motivates much of Calderón’s dramaturgy: the role and value of 
theatre in times of political urgency. I then turn to Diciembre (December) and Clase (Class), 
considering them (and Neva) against the backdrop of the Bachelet presidency and 2006 student 
protests, to illuminate how these plays together grapple with questions about the value and 
relationship of theatre, the nation-state and resistance. I argue that these plays establish some of 
the fundamental characteristics of Calderón’s (post)-political dramaturgy, which operates 
according to a dialectical tension, troubles the notion of ideological coherence, posits a number 
of dissensual gestures, and often stages its own demise. I further contend that Calderón’s 
political motives and desire to resist cooption also intersect with his desire to have a successful 
career, which for him means “making a living doing theatre.” For Calderón, this cannot be done 
only in Chile, but requires that he create theatre on an international circuit, a circuit where, 
according to Calderón, politics sells, particularly when the works come from Latin American 
countries.10 I thus consider the logistics and material conditions of his theatre-making, in 
particular his alliance with the Santiago a Mil theatre festival, which I argue emblematizes a 
number of the paradoxes of post-politics. I then consider Calderón’s later works as he attempts to 
navigate these tensions: the ways he creates community and mourns the loss of politics in Villa + 
Discurso, and the ways he strives to dissolve the boundaries between politics and theatre, 
favoring a more teleological theatre in Escuela (School) and, especially, Mateluna. 11 Throughout 
                                               
10 Guillermo Calderón, interview with author, June 27, 2018. Our interview took place in Spanish and 
English. Where no translation is given, English was the language used.  
11 Excluded from my consideration are Beben, Küss/Kiss, and B, among a number of commissions 
Calderón currently has in development at institutions such as the Public Theater in New York and La 
Jolla Playhouse in San Diego. Beben was commissioned by the Düsseldorfer Schauspielhaus in Germany 
and premiered in 2012. The German word beben means “tremor” (though it also means “drink” in 
Spanish). The play was inspired by the 1807 story “The earthquake in Chile” by Heinrich Von Kleist and 
is about four German aid workers that try to help the victims of the 2010 Chilean earthquake. Küss/Kiss 
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this analysis, I argue that Calderón’s political and economic motivations imbricate his work in a 
number of complex paradoxes: his commitments to economic success and political engagement 
subvert both economic metrics of success and his political engagement; he both exploits and is 
exploited by the international festival circuit. An analysis of Calderón’s dramaturgy thus 
illuminates the aporias and challenges that condition and shape the creation of political theatre in 
times of post-politics. 
Although Calderón’s dramaturgy of the (post)-political contains its own negation, I 
contend that this negation does not render his work unproductive. His works frequently end in 
annihilating gestures, in which paradoxes go unresolved. Yet this self-negation brings with it the 
possibility that something new might emerge, even as that possibility goes undefined. Rather 
than seek to resolve the paradoxes of the post-political environment, Calderón’s (post)-political 
dramaturgy marshals and navigates these paradoxes as he works to forge a community with his 
audiences to work out these conundrums. According to Calderón, “When plays reach a dead end 
they can be about pessimism, but at the same time it’s theatre, it’s art, so when political ideas 
reach a point of pessimism there’s always a possibility of creativity, of gathering around the 
village to think collectively, feel emotions collectively, experience theatre collectively.”12 Like 
CADA’s radical negativity, the collective space opened by Calderón’s pessimism and his works’ 
cooption thus posits citizenship through its very redefinition: local audiences are invited to 
reimagine their political positioning, affects, and experiences in relation to the politics that have 
                                               
also premiered at the Düsseldorfer Schauspielhaus in Germany in 2014. The play is about a group of 
Western actors attempting to perform Syrian citizens in a state of war, and touches on the impossibility of 
understanding atrocity across cultural barriers but how those efforts can be, themselves, transformative. B 
premiered at the Royal Court Theatre in 2017 and examines how two different generations reckon with 
revolutionary violence. 
12 Guillermo Calderón, interview by Elyse Dodgson, “When a ‘Kiss’ Is Not Just a Kiss,” American 




been defined by Chilean “democracy.” In Calderón’s (post)-political dramaturgy citizenship 
becomes, not a particular constellation of rights and duties, but the challenge and process of 
redefining politics, of reimagining other forms of political engagement. Nor is this vision of 
citizenship tied to the nation state: international audiences are also invited to recognize these 
aporias as they relate to their own political context.13 Calderón’s plays thus invite a (post)-
political citizenship for times of post-politics. Such citizenship has a radical responsibility, and 
Calderón’s plays are platforms to think about what that responsibility is and what a new vision 
might be.  
 
Chile, post-politics 
Aleko: Olga, sometimes Masha wakes up with the urge to 
kill nobles. 
Olga: Is that true Masha? 
Masha: Yes, but it goes away after lunch. 
-Guillermo Calderón, Neva (2006)14 
 
In the first decade of the twenty-first century, Chilean democracy could best be described 
as a site of paradox. Successive Concertación presidents, guided by commitments to consensus 
and gradualism had slowly eroded authoritarian enclaves, restored civil liberties, and sought to 
address and seek justice for human rights violations. Yet, despite increasing challenges to his 
impunity, Pinochet continued to evade trial and many who had committed the dictatorship’s 
                                               
13 My focus throughout this chapter will be primarily on his local Chilean audiences. However, I mention 
his international audiences here, because an awareness that his works are also intended to speak to an 
international audience underscores how notions of citizenship for Calderón become less tied to an 
affiliation with a particular nation state, and the notion of citizenship as a category becomes more 
problematic. 
14 Guillermo Calderón, Neva, trans. Andrea Thome (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 2016), 
58. Where I use translations of Calderón’s work, I will also provide the original Spanish: “Aleko: Olga, 
Masha a veces se levanta con ganas de matar nobles. Olga: ¿Eso es verdad Masha? Masha: Sí, pero me 
pasa después del almuerzo. Guillermo Calderón, “Neva,” in Teatro I: Neva, Diciembre, Clase (Santiago: 
LOM ediciones, 2012), 44. 
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crimes remained free.15 As the Prat controversy demonstrated, freedom of speech was a fraught 
and contestable concept, and those sympathetic to the military regime remained a vocal force in 
public life. In many ways, the Concertación governments had deepened the neoliberal economic 
model begun during the dictatorship, bringing economic prosperity to the country, but they also 
further entrenched income inequality and attenuated social safety nets. Though it was clear that 
the country’s democratic processes—in particular free elections—had been soundly 
reestablished, they were undermined by disillusionment and declining political participation.16  
The paradoxes that came to characterize Chilean democracy, which I have traced 
throughout this dissertation, suggest that Chile had become a site of post-politics. Though post-
politics can take different forms depending on its context, according to political scientist Japhy 
Wilson and geographer Erik Swyngedouw, post-politics broadly refers  
to a situation in which the political—understood as a space of contestation and agonistic 
engagement—is increasingly colonized by politics—understood as technocratic 
mechanisms and consensual procedures that operate within an unquestioned framework 
of representative democracy, free market economics, and cosmopolitan liberalism. In 
post-politics, political contradictions are reduced to policy problems to be managed by 
experts and legitimated through participatory processes in which the scope of possible 
outcomes is narrowly defined in advance.17 
                                               
15 Pinochet’s evasions largely revolved around health. In London it had allowed him to avoid detention 
beyond house arrest and ultimately avoid an international trial. A diagnosis of moderate dementia allowed 
him to evade other, national trials. Steve Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet: The Memory Question in 
Democratic Chile 1989 – 2006 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 230-231; 255. 
16 The term “Chilean paradox” is used in a United Nations Development Programme report from 1998 to 
explain the tension between Chile’s achievement of traditional markers of success (as defined by the 
UNDP)—democracy, political stability, economic prosperity—and a deeply rooted dissatisfaction with 
the government and democracy, declining political participation, as well as vast income inequality. United 
Nations Development Programme, The Paradox of Modernization: Human Development Report in Chile, 
(New York: United Nations Development Programme, 1998); United Nations Development Programme, 
Democracy in Latin America: Towards a Citizens’ Democracy, (New York: United Nations Development 
Programme, 2004). A 2015 Latinobarómetro survey suggests that this paradox continues to persist: five 
percent of Chileans think the distribution of wealth is just, forty-three percent are satisfied with 
democracy, and twenty percent think the government works for the good of the people. Latinobarómetro, 
Informe: 1995-2015 (Santiago: Corporación Latinobarómetro, 2015). 
17 Japhy Wilson and Erik Swyngedouw, “Seeds of Dystopia: Post-Politics and the Return of the Political,” 
in The Post-Political and Its Disconontents: Spaces of Depoliticisation, Spectres of Radical Politics, ed. 




Post-politics is marked by the assumption that ideological differences (particularly along the 
communism-capitalism poles) have lost their relevance in light of the global hegemony of 
capitalism. The seeming inevitability of market cooption thus becomes a profound ideological 
crisis. At its most extreme, it is encapsulated by Francis Fukuyama’s assertion that the end of the 
Cold War marked the end of mankind’s ideological evolution, terminating in the universalization 
of western liberal democracies: “the end of history.”18 Post-politics makes it such that, according 
to Fredric Jameson, it is “easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of capitalism.”19  
 In such an environment, Florian Malzacher points out that the question of political theatre 
becomes particularly fraught.20 Old ideological frameworks are no longer valid and artistic 
production is easily subsumed and coopted by market forces. The unmooring of ideology on the 
one hand and the threat of market cooption on the other is perhaps why it took Calderón—who 
felt a commitment to producing political theatre—until his mid-thirties to begin to write plays. 
 In 2006, at age thirty-five, Calderón wrote Neva. He had previously worked as an actor 
and director but had yet to express himself as a writer. He attributes this late start to an 
uncertainty about how to best express his experiences of Chile. He recalls, “We wanted to be 
new and creative, but we couldn’t identify where our place was as playwrights and actors.”21 
Calderón was born in 1971, and the experience of growing up during the dictatorship and coming 
                                               
18 Fukuyama posits the end of the Cold War as the endpoint of man’s ideological evolution, terminating in 
the universalization of Western liberal democracies. Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last 
Man (New York: Free Press, 1992).  
19 Fredric Jameson, “Future City,” New Left Review 21 (2004): 73. 
20 Florian Malzacher, “No Organum to Follow: Possibilities of Political Theatre Today,” in Not just a 
mirror. Looking for the political theatre today, ed. Florian Malzacher (Berlin: House on fire/Alexander 
Verlang, 2015), 16-30.  
21 “Queríamos ser nuevos y creativos pero no podíamos identificar cuál era nuestro lugar como 
dramaturgos y actores.” Guillermo Calderón, interview with Catalina Forttes, “Guillermo Calderón en 
conversación: Chile como nación puede acabarse,” interview by Catalina Forttes (Los Angeles, 28 
February 2009), Mester 39, no. 1 (2010): 59.  
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of age during the democratic transition left him unsure how to politically and aesthetically 
position himself. As an acting student at the University of Chile, Calderón’s early theatrical 
formation was influenced by works such as Alfredo Castro’s La manzana de Adán (Adam’s 
apple), which Calderón admired and considered emblematic of “post-dictatorship” theatre.22 
According to Calderón, Castro’s staging created a density of discourse such that its meanings 
could not be coopted. However, Calderón maintains that as such works became the theatrical 
norm, they lost their political valence. He observes, “This theatre transformed with time, into a 
kind of formula that was more hermetic and disconnected from the political.”23 At the same time 
as he rejected the hermeticism of this “post-dictatorship” theatre, he was also unwilling to turn 
away from politics, as a younger generation of his colleagues (including Manuela Infante) 
seemed to him to be doing. He attributes this to his unique generational positioning:  
They [Manuela Infante, Alexis Moreno, Alejandro Moreno] began to write before me, 
even though I am fifteen years older than them. I like to feel myself associated with them 
and I think their work is excellent…However, I have a great distance from this 
generation, and it is because I am also a child of the dictatorship and I bear this brand. 
They are children of democracy and, as Manuela Infante has said, they are not interested 
in or prefer not to work with political themes in a direct form. I insist on the political and 
for this reason stay at the margin of this group that I admire and to which I would like to 
belong.24 
 
                                               
22 Calderón, interview with author. La manzana de Adán (1990) was the first installment of Alfredo 
Castro’s testimonial trilogy with Teatro La Memoria, which I discuss in Chapter Two, note 60. The play 
drew from interviews and research conducted by Claudia Donoso and photographer Paz Errázuriz 
interrogating the relationship between mothers and their transvestite children.  
23 “Este teatro se convierte con el tiempo en una especie de fórmula cada vez más hermética y 
desconectada de lo político” Calderón, “Guillermo Calderón en conversación,” 59.  
24“Ellos comenzaron a escribir antes que yo, aun cuando sea 15 años mayor que ellos. Me gusta sentirme 
asociado a ellos y su trabajo me parece buenísimo. …Sin embargo, tengo una gran distancia con esta 
generación, y es que yo también soy hijo de la dictadura y arrastro esta marca de fuego. Ellos son hijos de 
la democracia y, tal como lo ha dicho Manuela Infante, no les interesa o prefieren no trabajar temas 
políticos de forma directa. Yo insisto en lo político y por lo mismo quedo al margen de este grupo que 
admiro y al cual me gustaría pertenecer” Ibid., 65-66. It should be noted that Alexis Moreno was born in 
1977, Alejandro Moreno in 1975, and Manuela Infante in 1980. Calderón was born in 1971 and is not 
fifteen years older than any of them; nevertheless Calderón perceives a generational difference, and a late 
start compared to them. 
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Calderón’s writings were thus stymied by but eventually emerged from two conundrums, that of 
“post-dictatorship” and that of the “post-political.” On the one hand, he did not identify with the 
political languages of post-dictatorship because of their commodification and loss of political 
viability; on the other, he rejected the de-politicization took place during democracy. To find a 
way forward, which for Calderón meant to “develop a more explicit theatre in terms of political 
discourse,” the playwright-director first had to get some distance from Chile, studying in 
California, Italy, and New York.25  
 In the essay, “What Is the Contemporary,” Giorgio Agamben suggests that the critic’s 
task is to be a contemporary of society, which is to be “slightly out of time.” It is “that 
relationship with time that adheres to it with a disjunction and an anachronism.”26 As I 
discussed in Chapter Three, anachronism has a political valence, for it refuses to be bound by the 
regimes of truth that govern a particular epoch. Becoming contemporary can thus be a tactic of 
the (post)-political, because it provides a position in which one’s embeddedness in and criticism 
of the prevailing political and social situation can coexist, if uneasily. Agamben asserts that one 
who is contemporary is thus able to see the darkness of their time, while also perceiving avenues 
for hope; it is to “firmly fix your gaze on the darkness of the epoch, but also to perceive in this 
darkness a light that, while directed toward us, infinitely distances itself from us.”27  
Similarly, Theodor Adorno argues that it is the task of critical thought to “displace and 
estrange the world, reveal it to be with its rifts and crevices, as indigent and distorted as it will 
appear one day in the messianic light.”28 It is only through estrangement and the imagination of a 
                                               
25 “desarrollar un teatro más explícito en términos de discurso político.” Ibid, 59.  
26 Giorgio Agamben, “What Is the Contemporary,” in What is An Apparatus and Other Essays, trans. 
David Kishik and Stefan Pedatella (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009), 41 (emphasis original).  
27 Ibid., 46.  
28 Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia: Reflections from Damaged Life, trans. E.F.N. Jephcott (London: 
Verso, 2005), 247. 
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redeemed world that critique can begin to illuminate the brokenness of the current one. This is at 
once an imminent and an aporetic position: imminent in that a redeemed world is always just 
beyond grasp, aporetic in its impossibility. Yet Adorno asserts that “even in its own impossibility 
it must at last be comprehended for the sake of the possible.”29 This is a double negative: one 
sees the looming specter of a redeemed world, and its impossibility thus opens into possibility. 
When Calderón speaks of pessimism and creativity, it is precisely this dialectic that undergirds 
his work, a dialectic that, like so much of his work, and post-politics, is fundamentally 
paradoxical. Adorno maintains that the task of estrangement—facilitated by the redemptive 
(im)possibility—presupposes, like Agamben’s contemporary, “a standpoint removed, even 
though by a hair’s breadth, from the scope of existence.”30 Yet Adorno acknowledges that this is 
“utterly impossible” given “that any possible knowledge must not only be first wrestled from 
what is, if it shall hold good, but is also marked, for this very reason, by the same distortion and 
indigency which it seeks to escape.”31 This aporetic dialectic posits that distanced knowledge can 
only be achieved through an engagement with the brokenness of the world, and is therefore 
irrevocably conditioned by that brokenness. Agamben’s understanding of the contemporary read 
alongside Adorno’s dialectics perhaps explains why Calderón required temporal and geographic 
distance to find a way to write politically about Chile, and why his first play was a period piece 
set in Russia in 1905 and written in the United States, which not only questioned theatre’s 
relevance to politics, but also the impossible possibility of any revolutionary project. 
 While Calderón was pursuing a Masters of Liberal Studies at the CUNY Graduate Center 
in New York, two of his former colleagues, Trinidad González and Paula Zuñiga, suggested that 
                                               
29 Theodor Adorno, “What National Socialism Has Done to the Arts,” in Essays on Music, ed. Richard 
Leppert, trans. Susan H. Gillespie (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 378. 




he direct them and Jorge Becker in a play. Calderón had an affinity for Chekhov: he empathized 
with the sense of defeat he read in his work, and the Russian playwright’s disenchantment about 
the future felt analogous to his experience of the dictatorship and transition. Furthermore, 
Calderón had become obsessed with the uncertainty around Chekhov’s death, a kernel that had 
given him an idea for a play about Chile. He agreed to direct González and Zuñiga if they would 
allow him to write the play. 32 The result was Neva, which premiered in 2006 at Santiago’s 
Teatro Mori Bellavista. With its premiere the group formed the theatre company Teatro en el 
blanco (Theatre on the target), and Calderón began to develop a number of the elements that 
would come to constitute his (post)-political dramaturgy. I will thus consider Neva as a kind of 
starting point, in which Calderón—positioning himself as contemporary, in a paradoxically 
dialectical relationship to Chile—began a project to interrogate and explore theatre’s relationship 
to politics. After an analysis of the dramaturgical elements of Neva, I will turn to a more 
thorough analysis of Chilean post-politics as well as of how Calderón’s (post)-political 
dramaturgy coalesced in his later plays and consider how Calderón has striven to radicalize his 
political voice. 
Neva takes place in a St. Petersburg rehearsal room on January 9, 1905. Three actors, 
Aleko, Masha, and Chekhov’s widow, Olga Knipper, have gathered to rehearse The Cherry 
Orchard. The rest of the cast is absent, and it is implied that they have become embroiled in the 
Bloody Sunday massacre taking place outside. As they wait for the cast, the actors pass the time 
discussing acting, trading gossip, and recreating the scene of Chekhov’s death. Eventually, their 
conversation turns to politics. The theatre comes in their debate’s crosshairs, and the play 
questions what purpose the theatre serves when there is real political violence in the streets. 
                                               
32 Calderón, interview with author. 
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 Though Neva is set in Russia, the two countries’ shared history of political violence 
renders the Chilean parallels immediately apparent. The play’s title refers to the Neva River, 
which runs through St. Petersburg. Alexandra Ripp contends that the connections between Chile 
and Russia are underscored by this central image.33 In the play, the characters refer to the river as 
a site where bodies were deposited during the massacre that morning. For Calderón, this image 
evoked the Mapocho River, “a kind of moving cemetery” where discarded bodies would emerge 
throughout the dictatorship.34 The countries are thus linked by the urgency of the political 
situations, but also by the mourning for the lost life in the cities’ central rivers: sites that should 
be sources of life for the city, but instead become sites of moving death. This anachronistic 
disjuncture positions the audience members as contemporaries in the Agambenian sense, thus 
inviting them to see the darkness of their time and where the light (the river as a source of life) 
should have been but is decidedly absent.  
 The dialectic between darkness and light is literalized in the play’s design. The action 
takes place on a raised platform, on which an electric heater provides the only illumination for 
the small playing space. The costumes are black and spare, connoting a period-specific realism. 
There is the sense that the actors are isolated together, finding light and warmth in the midst of a 
hostile and unknowable outside world. Ripp observes that he audience’s attention is directed 
towards this light, with the awareness that the actors, and perhaps they, might be consumed by 
the vast and encroaching darkness that surrounds the small space.35  
                                               
33 Ripp, “RePresenting the Past,” 189. 
34 “una especie de cementerio ambulante.” Guillermo Calderón, interview with Soledad Lagos, “Tres 
actores en escena, una estufa, algunas sillas. Diálogo entre Guillermo Calderón y Soledad Lagos a 
propósito de Neva,” Telondefondo 6 (2007): 1. 
35 Ripp, “RePresenting the Past,” 194.  
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 Yet despite the macabre image of the river and the encroaching darkness, the play’s tone 
is largely comic—yet another dialectic—often mocking the self-seriousness of actors and the 
gossipy environment of the theatre world. Such traits are humorous and sometimes endearing, 
and the play is comically seductive. However, in the context of the political violence occurring 
outside, this becomes ethically problematic, and this world and its relationships seem broken. 
Chilean theatre scholars Soledad Lagos and Carola Oyarzún both observe that the relationship 
between the real world and the theatre are at odds, and possibly even in antagonistic conflict.36 
The actors are petty, self-obsessed, and disconnected from the outside world. The actors must 
substitute experiences to perform experiences, but even these substitutions are false: 
Aleko: For example, Olga, if you have to say, “I love you” and you don’t feel it, you 
remember someone you loved. 
Olga: A different person? 
Aleko: Yes. You replace them in your mind […] For example, […] “mother forgive me, 
cut off my hand.” (Masha laughs) 
Olga: No, don’t laugh. Why are you laughing? That was very well acted. What were you 
thinking about, Aleko? 
Aleko: About my mother when I hit her in the face.  
Olga: You hit your mother in the face? 
Aleko: No Olga, I imagined that too. 37 
 
Human experience has been coopted by the work of the actor, highlighting the alienation born of 
cooption that characterizes post-politics.  
As the play proceeds, Calderón interrogates the viability of various ideological positions. 
Calderón’s preoccupation with ideology, particularly the tenability of left ideologies—one of the 
                                               
36 Guillermo Calderón, interview with Soledad Lagos, 2. Carola Oyarzun, “Entre el teatro y la vida,” in 
Antología: un siglo de dramaturgia chilena, 1910-2010, vol. 4, ed. María de la Luz Hurtado and Mauricio 
Barría (Santiago: Publicaciones Bicentenario Chile, 2010), 304-305. 
37Calderón, Neva, trans. Thome, 23-24.  
“Aleko: Por ejemplo, Olga, si uno tiene que decir “te amo” y no lo siente, uno se acuerda de alguien 
a quien amó./ Olga: ¿Y si la persona es otra?/ Aleko: La reemplaza en la mente…Por ejemplo… 
“madre, perdóneme…córteme la mano.” (Masha ríe)/ Olga: No, no te rías, ¿por qué te ríes? Eso 
estuvo muy bien actuado. ¿En qué pensaste, Aleko?/ Aleko: En me madre cuando le pegué en la 
cara./ Olga: Le pegaste a tu madre en la cara?/ Aleko: No, Olga, eso también lo imaginé.” Calderón, 
“Neva,” 22.  
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conundrums of post-politics—pervades his subsequent work as well. It is fitting, then, that his 
initial theatrical proposal in Neva addresses Russian ideological positions at the turn of the 
century: a kind of crucible and testing ground for the leftist ideological vision that the 
dictatorship would work to eradicate and that would drive much of the global Cold War, just as 
turn of the century Russia was also a crucible for realistic playwriting and acting.38 In Neva, 
Aleko and Masha represent two strains of leftist thought. Aleko advocates for a retreat from 
society and a utopic return to the land and the peasants. Masha advocates for a violent overthrow 
of the current system. Calderón’s attitude towards these ideologies is complicated, as he sees 
both their appeal and their failings. Aleko’s vision is too disconnected from reality to be tenable 
and Marsha’s is too dangerous. Calderón does not resolve their debate, but rather uses it to 
represent a kind of fragmentation inherent in his own thinking: “Just as I divided my thinking in 
two characters, one that is committed to the idea of rehearsing theatre and the other that is 
committed to going in the street to participate, I also divided this political idea of the one that 
retreats to his books and the type that is politically active, even though it will be fatal.”39  
 Calderón thus posits a relationship between political activity and annihilation. As the play 
concludes, Marsha’s ideological commitment transforms into affective overflow. She erupts in a 
verbose tirade asserting the meaningless of theatre in the face of political violence. Masha rails: 
“Yes Olga. Your husband died and you want to relive his death because you cannot act. Who 
cares?”40 As she continues, she grows increasingly apocalyptic telling Olga and Aleko:  
                                               
38 It should be noted as well, that such historical subject matter might appeal to an international audience. 
39“Así como yo dividí mi pensamiento en dos personajes, uno que se compromete con la idea de ensayar 
el teatro y otro que se compromete con salir a la calle a participar, también dividí esta idea política del 
que se repliega a sus libros y el tipo que se activa políticamente, aunque sea fatal.” Guillermo Calderón, 
interview with Soledad Lagos, 5.  
40 Calderón, Neva, trans. Thome, 66. “Sí, Olga. Se murió su marido y quieres revivir su muerte porque no 
puedes actuar. ¿A quién le importa? Afuera hay un domingo sangriento, la gente se está muriendo de 
hambre en la calle y tú quieres hacer una obra de teatro. La historia pasa como una fantasma, va a haber 
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You want theatre? You want to cry? I’ll give you scenery and tears. We’re going to die 
and they’re going to forget about us. Love will end. The sun will never rise again for 
anyone. Russia will end, we will die to everything […] May the theater die with you. In 
the future, when the world ends, there will be only movies and the screen will make us 
cry like hens, like Olga Knippers. Don’t die Anton, don’t die my writer, write me some 
last words…41 
 
As she decries the theatre, mocking Olga’s attachment to Chekhov’s craft, she suddenly drops 
off the stage platform and vanishes. Her speech is thus cut short by an absurdly comic theatrical 
gesture implying the death of the revolutionary ideal, an ideal both compelling in its emotional 
force and certainty and comic in its extremes and contradictions. Aleko then turns the small stove 
illuminating the stage around to shine light on the audience, implying a complicity and urging, 
perhaps, a responsibility. Then he and Olga drop off the stage and the play ends. Whereas Masha 
fell off the stage consumed by her passion, Aleko and Olga willfully chose a path of retreat: 
though their paths there are different, each of the characters meets the same fruitless end. 
Neva thus concludes with ambivalence. The theatre has been condemned as irrelevant in 
the face of real political violence. Yet Calderón’s actors gathered to perform it night after night, 
and night after night they prompted the audience to interrogate their own relationships to theatre, 
politics, and ideology. Or had they? With Neva, Calderón had intended to use the realistic 
aesthetic of a period piece as a means to foreground his work’s political discourse. He explains, 
that in contrast to the theatrical density of directors such as the abovementioned Castro, “The 
point was to return to a conventional theatrical identity; take a step back and put the text and our 
                                               
una revolución. ¿Y quién es tan imbécil para encerrarse en una sala de teatro para sufrir por amor y por la 
muerte?” Calderón, “Neva,” 50. 
41 Calderón Neva, trans. Thome, 66. “¿Quieren teatro? ¿Quieren llorar? Yo les voy a dar escenario y 
lágrimas. Vamos a morir y nos van a olvidar. El amor se va a acabar. El sol no va a salir nunca más para 
nadie. Rusia se va a acabar, nos vamos a morir de todo […] Ojalá que el teatro muera con ustedes. En el 
futuro, cuando el mundo se acabe, solo va a haber películas y la pantalla nos va a hacer llorar como 
gallinas, como Olgas Knipper. No te mueras, Antón, no te mueras, mi escritor, escríbeme unas últimas 
palabras…” Calderón, “Neva,” 52.  
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political ideas on the primary plane.”42 However, the piece did not resonate as politically 
provocatively as Calderón had hoped. He recalls,  
I swore that this play would be very provocative, but as it was pretty and well done it was 
coopted and transformed into a kind of high culture object. In that moment it lost its 
political edge. I found that Neva was the most political play of the moment, but at the 
height of its popularity, two of Pinochet’s ministers attended the play at two different 
performances, and upon seeing them applaud and leave content, obviously I thought that 
the play was not as “heavy” as I thought. Then I realized that plays lose their critical 
potential when they become cultural objects.43 
 
What Calderón does not mention here is that the Teatro Mori Bellavista is one of Santiago’s 
more commercial theatre spaces, and the choice to present the play there would have certainly 
diminished a sense of the play’s radicality. Nor does he acknowledge that the references to 
Chekhov would have certainly situated his work within the milieu of art-objects. These blind 
spots notwithstanding, after Neva, Calderón felt, “I have to radicalize my work even more.”44 
 Thus, with Neva Calderón initiated a project to find a political voice in the theatre, which 
involved a questioning of theatre’s political capacity as its initial premise. He also established a 
number of the characteristics that would come to define his (post)-political dramaturgy: the 
creation of spaces set apart from their time and the cultivation of estrangement; a dismantling of 
the structures and relationships governing the status quo; an emphasis on ideological questioning 
and unresolved debate, a meta-theatrical self-criticality; and a final annihilating gesture which 
allowed for a new, if troubled, space of creativity. Neva proposes a vision of democratic 
                                               
42 “El punto era volver a una identidad teatral convencional; dar un paso atrás y poner al texto y a nuestras 
ideas políticas en primer plano.” Calderón, interview with Forttes, 60.  
43“Yo juraba que esta obra sería muy provocadora, pero como era bonita y estaba bien hecha fue cooptada 
y se transformó en una especia de objeto de alta cultura. En ese momento perdió su filo político. Yo 
encontraba que Neva era la obra más política del momento, pero en la cima de su popularidad asistieron a 
dos funciones distintas dos ministros de Pinochet, y al verlos aplaudir y salir contentos obviamente pensé 
que la obra no era tan “heavy” como yo creía. Ahí me di cuenta que las obras pierden su potencial crítico 
al convertirse en objetos culturales.” Ibid., 61  
44 Quoted in Larry Rohter, “Rehearsals for the Revolution, New York Times, March 6, 2013, accessed 
February 13, 2019. 
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citizenship that is ambivalent, in which there is an ethical imperative to politically engage, to 
question the value of what we do and why we do it, but the path for that engagement is unclear—
as each option carries risks: risks of cooption, risks of escapism, risks of death.  
Equally fundamental to this dramaturgy is Calderón’s critical and institutional success, 
the paradox of his own position within the broken world. Neva received highly positive critical 
reviews, which, while acknowledging the sense of theatrical crisis in the play and its socio-
political context, also emphasized the excellent acting, design, and overall world of the play, 
contributing perhaps to Calderón’s sense that the work had been perceived as an art-object.45 The 
play was selected by the Art Critics’ Circle as the best national premiere of 2006 and won 
Altazor awards for Best Director, Best Playwright, and Best Actress (Trinidad González).46 Neva 
was selected for the following year’s Santiago a Mil theatre festival and would have an 
international tour and independent international productions, opportunities that gave him a 
greater political platform and allowed him to make a living, but that also threatened to coopt, 
depoliticize, or otherwise compromise the political work he hoped his theatre could accomplish. 
 
Towards a dramaturgy of the (post)-political: Neva, Diciembre, Clase  
                                               
45 It would be misleading to suggest that critical reception ignores the play’s political content altogether. 
A number of critics do emphasize the play’s engagement with questions of theatre’s role in political 
engagement. However, critics tend to foreground the crisis of making theatre over the other leftist crisis in 
the play, and the play’s allusions to Chekhov and more formal components are certainly emphasized. See, 
for example, Marietta Santi, “Neva: Una joyita en la cartelera capitalina,” La Hora, November 13, 2006. 
Though Pedro Labra observes the play’s ambivalence, he relegates it to the realm of “theatre for people of 
the theatre” (“teatro para gente de lo teatro”), thus downplaying its larger political relevance. Pedro Labra 
Herrera, “Actitud ambivalente,” El Mercurio, January 1, 2007. Javier Ibacache mentions the play’s 
“political discourse” (“discurso politico”) without going into details and considers it “curiously rupturist” 
(“curiosamente rupturista”). That, and the play’s excellent acting, design, and playwriting lead him to call 
it an “indispensable” (“indispensable”) play of the season. Javier Ibacache, “Sin temor a las palabras,” 
Ciertopez 4 (2007): 49-50. 
46 “Neva,” Escuela de Espectadores, accessed February 19, 2019, http://ww2.educarchile.cl/ 
Portal.Base/Web/verContenido.aspx?ID=212540. The Art Critics’ Circle award is given by a society of 
art critics. The Altazor award is one of Chile’s highest artistic honors, given by a national jury of creators 
and performers.  
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 Neva premiered in a year of political milestones: the nation’s first female president, an 
atheist, socialist, former political prisoner and exile, and single-mother, took office; Augusto 
Pinochet died; and across the country secondary school students mobilized in protest of the 
Chilean educational system. In many ways these events demonstrated how far Chile had come 
and how much had changed since the dictatorship. There were new kinds of leaders, new citizen 
actors, and the former dictator was no longer in public life. Yet the fact that even these events did 
not augur significant structural change revealed how entrenched the condition of post-politics 
had become. Pinochet’s legacy continued to divide the nation, and his death meant that he could 
never receive justice. The inability of Bachelet or the students to enact meaningful structural 
change or transform Chilean citizenship—despite the promise that both had initially offered—
would provide the background, and the disillusionment, driving much of Calderón’s subsequent 
(post)-political dramaturgy, and would feature directly in many of Calderón’s subsequent plays. 
The success of Neva’s initial run at the Teatro Mori Bellavista earned it a run in Santiago 
a Mil’s 2007 festival, which in turn led to an international tour over the course of the next five 
years. 47 While on tour, Calderón wrote his next play, Diciembre, which Teatro en el blanco 
rehearsed in Italy and showed in Spain. The tour continued, but Calderón returned to Chile, 
where he collaborated with a different group of actors, Francisca Lewin and Roberto Farias, on 
the play Clase, for which they formed the company Agrupación la Reina de Conchalí (The 
Queen of Conchalí Group).48 Clase premiered at the Teatro Mori Bellavista in 2008 and was 
featured as a national selection in the 2009 version of Santiago a Mil, in which Diciembre also 
made its Chilean premiere (featuring González, Zuñiga, and Becker, on hiatus from their 
                                               
47 Calderón, interview with author. I will discuss Santiago a Mil and Calderón’s relationship to it in 
further detail later in this chapter. 
48 Conchalí is a suburb in the north of Santiago. 
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international tour). The beginning of Calderón’s playwriting career was thus directly tied to the 
festival, and subsequent tours of each play were facilitated by the foundation. 
 Neva had established the fundamental problematic that would be the engine behind 
Calderón’s (post)-political dramaturgy: what is the political value and capacity of theatre? 
Calderón’s feeling that Neva had been transformed into an art-object and thus vacated of its 
political meaning drove his attempts to further radicalize his work in Diciembre and Clase, 
which spoke in increasingly explicit terms to the contemporary Chilean political context. Though 
these three plays were developed with different collaborators, Calderón intended them to operate 
together at an “unconscious level,” creating a “narrative density” that allows them to speak “in 
contexts, in relationships that go beyond themselves.”49 Like Isabel Baboun Garib and Alicia del 
Campo, I therefore consider the ways these three play’s dramaturgies work inter-textually and 
meta-textually.50 Together, the plays take the possibility of coherent ideological resistance as one 
of their central concerns and, when considered in their post-dictatorial context, can be seen as 
working through a crisis of resistance engendered by consensus society. Neva interrogates the 
value of theatre in relation to politics; Diciembre questions the validity of the nation-state as a 
concept; and Clase questions the integrity and viability of political resistance, particularly when 
neoliberalism threatens its cooption. Together the plays constitute a radically negative critique of 
the theatre, the state, and resistance. They also constitute a site in which Calderón works to 
                                               
49 “nivel inconsciente”… “densidad narrativa”… “en contextos, en relaciones que van más allá de sí 
mismas.” Qtd. in Isabel Baboun Garib, “Guillermo Calderón: Tres motivos para una poética casi trágica,” 
Apuntes de Teatro no. 131 (2009): 23.  
50 See Baboun Garib, “Guillermo Calderón,” 20-28; and Alicia del Campo, “Nuevos realismos para viejos 
discursos: las guerras prometidas y el fin del Chile neoliberal en Diciembre de Guillermo Calderón,” FIT 
2008: El teatro iberoamericano en el siglo XXI (2009): 121-131. Both engage Calderón’s work on a 
textual and generic level—Baboun Garib emphasizes the tragic elements of Calderón’s work, while del 
Campo considers its realism. This generic and textual consideration informs my analysis; however, I my 




balance his increasing success nationally and internationally with his desire to create politically 
provocative work—and thus serve as a kind of testing ground for the (post)-political.  
 Calderón’s desire to further radicalize his work after Neva led to Diciembre, which is set 
in a domestic dining room after Christmas dinner, in a dystopic future-Chile (the play is set in 
2014, five years after its premiere in 2009). Chile is engaged in multiple wars: one in the north 
with Bolivia and Peru; one in the south with an indigenous resistance movement. Santiago has 
become a ghost town, as all the men have gone to fight the wars, and those that have returned are 
disabled. Jorge has taken a short leave from the military in the north to celebrate the holiday with 
his fraternal twin sisters, Paula and Trinidad. Despite the absence of sexually viable men, Paula 
and Trinidad are both pregnant. The play’s plot surrounds Trinidad’s efforts to convince Jorge to 
defect, a plan she tries to keep from her sister Paula, who is a racist nationalist. While the sisters 
are drawn into an ideological confrontation about nationalism, military action, imperialism, and 
indigenous rights, Jorge is less concerned with politics and longs for his compatriots in the 
military, to whom he has developed a deep homoerotic attachment. The play posits a breakdown 
of the patriarchy and suggests that militarism and imperialism have led to a crisis of the 
structures they seek to reify: heteronormative masculinity, the military, and the nation-state.  
 Clase even more explicitly addresses the current political environment of Chile, and 
foregrounds questions Calderón struggled with in Neva and Diciembre: specifically, how to 
enact meaningful political resistance. Clase is set in a secondary school classroom in 2006, when 
students across the country staged a massive protest of the Chilean educational system. The 
students’ dissatisfaction stemmed from the continuance of the dictatorship-era educational 
policy, which deregulated education, minimized public spending, and ensured that the profit 
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motive would become the primary engine of the educational system, thus entrenching social 
inequality.51  
When Bachelet did not respond adequately to the student’s initial demands, the students 
coordinated a massive national strike—the largest student mobilization in Chile’s history—and 
on May 30th, over 600,000 students poured into the streets in Santiago and other cities.52 They 
demanded free, unrestricted bus passes, free university entrance exams, and an end to the laws 
governing the educational system. According to Manuel Antonio Garretón, the student protests 
were a genuine social movement, and the first major public movement since the dictatorship.53 
The students embodied new kinds of citizen-actors with demands that could not be schematized 
according to the older, transitional conflicts. They were not skittish about upsetting the 
precarious balance of the transition and were unapologetic in their critique of those with moral 
authority that had derived from their resistance to the dictatorship. The students thus posited 
citizenship as vocal and critical, as unafraid of disrupting the transition, and as unpersuaded by 
the consensual status-quo. In June, Bachelet formed a commission to address the students’ 
concerns. As the movement became locked in the specifics of these negotiations with the 
Bachelet administration, the public demonstrations diminished. For a while at least, the students 
had been neutralized, caught up in negotiations with the government. 
                                               
51 Cristián Bellei, El gran experimento: Mercado y privatización de la educación chilena (Santiago: LOM 
ediciones, 2015); Paulo Hidalgo, El ciclo politico de la Concertación (1990-2010) (Santiago: Uqbar, 
2011), 218-221; Manuel Larrabure and Carlos Torchia, “The 2011 Chilean Student Movement and the 
Struggle for a New Left,” Latin American Perspectives 204.42, no. 5 (Fall 2015): 248-268. 
52 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 337. 
53 In the sense that they combined concrete, tangible demands with a desire for larger scale, structural 
change. See Manuel Antonio Garretón, “Movilizaciones y movimiento social en la democratización 
política chilena,” in La sociedad española en la Transición: Los movimientos sociales en el proceso 
democratizador, ed. Rafael Quirosa-Cheyrouze y Muñoz (Madrid: Biblioteca Nueva, 2011), 107-119. 
Garretón contends that other movements (such as the environmental movement and the Mapuche 
movement) and been less coordinated or more restricted in their demands or base. The human rights 
movement had been of a similar scale but had its origins during the dictatorship. 
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Though Clase takes place during the above-described protests, its premise departs from 
the later neutralization. In it, Calderón does not valorize the student protests, but approaches 
them with a critical eye. The play begins as all of the students are out protesting except for one, 
who attends class in order to deliver her paper on Buddha. The class’s Teacher arrives late, with 
a head wound incurred in the tumult outside. In their subsequent conversation—which the 
Teacher dominates until the end of the play—he critiques the student movement, arguing that 
students are agitating for inclusion and better opportunities within the neoliberal system rather 
than a reconfiguration of that system. With a bitter nostalgia tinged with present disillusionment, 
he reflects on his own experiences resisting the dictatorship and confesses to his own culpability 
in the present situation: he has failed to truly teach the students. Calderón’s Teacher—a figure he 
admits is blatantly autobiographical—is a curmudgeon unable to move beyond the past.54 The 
play thus stages Calderón’s generational disenchantment as a conflict without solution: neither 
those resistant during the dictatorship, nor those engaging in the current resistance movements, 
have a viable way forward.  
 Throughout his writings, Jacques Rancière posits that the aesthetic realm has an inherent 
connection to the political, in that it is able to reimagine and reconfigure the structures and 
relationships upon which society is based. Yet he also claims that “the very same things that 
makes the aesthetic ‘political’ stand in the way of all strategies for ‘politicizing art.’”55 He 
therefore poses a distinction between art that is aesthetically political and art that seeks to be 
politically efficacious and suggests that the two are mutually exclusive. The question of political 
theatre is thus predicated on a fundamental paradox: a paradox Calderón wrestles with, and 
indeed foregrounds, in all of his writing.  
                                               
54 Calderón, interview with author. 
55 Jacques Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator, trans. Gregory Elliott (London: Verso, 2009), 74. 
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 As I outline in my Introduction, in Rancière’s thinking, the political emerges when there 
is some kind of fundamental disagreement over meaning.56 It is an assertion of presence on the 
part of those who have been denied the space to appear and who have therefore not been counted 
as equal members of society: “politics exists when the natural order of domination is interrupted 
by the institution of a part of those who have no part.”57 The notion of a part that has no part is 
embroiled in two paradoxes. The first is that not having a part is itself a kind of part—a 
distribution of the sensible that is interrupted and redistributed in the moment of politics.58 The 
second paradox is predicated on a fundamental contradiction that Rancière states is present in 
any social order: “There is order in society because some people command and others obey, but 
in order to obey an order at least two things are required: you must understand the order and you 
must understand that you must obey it. And to do this you must already be on the equal of any 
person who is ordering you.…In the final analysis, inequality is only possible through 
equality.”59 The emergence of the political brings these paradoxes to light. It is, therefore, the 
“presence of two worlds in one.”60 
 Calderón’s (post)-political dramaturgy is predicated on the potentiality of these liminal, 
“in between” moments. Each of his plays takes place as tremendous shifts occur outside the 
space in which they are set: a revolution brews in Russia; wars threaten Chile on multiple fronts; 
student protests rock the streets. Calderón’s plays thus occur at moments of becoming, in which 
politics have the potential to take place. The Tsars might fall, the nation state might dissolve, the 
                                               
56 Jacques Rancière, Disagreement, trans. Julie Rose (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999), 
x. 
57 Ibid., 11.  
58 Jacques, Rancière. Dissensus, ed. and trans. Steve Corcoran (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2010), 
36.  
59 Ibid., 16-17. 
60 Ranciere, Dissensus, 37. 
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students might reconfigure the educational system. Or they might not: these moments contain the 
equal capacity to disappoint. Calderón thus revisits these incipient transitional moments, in 
almost a kind traumatic recur, to ask how ideologies might find coherence and political viability 
in such moments. The settings of the plays thus reflect Calderón’s preoccupation with the 
Chilean democratic transition and its central role in defining the subsequent opportunities for 
political engagement. Calderón returns to such moments to search for a way forward. Yet the 
way forward is never clear, and his dramaturgy is subsumed by the double trauma of the 
dictatorship and the failure of the transition. Soledad Lagos suggests that the temporality of his 
plays—returning to moments of transition in the far past (Neva), recent past (Clase), and future 
(Diciembre) figures the history as a kind of Benjaminian continuum, a series of recurring 
catastrophes in which the present is always enmeshed.61 
Although the plays are deeply embroiled in the actions taking place outside, they are not 
dramas of action. Instead, the plays occur at locations set apart from the events: a rehearsal room, 
a domestic space, an empty classroom. This leaves the characters suspended in a moment 
between past and future, allowing a space for a consideration of how the sensible has been 
distributed and how ideologically to relate to this distribution. These are, in a way, heterotopic 
spaces, spaces that Michel Foucault writes “are something like counter-sites, a kind of 
effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within 
the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested and inverted.”62 Heterotopias, like politics, 
foreground the presence of two worlds in one. Calderón’s heterotopic settings meta-theatrically 
underscore the fact that the theatre itself is a heterotopic space, where more than two worlds are 
                                               
61 Soledad Lagos, “Diciembre, de Guillermo Calderón: las complejas territorialidades de las celebraciones 
familiares,” Apuntes de Teatro 131 (2009): 14.  
62 Michel Foucault, “Of other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” trans. Jay Miskowiec, 
Architecture/Mouvement/Continuité, no. 5 (October 1984): 48-9. 
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always present at a given time. Calderón emphasizes this theatrical dialectic with a design 
aesthetic that incorporates realistic elements, but that does not seek to disguise the fact that this is 
a play taking place in a theatre. According to Calderón, “Scenically the cables are exposed, the 
stage is empty, bare, it is a theatre, there is no intention of creating a stage fiction, everything is 
crude, it’s evident that that is a wig, evident that they are false bellies.”63 
The foregrounding of the play’s theatricality allows the characters’ non-participation in 
the events taking place outside to highlight how entering the theatre is always, on some level, an 
act of non-participation. Thus, the normative imperative of democracy—the participation of its 
citizens—is turned on its head, as the citizens sitting in Calderón’s theatre are invited into an act 
of non-participation, an act that resists cooption in the imperative of surface-level participation in 
post-politics. Yet it is also a non-participation that perhaps allows the status quo to continue 
outside the walls of the theatre, it is non-participation that allows his audiences to consider his 
work on formal rather than ideological terms, and thus renders his dramaturgy properly, 
paradoxically (post)-political.  
 As I outline above, a key aspect of post-politics is the breakdown of ideological 
coherence or viability. In post-politics the old ideological paradigms no longer posit 
meaningfully resistant positions or alternative systems to the dominance of the market. The end 
of the utopic ideological vision of the left on the one hand and on the other of the dictatorship 
has obscured a clear role for ideology. According to Rancière, in post-politics, “the disenchanted 
opinion spreads that there isn’t much to deliberate and that decisions make themselves, the work 
                                               
63 “Escénicamente, se exponen los cables, el escenario está vacío, pelado, es un teatro, no hay intención 
de crear una ficción escénica, es todo burdo, es evidente que es una peluca, evidente que son guatas 
falsas.” Quoted in Baboun Garib, “Guillermo Calderón,” 23. 
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proper to politics simply involving an opportune adaptability in terms of the demands of the 
world marketplace and the equitable distribution of the profits and costs of this adaptability.”64  
 Calderón’s triptych dramatizes the crisis of ideology in the world of post-politics. Each 
play is structured as an unresolved dialectic in which he pits ideological positions against one 
another. Though Calderón will give some biographical, relational, and experiential information 
about his characters, the play’s characters and conflicts are defined largely by ideology. In 
Diciembre the central conflict revolves around Trinidad’s attempts to convince Jorge to desert 
the war. Trinidad is a left-wing anti-militarist whose world-view, like Aleko’s in Neva, involves 
a kind of escapism. She has spent much of her life travelling abroad and picking up a worldly 
elitism. Paula, meanwhile, is a racist nationalist who believes that war is necessary for a 
country’s strength and would clearly turn her siblings in should Jorge defect. Though Calderón 
considers Paula’s views to be reprehensible, he finds ideological coherence in them. Trinidad, on 
the other hand ,is too detached from the world. According to Calderón:  
For me it was important that Trinidad, the idealistic character in the play, had this 
fundamental flaw. Paula, on the other hand, is a person that we don’t want to 
sympathize with, but at the same time presents an ideologically coherent and 
committed discourse that many Chileans identify with.65 
 
 The weakness of current leftist ideologies and the vulnerability of their cooption 
contribute to the central conflict of Clase, in which the dialectic is as much generational as 
ideological. The Teacher criticizes the student protests for not seeking to fundamentally change 
state structures, but rather for wanting more rights within a system he views as dysfunctional. He 
views the student movement as fundamentally compromised and conformist: 
                                               
64 Rancière, Disagreement, viii. 
65“Para mí era importante que Trinidad, el personaje idealista de la obra, tuviera esa falla de fábrica. 
Paula, por otro lado, es un personaje con el que no queremos simpatizar pero que a la vez presenta un 
discurso ideológicamente coherente y comprometido con el que muchos chilenos se identifican.” 
Calderón, “Guillermo Calderón en conversación,” 63.  
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 Professor: Your classmates outside are not earning anything […]/ They want to 
be congratulated and to be given an A++ in fight and idealism./ I will give them 
an A++. / In opportunism./ An A++ in reformism./ An A++ in posing/ An A++ in 
performing before the cameras./ They want capitalism to improve./ For it to 
become generous./ But don’t be confused./ From this window it looks like an 
insurrection./ But from within it is conformism.66  
 
The Student defends her classmates but is not interested in engaging in a political debate. She 
would rather live her life and prefers to reconcile any disappointment with a kind of detached 
Buddhist spirituality. In Clase the debate thus centers not only on questions of idealism and 
compromise, but also—as in Neva—on questions of the value of political engagement versus 
detachment. These debates are never resolved. Though Calderón’s ideological stances seem clear 
through his critique, his theatre remains deeply ambivalent.  
 In each of these plays, Calderón’s (post)-political dramaturgy stages a kind of breakdown 
of the sensible, thus undermining the consensus upon which society has been built. The relations 
that structure the world, including professional, filial, and pedagogical ties, are all presented as 
compromised or on the verge of dissolution. Lies figure prominently throughout Calderón’s 
plays, as communities as well as personal connections are undermined by a fundamental 
uncertainty about what is true and what one can believe, underscoring perhaps the lies upon 
which the Concertación’s democracy was in some ways based.  
In Neva the actors cannot connect on a human level because it is always unclear where 
their performances begin and end. In Diciembre, Calderón creates a world that is even more out 
                                               
66 “Profesor: Tus compañeros allá afuera no están sacando nada […] /Quieren que los feliciten y 
les entreguen un siete coma uno en lucha e idealismo./ Yo les voy a dar un siete coma uno./ En 
oportunismo. /Un siete coma uno en reformismo./ Un siete coma uno en pose./ Un siete coma uno 
en despliegue ante las cámaras./ Quieren que el capitalismo mejore./ Que se ponga generoso./ Pero 
no te confundas./ Desde esta ventana esto parece insurrección./ Pero desde adentro es conformismo 
Calderón, “Clase,” 163. The “siete coma uno” that I have translated as A++ is not a real grade in 




of balance than revolutionary Russia. Throughout the play, Calderón repeatedly returns to the 
image of the hoyo (hole), which seems to encapsulate a kind of grotesque spiritual vacancy:  
Jorge: And where are the men?  
Trinidad: No. There are none. They are all at war.  
Jorge: Right. 
Trinidad: And the few that return are disabled.  
Jorge: Like me? 
Trinidad: No. They arrive without legs and say that they have changed forever. 
Jorge: I have changed forever. 
Trinidad: Oh really? Well I have a friend who lost an eye.  
Jorge: He didn’t cover it?  
Trinidad: No. He has a hole. 
Jorge: We all have a hole. 
Trinidad: Right. 
Jorge (touching his chest) Here.67 
 
Upon Jorge’s return, it is clear that the connections between the family members have largely 
dissolved. The twins no longer have empathy for each other and operate at cross-purposes. Their 
conflict over whether Jorge should abandon the war is not based on any feeling of connection for 
Jorge, but rather their own ideological commitments. They frequently lie to Jorge, passing the 
deceptions off as “a joke…to relax you.”68 But these “jokes” underscore the larger lie of their 
pregnancies—which they often deploy to manipulate him and gain his empathy. But when Jorge 
reveals that he does not wish to win the war, simply to die with his soldiers, Trinidad and Paula 
reverse positions. Paula wishes him to desert, so as not to hamper the war effort, and Trinidad 
wishes him to stay because she views his presence as potentially undermining. Their attitudes 
towards Jorge stem from their own agendas regarding the military exercise. 
                                               
67 “Jorge: ¿Y dónde están los hombres?/ Trinidad: No. No hay. Están todos en la guerra./ Jorge: Claro./ 
Trinidad: Y los pocos que vuelvan llegan fallados./ Jorge: ¿Como yo?/ Trinidad: No. Llegan sin piernas 
y diciendo que cambiaron para siempre./ Jorge: Yo cambié por siempre./ Trinidad: ¿Ah, sí? Bueno, yo 
tengo un amigo que perdió un ojo./ Jorge: ¿No se lo tapa?/ Trinidad: No. Tiene un hoyo./ Jorge: Todos 
tenemos un hoyo./ Trinidad: Claro./ Jorge (Tocándose el pecho) Aquí.” Calderón, “Diciembre,” 66. 
68“una broma…para relajarte.” Ibid., 60. 
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In Clase Calderón also presents characters who cannot connect. Over the course of the 
Teacher’s ramblings, he comes to the conclusion that in actuality he has nothing to teach the 
Student. Though he critiques the students, Cristián Opazo points out that the Teacher’s criticism 
contains a number of contradictions, becoming a parody of itself and revealing that he is at a 
point of crisis: he too finds himself bound up in the hegemonic neoliberal logic.69 He confesses 
that he has lied to the students in his teaching—he has propagated society’s myths: the myths of 
the Concertación, the myths of neoliberalism. He tells her, “I lie, I’ve lied to you. I told you that 
if one tries and works hard one can achieve anything in life. Well, it is not this way. It is not this 
way. There are people who try and work hard for all their life and don’t achieve anything. 
Neither effort, nor responsibility, nor being an optimist help. Because I was that way and look at 
how I ended up.”70 The Teacher’s disillusionment stems from Rancière’s paradox of equality: he 
recognizes a fundamental equality across humanity but realizes that it is unattainable because of 
the way society has been structured in the police order. 
 As I discuss above, one of the core dilemmas of post-politics is the challenge of 
imagining an alternative future given the market cooption of all structures under neoliberalism. 
Accordingly, Calderón’s (post)-political dramaturgy does not posit an alternative vision of the 
future; each of his plays instead ends with a final apocalyptic gesture. These gestures are 
typically preceded by an effusive verbal outpouring by one or more of the characters. In these 
outpourings, the expression of political ideas exceeds logical linguistic structures—defying the 
rules that implicitly govern political discourse and argumentation—and transforms into an 
                                               
69Cristián Opazo, Pedagogías letales: ensayo sobre dramaturgias chilenas del nuevo milenio (Santiago: 
CELICH, 2011), 117. 
70 “Yo miento, te he mentido./ Te dije que si uno se esfuerza y trabaja dura pude lograr todo en la vida. 
Bueno, no es así./ No es así./ Hay gente que se esfuerza y trabaja duro toda la vida y no logra nada./ Ni el 
esfuerzo, ni la responsabilidad, ni ser optimista sirven./ Porque yo fui así y mira cómo terminé.” 
Calderón, “Clase,” 131. 
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affective logorrhea. In Neva and Diciembre the dialectical debates that had threaded through the 
plays degenerate into these outpourings, which veer from the coherent to the absurd to the 
insulting. The excessive language of these moments taps into a sense of linguistic theatricality 
that runs through Calderón’s plays, a dramaturgical tactic that Sofía Castaño observes 
emphasizes the meta-theatricality of Calderón’s work.71 These outpourings also challenge the 
post-political notion that governance can occur purely via technocratic policy construction, 
asserting instead that politics does not take place on the logical level of discourse but on a less 
rational, more affective level.  
 In Diciembre the sisters each have long monologues insulting the other, which leads 
Jorge to confess the changes that have come over him while serving in the military. Though he 
initially joined the military thinking he might resist, he has converted into a patriot—not for 
political reasons, but for the love that has blossomed for his fellow soldiers. He tells Trinidad and 
Paula, “I lost myself. I filled myself up with patriotism. And I was happy…A moment arrived in 
which I said this is me. And I resigned myself. I am an ex-youth.”72 Upon these revelations, the 
sisters reverse positions: Paula does not want him fighting for the country, and Trinidad does not 
want to help him defect. Then they reveal that they were never pregnant, exposing and opening 
their fake bellies in front of the audience, allowing hundreds of beans to fall onto the stage. For 
Calderón, beans are symbolic of the Chilean nation.73 Their use in simulating the pregnancies 
                                               
71 Sofía Castaño, “Ilusión y teatralización en Diciembre de Guillermo Calderón y Lote 77 de  
Marcelo Mininno,” Telondefondo 11 (July, 2010): 5.  
72 “Yo me perdí. Me llené de patria. Y era feliz…Llegó un momento en que dije, este soy yo. Y me 
resigné. Soy un exjoven.” Calderón, “Diciembre,” 109. 
73 In a conversation with Jean Graham-Jones he explains this symbolism, using the phrase “nothing is 
more Chilean than beans,” and references the popular Chilean saying “es más chileno que los porotos” 
(“It’s more Chilean than beans”). See Guillermo Calderón, “Theatre, Politics, and Post-Pinochet: A 
Conversation with Chilean Playwright Guillermo Calderón, Part I,” interview by Jean Graham-Jones, 
Performance and Justice Symposium, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, May 16, 20013, YouTube 
video, 40:43. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9UVIujeT54.  
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suggests the deceptive qualities of nationalism, as well as the nation’s sterility. He tells Forttes, 
“The idea is that identity is trauma, and the (perhaps somewhat nihilistic) grand fantasy of the 
play is the destruction of Chile. In other words, the concept of Chile as a nation can cease to 
exist. I have never recovered from the trauma and I feel that this is a problem without solution. In 
the twenty years of the Concertación, I have not been able to reconcile myself to the idea of 
Chile.”74 
Clase ends in a similarly apocalyptic way, with ideology giving way to a more complex 
and resigned sentiment. The Student tells the Teacher that her generation too will be defined by 
the state’s betrayal:  
My classmates outside look beautiful in the street. But the State is going to continue 
betraying them. And the history of this scam is going to continue forever. We are going 
to be the republic’s new disillusioned generation. We are going to be like you, but with 
more laughter. And perhaps one day we will see the end of the ministries. The end of 
school. The end of classes. I am the Buddha.75 
 
Then, the Student stands, palms open, evoking the image of the Buddha. The lights go down on 
her, and backlit behind her are rows of chairs covered in student uniforms. The image is 
dialectic: it conjures masses of students marching, yet also evokes the image of students sitting in 
regimented rows. It suggests the hope of a mass mobilization, but also implies that as they 
protest the students remain pupils of neoliberalism, and their demands fit into those structures.  
                                               
74 “Entonces, la idea es que la identidad es trauma y la gran fantasía (quizás algo nihilista) de la obra es la 
rendición de Chile. En otras palabras, que la idea de Chile como nación puede acabarse… En mi caso, 
nunca me he recuperado del trauma y siento que es un problema sin solución. En los veinte años de 
Concertación no he podido reconciliarme con la idea de Chile.” Calderón, “Guillermo Calderón en 
conversación,” 64. 
75 “Mis compañeros allá afuera se ven preciosos en la calle. Pero el Estado los va a seguir 
traicionando. Y la historia de esta estafa nos va a quedar para siempre. Vamos a ser la nueva 
generación decepcionada de la república. Vamos a ser como tú, pero con más risa. Y quizás algún 
día lleguemos a ver el fin de los ministerios. El fin de la escuela. El fin de las clases. Soy la Buda.” 
Ibid., 166.  
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 With Neva, Diciembre, and Clase, Calderón established a number of the tactics that 
would characterize his (post)-political dramaturgy. The three plays operate together, in a process 
of radical questioning. They meta-theatrically highlight the dialectic of the theatre, introducing 
the presence of multiple words in a single space. They each wrestle with the failure of 
ideological coherence—largely through unresolved debates—and foreground the fundamental 
flaws of the left. These ideological debates eventually give way to political affects, which are 
then subsumed in a final apocalyptic and ambivalent gesture that provides no answers for the 
audience, leaving them instead to reckon with an unresolved conundrum. Citizenship is thus 
posited as a practice of critique and questioning, in which the structure that typically defines it—
the state—comes under scrutiny, therefore calling into question citizenship’s viability as a 
category.  
 While much of this dramaturgy stems from Calderón’s commitment to an engagement 
with the political, it is also reflective of the cultural field in which it was produced. This is 
apparent in Calderón’s working process. Throughout his career Calderón has not worked with a 
set company, though he favors a collective process and often works with many of the same 
actors. He will typically write a few pages of script, which he will then bring in to work with the 
actors. Then he will go home, revise, and bring new pages into rehearsals. In this process, 
Calderón is unequivocally the playwright (and director), and more than in the work of Infante or 
Pérez (whose processes heavily incorporate improvisation), his plays have a distinctly literary 
quality. After his  collaborations with Teatro en el blanco and the Agrupación La Reina de 
Conchalí, Calderón formed Teatro playa (Beach theatre) for productions of his subsequent plays, 
Villa + Discurso, Escuela, and Mateluna. Unlike Infante’s Teatro de Chile, the company names 
are not carefully considered expressions of the group’s artistic identity. They are instead 
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somewhat banal placeholders that facilitate marketing and grant applications, and the groups 
themselves are fluid. Such collaborative fluidity is necessary, given the frequency of his (and his 
plays’) international travel, which allows him and his actors limited time to commit to a set 
group. It is also reflective of the larger cultural field in Chile. As I have discussed previously, the 
publicly available artistic funds favor project-specific financing and largely do not support the 
long-term development of a company. This supports a freelancer structure that favors short-term 
collaborations, in which the company is required to secure funds on a project, rather than 
institutional, basis. The funding structures, as well as the internationalization of the theatrical 
environment, creates a cultural field in which artists are atomized and precarious, networking 
and collaborating in rhizomatic, short-term ways.  
 Calderón’s design aesthetics—which contribute to the dialectical meta-theatricality in his 
works—are, in part, products of expediency. Neva was produced on a very limited budget, 
mostly with borrowed items, and rehearsed in borrowed spaces. The Teatro Mori, where the play 
premiered, typically programs multiple plays in a single night, and Teatro en el blanco was given 
a slot at 11 p.m. This meant that the play had to be set up and broken down very quickly and 
stored backstage at the theatre, necessitating a minimal set design.76 This spare aesthetic would 
become characteristic of Calderón’s work—remaining expedient as Calderón increasingly 
became concerned with producing plays that could tour internationally.77 
                                               
76 Calderón, interview with author. 
77 This is not to suggest that Calderón does not take great care in his play’s design. The spare aesthetic (a 
use of practical lighting, minimal scenic elements) highlights the meta-theatricality of his plays. The 
design elements are carefully chosen to reflect the play’s themes. In Diciembre, for example, the twinkle 
lights hanging from the ceiling and under the table and the glow of the laptop computer playing Christmas 
music convey Western colonial influence in Chile. And the presence of the alcoholic Pisco and Coca-Cola 
on the table (to make the drink the “Piscola”) is emblematic of the blending of Western and Latin 
American cultures (Pisco originating from Chile or Peru—a culinary dispute reflective of the border 
disputes of Diciembre—and Coca-Cola being a sign of U.S. economic imperialism). In Diciembre the 
design is attributed to the collective labor of the company, Teatro en el blanco.  
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 Calderón’s alliance with Santiago a Mil has meant that his plays are intended in large part 
for export, a fact that, in addition to influencing his scenographic design, has contributed to the 
need for a small cast size and directed its subject matter. It has also imbricated him in the 
particularities of a cultural environment marked by the paradoxes of post-politics. FITAM is one 
of the most significant cultural institutions shaping Chile’s current theatrical environment. The 
organization has its roots in an annual theatre festival first produced in 1994. Today it serves as a 
gatekeeper and facilitator for artists that wish to find a national and international audience, 
offering exposure to presenters and management services for international tours. It thus plays a 
tremendous role in the success of Chilean theatre artists nationally and internationally. Both the 
festival’s cultural capital and its organizational structure capture some of the fundamental 
paradoxes of Chilean democracy and its cultural environment, enmeshing the artists who 
participate in the festival in those same paradoxes. 
 The festival, initially named Teatro a Mil (Theatre to/at one thousand) began in 1994, 
under the leadership of Carmen Romero and Evelyn Campbell.78 Previously Romero had worked 
as a journalist and producer for Andrés Pérez (producing La Negra Ester). Romero recalls:  
When democracy came, my partner and friend Evelyn and I sat down to think about what 
we were going to do. I had worked for two years with Andrés Pérez and I liked his way 
of forming cultural spaces. Then I thought about applying the same model, and Evelyn, 
Mónica Díaz, and I joined to form El Carro Productions. Although it was very difficult, 
we never thought about doing something small. Our wager was to conquer the world and 
to be able to live with dignity from what we were doing. 79 
 
                                               
78 Romero and Campbell were longtime friends from secondary school. The festival grew out of an earlier 
project in which they organized performances of theatre, music, and dance, in the amphitheater outside of 
the Fine Arts museum. See “Verano en el Anfiteatro del Bellas Artes,” La Tercera, January 4, 1996.  
79 “Cuando vino la democracia, mi socia y amiga Evelyn y yo nos sentamos a pensar qué íbamos a hacer. 
Yo había trabajado dos años con Andrés Pérez y me había gustado mucho su manera de formar espacios 
culturales. Entonces pensé en aplicar ese mismo modelo y nos juntamos Evelyn, Mónica Díaz y yo en El 
Carro Producciones. A pesar de que fue bien difícil, nunca pensamos en hacer algo pequeño. Nuestra 




While “conquering the world” and “living with dignity” are not necessarily mutually exclusive, 
they are ambitions of a distinctively different scope and represent, in a way, two poles of 
Santiago a Mil’s activities: on one hand is the festival that advocates for artists, that uses public 
spaces for cultural production which it posits as a civic good and right of citizenship; on the 
other hand is the festival that manages artists and arranges international tours and residencies, 
coordinates with national and international municipalities on a massive scale, and wields 
tremendous power politically and artistically. 
Since its inception, the festival has operated as an arbiter of taste, shaping the aesthetics 
of the Chilean theatrical environment. The festival’s first iteration consisted of five plays staged 
at the Estación Mapocho Cultural Center.80 These plays were not exactly light summer fare, and 
they each had serious aesthetic propositions. These were the kind of plays—like those of Alfredo 
Castro—that Calderón had associated with post-dictatorship, and the festival’s criteria was that 
they feature “young creators and playwrights, intellectual independence, and experimentation.”81 
Their programming was designed to appeal to a young audience with substantive tastes and to 
                                               
80 A trilogy from Teatro la Memoria (La manzana de Adán, Historia de la sangre, Los días tuertos), 
directed by Alfredo Castro, La Troppa’s Pinocchio, an adaptation by Laura Pizzaro, Jaime Lorca, and 
Juan Carlos Zagal, and Teatro del Silencio’s Tacataca mon amour, directed by Mauricio Celedón. 
Tacataca mon amour was staged in the central Plaza de la Cultura. The stage was a giant taca taca 
(foosball table), where the actors told, through gesture, part of the history of the century. Castro’s Trilogy 
treated the marginality and pain of contemporary Chile. (La Manzana de Adán was based on interviews of 
transvestites; Los días tuertos was based on the testimonies of a Chilean magician, a tomb-keeper for the 
General cemetery, and the woman who claimed to be the double of a great star, La historia de la sangre 
incorporated testimonies from prison inmates.) La Tercera, January 3, 1996. Pinocchio was a cinematic 
retelling of Pinocchio, that worked to collapse the boundaries between the childish and the adult. See 
entries for “Teatro del Silencio,” “La Troppa,” and “Teatro de la memoria” in Chile Escena, accessed 
February 19, 2019, http://www.chileescena.cl.  
81 “realizadores y dramaturgos jóvenes, independencia intelectual, y experimentación.” La Tercera, 
January 3, 1996. This was in a special section printed for the festival by La Tercera, one of that year’s 
festival sponsors.  
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resist the dominance of consumer culture.82 To this day the festival presents “serious” offerings, 
valuing elite theatre that engages on a philosophical or political level.83  
 In the festival’s first years, Romero and Campbell strove for financial self-sufficiency, 
which they sought to balance with accessibility. General admission ranged from $2.500 CLP 
($3.75 USD), student tickets were $1.500 CLP ($2.25 USD) and seniors $1.000 CLP ($1.50 
USD).84 The accessible price point of the early years (and its increasing prices recently) has led 
many to retrospectively—and nostalgically—think the name Teatro a Mil derived from a 1.000 
peso ticket; however, Romero asserts that the name meant the shows were being shown “a 
thousand per hour, with a public you don’t see during the year at theatrical performances.”85  
 The first year of the festival was a great success, exceeding the expectations of its 
participants.86 Since then, the festival has expanded, incorporating international artists and 
                                               
82 La Tercera, January 7, 1997.  
83 The national offerings from the 2018 festival included a number of “classic” works such as La viuda de 
Apablaza (by Germán Luco Cruchaga), La Negra Ester (Gran Circo Teatro), Gemelos and Pinnochio (La 
Troppa), as well as contemporary works that touched on political subjects. El Dylan depicted events 
around the murder of a transgender youth; NIMBY (nosotros somos los Buenos), addressed tensions 
between the indigenous population and a utopic commune in southern Chile; Hotel addressed the legacy 
of dictatorship; La imaginación del futuro reimagined Allende’s farewell speech; Tratando de hacer una 
obra que cambie el mundo, addressed the challenge of making political theatre; Estado vegetal challenged 
anthropocentrism.  
84 La Segunda, December 21, 1993.  
85 “a mil por hora, con una sociedad que no se ve durante el ano en los montajes teatrales.” Qtd. In La 
Época, December 21, 1995. In an article in El Mercurio, Eduardo Miranda writes, “The original price of 
tickets is still in the imaginary of the first spectators. Many believe they remember that in the first version, 
in 1994, they only paid one thousand pesos to see the plays from in the once named Festival Teatro A 
Mil. But in its recent years, its director, Carmen Romero, has been charged with remembering—and 
making note—that the tickets always cost 2.000.” “En el imaginario de los primeros espectadores aún está 
el precio original de las entradas. Muchos creen recordar que en su primera versión, en 1994, sólo se 
pagaban mil pesos para ver las obras del entonces llamado Festival Teatro a Mil. Pero en los últimos años 
su directora, Carmen Romero, se ha encargado de recordar—y hacer notar—que las entradas siempre 
costaron $2.000.” Eduardo Mirando, “Los hitos de Stgo. A Mil en sus 19 años de teatro,” El Mercurio 
October 30, 2011.  
86 La Segunda reported that as of January 11, 1994, the festival had already hosted over 7,000 spectators 
and that demand for Tacataca mon amour and La manzana de Adán led to additional performances for 
both works.  
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deepening its civic ties. By 2001, it had expanded beyond its home at Estación Mapocho and was 
offering performances at theatres around Santiago, including at major civic sites, such as the La 
Moneda Palace, in a performance attended by then-president Ricardo Lagos.87 The festival 
positioned theatre as a kind of public good, one that was tied to the civic life of the nation and 
was part of the Concertación’s effort, under Lagos, to make the palace more accessible to 
citizens and a cultural site.88 At the same time as the festival posited theatre as a public good, it 
also inserted itself into the international market, organizing its first forum for national and 
international presenters, so that Chilean theatre might make itself more easily exportable.89 The 
festival’s 2001 activities were thus reflective of the larger paradox of Chilean post-politics: as the 
festival associated theatre with the popular and the civic, it also worked to establish a mechanism 
to facilitate its exchange as an elite cultural good on the international market.  
On January 5, 2004, Romero and Campbell formed FITAM, a non-profit foundation. 
They added more lines of programming, both during the festival and throughout the year. The 
foundation is financed by a “mixed” model of public and private funding.90 This complex web of 
                                               
87 The festival’s inaugural performance that year was Patogallina’s El húsar de la muerte in an interior 
courtyard of La Moneda Palace. According to Carvajal and van Diest, the performance staged a complex 
act of protest that day. See Fernanda Carvajal and Camila van Diest, Nomadismos y ensamblajes, 247-
299. 
88 As part of these efforts the Lagos administration built the Centro Cultural La Moneda, situated 
underneath Plaza de la Ciudadania (Plaza of the Citizenry) on the southern side of La Moneda Palace. The 
center houses a museum space, the Centro de Documentación de las Artes (Arts Documentation Center), 
and the Cineteca Nacional (National Film House). The Cultural Center was inaugurated in 2006. See 
“Centro Cultural La Moneda,” Centro Cultural La Moneda, accessed, February 20, 2019, 
http://www.ccplm.cl. 
89 This initially took the form of Feria de Artes Escénicas de Cono Sur (FESUR). In 2014 it would 
become PLATEA, a forum that, according to FITAM is “one of the most important exhibition platforms 
in Latin America, promoting contact between independent professionals, public institutions, and private 
organizations related with production, distribution, and programming of contemporary artistic 
expressions. “Platea,” Fundación Teatro a Mil, accessed February 19, 2019, 
http://fundacionteatroamil.cl/en/circulacion/platea/. 
90 Between 2004 and 2015 thirty-one percent of the budget came from public support; thirty percent from 
private donations; twenty-seven percent came from private companies; and the remainder wass drawn 
from ticket sales, international sales, and other means. For a more complete breakdown of the 
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financing and programming has meant that the festival has forged alliances across the private and 
public sector. This has allowed it to take on increasingly complex and large-scale projects and to 
embed itself in the public life of the urban environment.91 Each year the festival hosts a number 
of free, large-scale, public performances and events, often adjacent to major governmental sites, 
such as La Moneda. According to Romero, this is an effort to resist the privatization of public 
space and to assert that the arts are a right of citizens:  
Yet in today’s world the majority of Chilean public spaces are privatized…so inserting 
arts and artists into the public sphere is just as important as it was during the dictatorship. 
We have to insist that arts and culture are a given right. In Chile, education, health, 
retirement—all are the responsibility of the individual…Therefore, we feel it is 
revolutionary to say that the arts and culture are owned collectively.92 
 
Romero acknowledges the continuity of the dictatorship’s market society and sees a parallel role 
for art in resisting privatization and atomization. Yet the festival also hosts a number of exclusive 
performances: international shows with ticket prices of up to $35.000 CLP ($53 USD) are a far 
cry from the festival’s earlier accessible price point, and the foundation has been instrumental in 
turning Chilean theatre into a commodity. 
 Jean Graham-Jones notes that “Santiago a Mil presents a unique case among other 
international festivals. Born out of a need for artistic solidarity and cultural reclamation, today its 
overseeing foundation occupies the center of Chile’s theatrical production and is regarded by 
many national artists as final arbiter and gatekeeper of their success, both at home and abroad.”93 
                                               
Foundation’s financing, see “Memoria,” 92-93 and Fundación Teatro a Mil, “Memoria 2017,” (Santiago: 
Fundación Teatro a Mil, 2018), 57.  
91 For example, in 2007 the festival hosted the French street theatre company, Royal Deluxe, with their La 
pequeña gigante (The Little Girl Giant), a massive puppet that roamed the streets of Santiago in search of 
her lost rhinoceros. The spectacular performance was seen by an estimated 700,000 thousand people. 
92 Romero, “Where Art leads the Way.” 
93 Jean Graham Jones, “International Festivals in Latin America: Festival Santiago a Mil and Festival 
Internacional de Buenos Aires,” in The Cambridge Companion to International Theatre Festivals, ed. Ric 
Knowles (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming), Microsoft Word document, 10. 
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The festival is at once democratizing and elite, an advocate for and facilitator of artists as well as 
a gatekeeper, and an expression of a commitment to public culture that deftly navigates private 
funding in a market economy. In providing opportunities for artists they have created something 
of a hegemonic culture industry and have profited off of the management of artist’s tours. Such 
are the paradoxes of Santiago a Mil; such is its entrenchment in post-politics, in the dialectic of 
the broken world. 
Though Calderón recognizes the problematic nature of FITAM’s dominance of the 
theatrical environment, he asserts that for an artist the only option is to “just join…don’t fight 
them,” as the foundation is uniquely able to help and facilitate an artist’s theatrical career. 
Though the twenty percent commission for tour management is hefty, Calderón contends that the 
festival does more than an agent, and more even than an artistic organization; they are “almost a 
political organization,” with diplomatic relationships that allow them to navigate the 
complexities of international travel and exchange.94 Calderón’s increasingly close ties to 
Santiago a Mil—and increasing emphasis on international touring—condition his dramaturgy 
and situate it firmly in the conundrums of post-politics. 
 Indeed, Calderón’s very commitment to political theatre can be seen as part of the 
dilemma of post-politics. Calderón traces his dedication to writing political theatre to several 
sources. First, there is his own political sensibilities and history: his personal need to continue 
reckoning with the dictatorship and critiquing the transition. He also attributes it to his artistic 
formation in Chile, maintaining that “in Chile, all theatre is political. If you are not making 
political theatre, it’s as if you are not making serious theatre.” He goes on to state that, “It is part 
of the history of Chilean theatre and also part of the frustration of the political process…the 
                                               
94 “casi una organización política” Calderón, interview with author. Calderón, it should be noted, is 
currently the secretary on the foundation’s board.  
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process of the country’s neoliberalization was so hard during the 80s, and the country’s 
institutions were so impotent in taking charge of the democratic transition that the last line of 
resistance was culture, then culture, at least the theatre, became even more politicized.”95 Yet 
there is a third dimension to Calderón’s impulse to make political theatre, which is that it is 
responsive to the demand of an international market. He explains,  
The international festivals always invite two important groups, like the Schaubühne and 
the Wooster Group, that are expensive teams of thirty people. But they need diversity, so 
they invite the odd group from Lebanon, Malaysia, and Chile. But these productions have 
to be cheap. We participate in this world economy that is "not the main dish” but the 
“worthy side dish”….Now, that side dish has to be political. Because they like stuff from 
Chile or from Lebanon or from Indonesia to be about war, torture, memory, history, 
horror. So, if you don’t fulfill that, then it’s really hard to pull off a love story or 
something else, so they push you in that direction.96 
 
Thus, Calderón’s political impulse, in the Chilean cultural environment and on the international 
festival circuit, becomes a kind of political imperative. It is a product of a personal commitment, 
a shared political and aesthetic history, as well as a market demand (that determines Calderón’s 
livelihood). Calderón’s relationship with the festival circuit demonstrates the ways the market 
can work insidiously to reify and coopt politically resistant discourse into an aesthetic 
commodity that artists then become complicit in reproducing. While he is aware of this 
complicity, Calderón also strives, as I will analyze in the plays below, to resist this complicity 
                                               
95 “en chile todo el teatro es político. Si que tú no haces teatro político es como que no estás haciendo 
teatro serio….es parte de la historia del teatro chileno y es parte también de la frustración del proceso 
político….el proceso del neoliberalización del país fue tan duro en los años 80 y las instituciones del país 
fueron tan impotentes para hacerse cargo de la transición a la democracia, que la última línea de 
resistencia fue la cultura. Entonces la cultura, por lo menos el teatro se politicizó más todavía. Calderón, 
interview with the author.  
96 “Los festivales internacionales siempre invitan a dos grupos importantes, como el Schaubühne y 
Wooster Group, que son caros, equipos de treinta personas. Pero necesitan diversity entonces invitan the 
odd group from Lebanon, Malaysia, y Chile. Pero estas producciones tienen que ser baratas. Nosotros 
participan en esa economía mundial que es not the main dish pero the worthy side dish. Ahora, that side 
dish has to be political. Because they like stuff from Chile or from Lebanon or from Indonesia to be about 
war, torture, memory, history, horror. Entonces, if you don’t fulfill that, then it is really hard to pull off a 
love story or something else, so they push you in that direction.” Ibid. 
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and radicalize his theatre thus producing one of the several paradoxes of his (post)-political 
dramaturgy. 
 
Mourning politics: forging communities from trauma in Villa + Discurso 
“I’d rather there was no museum. I’d rather it wasn’t over. I’d 
rather still be marginalized and bitter.” 
  -Guillermo Calderón, Villa97 
 
 With Calderón’s next works he continued probing territory that explicitly addressed the 
Chilean present. Villa + Discurso constituted a double bill, co-produced with Santiago a Mil and 
Teatro Playa (at the time, comprising actors Francisca Lewin, Carla Romero, and Macarena 
Zamudio) for their 2011 festival.98 Villa dramatizes a debate among three women about how to 
transform Villa Grimaldi—a former site of political detention and torture—into a 
commemorative space. Discurso consists of an imagined farewell speech given by President 
Michelle Bachelet who had been held and tortured at that same space. Calderón wrote Discurso 
first, following it with Villa to give the former context. Though the pieces can operate 
independently, they are richer as a diptych: together the plays address the fundamental inability 
of democratic processes to reckon with histories of violence.99 Each of the plays engages the 
                                               
97 Guillermo Calderón, “Villa,” trans. William Gregory, Theater 43, no. 2 (2013): 83. “Yo prefiero que no 
haya museo. Prefiero que no pase, que no pase, que no pase. Prefiero seguir marginada y amargada.” 
Guillermo Calderón, “Villa,” in Teatro II: Villa, Discurso, Beben (Santiago: LOM ediciones, 2012, 43. 
98 It should be noted as well that Discurso was developed through an exchange, facilitated by Santiago a 
Mil, the CNCA and the British Arts Council, with the Royal Court Theatre in London. In the exchange, 
playwrights from Santiago are mentored by leading British playwrights, a program that Jean Graham-
Jones argues has a rather colonialist logic, “treating Europe as the cultural metropole.” Graham-Jones, 18. 
99 Indeed, because Villa touches on themes of memorialization that are relevant to a number of countries 
with histories of state-sanctioned political violence—and because it plays into a market demand for Latin 
American plays about violence and trauma—it has been performed as a stand-alone piece around the 
world (in Latin America, Europe, Asia, and North America). Discurso’s explicit connection to Chilean 
electoral politics has made it less readily exportable. I suspect that its connection to memory and trauma 
(and their association with Latin America) accounts for the fact that Villa is the play most represented in 
English-language scholarship about Calderón. See Joanne Pottlitzer, “Forgetting Filled with Memory,” 
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(post)-political by dramatizing the failures of democratic processes and the collapse of utopic 
visions under the weight of past atrocities. More even than Calderón’s previous works, both 
plays also—Villa through site-specificity, Discurso through the portrayal of a real figure—
engage the political by dramaturgically collapsing the boundaries between the heterotopia of the 
theatre and the real world, creating a porousness and intimacy that serves to trouble, if not fully 
disrupt, the distribution of the sensible and forge a community in the space of the theatre. 
 The two plays were inspired by Calderón’s desire to write about President Michelle 
Bachelet, a figure also imbricated in post-politics. In many ways Bachelet’s 2005 electoral 
victory demonstrated how significantly Chilean culture had changed—despite the years of 
seeming intransigence of the status quo. Stern notes that, as a former political prisoner at Villa 
Grimaldi and a political exile, Bachelet “embodied the memory question.” 100 Her father was an 
Air Force general and opponent of the military coup, whose torture and imprisonment had led to 
a fatal heart attack. She also embodied significant socio-cultural changes. She was Chile’s first 
woman president, a member of the Socialist Party, an atheist, a single mother, and a feminist, 
qualities that Stern considers “a torrent of disqualifications for president of the old Chile.”101 She 
valued participatory politics and promised that rather than rule by technocratic pacts her 
government would be “by the citizens, for the citizens.”102 She represented a new kind of hope 
and, when that hope was not realized for Calderón, an even greater disillusionment.103 
                                               
Theater 43, no. 2 (2013): 57-63; and Paola S. Hernández, “Remapping Memory Discourses: Villa + 
Discurso by Guillermo Calderón,” South Central Review 30, no. 3 (Fall 2013): 61-82.  
100 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 336. Villa Grimaldi is a quiet nineteenth-century villa at the outskirts 
of Santiago that was converted into a detention and torture center during the military regime. I will 
discuss the site further shortly. See “Historia,” Villa Grimaldi: Corporación Parque Por la Paz, 
http://villagrimaldi.cl/, accessed January 22, 2018. 
101 Stern, Reckoning with Pinochet, 336. 
102 “de los ciudadanos, para los ciudadanos.” Hidalgo, 149. 
103 Calderón, interview with author. 
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 According to Calderón, the premise for Villa emerged in part from the needs of Discurso:  
I wrote Discurso to be performed in Chile, but it needed a context. The fact that Bachelet 
had been tortured was very important for me. I thought about Villa Grimaldi, where she 
and her mother were held. And I myself had a direct relationship with that place. So I 
decided to use it as a context for Discurso…104 
 
Villa Grimaldi was the site of a former nineteenth-century villa on the outskirts of Santiago that 
had been converted to a detention and torture center by the DNI, at the time called Cuartel 
Terranova. The site was active as a detention center between 1973 and 1978, during which time 
approximately 4,500 prisoners were tortured and interrogated, 229 of whom were murdered or 
disappeared. Prior to handing the government over to the Concertación, Pinochet’s troops 
destroyed most of the villa in an effort to eliminate evidence of the crimes. However, following 
the democratic transition, a citizen movement petitioned to have the site recuperated as a peace 
park. Calderón, whose uncle had been held at the villa, followed these efforts for 
memorialization with interest—in particular the debates around how to ethically commemorate 
the space—eventually writing audio guides for visitors to the space. Today, the site contains an 
archive, recreations of some of the buildings, a small-scale model of the villa as it once stood, 
and various plaques and memorials. Villa is based on actual debates about the space that took 
place among those on the memorial’s directory.105 
  Theatre scholars such as Joanne Pottlitzer and Paola S. Hernández have focused on 
Villa’s treatment of trauma, memory, and memorialization, no doubt central themes to the 
                                               
104 Quoted in Joanne Pottlitzer, “Forgetting Filled with Memory,” Theater 43, no. 2 (2013): 58.  
105 “‘Villa + Discurso’” de Guillermo Calderónen la Sala UPLA,” El Martutino, April 18, 2011. See 
“Historia,” Villa Grimaldi: Corporación Parque Por la Paz, accessed January 22, 2018, 
http://villagrimaldi.cl/; Diana Taylor, Villa Grimaldi, accessed February 15, 2019, 
http://villagrimaldi.typefold.com/. For a historical examination of and critical commentary on the 
development of Villa Grimaldi into the peace park, see Milena Grass, “Memoria intermedial: Villa 




work.106 However, Ripp also notes that the play reflects “Chile’s ongoing and well-known 
challenges in rebuilding democracy.”107 Accordingly, Villa begins with a crisis of democracy, 
and thus highlights the relationship between past trauma and political processes. Three women, 
all the same age, all improbably named Alejandra,108 sit at a table, on which is a model of a 
nineteenth-century villa, much like the model at the villa itself. They are voting and they quietly 
write their selections on slips of paper and hand it to the chair of the group. The vote, the 
audience soon learns, is binary—the women are to select either option A or option B. When the 
results are tallied, however, it becomes apparent that one of the women has spoiled her ballot, 
writing the Mapuche war cry marichiweu, nullifying the vote to the apparent exasperation of all 
three. When no one will confess to having done so, the women abandon the vote and try to come 
to an agreement via debate.  
 The play’s action is thus predicated on the breakdown of democracy. The binary choices 
of A and B, like the binary of the 1988 Plebiscite, present a limited set of options; real politics 
cannot happen under such constraints. In the play’s first moments, Calderón stages a dissensual 
gesture: marichiweu is a claim for the “part that has no part,” in this case the indigenous 
population that has been disenfranchised by the Chilean political system. Consensus, meanwhile, 
is posited as a form of coercion, a perversion of a democratic process. One of the women tells the 
others, “But you can’t expect us all to think the same. That’s mind control.”109 
                                               
106 See Pottlizter “Forgetting Filled with Memory”; Hernández, “Remapping Memory Discourses.” 
107 Ripp, “RePresenting the Past,” 228. 
108 Throughout the play the characters call each other Alejandra. However, to reduce confusion in the 
script, the roles are delineated by the names of the actors, which I will reference throughout my analysis, 
also to reduce confusion. 
109 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 68. “pero tú no puedes pretender que todas pensemos lo mismo. No 
es un control mental.” Calderón, “Villa,” 13. 
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 The women were voting on whether to build a museum or reconstruct the site of the 
former detention and torture center. The ensuing discussion is intellectually rigorous, passionate, 
absurd, self-parodying, and incipiently violent. As in his other plays, Calderón’s dramaturgy 
highlights the representational tensions inherent to theatre to foster a critical alienation and to 
build an intimate community with the play’s spectators. This tension between alienation and 
intimacy reflects the crises confronting political processes and the contemporary left: how to 
imagine utopian communities, critique present politics, and live in a broken world?110 
 Like Neva, Diciembre, and Clase, Villa takes place in a space set-apart. The women have 
gathered because during the previous night, a larger meeting to determine an appropriate 
memorial erupted into violence. The space is thus configured as one in which debate, reflection, 
and a reimagination of the world can occur, as crisis looms outside. The sense of being in an 
alternate world is underscored by a central scenic element, the enclosed white model of the villa. 
The model is positioned as an object of contemplation, which can be viewed with detachment. 
Yet this detachment is undermined by the fact that Calderón typically stages Villa (and Discurso) 
in former sites of detention and torture. The two plays’ January 2011 Santiago premieres took 
place in Londres 38, a memorial at the site of a former torture center in central Santiago.111 It has 
since been performed at other centers/memorials: José Dominga Cañas, the Museum of Memory, 
a former torture center in Valparaíso, and the space on which it was based, Villa Grimaldi. 
Before the play and during the intermission, the audiences are invited to explore the sites. By 
setting the play in spaces laden with history and heavy with ethical conundrums, Calderón 
                                               
110 I posit these questions and some similar observations in my performance review, “Villa by Guillermo 
Calderón,” Theatre Journal 70, no. 1 (March 2018): 85. 
111 The site was constructed as a residence in 1925. In 1970 it was acquired as a seat of the Socialist Party. 




invites his audience into an intimate community with his actors, a community that vibrates with a 
simultaneous sense of reality and unreality, of shared purpose and spectatorial detachment.112  
 The dialectical aspect of the theatre is supported by staging elements that are at once 
hyper-naturalistic and meta-theatrical. All of the actors wear visible microphones, which render 
accessible the subtle shifts in voice and breath, heightening the audience’s access to all levels 
and aspects of the voice and giving the piece its intimacy. Yet at the same time, the timbre of the 
microphones highlights the voices’ mediation and produces a distancing effect. As with all of 
Calderón’s dialogue, its rhythms and colloquialisms are at times highly naturalistic though the 
language frequently veers into obvious theatricality through repetitive, hyperbolic, quirky, and 
excessive usage. The play’s combination of critique, leftist in-jokes, and self-ironization invites 
the audience into a community with the actors and with Calderón. 113 As in Neva, the play’s 
meta-theatrical staging supports a meta-theatrical questioning, specifically what meaning or 
value art can give to past trauma. After one of the women suggests that “artistic art gives 
meaning to the thing in the end” the others respond with incredulity:  
Carla: To what 
                                               
112 However, it should be noted that each of these sites had a unique configuration and contributed 
differently to the dramaturgy of the piece. Milena Grass notes that each site elicited a different response 
from the audience. She observes that the performance at Villa Grimaldi felt immersive, while at Londres 
38 it was more oppressive (in part because of the small room it was staged in) At José Domingo Cañas, 
the connection with history was less immediately clear. Milena Grass, “El teatro político de Guillermo 
Calderón: realidadficción y espacio público,” in Perspectivas políticas de la escena latinoamericana: 
Diálogos en tiempos presente, ed. Lola Proaño-Gómez and Lorena Verzero (Buenos Aires: Argus-a, 
2017), 124-125. 
113 The type of community would admittedly vary depending on where the play was performed. I focus on 
Chilean audiences, who would likely get most of the jokes and might find it funnier than a U.S. audience, 
who might not have the same references, or the same dark humor about atrocity. (This did indeed seem to 
be the case in the English language production I saw in New York at the Play Company, where very little 
of the play’s humor landed). Similarly, the politics of the play would transform based on context. In New 
York, the play produced controversy among Latinx theatre artists because Calderón had cast non-Latinx 
actors in two of the roles. Calderón defends his choice (arguing his casting meant to emphasize that this is 
not just a Latin American problem) and reports being surprised by this reaction, saying “The military in 
Chile didn’t protest this production, but the Latin Americans in the U.S. did.” Calderón, interview with 
author. This incident illustrates just how contingent on its context political theatre is. 
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Macarena: To what happened in the villa. To what happened.  
Carla: Oh.  
Macarena: Yes, because this is such a big thing that it can’t be understood, there’s no 
justice right, so art does what art does and…Well. You know what I mean; don’t make 
me explain it…. 
Francisca: It’s just that it’s not clear what art does…114 
 
 Ultimately, Macarena cannot answer what art does, and this question lingers throughout 
as the women debate what to do with the space. 
 As with Calderón’s other plays, Villa is driven primarily by a debate which traverses and 
parodies the ways other real memorial sites have been configured in Chile. The women critique 
and debate, for example, the Museo de la Memoria that was opened in 2010 near Quinta Normal 
Park. Francisca calls it “a politically correct, new-leftist version of history…It tries to make out 
everything’s finished with, like the wounds are all healing, like we’re all so united as a country 
and we can spend money on a museum of memory that looks like a contemporary art 
museum.”115 The debate also highlights the tension of memorializing leftist struggles from 
advanced neoliberal environments. In one vision of the museum, Francisca describes: 
a white room with a black-and-red banner that says: THOSE WHO DIED HERE WERE 
MARXISTS. Right. Powerful. Intriguing. That gives you an idea of what’s in store. 
Because of course you’re in a museum which is, like, white sort of with mirrors, like an 
international architecture competition, which is basically the aesthetic of modern-day 
capitalism. And you say, this is very contradictory. Intriguing. Right. And then you go 
into the museum sort of wanting to know who were these Marxists who died. And then 
they put you in a room with tables covered in Mac computers. With music, like that. 
                                               
114 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 79. “Macarena: Porque el arte artístico es lo que al final le da 
sentido a la cosa… / Carla: ¿A qué?/ Macarena: A lo que pasó en la villa. A lo que pasó. / Carla: Ah.  
Macarena: Sí, porque eso es tan grande que no se puede entender, no hay justicia, ya, entonces el arte 
hace lo que hace el arte y…ya. Pero si me entienden no me hagan explicar eso…/ Francisa: Es que no se 
entiende lo que hace el arte.” Calderón, “Villa,” 34.  
115 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 83. Francisca: No, Alejandra. Ese museo es como una visión así 
súper concertacionista de la historia….Como que el tema ya pasó, como que se están sanando las heridas, 
como que estamos tan unidos como país que ya podemos gastar la plata en un museo de la memoria que 
parece museo de arte contemporáneo.” Calderón, “Villa,” 41-42.  
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And you can sit at the Macs and see lists of all the people who passed through the villa 
and died.116  
 
The presence of the neoliberal economy threatens the banalization of the memory of the past 
traumas.  
 Calderón continues to trouble the notion of ideological coherence, as this debate takes 
place on fundamentally tenuous ground: the characters opt to argue for positions they do not 
necessarily agree with. There is a danger here, as one may convince themselves of something 
they do not necessarily believe. Francisca tells the others: “Be careful though, because 
sometimes you can say something you’re not convinced of but you say it, like, clearly and you 
end up convinced of something you didn’t think before, just because you’ve heard it so 
much.”117 The characters are thus at the mercy not only of the lies they tell each other, but also of 
the lies they tell themselves.  
 Even more than in his previous plays, Calderón’s characters are subsumed by the debate, 
and it is difficult to distinguish among them. It is difficult to track who believes what, and 
someone is lying about having written marichiweu on their ballot. This indistinguishability of the 
women is made absurdly apparent by the fact that they all call each other Alejandra—a name that 
alludes to the infamous “flaca Alejandra,” who was a political prisoner turned informant for the 
                                               
116 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 76. “un salón blanco con una bandera rojinegra que dice: los que 
murieron aquí eran marxistas. Ya. Impactante. Me interesa. Y eso ya te da una idea de lo que viene. 
Porque claro, estás en un museo que por fuera es como blanco, así como con espejos, como concurso 
internacional de arquitectura, que en el fondo es la estética del capitalismo contemporáneo. Y uno dice: 
esto es súper contradictorio. Me interesa. Ya. Y entonces entras al museo como queriendo saber quiénes 
eran estos marxistas que murieron. Entonces te metan a una sala con mesas llenas de computadores Mac. 
Con una música, así. Y uno puede meter a los Mac y ver listas de toda la gente que pasó y murió en la 
villa.” Calderón, “Villa,” 29.  
117 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 72. “Pero fíjate, porque a veces una dice algo de lo que no está 
convencida y lo dice así, claramente, y una se escucha a una misma y se termina convenciendo de algo 
que no pensaba, simplemente por escucharlo tanto.” Calderón, “Villa,” 20.  
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DINA.118 Paranoia and a sense impending betrayal run throughout the play, the women often 
conspire against each other, colluding as soon as one goes into the bathroom and accusing each 
other of mind control. The Alejandra’s mistrust of one another highlights Calderón’s larger 
mistrust of democracy and the lies upon which consensus has been based.  
 Near the play’s end, Francisca confesses to voting marichiweu, and she gets the play’s 
affective outpouring: 
Well, I vote Marichiweu. And I don’t care if they punish me for the second time; […] 
But I don’t want to walk through the villa and feel all soft. I want to strike fear. I want to 
denounce them all. I want to be furious […] Because I’m from the nineties. I was bored 
at birth. I was sold at birth. I was strangled at birth. I have the right to be the witch of the 
forest. I have the right to be a homage. There are people who tell me to change. But I 
want to stay suspended in the air. I want to be a photo. I want to die without changing. I 
can’t stand happy faces. They’ll call me, cow, misery, lefty, rabble-rouser. It doesn’t 
matter. I’d rather stand waiting for the leader of the revolution. I can’t stand the dawn. I 
can’t stand happy endings. I’m the road not taken. I am bone. I am rock. I am cumbia. I 
am guitar. I am bullet. I am candy bar. I am little star. I am the people. I am the march. I 
am victory. I’m a walking political pamphlet. This is me. This is how I speak.119  
 
Calderón thus associates living through the nineties and the democratic transition as a formative 
political experience—one that has scarred and enraged Francisca. Francisca unabashedly asserts 
the politicization of her language (as a walking political pamphlet), and the audience can infer 
that this is Calderón refusing to apologize for teleologically political plays (an assertion that will 
figure prominently in Mateluna, which I discuss later in this chapter).  
                                               
118 The story of La Flaca Alejandra was made into a documentary film by Carmen Castillo and Guy 
Girard in 1994. See Antonio Traverso, “La Flaca Alejandra: Post-dictatorship Documentary and (No) 
Reconciliation in Chile,” Critical Arts 31, no. 5 (2017): 91-106. 
119 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 95-96. “Bueno yo voto marichiweu. Y no me importa que ellos me 
castiguen por segunda vez, lo van a hacer igual. […]. Pero yo no quiero caminar por la villa y sentirme 
blandita. Quero espantar. Quiero denunciarlos a todos. Quiero estar furiosa. […] Porque yo soy de los 
años noventa. Yo nací vendida. Yo nacía apretada. Tengo derecho a ser la bruja del bosque. Tengo 
derecho de ser homenaje. Hay gente que me dice que cambie. Pero yo quiero quedarme suspendida en el 
aire. Quiero ser una foto. Quiero morirme sin cambiar. Me van a decir, vacuna, adolorida, turbia, tres 
letras. No importa. Prefiero quedarme mirando la cordillera esperando que baje Luciano en burro. No 
soporto el amanecer. No soporto el final feliz. Soy el camino no tomado. Soy hueso. Soy peña. Soy 
cumbia. Soy charango. Balaza. Calugona. Estrellita. Soy pueblo. Soy marcha. Soy victoria. Soy panfleto 
panfletario. Soy así. Hablo así.” Calderón, “Villa,” 66-67. 
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 One of the play’s nagging questions is why these particular three women have been 
selected for this committee. Only at the play’s end do they discover their connection: all their 
births are products of rapes committed while their mothers were prisoners at the villa. The 
Alejandras share both history’s wounds and capacity for violence. This inheritance is not only 
the provenance of the dictatorship but also echoes Chile’s foundational colonial violence, 
underscored by the fact that one of the Alejandra’s (Francisca) mothers was Mapuche and was 
raped by a blonde officer. According to Milena Grass, this gesture disturbs the distribution of the 
sensible, in this case, “the pact of silence that has existed for centuries in our country with 
respect to the Mapuche victims at the hands of the State—not to mention the invisibilization of 
the repression of that this sector of Chilean society suffered in particular during Pinochet’s 
regime.”120 This revelation softens the women, and empathy and commiseration overtake the 
argument. Though they don’t arrive at an explicit agreement regarding what to do with the site, 
they agree to respect that everyone responds to trauma differently and allow the others to engage 
with it individually. The play thus recognizes the impossibility of consensus. This is a pluralist, 
open vision, yet it is also a choice for the status quo, an acknowledgement that there is no 
adequate way to generatively address the ethical dilemmas produced by national traumas.  
Francisca: Yes. Because all tortured women react differently.  
Macarena: Yes. There are women who never recover.  
Carla: Yes. And there are women who organize and build museums.  
Francisca: Yes. And there are women who become the president of the republic.121  
 
                                               
120 “el pacto de silencio que ha existido desde hace siglos en nuestro país respecto de las víctimas 
mapuche a manos de la represión del Estado—y para qué decir de las invisibilización de la represión que 
este sector de la sociedad chileno sufrió en particular durante el régimen de Pinochet.” Grass, 293. 
121 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 97. “ Francisca: Sí. Porque todas las torturadas reaccionan distinto.  
Macarena: Sí. Hay mujeres que no se recuperan. / Carla: Sí. Y hay mujeres que se organizan y construyen 




With this observation, the women don white jackets that have been hanging on the chairs 
throughout the show, under one of which is a presidential sash. The women then face the 
audience “invoking the image of Michelle Bachelet.”122 Villa thus ends, with a segue into 
Discurso. Following the intermission, Michelle Bachelet will take the stage in that play. The 
connection between the two plays established at the end of the first act emphasizes that her 
presidency was born of trauma. 
 Discurso is a poetic elegy, both to Bachelet’s presidency and the dreams of a socialist 
utopia. It is nostalgic and critical in its reflection, idealistic and disillusioned in its contemplation 
of the past, present, and future. Written in blank verse, the text consists of a meandering goodbye 
speech by Bachelet at the end of her first presidential term, in 2010. Though she does not 
mention the transfer of power specifically, in 2010 she turned the presidency over to Sebastián 
Piñera, the first right wing president to take office since the democratic transition. The changing 
demands within the left coalition, their electoral weakness, and the rise of the right again to 
power marked the end of the Concertación as a viable coalition. Bachelet’s speech reflects upon 
the nation and its history with both pride and regret, above all else mourning the failure of the 
socialist dream. It confronts and critiques the present with a kind of frankness that Calderón 
imagines is latent in the leader, giving her a voice that is not quite her own. Pottlitzer points out 
that the word discurso in Spanish has a dual meaning: speech and ideological discourse.123 The 
play is at once Bachelet’s speech, and Calderón’s ideological treatise. 
 In the Chilean production, the text was divided between the three actors who portrayed 
the Alejandras in Villa.124 These divisions are not delineated in the published version of the text, 
                                               
122 Calderón, “Villa,” trans. Gregory, 97. “evocando la imagen de Michelle Bachelet.” Calderón, “Villa,” 
70. 
123 Pottlitzer, “Forgetting Filled with Memory,” 57.  
124 At the Royal Court it was performed as a stand-alone piece by one woman. 
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and Calderón distributed them in rehearsal, according to rhythm and desired emphasis.125 This 
distribution distances the audience from an easy connection with Bachelet as a character; it also 
highlights the play’s theatricality and the presence of multiple words in a single space. At 
Discurso’s outset, Bachelet establishes that this speech will be unusual, not only because it is a 
goodbye, but because someone is putting words in her mouth. Today, she will be franker, 
tougher, somehow not quite herself:  
Dear Friends:/ I address you as president of the republic for the last time./ I’m here to say 
goodbye./ I know you think you know what I’m about to say./[…]I know you expect 
sober words and hugs for everyone./ Like always./ But no./ Not today./ Today I feel like 
something’s happening to me./ Before I came in, I took the speech that I’d written./ I read 
the first few words./ It’s hard to explain./ I think that that moment a shadow came in 
through the window./ And now I have a voice that isn’t mine./ It’s strange./[…]today I’m 
going to be someone else./ Someone tougher./ And it’s strange.126 
 
Calderón thus emphasizes—here and throughout the play—his own hand as a playwright. 
Pottlitzer points out that the speech is what Calderón wishes Bachelet would have said.127 This 
disconnection illustrates the ways we put our hopes in leaders, the way we imagine them to 
speak, or at least think with our voices instead of with their own. According to Calderón,  
I wanted to write about Michelle Bachelet, who she is and who she was. I felt it was 
important that she was the first woman in Chile to be president and that she was also a 
direct victim of the dictatorship’s human rights violations. I wanted her to defend herself 
against the many political attacks she received while in office. In reality, she never did 
so, but in my play she does. She never mentioned that she was tortured or spoke of her 
father, but in my play she does.128  
 
                                               
125 Calderón, interview with the author. 
126 Guillermo Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. William Gregory, Theater 43, no. 2 (2013): 100. “Queridas 
amigas y amigos:/ Les hablo por última vez como Presidenta de la República./ Me vengo a despedir./ Yo 
sé que ustedes creen que saben lo que voy a decir./ […] Yo sé que de mí esperan palabras sobrias y 
abrazos para todos./ Como siempre./ Pero no./ Hoy no./ Hoy siento que algo me pasa./ Antes de entrar 
tomé el discurso que tenía escrito./ Leí las primeras palabras./ Es difícil explicarlo../ reo que en ese 
momento una sombra entró por la ventana./ Y ahora tengo una voz que no es la mía. / Es raro./ […] hoy 
voy a ser otra./ Más dura./ Y es raro.” Guillermo Calderón, “Discurso,” in Teatro II: Villa, Discurso, 
Beben (Santiago: LOM ediciones, 2012), 73-74. 
127 Pottlitzer, “Forgetting Filled with Memory,” 57.  
128 Quoted in Ibid. 
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The distance between this imaginary of Bachelet and the reality of her presidency becomes the 
subject of the speech, in which the utopic vision is always underneath the disillusioned reality. 
Calderón’s voice, and the critique of the democratic transition, is introduced as the part that has 
no part.  
 Calderón’s Bachelet recognizes the fantasies that surrounded her presidency: that she 
would somehow be able to restore and repair the damage done to Chilean society and would 
make Chileans feel as though the past had been overcome. Yet she also acknowledges that she 
was part of a system she did not have the power to change, that by virtue of her participation in 
the Chilean democratic process, she would lead the neoliberal market economy and perpetuate 
the condition of post-politics, that her primary significance would be symbolic:  
And I was a good president./ Although we all expected more./ Always./ Even I did./ We 
all wanted an end to poverty./ Well./ Honestly, I did what I could./ I’m not to blame for 
everything./ Let’s not forget the past./ I boarded a moving train […] But if you recall 
you didn’t elect me to change everything./ You elected me for something else./ To give 
yourselves a treat./ […]To have me be the best president in History.129 
 
At times she seems to frankly accept this reality, to recognize her own powerlessness; at others 
she reckons with her shame and guilt: 
Because all this business of being the daughter of a military man…/ of having been a 
young socialist…/ of having slept with the Party of the Vanguard…/ Of having been 
tortured, or not…/And then having changed so much…./ All of that is like a journey to 
the center of guilt./ Sometimes we victims feel that we deserve the violence.130 
  
                                               
129 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 100-101. “Y también fui una muy buena presidenta./ Aunque 
todos teníamos más expectativas./ Siempre./ Hasta yo misma./ Todos queríamos que se acabara la 
pobreza./ Bueno./ Honestamente hice todo lo posible./ Yo no soy la culpable de todo./ No nos olvidemos 
del pasado./ Me subí a un tren en marcha./ […] Pero si acuerdan bien tampoco me eligieron para 
cambiarlo todo./ Me eligieron para otra cosa./ Para darse un gusto./ […]Para que fuera la mejor presidenta 
de la Historia.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 75-76. 
130 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 108. “¿Pero cómo liberarse de esa culpa?/ Porque toda esta cosa 
de que yo sea hija de militar…/ Y que haya sido joven socialista…/ Y que haya dormido con el partido de 
vanguardia…/ Y que haya sido o no torturada…/ Y que después haya cambiado tanto…/ Todo eso es 
como un viaje al centro de la culpa./ A veces las víctimas sentimos que nos merecemos la violencia.” 
Calderón, “Discurso,” 89. 
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She apologizes for her imbrication in the capitalist economic model, but does not renounce the 
trappings of it, dreaming of the fall of capitalism while enjoying her success within that model: 
“I sit and watch the lake sometimes./ I have a house by the lake./ It’s an awkward subject I 
know./ I’m sorry for being rich./ Well./ I watch the lake sometimes and think,/ ‘Maybe 
capitalism is just a dark phase in human history./ Maybe the next phase will be all about 
cooperation./ Maybe life will be one big party./ And sex.’”131  
 Throughout the speech she wrestles with the identity of the Left, and with the death of its 
dreams. Though she feels as though people are “at least normal, leaning toward good,”132 she 
cannot reconcile this worldview with the malevolence of those on the right. Those on the right, 
who advocated for the repression of the left are: “The definitive proof that God does not exist./ 
Because if God existed he would not have created such murderous people.”133 This presents a 
profound conundrum for her as she is torn between her ability to empathize and understand, her 
desire to rise above political violence and forgive, and the distinct feeling that forgiveness is a 
betrayal of the left, of her principles, of herself: “That’s why I say I don’t understand them./ But 
at the same time I sort of do understand them./ And to understand is to forgive./ And forgiving 
them is like betraying myself.”134 At another point she says: 
When you think I could have crushed the torturers with one finger./ But chose the smile 
and the warm embrace./ As a moral gift to History./ To make it clear that good and evil 
                                               
131 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 102. “A veces me siento a mirar el lago./ Yo tengo una casa en 
el lago./ Sé que es un tema complicado./ Pido perdón por la riqueza./ Bueno./ A veces me miro el lago y 
pienso:/ Quizás el capitalismo sea solo una etapa gris en la historia humana./ Quizás después venga otra 
historia en la que todo sea cooperación./ Y que la vida sea fiesta./ Y sexo.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 77. 
132 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 109. “por último normal tirando para buena.” Calderón, 
“Discurso,” 90. 
133 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 112. “La prueba definitiva de que no existe Dios./ Porque si 
Dios existiera no habría creado a gente tan asesina como ellos.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 96. 
134 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 111. “Por eso digo que no los entiendo./ Pero a la vez como que 
los entiendo./ Y entender es perdonar./ Y perdonar es casi traicionarse.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 95. 
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do exist./ And that I was good./ And that the others were the evil ones./ I forgave./ I was 
on the Left./ I am on the Left.135 
  
The principles of convivencia and reconciliation are thus posited as a moral good and a 
fundamental failing of the Left, one of the reasons why the transition will always be a betrayal.   
 In the course of Discurso, Bachelet becomes increasingly frank about her failings. She 
apologizes to the students “for our immoral education system.” She continues, “But those 
children are right to rebel./ The state fails them every day./ It is the great crime of our times.”136 
She questions whether schools, whether structures, are all just forms of subjugation, and indulges 
for a moment in an anarchist fantasy:  
When we got to school, we’re taught to forgive everything./ Violence and brutality./ 
And that’s the school of life./ Or at least the school of my life./ Learning to subjugate 
ourselves./ We know that by the age of seventeen./ Wait./ Maybe if there were no 
schools there’d be no violence./ Or subjugated people./ We’d all be rebellious and 
happy./ Maybe the anarchists who plant bombs in banks aren’t that mistaken./ But I 
don’t know if I really think that./ I’m not myself./ I feel like someone’s putting words in 
my mouth.137 
 
Again, the anarchist fantasy does not quite seem to be Bachelet but Calderón’s, allowing his 
voice, his critique to be spoken by the outgoing president.  
                                               
135 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 117. “Cuando piensen en que pude haber aplastado torturadores 
con un dedo./ Pero elegí la sonrisa y el abrazo./ Por hacer un regalo moral a la Historia./ Pude haber 
aplastado torturadores con un dedo./ Pero elegí hacer un regalo moral a la Historia/ Por dejar en claro que 
existe el bien y el mal./ Y porque yo era la buena./ Y los otros eran los malos./ Yo perdonaba./ Yo era de 
izquierda./ Yo soy de izquierda.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 105-106. 
136 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 114-115. “la educación immoral.” “Pero esos niños hacen bien 
en rebelarse./ El Estado les falla todos los días./ Es el gran crimen social de nuestros tiempos.” Calderón, 
“Discurso,” 100. 
137 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 115. “Cuando una va a la escuela aprende a perdonar todo./ La 
violencia y la brutalidad./ Y esa es la escuela de la vida./ O por lo menos la escuela de mi vida./ Aprender 
a someterse./ Eso ya lo sabemos a los 17 años./ Espera./ Quizás si no hubiera escuelas no habría 
violencia./ Ni habría gente sometida./ Seríamos todos rebeldes y felices./ Quizás los anarquistas que 
ponen bombas en los bancos no están tan equivocados./ Sí./ Pero no sé si realmente pienso esto./ Estoy 




 As her speech proceeds, she speaks about her own trauma, about how it motivated her to 
become president. She asserts, “This story is like something to write a tragedy about. But 
playwrights aren’t up to a story like this.”138 Calderón thus asserts his own inability to make 
sense of her story, and the play moves into a nihilistic register. Bachelet had offered hope, but 
still “there is no divine justice./ Or socialization of the means of production./ Men’s exploitation 
of women will still go on./ Children will still be beaten./ Hearts will still be broken.”139 
 The play thus ends as an elegy, and Bachelet tells the audience, “The time has come to 
say goodbye./ That is what I came for./ To say goodbye….Everything ends./And this is the 
September of my life.”140 Following these words, the table which held the model of the villa 
begins to shake, evoking the massive natural disaster—the 8.8 magnitude earthquake that 
occurred on February 27, 2010 just over a week before Piñera was sworn in. A number of water 
glasses—which now cover the table—begin to crash to the floor as the lights dim.141 The only 
light is a small red light coming from within the model of the villa, evoking at once the image of 
a heart, an open wound, an emergency. The scene of the trauma remains, even as the rest of the 
world comes crashing down. Though Calderón’s earlier apocalyptic gestures fostered alienation 
or critical detachment, this gesture brings the audience affectively together, uniting them through 
tragedy and mourning. The spectators feel themselves together in the midst of this crumbling 
world. 
                                               
138 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 118. “Esta historia es como para escribir una tragedia./ Pero los 
dramaturgos no están a la altura de esta historia.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 107. 
139 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 118. “no existe justicia divina./ Ni socialización de los medios 
de producción./ Ni el fin de la explotación de la mujer por el hombre./ Ni el fin de los golpes a los niños./ 
Ni de los corazones rotos.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 108. 
140 Calderón, “Discurso,” trans. Gregory, 119. “Llegó la hora de decir adiós./ A eso vine./ A decir adiós./ 
[…] Todo termina./ Estoy en el septiembre de mi vida.” Calderón, “Discurso,” 110. 
141 The glasses were placed on the table by the women in Villa, as they would go to get water (the number 
of glasses they brought to the table is a slightly non-naturalistic gesture to arrive at this final moment.) 
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 With Villa + Discurso, Calderón employs a number of the elements that had come to 
characterize his (post)-political dramaturgy: heterotopic spaces, ideological debate, a disturbance 
of the distribution of the sensible, and an apocalyptic final gesture. In addition, these plays 
follow Clase’s lead and speak with frankness to the Chilean present. However, though Calderón 
sought to foreground the intellectual debate over the plays’ emotional register, these plays are 
undeniably more affective and personal than Calderón’s previous works, as Calderón reckons 
with questions of trauma in the exact spaces where those traumas occurred. The site-specificity 
would likely have drawn a self-selecting, sympathetic audience, and the sensitivity of being in 
such spaces, where trauma has what Hernández calls a “power of presence,”142 would have 
fostered a kind of intimacy. The mourning evoked by the space would have combined with the 
elegiac frankness of Discurso to bind the audience together in a kind of mourning for Bachelet, 
for the transition, and for the left—for the ways they each have failed. Thus as Calderón laments 
the breakdown of democracy and the dreams of the left, he also (dialectically, perhaps) brings 
the audience together in these sorrows, positing citizenship as a kind of intimate community, 
bound together in relationship to the collective traumas of the dictatorship, the failure of 
democracy, and the failure of the left.  
 
Escuela & Mateluna: From Forging Community to Call to Arms  
Because we are conspiring. Yes. All of us, you, and 
you, and me, and you. 
-Guillermo Calderón, Escuela143 
 
 After Bachelet was succeeded by the center-right president Sebastian Piñera, the student 
protests resumed with even more extensive demands. By this time, many of the students had 
                                               
142 Hernández, “Remapping Memory Discourses,” 66. 
143 “Porque nosotros conspiramos. Sí. A todos nosotros, a ti, a ti, a mi, a usted.” Calderón, Escuela, 13. 
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entered the university. In 2011, the students again staged massive protests alongside a national 
strike and demanded an end to “market education” and its replacement with universal, free 
public education. When the government declared that this was financially impossible, one of the 
movement’s leaders, Camila Vallejo, suggested that it be paid for by re-nationalizing the 
country’s natural resource industries.144 Thus the movement shifted away from educational 
demands and towards economic reconfiguration. Student leaders Giorgio Jackson and Vallejo 
both emphasized that the movement was about structural change. Vallejo explained to the New 
York Times in 2012, “Having a market economy is really different from having a market society. 
What we are asking, via education reform, is that the state take on a different role.”145 
 In addition to critiquing the Piñera administration, the 2011 student mobilization 
continued to critique the Concertación. The students refused to compromise their demands in 
order to align with either political party’s existing agenda—thus positing their citizenship outside 
of what had been previously possible in Chilean electoral post-politics.146 The students 
reimagined the resistant vocabulary of the left in this rejection of the Chilean political system, 
reworking the historic chant “el pueblo unido jamás será vencido” (“The people united will 
never be defeated”) as “el pueblo unido avanza sin partidos” (“The people united advance 
without parties”), and some factions went so far as to mount anti-voting campaigns. They thus 
reconfigured resistant rhetoric, refusing to allow the specter of dictatorship and the political blocs 
that had been established during the transition to dictate the intractability of neoliberalism in 
                                               
144 Larrabure and Torchia, “The 2011 Chilean Student Movement,” 256. 
145 William Moss Willson, “Just Don’t Call Her Che,” New York Times, January 28, 2012, accessed 
January 20, 2019, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/29/opinion/sunday/student-protests-rile-chile.html. 
Accessed December 11, 2015.  
146 Benjamin Arditi, “Insurgencies don’t have a plan – they are the plan: Political performatives and 




Chile. In an invited speech at Berkeley, California, Jackson emphasized that among the 
movements demands was a break from the consensus politics of the Concertación era: “We 
demand no more cosmetic changes in the Chilean education system but structural reform that 
leaves behind the ‘consensus politics’ that characterized Chilean politics for the last 20 years.”147  
 The movement significantly impacted the following election. The Concertación 
dissolved, and a new coalition, the Nueva Mayoría (New Majority) emerged, with a more radical 
agenda. As the Nueva Mayoría candidate, Bachelet ran on three promises: education reform, tax 
reform, and the implementation of a new constitution. Citizenship was now framed around the 
right to education, economic egalitarianism (tax reform), and a reconfiguration of political 
representation (the new constitution). According to Calderón, the 2011 student movements 
constituted an “incredible political movement…where the students basically staged a revolution 
and Bachelet basically took office to enact the reforms that the students were demanding.”148 
 Calderón’s critique of the initial student movement in 2006 had been predicated on the 
fear that the students were not political enough, particularly in comparison to the youth political 
movements he had been part of. He asserts,  
One of the problems with how the transition to democracy has written its own history is 
that it has whitewashed the movement. So basically all the people who resisted the 
dictatorship have been painted as freedom fighters who were fighting for freedom against 
the dictatorship, people who were just innocent and pure and fighting for the freedom to 
vote and to just express themselves. But I belonged to the movement and I can tell you 
that those protesters were people on the far left. The people who were eventually going to 
take advantage of the transition were people who stayed at home watching television or 
maybe enjoying the new bourgeois commodities brought in by the neoliberal revolution 
                                               
147 Ernesto Muñoz-Lamartine, “Student Leaders Reinvent the Protest,” Berkeley Review of Latin 
American Studies (Fall-Winter 2011): 29. This seems to have been in line with Chilean public opinion: at 
the peak of the protests, seventy-seven percent of Chileans expressed a positive view of the student 
leaders, and eighty-two percent agreed with their demands. Meanwhile Piñera garnered a twenty-six 
percent approval rating and the Concertación seventeen percent. Arditi, “Insurgencies don’t have a plan.” 
148 Calderón, interview with author. 
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of the mid-eighties. So that of course is a source of frustration. The fact that people 
portray the resistance against the dictatorship as apolitical.149 
 
With Escuela he worked to correct this apoliticism, to challenge this whitewashing, and to re-
inscribe revolutionary politics into that movement. Just as the 2011 student movement sought to 
reimagine resistance and the history of the Concertación, Calderón worked to repoliticize the 
history of resistant struggles and challenge the Concertación’s narrative of the transition.  
With Villa + Discurso, Calderón’s dramaturgy forged intimate communities bound up 
together in the ethical conundrums of the present: specifically, questions of memorialization, the 
moral problematics of forgiveness, the breakdown of democracy, and the “reasonability” of 
power that all emerge from a shared history of political violence. In Escuela and Mateluna, 
Calderón dramaturgically works to further bring his Chilean audiences together into a 
community, which, in the course of the two plays, he accompanies with an increasingly tangible 
(and tactical) ethical call to political engagement, thus further collapsing the boundaries between 
theatre and politics and posing a challenge to his initial (ambivalent) proposition with Neva, that 
theatre is irrelevant to the life-and-death stakes of politics.150  
 Like almost all of Calderón’s plays, Escuela is set apart at a transitional moment: in a 
safe house on New Year’s Eve, a group of students—played by Luis Cerda, Trinidad González, 
Camila González, Francisca Lewin, and Carlos Ugarte—train to resist the dictatorship.151 They 
learn to shoot firearms and arm explosives, how to communicate clandestinely, and about 
capitalist exploitation and psychological warfare. Each of the characters alternates playing the 
                                               
149 Ibid. 
150 Escuela premiered in January 2013 in Santiago at the Theatro de la Universidad Católica, as part of 
Santiago a Mil. Production details for Mateluna are below. 
151 Though he was not credited as part of the official cast, Calderón himself performed in a limited 
number of performances in Santiago (replacing an actor who had left last-minute), an act that would have 
doubly underscored the personal nature of this play for him. 
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roles of teacher and student, as the play proceeds, in an overlapping episodic structure, through 
the series of lessons. 
 The play is a kind of memory play, recreated from Calderón’s own experience in 
resistance movements as well as the experiences of his contemporaries, such as Jorge Mateluna, 
who spent considerable time educating the cast during rehearsals.152 According to Calderón 
working on the play “was very personal. The fact of having acted and having been there 
connected me with all of the emotion of that period. But it also happened that I approached many 
friends from that time, this was the most emotional, returning to meet the faces of people that 
had been actively against the dictatorship.”153 The play constitutes a kind of revisionist history, 
challenging the notion that the dictatorship was overthrown with a vote, and reinserting the part 
that has no part—the violent resistance movements that worked before and after the Plebiscite to 
overthrow the dictatorship and the economic model it installed. Even this revisionist history, 
however, retains an element of obscurity. All of the actors wear capuchas, and their identities are 
not known to each other or to the audience. According to Calderón,  
For me it was super important to do this. Precisely because these people are invisible 
and as these people were never considered fighters for democracy, but because they 
were considered terrorists or extremists they currently live in secret because you are a 
combatant for all of your life. In spite of the years this continues being a secret, the 
identity is still not revealed because the dictatorship continues to be imposed in some 
form. And also because I think it is a sad, uncomfortable subject and the play has to 
emphasize this. Finally, the political-military schools were like that, with faces covered. 
Therefore, there is a theme of identity. Because identity disappears as a person and you 
                                               
152 Jorge Mateluna was a member of the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez (Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic 
Front, FPMR), a Marxist-Leninist paramilitary organization, composed, at its height, of between 1,000-
1,500 members. The group was founded in 1983 as the armed wing of the Communist Party with the goal 
to overthrow Augusto Pinochet. See “Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez,” Frente Patriótico Manuel 
Rodríguez, accessed February 15, 2019, http://www.fpmr.cl/.  
153 “fue súper personal. El hecho de haber actuado y haber estado ahí me conectó con toda la emoción de 
esa época. Pero me pasó que me acerqué a muchos amigos de ese tiempo, eso fue lo más emocionante, 
volver a encontrarme con las caras de la gente que había estado activamente contra la dictadura.” 
Guillermo Calderón, “Guillermo Calderón: ‘Cada vez queda más claro que la dictadura nunca fue 
derrotada,” interview with Melissa Gutierrez, The Clinic, April 18, 2013. 
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transform into a combatant bigger than a cause. And this is really nice, because it 
becomes a collective where identity disappears in order to become something much 
bigger than it.154 
 
The anonymity of the characters both works to distance Calderón’s audience and to invite 
them in, as they have to experience the same uncertainty the characters do. Throughout the play, 
Calderón employs the same heightened naturalism as in many of his previous plays: the set is 
simple (a parquet floor, a few benches, a blackboard and projector), the actors wear 
microphones, and the dialogue is colloquial and, at times, circuitous. However, Escuela is less 
overtly metatheatrical, and the language is simpler and sparer. The humor of the play comes 
from the characters’ reactions to the awkwardness of holding a gun or making a bomb, and any 
of the play’s absurdity comes from the fact that these are normal people training to commit 
violent acts, and less from linguistic excess or other situational absurdities. In this play, Calderón 
thus creates less space for ironic distance, and the audience is invited into the world and allowed 
to be seduced by the lessons they are witnessing. 
 As Escuela begins, one of the actors plays the guitar as the rest of the cast sing songs 
from guerilla movements in Argentina and Uruguay, the Spanish Civil War, and the Sandinista 
revolution. The songs encapsulate the hope and idealism of the left, emphasizing that these 
battles are not only national, but are against capitalism and exploitation everywhere— (post)-
political resistance requires global citizenship. Calderón thus invites his audience to connect this 
                                               
154 “Para mí era súper importante hacer eso. Porque justamente esta gente está invisible y como esas 
personas nunca fueron considerados como luchadores por la democracia, sino que fueron considerados 
como terroristas o extremistas, ellos viven en una situación actual de secreto porque tú eres combatiente 
para toda la vida. A pesar de los años esto sigue siendo un secreto, la identidad todavía no se revela 
porque de alguna forma la dictadura sigue impuesta. Y también porque me parece que es un tema 
doloroso, incómodo y la obra tiene que enfatizar eso. Por último las escuelas político-militares eran así, 
encapuchados. Por lo tanto hay un tema con la identidad. Porque la identidad desaparece como persona y 
te transformas en un combatiente más de una causa. Y eso es muy bonito, porque se convierte en un 
colectivo donde la identidad desaparece para ser algo mucho más grande que él.” Ibid.  
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play to the idealism of the music and to leftist struggles everywhere. As the final song comes to a 
close, one of the characters, Fidel, transforms into the instructor Zeta by donning a pair of 
sunglasses and taking out a bullet. He thus commences the first lesson on firearms. The lesson is 
interrupted in the middle, as another character, Alejandra, gets up and turns into the teacher, 
María, beginning instruction on capitalist exploitation. The lessons proceed accordingly—each 
one transitioning in media res to the next—eventually circling back to resume where they had 
left off. This gives the play a fragmented sense of the student’s continuing education and enacts a 
democratic structure as each actor alternates between playing teacher and student—a very 
different educational environment than the one represented in the formal classroom of Clase. 
 The first series of lessons has a simple didacticism that troubles the boundaries between 
the theatrical event and real life, uniting the artists and audience in a common community. For 
just as the characters learn about the propulsion of bullets and the state’s protection of capital, so 
too does the audience. The members of the audience are thus positioned at once as spectators and 
students. Further, the lessons call for some kind of response, thus positioning the spectators in a 
kind of ethical community together with the theatre makers. Calderón conceives of this 
relationship as a dynamic process of discovery, of coming together to think and feel and learn to 
articulate as a community. He maintains:  
Because when you do a play you discover things that you felt and that you didn’t 
necessarily know that you felt. And by exposing it in the theatre you complete it with the 
reaction of the audience. It creates a sense of community, because many people start to 
think what you think. […] When the theatre is full, I feel I am not alone. […] For 
example, when you see on stage they are teaching how to use a weapon, you feel 
compelled to say something, to remain silent, to applaud, to be scandalized, to laugh. 
There is a feeling of discomfort because you do not know what others think. That secret 
disturbance, which forces me to negotiate what one feels with what one can express, is 
for me a minimal, but significant, way of recreating what it means to live history.155 
                                               
155 “Porque cuando haces una obra descubres cosas que sentías y que no necesariamente sabías que 
sentías. Y, al exponerlo en el teatro, te completas con la reacción del público. Se crea un sentido de 




For Calderón playwriting is a practice of self-expression, of testing the limits of what one thinks, 
of building upon them and through the expression of those ideas, of finding a community and 
reimagining oneself in history. 
Eventually the lessons turn more affective and commemorative. An archival photo of 
member of a guerilla group graffitiing a wall is projected on the blackboard.156 In a lesson on 
bomb making, the instructor tells the story of sixteen-year-old Dani, a real member of the 
resistance movement that the cast’s consultant, Mateluna, had known. While Dani was trying to 
plant a bomb to blow up a power line, he saw several people walking by and, not wanting to 
murder them, took the bomb and hugged it to his chest as the bomb exploded.157 Here Dani, who 
would have been marked by the government as a terrorist or a traitor, is commemorated for his 
humanity, as one of the fallen in the fight for a true democracy for the Chilean people.  
With the story of Dani’s death, the play shifts registers. The instructors are open about 
their disdain for and the cost of violence but are even more vehement about the stakes of the 
struggle. One instructor, Marcela, tells them, “I know, I know, I know. All of this talk of war can 
sound disgusting. I know. But in truth I believe that we can win. The Chilean army are cowards. 
They kill civilians and hide. They are traitors. They kill their own generals. And they are anti-
patriots. A foreign country asks them to kill Chileans and they do it. For this I believe we can 
                                               
que tus ideas cobren vida, adquieran un significado y se multipliquen. Cuando el teatro está lleno, siento 
que no estoy solo […] Por ejemplo, cuando ves que en el escenario están enseñando a usar un arma, te 
sientes obligado a decir algo, a quedarte callado, a aplaudir, a escandalizarte, a reírte. Viene una sensación 
de incomodidad, porque no sabes qué piensan los demás. Esa secreta perturbación, que obliga a negociar 
lo que uno siente con lo que uno puede expresar, es para mí una forma—mínima, pero significativa—de 
recrear lo que significó vivir la historia.” Quoted in Larraín, “Hacia una poética,” 157-158. 
156 In the New York production, at the Public Theater’s Under the Radar Festival, the cast members 
announced toward the end of the show that Calderón was a member of the group doing the graffiti in the 
photo. This admission was absent from the Chilean production.  
157 Calderón, Escuela, 54. 
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win. We can.”158 The play then moves from this affective, commemorative space into the ethical, 
as María makes explicit that any democracy following the Plebiscite will be a continuation of 
dictatorial rule. This critique brings the play into the present, and the audience must reckon with 
their relationship to the current Chilean democracy, whether they too should take up arms to 
fight the vestiges of the dictatorship. Though the answer for most will be no, more than in 
Calderón’s other plays, in which one can sit back and think critically, the play requires an ethical 
engagement; it forces a position. Can one accept one’s own complicity? How does one relate to 
this history that they have just heard? And what does it mean for the present? 
Although Calderón forces an ethical engagement, he recognizes that the response will 
likely be ambivalence. He acknowledges that these dreams are too idealistic to be viable from the 
standpoint of governance. The political exists on the verge of its own demise. In her final lesson, 
María is asked what will happen after the revolution is won. She replies:  
Then it does not matter. I don’t know. We will call for elections. I guess. And we will 
surely lose. Because deep down we do not have the stomach to govern. The state disgusts 
us. We do not like power. Because what we have always wanted is simpler. We want to 
fight. And to create. A power that is popular. Popular. The simple power of the people. 
We do not want to make anyone a subject. We want. We want dignity, we want food. A 
stove in the winter. We want to go to the sea. We want liberty to live and to study. We 
want peace. Peace. But for this we have a long way to go.159 
 
                                               
158 “Yo sé, yo sé, yo sé. Todo este discurso de guerra puede sonar asqueroso. Sí sé. Pero de verdad creo 
que podemos ganar. Las fuerzas armadas son cobardes. Matan a los civiles y se esconden. Son traidores. 
Matan a sus propios generales. Y son antipatriotas. Un país extranjero les pide que maten chilenos y lo 
hacen. Por todo eso pienso que les podemos ganar. Podemos.” Ibid., 56. 
159 “Después da lo mismo. No sé. Vamos a llamar a elecciones. Supongo. Y seguramente las vamos a 
perder. Porque en el fondo no tenemos estómago para gobernar. Nos da asco el estado. No nos gusta el 
poder. Porque lo que siempre hemos querido es más simple. Queremos luchar. Y crear. Un poder que sea 
popular. Popular. El poder simple del pueblo. No queremos someter a nadie. Queremos. Queremos 
dignidad, queremos comida. Estufita en invierno. Queremos ir al mar. Queremos libertad para vivir y para 
estudiar. Queremos paz. Paz. Pero para eso falta mucho.” Ibid., 61.  
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María thus recognizes the fundamental inequality upon which power is based: that it requires the 
subjection of some, and, for this, she has no stomach; for this reason the revolution will always 
continue. 
Despite the recognition that their dreams are not viable from the standpoint of the state, 
there is a hopefulness to Escuela, and the play does not end on quite the same note of pessimism 
as many of his others. Throughout the play, the students have been learning to fire a gun, but 
they have yet to shoot. They need practice, they suggest, to which their instructor, Zeta, agrees. 
He hands each member of the group a gun and instructs them to shoot at midnight. Before they 
shoot, they dedicate themselves: one to “Bread. Work. Justice and Liberty,” another to their 
father, and another to Dani, who died embracing an explosive.160 They then count down, wish 
each other a happy new year and begin to chant, “Yes. No. They are both the same shit. Yes. No. 
They are both the same shit,”161 as they shoot their guns into the air. The gunshots blend into the 
sound of fireworks and, from somewhere, a cumbia. Though the revolution will not succeed, 
perhaps like the 2011 student protests, its pursuit augurs the hope of the new year. 
 Six months after the premiere of Escuela, on June 17, 2013, and while the cast was on 
tour with that play, Jorge Mateluna—who had advised them throughout the rehearsal process—
was arrested for robbing a bank in Pudahuel, on the outskirts of Santiago. Calderón and the cast 
could not reconcile the bank robbery with their experiences of Mateluna. Though Mateluna had 
participated as part of the armed resistance and served time in jail for those activities, he was 
now married and had two children. He had dedicated his life to activism through art and cultural 
engagement. According to Calderón, “We received a phone call from our friend saying that Jorge 
had been detained after a bank robbery, and of course we were completely shocked about this 
                                               
160 “Pan. Trabajo. Justicia y Libertad.” Ibid., 66 
161 “El sí. El no. La misma huevá los dos. El sí. El no. La misma huevá los dos.” Ibid., 66 
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because we knew Jorge, we knew his personal life, we knew him as a person who cared for his 
family and we knew that he was basically very committed to his new life as a free person.”162 
  Cristián Opazo and Carlos Benítez argue that Mateluna “embodies the fate of a residual 
community, discarded with uncomfortable haste by the Chilean state.”163 He was born in 1974 
and had grown up in a marginal población during the dictatorship. The inequalities he witnessed 
in his neighborhood led him, at the age of twelve, to join the Communist Youth and begin to 
resist the dictatorship. As he grew up, he became even more committed to the cause, eventually 
joining the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez, where he put himself on the front lines of the 
guerrilla war against the dictatorship. Like the characters in Escuela, he saw the Plebiscite as a 
fraud and continued his activities with the FPMR in the early years of the democratic transition. 
He was arrested on November 9, 1992, and sentenced to life in prison for his activities as an 
armed combatant. After years of efforts by activists to attain pardons for political prisoners, 
bolstered by a seventy-six-day hunger strike on the part of Mateluna and other prisoners, 
Congress approved a law to pardon such prisoners under specific circumstances.164 Lagos 
pardoned Mateluna, and he was freed on August 27, 2004. Since then, Mateluna had studied 
sociology and fine arts, built his family, and worked in community arts engagement and 
activism.  
 Calderón and the cast wanted, urgently, to do something. An invitation to participate in a 
festival commemorating Peter Weiss at the HAU Hebbel am Ufer Theatre in Berlin provided an 
                                               
162 “Mateluna Inocente – Freedom for Mateluna,” YouTube video, 15:25, posted by “Mateluna Inocente,” 
December 3, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V98JwBkVqcU.  
163 Cristián Opazo and Carlos Benítez, “‘A Little Respect’. Mateluna, de Guillermo Calderón,” Revista 
Conjunto, no. 185 (2017): 10.  
164 “El último ‘preso subversivo’ en huelga de hambre finalizó su protesta,” Cooperativa.cl, August 5, 




opportunity. Mateluna premiered in October 2016 at that theatre as part of the festival “The 
aesthetics of the resistance—Peter Weiss 100.” It subsequently premiered in Chile in January 
2017, as part of the Santiago a Mil International Festival, and its initial run was extended by the 
Catholic University’s Teatro UC at the end of that month. The following April it was remounted 
at the Teatro Nacional in a cycle that included Escuela. In these and subsequent performances—
including at the Law School of the University of Chile—the play has been seen by over 4,000 
spectators.165 Jorge Mateluna, however, remains in jail.  
 Though Mateluna contains elements of Calderón’s previous dramaturgies, in many ways 
it marks a departure, as the play further collapses the boundaries between theatre and politics and 
has an explicit and unambiguous teleological end: the freedom of Mateluna. Whereas Neva had 
questioned theatre’s ability to engage with life-and-death political circumstances, Mateluna 
strives unequivocally to intervene by increasing awareness of Mateluna’s case and using the 
play’s visibility to put pressure on politicians and the judicial system in advocacy of his release. 
According to Calderón, Mateluna was motivated by the ethical imperative to do something for 
Mateluna, and by a desire to “test the limits of political theatre.”166 
 Calderón has always been drawn to a kind of political theatre that emerged around 
political organizations such as workers groups, student movements, and labor unions. According 
to the playwright, this theatre has historically practiced politics in a more explicit way than the 
more elite, intellectual political theatre that emerged from the university system and that was 
dominant on Santiago stages during and after the dictatorship. Calderón maintains, 
I’ve always done political theatre, and […] I always got a similar review: Oh, it’s good 
that he’s doing this political theatre thing but the good thing is that he’s not doing 
overtly political theatre, he’s not doing panfletario. And I took it as a compliment […] 
                                               
165 “La Obra,” Mateluna Innocente, accessed February 20, 2019, https://www.matelunainocente.com/la-
obra.html. 
166 Calderón, interview with author. 
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But I realized they were calling me not like them: those uneducated groups. And I 
always resented that. […] I reject the dismissal of the uneducated or the people who are 
doing theatre that isn’t commercial, people who haven’t had the luck to go to Berlin or 
Paris and the people whose theatre is not an end. It’s not an artistic product for the sake 
of making art. For them theatre is just another element integrated into a social or 
political struggle. [...] So, when I thought about doing Mateluna, I thought, this is my 
time, this is when I can do that theatre that is in your face, panfletario, a call to arms.167 
 
Mateluna thus became an effort to engage in the political struggle for Mateluna’s freedom and to 
do it in a way that inserted a kind of political theatre into the cultural field, positing its 
legitimacy. Whereas Neva asked whether theatre had any place in politics, Mateluna forces the 
question of what role politics play in theatre. It thus raises important questions about how the 
categories of “political” and “theatre” are both hegemonically enforced—via the currency of 
cultural capital—within a larger cultural field  
 In Mateluna the actors engage with the audience directly from the stage. On the stage are 
chairs for the actors, a table with a few props (books, ashtrays), and a downstage tech area where 
a computer operator crouches and runs a series of projections. According to Calderón the play 
“deemphasized the aesthetics, it was intentionally not beautiful, it was mostly a conversation 
with the audience and a call to arms.”168 As with Escuela, the play begins with protest song, this 
time conveying a sense of elegiac resilience, as one of the performers plays the guitar and sings 
Silvio Rodríguez’s “La era está pariendo un corazón” (“The era is giving birth to a heart”) and 
the other actors walk onto the stage, their faces covered by the same capuchas they wore in 
Escuela. Rodríguez—a Cuban singer songwriter identified with 1960s and 70s liberation 
movements and the Cuban Revolution—wrote the song upon hearing of the death of Che 
Guevara. Its lyrics convey the sorrow of Che’s death and the injustices of the world and 
transforms this sorrow into a call to leave one’s house and chair and continue fighting for a better 





world. The use of the song thus implies that though Mateluna’s arrest is a great sorrow and 
injustice, it is also a call, upon leaving the theatre, to productively channel that sorrow.  
 One of the actors, Francisca (Francisca Lewin), her face covered, steps forward, takes a 
microphone, and directly addresses the audience. She describes the company’s work on Escuela, 
explaining that “what we wanted was to give visibility to thousands of youths who prepared to 
fight by all means against the dictatorship, youth that were erased from official history.”169 
Francisca describes their collaboration with Mateluna and his presence at Escuela’s premiere. 
She then introduces a short scene from Escuela and the actors perform the excerpt in which one 
of the characters teaches how to make a bomb and tells the story of Dani’s self-sacrifice.  
 Francisca then returns to address the audience, describing their shock and disbelief that 
Mateluna had been arrested. She then shows a real video, released by the Pudahuel prosecutor’s 
office, of a police line-up, in which Mateluna is supposedly identified as one of the assailants in 
the robbery. She thus introduces one of the play’s primary dramaturgical strategies: the use of 
documentary materials alongside metatheatrical reflection. This tactic will be used both to prove 
their case in favor of Mateluna, as well as to (paradoxically) underscore the constructed, 
theatrical nature of police evidence and seemingly documentary materials. The result is an 
uneasy documentary theatre that is fundamentally troubling. The play seeks to challenge official 
histories and truth claims, while asserting a truth claim, a paradoxical artistic proposition, yet one 
that—from my perspective in the audience at least—is ultimately quite persuasive. 
 The next section of the play depicts the company’s attempts to use theatrical exploration 
to understand Mateluna and how he could have possibly committed such a crime. Here the play 
                                               
169 “Lo que queríamos era darle visibilidad a los miles de jóvenes que se prepararon para luchar con todos 
los medios en contra de la dictadura, jóvenes que fueron borrados por la historia oficial.” Guillermo 
Calderón, “Mateluna” (unpublished manuscript, February 7, 2019), PDF file, 1. 
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departs from pure direct address and stages a series of absurd, metatheatrical reflections on 
violence. The metatheatrical dialectic inherent in all of Calderón’s plays is thus more overtly 
expressed. Though they are presented as real efforts on the part of the company, each of these 
plays is a (mostly) fictionalized artistic creation.170 Further, they are each wildly inadequate 
attempts to reckon with Mateluna’s relationship to political violence, underscoring the distance 
between theatre and politics and the absurdity of the aestheticization of violence. Opazo and 
Benítez contend that the presentation of these plays creates a kind of false documentary theatre 
that brings into question the ethics of an aesthetic response to injustice.171 Like Neva they stage a 
kind of parody and critique of the artistic process, yet one that is ironically within a play that is 
trying—through an artistic process—to do something teleologically political.  
 The first of these attempts is the play Vaca (Cow), the title a code-name for a bomb. 
According to Francisca:  
Vaca was an exploration of the relation that we thought Jorge had with violence. 
Mateluna, of the dictatorship generation. Mateluna, of the disappeared generation. 
Mateluna trying to live in a new world. In this world. For this reason, we imagined Jorge 
Mateluna in a meeting with anarchist youths that wanted him to make them a bomb. This 
imaginary relationship with younger revolutionaries allowed us to show an isolated Jorge 
Mateluna. A lost soldier from a war that never arrived.172 
 
In the excerpt that follows, the Mateluna character requests that one of the anarchist youths 
defecate in a bomb, so that when it explodes it will cause lethal infections. The situation is 
                                               
170 Parts of the play presented as Vaca eventually found their way into Guillermo Calderón’s B, which he 
was working on before, during, and after Mateluna. Guillermo Calderón, B, trans. William Gregory 
(London: Oberon Books, 2017). 
171 Opazo and Benítez, “A Little Respect,” 11. 
172 “Vaca fue una exploración de la relación que nosotros pensábamos que Jorge tenía con la violencia. 
Mateluna, el de la generación de la dictadura. Mateluna, el de la generación desaparecida. Mateluna 
tratando de vivir en un mundo nuevo. En este mundo. Por eso nos imaginamos a Jorge Mateluna en una 
reunión con jóvenes anarquistas que quieren que él les fabrique una bomba. Esa relación imaginaria con 
revolucionarios más jóvenes nos permitió mostrar a un Jorge Mateluna aislado. Un soldado perdido de 
una guerra que nunca llegó. Calderón, “Mateluna,” 4.  
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grotesquely humorous. The scene ends with a long monologue from the Mateluna character, who 
complains that the youth’s war of disruption is not real and explains that he comes from a 
generation that sought a real war, that was willing to engage real lethality. Following this 
monologue, in a rather strange non-sequitur, the characters sing the chorus of Erasure’s “A Little 
Respect”—a queer 80s pop song demanding respect in love. According to Francisca, this song 
was followed by a huge explosion and a waterfall of blood on the stage.  
 Francisca then confesses to the audience that working on this play was frustrating, that it 
never adequately explained Mateluna, and what was worse, it saw no end for him besides death. 
Finally, there was the question of the song, which she maintains everyone asked about: “Why so 
sentimental? Why in English? It was terrible.”173 So the group decided to do another project: this 
time, a YouTube video entitled Comunicado (Communication) in which three guerrillas 
renounce their commitment to violence and dedicate themselves to peaceful efforts. This video 
also ended with “A Little Respect,” and another cascade of blood, as the military entered to shoot 
the renouncing guerrillas. Francisca admits: “This video was a complete mistake. Because for a 
second time we had killed Jorge Mateluna. We wanted to pacify him by force. But to pacify him 
is to betray him. Because Jorge is inseparable from his act of violence. From his war rifle.”174  
 According to Francisca, their third effort was an attempt to understand the bank robbery 
as a political act, as an attempt to disrupt the ideology of the dominant classes. She says, “Then 
we realized that to correct our thinking we had to transport Jorge to another world…in reality we 
had to transport our brains to another world. To a context in which the resistance was absolutely 
legitimate. Unquestionable. Tragic. Wonderful. For example, the fight against fascism in the 30s 
                                               
173 “¿Por qué tan sentimental? ¿Por qué en inglés? Fue terrible.” Ibid., 13. 
174 “Este video fue un completo fracaso. Porque por segunda vez habíamos matado a Jorge Mateluna. 
Quisimos pacificarlo a la fuerza. Pero pacificarlo es traicionarlo. Porque Jorge es inseparable de su acto 
de violencia. Del fusil de guerra.” Ibid., 17. 
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and 40s in Europe.”175 This led to their next play, Aesthetics, according to Francisca, a nearly 
seven- hour adaptation of the novel, The Aesthetics of the Resistance by Peter Weiss. This play 
caricatured precisely the elite political theatre that Calderón wishes to resist with Mateluna. To 
perform an excerpt of this play, the actors remove their capuchas, smoke cigarettes and discuss 
fascism and Engelbrekt, a Swedish medieval hero. One of the actors plays Bertolt Brecht, in a 
safehouse in Stockholm, discussing the play he is writing on the aforementioned hero as well as 
his impending trip to Los Angeles. Of the acting, Francisca tells the audience, “We want to warn 
you that we speak very quickly, and that the subtitles also will pass very rapidly. It’s best not to 
read them. That is if there were subtitles…. right, there aren’t always subtitles. But we speak 
very, very quickly.”176 The play thus parodies and pokes fun at leftist intellectuals, as well as an 
overly-serious international artistic circuit in which resistant aesthetics are oppressively long, and 
impossible to follow. This play similarly ends on the strange note of Erasure’s song. 
 After this presentation, Francisca tells the audience that the cast received a letter from 
Jorge, a document they project for the audience to see, in which he discusses his life in prison. 
During his first imprisonment, he says that there had been a sense of political camaraderie and 
the songs that filled the hallways were protest songs, like that of Silvio Rodríguez. Now, 
Mateluna complains that he only hears Reggaeton. This statement belies a nostalgic longing for 
the days of “true” resistance. These communications prompted the cast to go visit Mateluna, at 
which time, according to Francisca, they told him that they finally understood why he robbed the 
                                               
175 “Entonces nos dimos cuenta que para corregir nuestro cerebro teníamos que trasladar a Jorge a otro 
mundo… en realidad trasladar nuestro cerebro a otro mundo. A un contexto en que la resistencia fuera 
absolutamente legítima. Incuestionable. Trágica. Maravillosa. Por ejemplo, la lucha contra el fascismo en 
los años 30 y 40 en Europa.” Ibid., 18. 
176 “Queremos advertirles que hablamos muy rápido, y que los subtítulos van a pasar muy rápido. Lo 
mejor es que no los lean. Eso es si es que hubiera subtítulos…claro, no siempre hay subtítulos. Pero 
hablamos muy, muy rápido.” Ibid., 20. 
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bank. Mateluna continued to maintain his innocence however, an option Francisca admits that 
they had never seriously considered. They finally realize that Mateluna could be innocent. 
 The second act consists of the cast’s presentation of the exculpatory evidence in 
Mateluna’s favor, documents and videos that they received with the help of Mateluna’s defense 
team, as well as some recreations they made themselves. They contrast the police’s story with 
Mateluna’s narrative. According to the police, four masked and armed men robbed a bank. They 
left the bank via a getaway car and were immediately pursued by the police throughout the 
neighborhood, exchanging gunfire on several occasions. At one point, the car slowed down, and 
a man jumped out of the backseat and ran down the street, discarding some clothing and his 
backpack along the way. The police maintain that they never lost sight of Mateluna and were 
able to detain him a few blocks away. According to Mateluna, however, he was in the 
neighborhood for a meeting about a cultural center. He was stopped by the police, who asked 
him what he was doing. Francisca relates it to the audience accordingly: 
Then, when they found him in the street they asked him for his identification. They 
entered the information in the computer. The screen said: Frentista. Guerrilla. 
Communist. Revolutionary. Resister. Veteran. Combatant. Autonomous. Black. 
CODEPU. Untouchable. Young. Brother. Comrade. Former inmate. Walking twenty 
blocks from an attack. It has to be him. It. Has. To. Be. Him. Mateluna. Jorge Mateluna. 
But we don’t have evidence. Well. We’ll invent it. We are the law. We are the Chilean 
National Police. We are like the artists. We can imagine the evidence.177 
  
                                               
177 “Entonces, cuando lo encuentran en la calle le piden el carnet. Meten la información al computador. La 
pantalla dice: Frentista. Guerrillero. Comunista. Revolucionario. Resistente. Veterano. Combatiente. 
Autónomo. Negro. CODEPU. Intocable. Joven. Hermano. Compañero. Ex presidiario. Caminando a 
veinte cuadras de un asalto. Tiene que ser él. Tiene. Que. Ser. Él. Mateluna. Jorge Mateluna. Pero no 
tenemos pruebas. Bueno. Las inventamos. Somos la ley. Somos los Carabineros de Chile. Somos como 
los artistas. Podemos imaginar las pruebas.” Ibid, 30-31. CODEPU, the Corporation of Promotion and 
Defense of the Rights of the People (Corporación de Promoción y Defensa de los Derechos del Pueblo) is 
a non-government organization, formed in 1980, that has worked to aid victims of human rights violations 
and their family members and fight against impunity. See “¿Quiénes somos?” CODEPU, accessed 
February 20, 2019, https://www.codepu.cl/pagina-ejemplo/.  
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Francisca thus connects the work of the police with the work of artists, illuminating the aesthetic 
connection between the two realms and the imaginary constructions that undergird the exercise 
of power. Opazo and Benítez write, “While the first part [of the play] lays out adulterated records 
that serve to reveal the passivity of spectators who confuse art with politics; the second clarifies 
false evidence that questions the operation of a judicial power for which the armed resistance, 
exercised during civic-military regimes and common delinquency are synonymous.”178 They 
then project the same video of the lineup they had shown earlier. This time they reveal that the 
witness had actually selected a different man, Alejandro Astorga, who had been one of the 
assailants. The police, however, wrote the name of Mateluna down instead of Astorga. The eye 
witness, the audience sees, never identified Mateluna. Further, we learn that Astorga denied 
Mateluna’s involvement in the robbery. 
 Though this error was made evident in Mateluna’s trial, the judges presiding over the 
case ignored the video. They also allowed this police officer—knowing he had submitted such 
erroneous evidence—to turn in other equally suspect pieces of evidence, which ultimately led to 
Mateluna’s prison sentence of sixteen years. Upon these revelations, the actors then throw and 
destroy the onstage chairs, and they project a photo of a once-free Mateluna as “A Little 
Respect” plays. The sound cuts out, the photo of Mateluna disappears, and, in the darkness, 
Reggaeton plays.  
 But the play doesn’t end there. In one of the performances I saw, on April 17, 2018, in 
front of a packed auditorium at the University of Chile Law school, it was followed by a 
conversation with Calderón and Mateluna’s lawyers about other irregular pieces of evidence and 
                                               
178 “mientras la primera parte dispone registros adulterados que sirven para develar la pasividad de los 
espectadores que confunden arte con política; la segunda, esclarece pruebas falseadas que cuestionan el 
funcionamiento de un poder judicial para el que la resistencia armada, ejercida durante regímenes cívico-
militares, y delincuencia común son sinónimos.” Opazo and Benítez, “A Little Respect,” 12. 
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the status of his case. Upon exiting the theatre, there were photographers waiting and an 
opportunity to pose with a sign declaring “Mateluna Inocente” and the encouragement to post it 
on social media. The play is thus connected with a larger social media effort and solidarity 
movement to support the campaign for Mateluna’s innocence. When I saw Mateluna in April, it 
seemed like the campaign was having success: the Supreme Court had agreed to hear a petition 
to reopen Mateluna’s case. However, the petition was rejected on December 17, 2018, thus 
confirming Mateluna’s sentence. At the time of this writing, Mateluna’s lawyers are continuing 
to pursue his innocence. Mateluna is thus part of a larger struggle that must continue. 
 But what of “A Little Respect,” the refrain that haunts the play in a strangely peppy and 
poppy fashion? Beyond the surface level call for respect, the song has no apparent connection to 
Mateluna or his predicament. It is a song about lovers, in English, from the 80s. It is a jarringly 
strange contrast. It evokes, perhaps, as Javiera Larraín points out, the parties Mateluna never 
attended, spending much of his youth in jail.179 But, more than that, by using it throughout the 
play Calderón inscribes Mateluna’s story onto the song, which in the course of the play becomes 
a kind of earworm; Mateluna’s struggle and the song become irrevocably, if inexplicably, 
connected in the audience’s mind. Calderón told Opazo and Benítez that “the idea of using the 
song obeys the need to instill in the audience the memory of the ‘case’; each time the song is 
heard, wherever it may be, we want the spectator to remember that Jorge Mateluna suffered an 
injustice, that he is imprisoned.”180 In some ways, this is the play’s most (post)-political gesture. 
It uses a piece of mass/pop culture and coopts it for political ends, thus performing the opposite 
of the de-politicizing cooption that happens so often in neoliberalism. 
                                               
179 Larraín, “Hacia una poética,” 193. 
180 “la idea de utilizar la canción obedece a la necesidad de instalar en el público el recuerdo del ‘caso’; 
cada vez que suene la canción, en cualquier parte, queremos que el espectador recuerde que Jorge 
Mateluna sufre una injusticia, que está preso.” Opazo and Benítez, “A Little Respect,” 14. 
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 It is perhaps unsurprising that, with Mateluna, Calderón received his most ambivalent 
critical response, with many lauding its political integrity but critiquing its lack of attention to 
form and some positing that it could not, in fact, be considered theatre.181 This response thus 
proves Calderón’s point: the parameters of political theatre in Chile have been policed by a kind 
of elite aesthetic, a fact that has allowed for the cooption of many of his plays—and indeed much 
of his career. Currently, Calderón is developing two commissions, both in the United States: one 
about a communist summer camp for the Public Theater and the other about his experiences with 
immigration for La Jolla Playhouse. With them he is trying to write “American” plays, plays that 
for him are “much more realistic… I want to say political, but more tame. Which is good 
because it allows me a better entry into the US system.” He continues,  
But there is something a little bit complicated in my approach to the work, because I am 
not going to enter the US on my terms. Or maybe I can just grow up and adapt to this 
new reality you know? But I wonder if I’m just giving up something. Or maybe I’m 
seeing the US not as a place for experimentation and true growth as an artist, I’m seeing 
it more as a place to do theatre rather than to grow artistically because of the system 
right?182 
 
                                               
181 Marietta Santi writes, “Boring at moments, confusing in others, it launches a blanket of doubts over 
the materials used and may even sew distrust among spectators with respect to the recreations of the 
evidence of the case.” “Aburrida por momentos, confusa por otros, lanza un manto de dudas sobre los 
materiales usados y puede, incluso, sembrar la desconfianza entre los espectadores respecto a las 
recreaciones de las pruebas del caso.” Marietta Santi, “Santiago a Mil: Un ‘Mateluna’ Valiente pero 
Confuso,” Santi Teatro y Danza, January 27, 2018, http://www.santi.cl/index.php/criticas-de-teatro/1430-
stgoa-mil. In La Tercera Pedro Bahamondes summarizes the range of opinions around Mateluna: “some 
consider it revelatory and urgent, and others on the border of the panfletario.” “unos la creen reveladora y 
urgente, y otros al borde de lo panfletario.” Bahamondes quotes Marco Antonio de la Parra, who criticizes 
the play for being on the “dangerous border between art and pamphlet….It is not a theme of legitimacy, 
but of the aesthetic.” “frontera peligrosa entre arte y panfleto…No es un tema de lo legítimo sino de lo 
estético.” Agustín Letelier is quoted as saying “One can say that this is not a work of theatre and that the 
arguments in favour of Mateluna neither convince nor excite, so this show is bad theatre.” “Uno puede 
decir que no es una obra de teatro y que los argumentos a favor de Mateluna ni convencen ni emocionan, 
por lo que ese espectáculo es mal teatro.” Pedro Bahamondes, “Mateluna: ¿provocación o transgresión?” 
La Tercera, April 25, 2017. 
182 Calderón, interview with author. 
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Calderón thus continues with ambivalence, with questioning, torn between his desires to be 
political, to grow as an artist, and to make a living from his art in a system that he feels is larger 
than himself. He is a Chilean playwright, but he is not tied to the Chilean cultural circuit—in 
fact, he does not feel that he can create a viable living in Chile. The (post)-political dramaturgy 
of citizenship that his career enacts is thus untethered, international, always questioning, always 





In this dissertation, I have explored how certain key performances during the democratic 
transition in Chile have enacted dramaturgies of democratic citizenship. I have engaged in this 
analytic task in order to ask a larger question about the way the production and aesthetics of 
theatre and performance are embedded in their cultural, material, and political environments. At 
its heart, then, this project has striven to theorize and understand the nature of theatre and 
performance’s contingency. This attention to contingency, I believe, counteracts a scholarly 
tendency to write heroic narratives about politically resistant performance, demonstrating instead 
the ways these performances are imbricated in a dynamic, reciprocal, and mutually constitutive 
relationship with the very state they may be seeking to resist. In positing this argument I do not 
wish to diminish artistic agency nor do I wish to undermine the political capacity of 
performance, but rather to demonstrate how political performance functions like politics itself: 
the performances I study operate—like Rancière’s understanding of the political—in a dialectical 
relationship with that against which they rebel, and therefore, are always also on the verge of 
their own demise. 
This dialectical relationship was very much on display in August 2018, demonstrating 
that just as artists are responsive to the state, so too is the state responsive to artists. On 
Thursday, August 10, Sebastián Piñera—the right-wing president who succeeded both of 
Michelle Bachelet’s terms—appointed Mauricio Rojas to be the country’s Minister of Culture.1 
                                               
1 Chilean electoral rules dictate that presidents can serve multiple terms, but those terms cannot be served 
consecutively. Michelle Bachelet served from 2006 to 2010 and from 2014 to 2018; Sebastián Piñera 
served from 2010 to 2014; and will serve from 2018 to 2022. Previous ministers had been Ernesto Ottone 
Ramírez, who served from March 1to March 11, 2018 under Bachelet (and was replaced when her term 
ended), Alejandra Pérez Lecaros, a former television executive who served from March to August 2018. 
Rojas was a former socialist and member of the MIR, who fled to Sweden following the coup in 1974. In 
Sweden he received a PhD in economic history and served as a member of Parliament in Sweden, where 
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At the time, the Ministerio de las Culturas, las Artes, y Patrimonio (Ministry of Cultures, Arts, 
and Patrimony) was a relatively new government office, having been approved by Congress in 
2017 and implemented on March 1, 2018 to take the place of the CNCA.2 The shift from a 
council to ministry was meant to support and further consolidate the organization’s reach and 
capacities and grant it greater autonomy and centrality in Chile’s democratic government. The 
fear that a Ministry would lead to “directed culture” had faded and been replaced by a desire for 
greater coordination on the level of policy and resources and the elevation of culture as a right of 
citizenship. The day after Rojas’ appointment was announced, the newspaper La Tercera 
reported that Rojas had, in a 2015 book describing his political conversion from communism to 
an advocacy of economic liberalism, called Chile’s Museum of Memory and Human Rights an 
“art installation whose purpose, which without doubt it achieves, is to impact the spectator, leave 
him stunned, and keep him from thinking.”3 In the context of his book, Rojas’ statement was to 
suggest—as many on the right before him had—that the dictatorship’s abuses had to be 
understood (and, implicitly, justified) in the context of the social unrest leading to the 
                                               
his politics transformed to favor economic liberalism. Javiera Barrueto, “Mauricio Rojas: el ex militante 
de MIR a cargo del discurso de la Cuenta Pública del Presidente Sebastian Piñera,” El Libero, June 1, 
2018, accessed March 11, 2019, https://ellibero.cl/actualidad/mauricio-rojas-el-ex-militante-del-mir-a-
cargo-del-discurso-de-la-cuenta-publica-del-presidente-sebastian-pinera/.  
2 As I discuss in Chapter Three, the establishment of a National Council for Culture had long been a 
dream of those working in the cultural field. It had, however, been in bureaucratic limbo since 1997. The 
Lagos administration prioritized the project and was able to move it through the legislative process, 
establishing law 19.891 in 2003. This law created the Consejo Nacional de Cultura y las Artes (The 
National Council for Culture and the Arts) and ensured FONDART as an entity within it. The director of 
the Council held the rank of government minister, though the body was still housed under the ministry of 
education. “Minsterio de las Culturas, las Artes y el Patrimonio,” Ministerio de las Culturas, as Artes y el 
Patrimonio, accessed March 11, 2019, https://www.cultura.gob.cl/ministerio/. See also: Agustín Squella, 
“Nueva institucionalidad cultural para Chile: Una introducción” (Valparaíso: EDEVAL 2008). This 
document was first presented at the “National Meeting of Regions: For a New Cultural Institutionality” in 
Concepción Chile on October 11, 2001. 
3“Un montaje cuyo propósito, que sin duda logra, es impactar al espectador, dejarlo atónito, impedirle 
razonar.” Quoted in La Tercera, August 8, 2018. 
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dictatorship and within the broader environment of the Cold War.4 Yet the Museum of Memory 
and Human Rights had been inaugurated by President Michelle Bachelet in 2010 to combat 
exactly these types of interpretations. Its purpose was, and still is, to preserve and commemorate 
the history and victims of the dictatorship’s human right’s abuses and to “stimulate reflection and 
debate about the importance of respect and tolerance, so that these events may never be 
repeated.”5 As Calderón’s Villa partially dramatized, and the controversy around Prat indicates, 
the museum was embedded in a long series of battles about the dictatorship period and, for 
many, represented an important official acknowledgement—too long in coming—of the regime’s 
human rights abuses. To attack the museum was to reopen old wounds, wounds that, nearly thirty 
years after the return to democracy, would not seem to heal. It was also a rather insidious attempt 
to rewrite history with political demagoguery under the guise of cultural critique and thus erase 
real traumatic histories. 
The response from artists was swift and emphatic. Raúl Zurita, of CADA, posted on 
Facebook:  
AGAINST THE HALLUCINATORY AND OFFENSIVE DECLARATIONS OF THE 
“MINISTER OF CULTURE” WHERE HE CLASSIFIES THE MUSEUM OF 
MEMORY AS AN ART INSTALLATION; DECLARATIONS THAT HURT THE 
MOST DEAR OF THE PEOPLE OF CHILE, ITS DISAPPEARED, ITS SHOT, ITS 
TORTURED, ITS EXILED, I MAKE A CALL NOT TO PARTICIPATE IN ANY 
INSTANCE IN WHICH THIS CHARACTER IS INVOLVED, OUR DIGNITY AS 
ARTISTS, AS WRITERS, AS INTELLECTUALS, AS HUMAN BEINGS WOULD BE 
GONE IN SUCH AN ACT.6 
                                               
4 Roberto Ampuero and Mauricio Rojas, Diálogo de conversos (Buenos Aires: Editorial Sudamericana, 
2015).  
5 “Sobre el Museo” Museo de la Memoria y los Derechos Humanos, accessed March 11, 2019, 
https://ww3.museodelamemoria.cl/sobre-el-museo/.  
6 “FRENTE A LAS ALUCINANTES Y OFENSIVAS DECLARACIONES DEL ‘MINISRO DE 
CULTURA’ DONDE CALIFICA AL MUSEO DE LA MEMORIA DE SER UN MONTAJE; 
DECLARACIONES QUE HIEREN LO MÁS ENTRAÑABLE DEL PUEBLO DE CHILE, A SUS 
DESAPARECIDOS, A SUS FUSILADOS, A SUS TORTURADOS, A SUS EXILIADOS, HAGO UN 
LLAMADO A NO PARTICIPAR EN NINGUNA INSTANCIA EN QUE ESTE PERSONAJE ESTÉ 




Diamela Eltit publicly declared Roja’s statement to be “unacceptable.”7 In addition to the 
boycott, Zurita called for a press conference, to be held on Monday, August 13, at Santa Lucía 
162, the Ex Clínica Santa Lucía, one of Santiago’s many former sites of torture. Artists and 
cultural workers also began organizing a massive concert in front of the Museum of Memory, to 
be held that Wednesday, where around 10,000 people would converge to support the museum 
and repudiate Rojas’s comments.8 
On Monday morning, I made my way to Santa Lucía 162, where, at ten minutes before 
11, a line had formed to get into the press conference. The organizers were collecting signatures, 
so I signed in, noting that Paulina Waugh—the firebombing of whose gallery I wrote about in 
Chapter One—had signed in just before me. I made my way up a narrow staircase and into a 
crowded room, pressing myself into a corner so as not to be in anyone’s way. Around me people 
filled the rooms, hallways, stairways, and spilled out into the street. At a table sat Zurita, 
surrounded by a number of actors, writers, and artists who had been active in the 80s and 90s. It 
was astonishing to see this community, which I had been imagining through archives and 
interviews, together, to see the force and solidarity with which they mobilized, and to see the 
moral authority they exuded. As Zurita began to read his statement, someone from the crowd 
called out that Rojas had resigned, and everyone present burst into cheers and chants. The artists 
had thus intervened rapidly, decisively, and effectively, using the moral and cultural capital of 
                                               
INTELECTUALES, COMO SERES HUMANOS EN ELLO” (capitalization original). Raul Zurita’s 
Facebook page, accessed, March 8, 2019, https://www.facebook.com/raul.zuritacanessa.  
7“inaceptable.” The Clinic, August 11, 2018, accessed March 11, 2019, 
http://www.theclinic.cl/2018/08/11/diamela-eltit-sobre-mauricio-rojas-lo-que-ha-dicho-es-inaceptable-
especialmente-para-un-ministro-de-cultura/.  
8 Among the artists present were Raúl Zurita, Inti Illimani, Illapu, Nano Stern, Anita Tijoux, Los 
Prisioneros. “Músicos y artistas convocan a una multitude en el Museo de la Memoria, La Tercera, 




their resistance to the dictatorship—and their still-present network of solidarity—to force Rojas 
out. The Rojas appointment and resignation demonstrate the ways that the Chilean cultural field 
is still shaped by the dictatorship—both by its policies and legacy and by the aesthetics and 
cultural capital of those who resisted it. 
Dramaturgies of Democracy has, I hope, shown how a nation’s history, institutions, 
policies, and politics combine to produce particular horizons of aesthetic possibility: in the case 
studies examined here, horizons of fragmented, elite resistance (Chapter One), of apolitical 
inclusivity (Chapter Two), of binary battles between dictatorship/democracy (Chapter Three), of 
“political” theatre as commodity (Chapter Four).9 In Chapter One, I analyzed the art actions of 
CADA, arguing that they produced an agonistic dramaturgy in which citizenship was posited as 
a plural, radically negative process of making and re-making Chilean society. Throughout this 
analysis, I sought to demonstrate how CADA’s work emerged from the explicit and implicit 
cultural policies of the Pinochet dictatorship and from the micro-circuits of interdisciplinary 
counter-cultures that formed in resistance to the regime. Though in some ways CADA sits 
uneasily in this study—as the only non-theatrical performance group given in-depth 
consideration—their contribution to the cultural field in Chile cannot be overlooked. Their 
canonization as one of the exemplars of the Escena de avanzada was tied to a larger consecration 
of a particular kind of resistant dramaturgy: one that was pluralist, critical, fragmented, elite, and 
non-teleological. As the incident above illustrates, the members of CADA have since marshalled 
their moral authority at having resisted the dictatorship into a kind of cultural capital, aspects of 
                                               
9 I do not mean to suggest here that these were the only possibilities manifest in the Chilean case in the 
period under consideration, but that these possibilities were created by the intersection of particular artists 
working from and within their cultural and political contexts. Infante’s later theatre—particularly recent 
works which have been focused on ontological questions, such as Realismo (Realism) and Estado Vegetal 
(Vegetative State)—might in fact provide a counterpoint, though her work does seem to be rather 
exceptional in the Chilean theatrical environment. 
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the Chilean cultural field that are inextricably intertwined and that have irrevocably shaped 
Chilean cultural policy.  
In the following chapter, I explored how the work of Andrés Pérez—particularly his play 
La Negra Ester—intersected with and departed from an official dramaturgy of convivencia. Like 
CADA’s agonistic dramaturgy, the dramaturgy of convivencia envisioned citizenship as plural 
and inclusive. However, unlike CADA’s elite art aesthetics, Pérez’s enactment of convivencia 
emphasized the popular and the national, staging not a political rupture, but a reencounter. This 
dramaturgy was also, in many ways, apolitical, advancing a kind of patriarchal, heteronormative 
status quo. La Negra Ester tapped into the political affects of the early years of the transition: a 
heady ebullience and faith placed in the democratic transition, as well as a fatigue from the 
politicization of culture in resistance to the dictatorship. However, the optimism of the early 
transitional years did not last, and the consensus upon which convivencia was based soon 
revealed significant democratic limitations—which became apparent in Andrés Pérez’s 
subsequent works and in his conflicts with Concertación administrations. The aesthetics of 
convivencia were thus tied to a very particular moment which was not to last. This perhaps 
explains why La Negra Ester did not auger a larger dramaturgical trend or movement, and why it 
is largely considered an exceptional and exemplary moment in Chilean theatrical history.  
In my third chapter, I focused on the way a younger, post-dictatorship generation 
reflected on the nation and its history, imagining citizenship as an individual’s subjective 
relationship to the nation and its history. I argue that Manuela Infane’s Prat proposed a 
dramaturgy of anachronism that emerged in part from the increasing acceptance within official 
circles that memory was subjective and that the memory conflicts over the legacy of the 
dictatorship could not be tidily resolved, as Rojas’s statements also demonstrate. However, I also 
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contend that the dramaturgy of anachronism that Prat produced was distorted and amplified by 
the scandal over the play’s public funding that preceded its premiere, becoming an a priori 
component of Prat’s dramaturgy. The scandal framed citizenship not as an individual’s 
subjective relationship to the state but as the exercise of free speech against censorship, of 
democracy and human rights against dictatorship and repression. Prat thus was instrumentalized 
and politicized in a larger, binary cultural battle against the legacy of the dictatorship, out of sync 
with the intentions of its creators.  
Finally, Chapter Four explored Guillermo Calderón’s dramaturgy of the (post)-political, 
in which citizenship is proposed as a process of critical questioning and the challenge of enacting 
meaningful political engagement in a society that works to coopt such engagement. I argued that 
Calderón’s dramaturgy emerged from the larger condition of post-politics that characterized late-
Concertación Chile. Further, I contended that Calderón’s desire to be politically radical, 
operating in tension with his official and institutional success, produced a dramaturgy that is in a 
constant process of negotiation. Accordingly, this dramaturgy’s political capacity is constantly 
challenged by its—and his own—relationship to the state and to the global economy.  
 In the course of these chapters, citizenship becomes an increasingly vexed category, as, 
throughout the transition, memory and a relationship to the state grew more subjective and as 
disillusionment with Chilean politics continued and deepened. However, in each case, a 
consideration of citizenship has provided an opportunity to explore the intersection of the 
aesthetics of performance, politics, and governance. These intersections render the notion of 
“political theatre” problematic in different ways derived from each works particular relationship 
to the state: CADA’s plural, arguably fragmented, vision was predicated on authoritarianism and 
canonized in democracy, raising questions (as Willy Thayer points out) about the legacy of 
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dictatorship in the formation of such a dramaturgy; La Negra Ester rendered citizenship more 
inclusive, but apolitical; Prat was instrumentalized by state officials in a larger political battle; 
Calderón struggled with his work’s cooption and depoliticization as an art object—sometimes at 
his own hands. One of the questions that has followed me throughout the research and writing of 
this dissertation has been: what conditions the aesthetics and political capacity of theatre and 
performance? As this dissertation has shown, the answer to this question lies in Chile’s particular 
theatrical and political history, in the canonization of artists and aesthetics like CADA’s during 
the transition, in the construction of Chile’s cultural policy by those who had been part of 
resistant counter-cultures during the dictatorship, in the disillusionment with the transition and 
the desire for meaningful ideologies in the face of technocratic consensus, and in a nostalgia for 
a time in which resistance was coherent and meaningful. All of this has shaped how theatre is 
political in Chile today, and has led—as I discuss in Chapter Four—to a particular kind of 
aesthetic becoming a dominant paradigm (Calderón describes a kind of elite, complex, non-
teleological “political theatre,” a dramaturgy very much on display in recent national offerings 
by Santiago a Mil), which, in turn, diminishes that theatre’s political capacity. Thus, in addition 
to demonstrating the particular contingencies of political theatre, I hope that this dissertation 
prompts us as scholars to think critically about how political aesthetics emerge in contexts within 
and outside of Chile, particularly in places where late capitalism has imposed renewed 
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